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Treasury Committee: Evidence Ev 1

Oral evidence

Taken before the Treasury Committee

on Tuesday 25 April 2006

Members present:

Mr John McFall, in the Chair

Jim Cousins Kerry McCarthy
Angela Eagle Mr Brooks Newmark
Mr David Gauke Mr Mark Todd
Ms Sally Keeble Peter Viggers

Witnesses: Mr Mick McAteer, Policy Advisor, Which?, and Mr Ned Cazalet, CazaletConsulting, gave
evidence.

Q1 Chairman: Good morning and welcome to the whatsoever. While my firm said about five years ago
that if you had a compulsory pensions system andfirst evidence session in the National Pension

Savings Scheme inquiry. Can you introduce collected contributions via taxation or NI you
probably could run it for 0.2/0.3%, when we put theyourselves for the shorthand writer, please?
numbers into the model to see whether it would beMr McAteer: My name is Mick McAteer, principal
worth investing in a model to run this on behalf ofPolicy Advisor atWhich?.
the Government, because someone has got to run it,Mr Cazalet: I am Ned Cazalet and I, coincidentally,
we found there were a number of problems. Youwork for Cazalet Consulting, which advises financial
may have seen a document calledPolly Put theKettleinstitutions on setting up life assurance companies
On which I think was circulated to you.and pension funds.

Q3 Chairman: You are the author.Q2 Chairman: What are the main challenges the
Mr Cazalet: I am afraid I am the author. On pagesGovernment faces in taking forward one of the
33, 34 and 35what we do is show some of the outputsmodels of the NPSS, and what are the key decisions
of that model. We assumed that people would savethat have to be made?
£100 or £130 a month or what have you and then weMr McAteer: It is our view that theNPSS represents
put it into the model to see how much that wouldthe best opportunity in a decade to design second-
cost to run and we used Turner’s pricing. You willtier pensions that act in the consumer’s interest and
see on pages 34 and 35 the cumulative cashflowpensions that are designed from a consumer
charts and they mostly never get above zero, whichperspective. We used a number of criteria to assess
means this thing does not make any money. Thethe diVerent models from the IMA, the NAPF and
problem we have with the Turner model—and Ithe ABI and to work out which would be the best
suspect that they did not spend an awfully longoption for delivering the NPSS. We looked at
amount of time trying to model this, at least that iscompetition aspects, cost and aVordability, choice,
my understanding of it—is that on a cost basis itthe risk to consumers, the levels of confidence and
does not work. What we did in the model was wetrust in the various models, the regulation and legal
modelled persistency and we said how are thesesecurity in diVerent models and the political risk and
people going to behave? If you look at the lifesustainability of the diVerent models. We concluded
assurance system we have at the moment wherefairly strongly that the NPSS and the IMA’s model,
people voluntarily sign up—okay, they arewhich we think is the closest to the NPSS, is by far
persuaded, there is a salesman there, but they makeand away the best model. That was followed by the
the decision at the end of the day to sign the form toNAPF’s model which came close to the NPSS
say they are going to start a pension—and if we takesystem but had a few drawbacks and a long way
100 personal pension plans that are started today, inback was the ABI’s proposals. We simply cannot see
four years from now we could expect less than halfhow the retail model, as proposed by the ABI, can
of those to be in force, that is the persistency pattern.meet those all-important cost considerations.
People lapse their policies for whatever reason. InCrucially, the ABI proposals would not have the
our document you will see we have shown the trendstrust and confidence of consumers and without that
in persistency using data collected by the FSA andconfidence and trust you will not have a sustainable
using our own data. What we could not understandpensions system.
is how in the Turner model, Appendix F, Turner’sMr Cazalet: I cannot comment on the NAPF.
colleagues had assumed this miraculous overnightBefore I saw Lord Turner I spoke to some of his
transformation. Given this is not a compulsorycolleagues and we looked at the numbers in
scheme, you might get trawled in on the net on dayAppendix F of the report and thought let us put this
one but there is no-one locking you into the scheme,into a model to see whether this would make any

sense for anyone to operate under any terms we had no satisfactory explanation as to why, given
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the historic trend in terms of persistency, people problem. We have modelled this using very
optimistic persistency numbers compared to thewere not continuing with their contracts for
current situation and the numbers still look awful.whatever reason. Why does this suddenly disappear
Mr McAteer: Ned is right if he thinks that Lordovernight? Looking at this realistically, that is a
Turner imagined the NPSS being run by retailfundamental issue here. We say that if you have a
insurance companies. He is dead right, it iscompulsory scheme—and there are huge problems
unsustainable in that sense because the economics ofwith a compulsory scheme because of the impact of
access do not allow the retail model to provide themeans testing, the fact that you may compel people
NPSS on any charging terms that make sense forwho genuinely cannot aVord to save and all sorts of
consumers to save into. The key point is that Lordother issues—and if you do not take proper account
Turner is not talking about the retail model, he isof people’s propensity not to keep up the payments,
talking about a collective pension scheme similar tothen I am afraid that anyone that believes Turner at
the Federal Thrift Savings Plan which uses bulka profit is deluding themselves. We did not just
buying and economies of scale and competitivemodel one set of inputs and outputs, we modelled it
tendering, and because you have a single accountthis way and that. Frankly, if someone asked me to
that means all the problems of persistency and so onputmy own personalmoney into a vehicle to run this
and transferring from account to account areI would say “No way, Jose!”. At the end of the day
actually mitigated considerably. That is why, forif NPSS comes alive someone has got to run it. It will
example, when you look at the Federal Thriftbe an infrastructure product. Someone is going to
Savings Plan, what they do is they collect the moneyhave to set it up and someone is going to want a rate
centrally and they use competitive tendering toof return. Just one last point on the cumulative
allocate the management of the funds to the bigcashflows we show for Turner and you may want to
institutional fund managers on Wall Street. That iscompare those with the other cashflows we show for
why the total operational costs of the Federal Thriftthe life industry model which are also abysmal. We
Savings Plan are in the region of 0.35% a year anddid allow a lower cost of capital for the NPSS on the
the investment management costs on their own arebasis there would be some sort of Government
in the region of 0.08% per year. No-one is talkingbacking, so we used a lower discount rate, but what about using a retail product where firms have tostrikes me is will this thing work—leaving aside compete for business.

Turner’s great ambitions and I am very supportive Mr Cazalet: You are saying that we modelled retail.
of his overall thinking—and is this a commercially We did notmodel retail at all.We have notmodelled
viable venture? I cannot see how that it is. or moulded the life assurancemodel in our workings

for the NPSS. We have paid no heed to that
whatsoever. We took Turner’s own pricing fromQ4 Chairman: We only wanted a short inquiry on
Appendix F.this, but it will be even shorter based on your

evidence. The whole thing is caput, is that what you
are telling us? Q6 Chairman: In Appendix F there is a target of
Mr Cazalet: It is not for me to put the match to it. 0.3% for charges and I was going to ask you if that

were achievable, but obviously, in light of your
previous comments, the answer is no. At what levelQ5 Chairman:Will this require Government money
would this scheme be achievable?to keep it going?
Mr Cazalet: I said earlier that when we looked atMr Cazalet: I am aware of some research that the
stakeholder pensions some years ago, if you hadABI has done. I cannot validate this. I do not know some centralised scheme but you then had excellentwhether the numbers are right or wrong. The ABI’s persistency—Yes, we think the persistency should

pensions and savings teamdid trot oV to Sweden and not be as bad under a Turner scheme if you have one
they looked at the pricing of that model and at the scheme and not a lot of competing providers because
cross-subsidy and so on and so forth. TheABI’s view there is quite clearly a lot of churn going on, so we
was that that was also fundamentally loss making. do recognise that persistency ought to be better, but
What we say is we have run the numbers, our it should not better to the extent that would be
numbers have not been challenged, Adair Turner required tomake this profitable.We can see how you
has looked at our numbers and no-one has knocked could run a sort of scheme at 0.3% given an economy
at the door or phoned us up and saidwe are speaking the size of the UK and given a very good
complete nonsense from the DWP and they have improvement in persistency to the point where
had plenty of time to do so. These numbers have persistency does not become an issue anymore. We
been in the public domain. If I were on your did not back-test it to say where do we start to break
Committee I would really be saying this is all very even on this, but my guess would be that within
well, but are we wasting our time having a hot air Turner you are probably talking at allowing for
convention if this thing cannot work on this pricing? some realistic persistency numbers. There is no point
What is really going to happen to people who save pretending that persistency is just going to disappear
in pensions? People stop saving. They get pregnant, overnight, there is nothing that tells us that is going
they lose their job, they get bored or they need the to happen. So I think you are probably talking about
money for something else. That has happened year 0.6% if you are going to take a realistic account of
after year after year. If you do not compel them you persistency. At the end of the day, you do not want

people to set a scheme up and say let us presume thatare going to have some lapse rate, some persistency
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the world is suddenly going to change and that without necessarily being detrimental to the client—
nobody lapses. I take the point that some people “from one provider to another.” This economics is
lapse because they move from one life insurance lunatic. If you get TrevorMatthews of StandardLife
company to another, but a lot of people lapse and others saying it is lunatic then I suggest that this
because they simply cannot keep the payments up. industry’s business model is fundamentally flawed

and therefore it has got to come to a stop at some
point. I guess one of the big issues for the insuranceQ7 Chairman: So we have doubled Turner’s number
company model at the moment is that people havewithout even trying.
talked about the client and the customer, but whatMr Cazalet: That is a rough number to make it
they are doing is they are competing for distribution,viable.
they are competing to get the intermediary on theirMr McAteer: Lord Turner has said that the 0.3%
side. Hence this stuV may look mad and it is mad,figure is a target and that is the whole point, because
but I think people have got fixated in this desperateover time in America what happened was the costs
struggle to get new business models, to killwere then bid down to about 0.35% a year. The basic
everybody else, to be the king of the castle and let uspoint is that if you have a collective scheme, a
hope that it sorts itself out down the track, but thiscentrally run scheme where you use competitive
is not economic, it is not sustainable. It is a bit of antendering rather than openmarket competition, you
odd cartel. Normally the cartels are there to gougedeliver a model which is significantly cheaper than
profits out of the consumers and keep everybody elseusing the retail model or the open market
away. This keeps everybody else at bay becausecompetition model. It may not be 0.35% from the
nobody in their right mind would come into thisvery outset, it may well be 0.6%, but the point is, it

will always be significantly cheaper than relying on industry from scratch and set this up. Youwould not
the open market competition model. That is the invest your own money in a company that I set up
fundamental point that people have finally grasped. tomorrow and said let us call “McFall Life” or “The

House of Commons Life Assurance Company”.
You would think I was a lunatic. Companies areQ8Chairman:Ned, you havemade comments about
engaged in this struggle for survival and there is a bigchurnings in the industry and I think you have been
emphasis placed on the new business numbers,supported by Trevor Matthews of Standard Life
particularly for the listed companies.who made a very full comment about the basic

business model of the industry being flawed. Under
the current insurance company business model are
the substantial payments to intermediaries, instead
of promoting additional savings, merely
encouraging the recycling of existing pensions Q9 Mr Todd: I want to explore the administrative
between diVerent providers? arrangements. Mick, you have poured water on the
Mr Cazalet: There is quite a lot of evidence to idea of using the existing administrative systems of
support that. I do not know whether you are going insurance companies to provide the backbone of the
to have representatives of various insurance new products. Why do you reach that conclusion?
companies coming here. We have been told things in Mr McAteer: The conclusion we came to was that
confidence so I cannot give you insights into certain of the vested interests are trying to play up
individual companies. There is a great deal of this idea that it makes economic sense to build on the
concern about the business model that these guys existing infrastructure and therefore it would be a
themselves are operating because when somebody cheaper administrative set of arrangements. We
does build up a sizeable pension pot the temptation actually had a look at this and we broke down theis there, one way or the other, for this stuV to whole collection of functions, administration,suddenly be exited from “XYZ Life” and then re-

reconciliation and verification, into its diVerentbrokered with “ABC Life”. You only need to look
component parts and we thought there were severalat the commission terms that are attached to these
administration elements and so on. You may wellthings, on what we call the lump sum business, the
be able to use existing insurance companysingle premium business, which the industry now
infrastructure to collect contributions and so on, butrefers to as transfer business, so this stuV is being
at the end of the day you are still going to need atransferred around the houses. If you look at the
verification and reconciliation function and that cancommission terms in our document on page 20, what
only ever be run by some kind of centralisedwe did is set out some real commission levels
collection and verification agency anyway. If youapplying at the back end of last year, but one of the
have a system that requires employers andthings we showed in the table was the commission
employees to contribute and you are usingclaw back period.Why do you think anybody would
taxpayers’ money then there will have to be somewant to put a claw back period in there? It varies
sort of centralised function to ensure that thatfrom no years to three years to two years to four
system is running smoothly and that employers andyears. This is part of the pricing. There is evidence to
employees are not breaching their statutoryshow that in some cases some intermediaries have
obligations within a National Pension Savingsgot a “cuckoo clock” that comes to life three years
Scheme. We found it very hard to see where thedown the line and says to the intermediary, “It’s time
existing infrastructure would have significantto review the case.You havemade your commission.

You are not scot free. You can move your client”— advantages.
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Q10 Mr Todd: You recognise there is a balance of Q14 Mr Todd: You are broadly favouring some
centralised model of administration, are you not?risk to be attached to this as well and that setting up

any centralised administrative structure to run this Mr Cazalet: If you are going to have a centralised
system then have a centralised model. It may well bewill involve a significant project being put together

in which failure is possible. that you have a competition amongst insurance
companieswho do have some skills or you outsourceMr McAteer: Yes. I have not met anybody who

is arguing for the Government to run the it, but I cannot see that you are going to have six
insurance companies all active on day one—administration of the NPSS.

Q15Mr Todd: So you are not in favour of the “strawQ11MrTodd:You certainlywill not findme arguing
man” that is being talked about of a governmentfor it.
agency carrying out this function?Mr McAteer: It is one of these “straw men” I think
Mr Cazalet: It may be a government agency, but thethe industry is trying to put up to divert attention
government is going to devolve this and outsourceaway from the flaws in their own business.
this activity to somebody or someone.

Q12 Mr Todd: Your model would be a third party Q16 Mr Todd: There has been speculation that this
carried out on a competitive tendering basis. is a government task and everyone has waved
Mr McAteer: Exactly. If you look at National goodbye to failed IT projects. Let me say from my
Savings, National Savings outsources the experience in the private sector that failed IT
administration of all its savings accounts to Siemens, projects are not unique to the public sector. Is this
the big IT supplier. If you go to America and you something that people should be concerned about?
look at the Federal Thrift Savings Plan, they Mr McAteer: There has been lots of speculation in
outsource the administration of that savings plan to the press prompted by vested interests that the
a third party as well on a competitive tendering Government wants to run a quango. Believe me, I
basis. No-one is arguing for the Government to run have not met anybody who is seriously proposing
the administration of this scheme anyway. The that the Government should run the administration
fundamental point is that, whichever model you of theNational Pension Savings Scheme. It is a straw
adopt for administration, you cannot get away from man created by people trying to divert attention
the need for some kind of centralised clearing-house. away from the flaws in their own business model.
It all has to come back to that eventually.

Q17Mr Todd: Surely the best approach would be to
design an administrative model in co-operation withQ13 Mr Todd: Ned, do you think the insurance
the sellers of any products that will pay into this andcompanies have anything to oVer in terms of
then contract it out and replace it with a competentadministrative competence to build on in this?
third party by competitive tender.Mr Cazalet: I guess for the insurance companies
Mr McAteer: I think competitive tendering wouldthere is a range of administrative capability. Some
be the best way to do it, but it depends on thepeople are struggling with the business they are
structure of the system itself.writing today and they have poor systems or

complex systems or out-of-date systems and it is a
Q18MrTodd: I think you havemade some referencefunction of running long-term insurance in part
to the diYculties of dealing with PAYE systems.because you write a contract and you may be on the
Could you expand on that slightly?books for 40 years. You can see why people have
Mr McAteer: Some people have raised concerns thatwritten contracts on old, clunky, green screen
if you use the existing PAYE system then theremightmachines dating back practically to the Ark. I think
be some time delays in allocating money to people’sthere is a range of outputs. There are some good
accounts, but I think the Investment Managementadmin systems run by insurance companies. Some
Association has dealt with that very well in theirinsurance companies do outsource their admin to
submission. They advocate a system of nomineethird party administrators. The thing that strikes me
accounts which actually would mean that peopleabout this admin bit is that, first of all, it has got to
would not lose out on any of the contributions. Ibe run by somebody and it has got to be run on
think that is technically feasible.commercial terms. Does the whole thing stack up?

The other thing as far as the insurance companies are
concerned is what are you administering? The life Q19 Mr Newmark: I want to turn to asset class and

fund choice. Given that some analysts believe thatassurance model is changing in front of us with the
so-called “open architecture”. If you cannot do it asset allocation decisions can explain up to 90% of

the returns enjoyed by savers, are you convinced thatalready, you will be able to go soon to the likes of
Legal & General and Standard Life and have access consumers possess the necessary expertise to make

asset allocation decisions themselves?to 500, 600 or 700 funds. Given that that sort of
concept is already in existence and given that people Mr Cazalet: No.

Mr McAteer: It all depends entirely on the range ofare investing their money and they want a gateway,
I do not see how you would have seven or eight choices that are put in front of them. I am quite

confident that if you had a very, very restrictiveinsurance companies competing for this at any price
because they cannot aVord to run the business as it range of choices consisting of a default fund, a

guaranteed fund and one or two basic other fundsis at the moment.
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then ordinary consumers could spot the diVerence Q25 Mr Newmark: How can we help consumers
make the choice? Should we load the language withbetween a risky fund, investing in equities and a safer

fund which invests in bonds and so on. You have to “This is a safe product” and “This is a risky
product”? Who is making those judgment calls?provide a decent “traYc light” system.
Mr McAteer: It would have to be the regulator. At
the moment we have the worst of both worlds, ie we

Q20MrNewmark:Doyou honestly believe that?Do have a proliferation of options without any clear
you think 99% of people in this country really signals from the regulator or the Government as to
understand the diVerence between debt and equity? what the inherent risks are in those diVerent asset
Mr McAteer: Yes, I do. It depends on how it is classes. With an NPSS scheme, regardless of which
explained to them. When we surveyed consumers particular model is adopted, we would need to
and we asked them which they preferred, this safe improve the language, communication and the
fund or this riskier fund investing in equities, people information provided to consumers to help them
did understand the diVerence. make those choices. When it comes to the basic

decisions, I do not accept that consumers cannot
make the distinction between a risky product overQ21 Mr Newmark: That is the concept of safe and
the long term and a safer product. If you filter downrisky. Do they understand the concept of debt and
the choices, I think consumers are well capable ofequity or the concept of risk and return?
making those decisions on their own. There is aMr McAteer: I think ordinary consumers
straw man being created whereby the NPSS meansunderstand the concept of saving for the future.
you cannot get financial advice, but that is nonsense.
If you had the NPSS system and people were not

Q22Mr Newmark: There is a big diVerence between confident about making their own choices on their
saving for the future and deciding on asset own initiative, they could still go and get financial
allocation choices. advice. The NPSS is so much more cost eVective
Mr McAteer: The main purpose of the NPSS is to than any other model. You could give people a
filter the choices and present consumers with a voucher for £200 each year for the rest of their lives
simple means of asset classes. No system is perfect. and it would still be cheaper to run the NPSS.
If the alternative is to go with the ABI model or the
NAPF model where consumers still have to face Q26 Mr Newmark: Do you feel that the NPSSeven more complex choices—

should be oVering more choice or less choice?
Mr McAteer: Less choice.

Q23 Mr Newmark: I am still not clear on what are
the advantages and disadvantages as you see it of Q27 Mr Newmark: So less is good in your view?
giving consumers a wide range of choice. Mr McAteer: In this case, yes.
Mr McAteer: Whenever a consumer makes an
investment decision there are two core decisions they Q28 Mr Newmark: Ned, just comment quickly on
have to make: they have to choose the particular the things we have been talking about.
asset class in the round and then choose the provider Mr Cazalet: When you come out of the Tube at
or the investment management company to Westminster you walk past Tesco’s. Go in there and
implement that decision. If you look at the way ask the people who work there what they think
stakeholder pensions are on the up, typically they about the relative merits and de-merits of debt and
may have 20 diVerent options for each provider. equity and the fund management styles around that.
Theywill not do that under theNPSS, theymay have Unless you are expecting people to engage seriously
ten diVerent options. There already you see that with this then you need a very heavily facilitated or
consumers are faced with about 500 diVerent guided approach to asset management and what
options to choose from under an open market that means. I think to say to people in a sort of no
model. If you do that, thatmeans you definitely need advice world to go out and spendmoney in an advice
regulated financial advice. world, here is a choice of 1,000 funds, you work it

out, could well result in opportunities for people
running television programmes on What Fund?Q24 Mr Newmark: That costs money.
monthly. To say that the consumer is happyMr McAteer: That costs a lot of money in
grappling with that on day one does not sound rightopportunity cost. The point is, it does not add any
to me. You will need to guide them and steer them.value for consumers, actually it destroys value.

There has been quite a sea change over the past few
years in the understanding of consumer psychology Q29MrNewmark:Do you think having some active

management funds within NPSS is the best route toaround choice. It used to be automatically assumed
that the more choice you had the more eVective go or not?

Mr McAteer: I think for the core funds in practicalcompetition was. That understanding is now
changing when it comes to complex markets like terms you would end up using passive funds anyway

because there is simply no evidence that activefinancial services. If you look at the evidence in
America and Australia and the evidence in Sweden, managers can ever deliver persistent out-

performance anyway. If you are appointing theit shows you that the more choices you have the less
eVective the decision-making on the part of the managers on a competitive tendering basis then my

guess is, in the same way as many of the bigconsumer is.
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employers’ pension schemes are now doing, you will fund managers to act in your interest. That is what
Lord Turner is trying to do here. He is trying touse passive management for the core investment

strategy, but you may well appoint active managers create a system that makes the City work for
consumers rather than expecting consumers to buildto add a bit of value. I would imagine at the core of

the portfolios would be passive management. their lives around the business models of the
financial services industry. That is the secret of Lord
Turner’s proposal.Q30 Mr Newmark: In order to drive up returns, do

you see an activemanagement route as a better route
Q32 Angela Eagle:What is the prospect of this kindto go, and should the consumer be paying fees for
of an approach getting through the morass ofthat?
lobbying and slagging oV that has happened sinceMr McAteer: When it comes to UK equities as an
Turner was published and coming to some kind ofasset class, there is just no evidence that active
fruition?management adds any value for consumers. In fact,
Mr McAteer: You can see from the reaction of theyou could make a fairly strong statement and say
vested interests that it scares the life out of themthat active management destroys value in that sense
because it fundamentally exposes how ineYcientbecause of the higher level of charges. Active
and how unviable their business model is formanagers have not been able to outperform the
delivering value for money, aVordable, decentbenchmark and this is a consistent fashion.
pensions. They know they cannot do it, which is whyTherefore, by default, if you have higher charges
they are trying to damage the NPSS with straw menthat will lead to a lower investment return. If you
like quangos and Stalinist states and what have you.wanted to have a core portfolio consisting of UK
That is what they are trying to do. They recogniseequities and then modify that by using active
that the NPSS is the best solution and they are doingmanagement, I think that would be perfectly
everything they can to challenge that. We have beenfeasible.
here before with stakeholder pensions.Chairman: We have to remember the financial

capability aspect. The FSA sent us information a
couple of weeks ago showing that 40% of people Q33 Angela Eagle: Which they did successfully
with equity ISAs were unaware that its value would damage.
fluctuate with stock market performance. We have Mr McAteer: One of the first reports I worked on
got a big hill to climb here. when I joined Which? was looking at personal

pensions and we exposed the value of personal
pensions and they were appalling value. We like toQ31 Angela Eagle: What does choice mean in this
think that that led in some part to the creation ofcontext? We have got the financial services
stakeholder pensions. The original stakeholderindustryand this Committee has looked at this in the
pensions was not the model we have now, it waspastwhich is only interested in the top level of
actually much closer to the NPSS model or maybe aincome generated and not the other 90%. Turner
bit like the NAPF “Super Trust” model, which is atries to create a circumstance where pension savings
big collective stakeholder pension scheme, but thefor the rest would be viable, and what we have now
industry lobby got in there and forced theseen is a massive scramble by the same industry,
Government to turn it into a retail product. That iswhich has completely let down 90% of people in this
why we are where we are at the moment. It is notcountry, to try to turn the Turner model into
because the prices are too high or too low orsomething else they can leach oV for the rest of their
whatever, it is just that the insurance guyswere neverlives which will not create any value.
going to be able to sell products to people on lowerMr McAteer: I would absolutely agree with that.
to medium incomes.There is an old saying that if it has got four legs and

it looks like a dog and it barks like a dog then it is a
dog. You can dress it up as a cat and call it Tabby or Q34Angela Eagle:Can you take us through not only

the retail aspects of the ABI model but the fact thatgive it a name like “Partnership Pensions” but all it
is is contracted out personal pensions by a diVerent they are associated with much larger brand

advertising costs and costs for endless financialname. That is really what the ABI’s proposal is all
about. You have your money deducted from your advice that goes round and round in circles and puts

costs up? Can you say a little bit more about whatsalary and then you have a range of retail insurance
companies competing for you or your employer’s has happened in Australia where this model appears

to have triumphed?business. That is the thing that leads to mis-selling.
That is the thing that leads to charges being pushed Mr McAteer: In Australia they have a full-scale

compulsory pension system, not the auto-enrolmentup and then more people being excluded from the
market. I really do believe this is a once in a decade that we are proposing here, so in theory the full-scale

compulsion should be evenmore eYcient than auto-opportunity to create a pensions system that is
designed from the consumer perspective rather than enrolment for the reasons that Ned mentioned

earlier on, persistency and so on. We got Watsonfrom the industry’s perspective. In America it has
been shown that it can work. The Federal Thrift Wyatt, the consultancy firm, to look at the costs in

Australia and we found that the ABI version ofSavings Plan disproportionately deals with people
on lower incomes anyway. It shows you that if you pensions in Australia cost about 1.4% a year even

with full-scale compulsion. My understanding isgather people’s money together and use that
collective principle you can force the big Wall Street that about 0.5% of that cost alone is down to the
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marketing and distribution costs. Even if you have competing for distribution leads you to be bid up in
compulsion or auto-enrolment, the fundamental your costs because you have to pay for distribution.
reality is that you still need all these diVerent That is not competing for customers, it is competing
insurance companies competing ferociously to for distribution. How can you turn the tables on
attract your custom or your employer’s custom and that? We still think fundamentally that the Turner
the only way they know to attract that custom is model is a nice idea, but the problem—because we
by spending billions of pounds on advertising modelled the numbers and remodelled them—is can
promotion or else on commissions and other you get a private or an infrastructure provider,
incentive schemes. whether that is one of the names that Mick

mentioned, or even an insurance company that did
nothing else to run that and that is without theQ35 Angela Eagle: So they try to get the distribution
intermediation and so forth? We do not think thenetwork to give them the business or they have to
numbers stack up. We have not been challengedadvertise to consumers to give them the business and
back on Turner, but clearly there is a lower numberthere is no value addedwith all themoney spent, that
and clearly it is desirable from the consumer point ofis the basic point.
view. We have talked about stakeholder charges asMr McAteer: Yes. As far as I understand it, the ABI
well being 1%, but they have been jacked up again tohas said there will not be commission paid to
1.5%. Look at what has happened to that half. Youindependent advisers and so on. They will still have
have seen one or two players say now that the chargeto oVer other types of incentives to incentivise their
levels have gone up to 1.5% the great news is we canstaV to try and grabmarket share. It does not change
pay more commission to intermediaries.the fundamental distribution of pensions. I think

you have hit the nail on the head there. That is the
essential diVerence between the NPSS and the ABI’s

Q37 Angela Eagle: That is why we have to break themodel. In fairness to the NAPF, under their model
mould as it were. How do we break the mould?it puts the consumer in the driving seat because you
Surely we have got to establish some kind of fundare forcing the City to compete with you and
like this and be absolutely resolute about theactually drive charges down, whereas under the ABI
structure.model as it is now you still have diVerent individual
Mr McAteer: I think that is absolutely right. It is atinsurance companies competing for business and, as
that point where the NPSS oVers the real advantagewe know from history, that drives up costs.
over the retail model or the ABI’s model. In fairness
to the NAPF model, that does deliver some of that

Q36 Angela Eagle:Ned, you have been a vocal critic bulk buying and competitive tendering as well.of the current structures of the insurance industry
Mr Cazalet: It is almost pathetic to say somethingand how it does its business. What model do you
must be done. I am not sure where themodel is goingthink would most eVectively deliver what Turner
to emerge from because one of the big key things iswanted? It certainly is not the retail one.
infrastructure and customer connection. If you forceMr Cazalet: Let me give you some hard numbers on
a Turner-style approach, you can argue about thethe life assurance sector. We do not have the 2005
changes, then that will be the way of breaking it. I donumbers yet, but if you take the years 2001 to 2004
not think you can expect this industry to give thisinclusive, life companies in the UK spent almost £30
silly game up quickly. It has been silly for a long timebillion on seeking to acquire new business and that
and I think it is going to be silly for some time yet. Ais commission to intermediaries, it is other upfront
lot of this stuV is palpably uneconomic. People knowcosts. This is not to do with administering the in
the numbers. People run their models in the lifeforce business, this is money spent on acquiring new
companies. They can see this stuV does not makebusiness. Those numbers are just crazy. The spend
money on the existing model but still they do it. Iruns at about £7 billion a year-on-year-on-year. We
think it may come down to suppliers of capital in theexpect the 2005 numbers to be prettymuch the same.
City. You would be surprised at how little peopleYou have to work out how much that is for every
know about the internal workings of life companies.household in the land. It is about £1,000 or more for

every household in the land. There is something not They do not product the sort of charts which look at
quite right here. These are vast amounts of money how much money companies lost last year. There is
being doled out to sustain a model that is quite a lot of smoke and mirrors that goes on in terms of
clearly crumbling away at the edges. To a great financial presentations and maybe that is something
extent this is an industry that is very internalised that we can work on on day one, to say what really
with the life companies looking to the intermediaries is going on here within these large and important
and the customer is somewhere over the hedge or in organisations.
another field altogether. I think you can take it that
this model is economically defunct, it is crazy. The

Q38 Peter Viggers: I have to declare an interest as amoney is sloshing around the system and people are
chairman of a pension fund. I see this as anotherchasing each other’s tails. I am reminded of the
chapter in the search for the Holy Grail of aBenny Hill programme back in the Sixties and
generous, cheap pension which, of course, does notSeventies where they all run round in a circle at high
exist. Have you addressed your minds to the issue ofspeed. I guess Benny Hill was slightly funnier than
whether bulk transfers will be allowed in and out ofthis. One has got a lot of sympathy with the Turner

concept of breaking the mould and saying that the scheme?
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Mr McAteer: I must confess, we have not looked in We recognise that the proposals in the Pension
Commission report were, I suppose, an acceptableany specific detail at that at the moment, but our

general view is that the NPSS, if it is created around compromise to get it oV the ground. We actually
advocated full-scale compulsion.Lord Turner’s proposals, should be as flexible as

possible. I would quite like to see people being able
to transfer more money into the NPSS from existing Q42 Ms Keeble: I wanted to ask some questions
provision. Is that what you mean? about regulation and particularly the purpose of the

FSA.What role do you see for the FSA in regulating
a National Pension Savings Scheme?Q39 Peter Viggers: In bulk transfers the normal

arrangement is for the actuary from whom the fund Mr McAteer: In relation to the scheme itself, I would
imagine that this would sit naturally better with theis being transferred to discuss with the actuary of the

fund which is being transferred what the bulk Pensions Regulator role than the FSA itself. Again,
it depends on which particularly model is chosen fortransfer value should be and that is agreed. The

pension regulator has been coming forward with delivering theNPSS. If the Government went for the
ABImodel, I think that would have to be FSA as thesome really vicious valuations on pensions recently.

I just wonder whether, if there is available a public lead regulator. If it went for the NAPF model, I
would imagine that would be closer to the Pensionsfund like the one we are discussing and if bulk

transfers are allowed in and out, there is a risk here Regulator, and similarly if it went for an IMA style
model, I would think the governance and the legalof a major mis-selling scandal.

Mr McAteer: Speaking as a trustee of a pension fund relationships would be overseen by the Pensions
Regulator. Like most UK regulations, it is quiteas well, I can understand the very complexities that

you are talking about. I would imagine that if the complex. Ultimately, whichever model is adopted,
the investment professionals will still be regulated byNPSS is created in the way Lord Turner imagines

then it is unlikely to be a defined benefit scheme the FSA anyway because they will be authorised
investment professionals and it is the FSAwhich hasanyway. I do not think the complexity that you are

talking about would relate to transfers out of the the responsibility for actually regulating those
people as individuals.NPSS. I expect that the NPSS would be structured

in such a way that would allow transfers in to the
NPSS. I think the calculation of the transfer out Q43MsKeeble:Would you like to run through some
from existing benefit schemes is a separate matter of the main safeguards that you would want to see
because that really depends on the pensions put in place, either if we go through the Turner
regulator ensuring that people who are leaving model or some of the key safeguards you would
schemes are being treated fairly and that the trustees want to see if one of the other models were adopted?
are administering their duty to all beneficiaries and Mr McAteer: Again, the process of this is a hugely
all members in a fair and equitable manner. important aspect when contrasting the diVerent

proposals. We looked at the legal ownership issues;
we looked at the regulation; we looked at theQ40 Peter Viggers: In your paper you move broadly

to the conclusion that the NPSS-style pension governance, all of the three models. Again, starting
at the farthest end of the spectrum, we thought thescheme is by far the best solution to the pensions

challenge the UK faces and then, Mr Cazalet, you ABI proposals represented just too much risk for
ordinary consumers because, from what Iare much more critical. Have you separately

addressed the issues of compulsion in saving and understand, and maybe they have changed their
position on this, certainly at the last big openalso the eVect of means testing?

Mr McAteer: Each of the models that are being meeting that the DWP held—
proposed at the moment all face challenges when it
comes to means testing. The position we have taken Q44Ms Keeble: Can I just say that I do not want so
on means testing is that, whatever happens, more much about the risks but what regulatory and
clarity will be needed between existing state benefits safeguards should be put in place?
and private sector savings. I do not think any of the Mr McAteer: Whatever regulation is needed should
models are immune from themeans testing question, be designed to address these risks, which is why I am
but none of the models oVer any advantage or explaining where we see the main risks lying. From
disadvantage when it comes to the relationship with my understanding, the ABImodel expected the sales
state benefits. Whenever we say we think the NPSS process would be unregulated in their proposals.
or the IMA model is the best one, what we mean is Therefore I think that is an appalling vista: to allow
for people who do not have access to decent an army of insurance company sales people to run
employers’ pension provision. This is a crucial point. around the workplace selling their own version of
This is for people who do not already have access to partnership pensions is completely unacceptable.
good employer schemes. We certainly would not You would clearly need a regulated advice process
want to imply that it is better than the existing or a regulated sales process. You would need
employer pension provision. regulated advice as well because, as I said earlier,

you have such a huge number of options under the
ABI proposals. You would then need financialQ41 Peter Viggers: And compulsion?

Mr McAteer: We actually went further than Lord advice to help peoplemake the right choices. In turn,
that would further add to costs and furtherTurner. We have always supported full-scale

compulsion along the Australian model actually. complexity and so on. The other issue is that whatwe
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quite like abut the NPSS model/IMAmodel and the attractive as well. Consumers do not want all this
additional choice but the one thing they do fear isNAPF model is that the governance of those

schemes I think is much more preferable than the handing over yet more of their life savings to the
same people who mis-sold them endowmentABI’s model because you have people with a legal

duty to look after the interests of the scheme policies, mis-sold them personal pensions and so on.
Unless we actually do built a new type of pensionmembers. I am afraid that is just not there in

insurance company products where, under system, then we are not going to maintain or restore
confidence, and therefore sustainability in the widerinsurance company law, the legal ownership of the

assets belongs to the insurance company. Because of pension system.
the listings regime, the shareholders of those
companies have a specific legal duty to their Q47Ms Keeble: There is just a small question on the
shareholders. They do not have duty to consumers. issue of consumer choice. There are very strong
Again, in terms of legal protection and governance, views amongst the public about ethical investments
we think theNPSS or theNAPFmodel is preferable. now. Would you see that as being something that, if

we have an NPSS mode, should be taken into
account?Q45 Ms Keeble: Can I come back again because the

regulatory aspect is incredibly important for Mr McAteer: I do not think it would be right to oVer
any ethical option as one of the core funds, but Iconsumer confidence and therefore the public’s

willingness to actually put money into pension would certainly see room for oVering some sort
ethical choice on top of the core fund. I do not thinkschemes. That is why it is so important. It seems that

one of the problems is that the regulations, it would fit as one of the core four or five funds that
would make up the basis of the NPSS. It is a bit likeparticularly for the consumers’ role, are at the front

end of buying and advice and so on, whereas the the same choice that we face as pension fund
trustees. We do not think it is right to impose ethicalfallout if things go wrong is a long way down the line

when people do not have many options. Often it is choices on the rest of the scheme members.
not dealt with by the regulator. It is, it seems, both
for the private pension and the occupational Q48 Mr Gauke: Can I ask about the relationship
pensions, to have been dealt with by the suitability andmeans-tested benefits? I do that in the
Ombudsman. They are the people who have actually context of the FSA announcement that seems to say
highlighted the issue and put pressure on for things that if you want to be in a position to avoid the need
to be resolved. Is there any way that you can see, for regulation and advice, the product needs to be
even with the NPSS model, that there can be some nearly universally suitable. If it is going to be
real improvement in regulation, and not just universally suitable, you need reform of the means-
through advice, which is actually very diYcult to tested state pensions. Do you agree or disagree with
regulate for, that there can be a real improvement in that analysis?
regulation such that people will feel confidentI know Mr McAteer: I certainly agree that this could be
it is incredibly hard to structure thisbut where there diYcult for any of the models to work unless there is
would be some come back, other than people, once greater clarity between state benefits and private
they are retired and have run into diYculties, going savings.We are not in the business of actually saying
to the Ombudsman and then trying to feed changes what level should means-tested benefits be or what
in that way? the basic state pension should be. That really is a
Mr McAteer: I think you are absolutely right that social policy matter and we cannot really comment
the regulation and the legal structure is fundamental on that. There is no question that greater clarity
to consumer confidence. We know how little would help consumersmake long-term choices more
consumers trust the financial service industry and eVectively.
unless the regulation is robust enough to maintain Mr Cazalet: I cannot see how you could possibly
consumer confidence, then we are just not going to operate this model, any new model, if you have
have sustainability. means testing. There will be a substantial number of

people who simply should not do this and for you to
work out whether you are one of those people isQ46 Ms Keeble: But that is going to apply even it is

perceived to be a government issue? fantastically complex. I was at Downing Street two
years ago when John Hills of the PensionMr McAteer: What I found interesting was that our

research was tested on three diVerent models in Commission stood up, with all his clever
‘professorology’, and explained in using any 14 or 15terms of consumer trust. We found that the

Government was trusted twice as much as the slides how tomake a decision whether you should be
in the scheme or not. People simply are not going toinsurance industry to run pensions. All this talk

about strawmen and nobody trusts theGovernment do that. I cannot see how you can combine the two
things. The one other thing which people do notand so on, I think is a bit of plague in both your

houses at themoment, to be honest. The ideamay be mention is that people talk about saving, but for
those families that are couples with children, 25% ofthat the Government is trusted least; the insurance

industry is trusted even less than the Government. them in theUKhave no savings whatsoever, and the
next 25% all have savings of no more than £1500.The model that was trusted most by far was the

NPSS/IMAmodel. Independent people, with a legal There is a question that if you have no savings
whatsoever, should the first savings that you makeduty to look after your interests and so on, with the

limited range of choices, I might add, were also very be a pension scheme that locks it up for ever? If you
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look at the socio-economics and demographics, Government was worried about people on the
lowest incomes, then they could contribute on theirincreasingly you have an indebted society and

increasingly you have younger people that have debt behalf or else other people could contribute on
behalf of their dependants and spouses and so on.because of university. They find it diYcult to get on

the housing market and so forth. If you think they The idea of having that single account is very
attractive in terms of administrative eYciency and incan combine that with either hard compulsionsaying

you are all in, you are all locked inor this trawler terms of keeping costs down. This idea of persistency
is incredibly important again but do not forget thatwhere you are dragged in unless you wriggle your

way out, I can see that has the potential for being if you have a single account, then at least the money
is there. It is not actually being switched from pillarvery messy. Going back to the original point about

persistency, if people do sign up and find that their to post with diVerent insurance companies,
insurance company A to insurance company B, withmeans are so limited or find that actually this

probably is not the best thing, you should not expect all the attendant costs. It still stays there in your
account and it is still run by the National Pensionpersistency to be dramatically better than it is now.

In fact there are a lot of indicators that say that it Saving Scheme. That structure makes it much easier
for people, disadvantaged consumers, to becould well make some part of your customer base

on this type of scheme a lot worse than it is. That supported to some alternative to means testing.
goes back to the viability. Yes, if you want
compulsion—and I am not arguing for compulsion,

Q51 Kerry McCarthy: On Stakeholder pensions,it is a political point—then you can run this sort of
and we have touched on it in a number of instancesscheme and lock everybody in. You need to get rid
already, what would you summarise as the keyof means testing, and you make it very clear for
lessons to be learnt?people to make that decision or you make it very
Mr McAteer: A lot of people have said thatstraightforward to stand up as a politician to say,
Stakeholder has been a disaster. I think actually“This is what we are imposing upon you. This is why
Stakeholder has succeeded on two of its three mainit is good for you”. There is too much grey area
objectives. I remember verywell the original conceptaround means testing for my liking on this. I cannot
of Stakeholder. I remember very well why it wasreally see how you can possibly trawl everybody in
introduced in the first place and it had three clearand say, “Regardless of whether this is a disbenefit
objectives: one, to try to bring some kind ofto you because of the impact on—
competition into the life insurance sector; two, it wasMr McAteer: This is where the employers’ matched
meant to try to banish the chronic mis-selling withincontribution is so important for people.
the pensions industry; three, it was meant to makeMr Cazalet: That is the other leg the FSA identified.
pensions aVordable so that people on lower incomesMr McAteer: Some people have been arguing for
could save for the future. On the first two counts, itemployers not to be auto-enrolled into this system
I has been a fantastic success. It brought competitionand not have to matched contributions, but I think
into the sector for the first time, and it made mis-that clearly would change the economics for people
selling nearly impossible under a properly regulatedon lower to average incomes.
sales process. I am afraid it did not achieve the third
objective; it did not extend the saving habit, not

Q49Mr Gauke:When you talked about clarity with because the price cap was too low or anything like
regard to means testing, do you mean by that clarity that but because people could not aVord to save.
as to exactly wheremeans testing is going to apply or They had lost trust in the industry. Fundamentally,
are you saying that actually the problem is how the economics of the retail model of the insurance
many people get means-tested benefits and it needs industry meant that it could never sell to the
to be fewer people? Government’s target market anyway. I think the
Mr McAteer: I think where it actually applies it is main lesson for the Government is that if it gives in
important that consumers are able to understand to the ABI now, then we will just see a repeat of
fairly clearly when it makes sense to save. It is as Stakeholder pensions within the National Pension
simple as that. We would not recommend a Savings Scheme. I think that is a huge political risk
particular limit or a particular level. That really is a for the Government. What I fully expect is that the
social policy decision. Means testing was brought in ABI will come forward with some very eye-catching
for a very diVerent reason. charging level for the National Pension Savings

Scheme. Theywill try to claim that they can run it on
0.6% or 0.8% or whatever, and they will say that is aQ50 Mr Gauke: Under the stakeholder plans, non-
significant advance. Believe me, once they get theirearners can pay up to £3,600 per year into a
foot in the door, then in five years’ time you will seestakeholder plan. Should similar arrangements
all of the charges just creeping up again and alwaysapply with the NPSS? That comes back to your
creeping up. By that time, it will be too late for thepoint,Mick, about the employer contribution? How
Government to stop what it is doing, dismantle whatwould that work, if it did, in particular with regard
it is doing, and start again. I am afraid if they doto suitability and advice? How would that all work
allow this ABI this openmarket model to get its foottogether?
in the door, it will create a real hostage to fortune.Mr McAteer: I think the beauty of the NPSS type
That is the biggest lesson from Stakeholdersstructure is that because you have a single account,
pensions. Giving in to the producer interests at thiswhat we call the personal or retirement account, that

means that if the Government so wished and the stage is really going to create a hostage to fortune.
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Mr Cazalet: When Stakeholder came in, we this great split going on at the moment with what
Mick may refer to as the ABI, but I cannot imaginewondered what on earth life assurance companies
the ABI really represents all of these people, saying,were doing planning to run this. We said, “This will
“Frankly, this is not what we should be doing. Thisnot make you anymoney; if you do it, we will go and
does not make money for us. We cannot add benefithit you round the head”. Three years down the track,
to the consumer”. You have a whole bunch of otherhaving said, “We are going to make money on it”,
guys that are saying, “Wemust keep the show on thethey said, “We cannot make money on it. Please put
road”. Having those two polarised views is quitethe charges up”. So I guess that gives you some
fascinating to watch because they cannot both beinsight into some of the thinking that goes on, I am
right. I think you will find that out and how long itafraid, with some of our clients in the insurance
is going to take for people just to drift away fromsector. The challenges of trying to sell anything via
this, but that does leave the question about whoa distributed network from those sorts of charges are
serves the consumer. It is all very well to say thealmost insurmountable, particularly in the mass
insurance companies cannot cope but they havemarket. I think the key economic thing is that, in the
spent £30 billion in the last four years. In fact in thechange in the landscape in the last 10 to 15 years, we
last four years they have spent about £17 billion onare in a low inflation environment. That will mean
trying to write pensions business alone and that doesover a period of time that the sort of returns you will
not seem to stack up. With all that money beingget on core asset classes, equities and bonds, are
spent year after year after year, how can you delivergoing to be double digit numbers. Before
consumer benefit? I think we are in a real change inStakeholder came in, it was typical for charges or the
our sector. You are seeing that with just things likeimpact of charges on a pension plan to be the
what is listed on the London Stock Exchange. Youequivalent of reducing the rate of return to the saver
have companies likeResolution Life.What are they?by 3% or maybe 4% per annum. That clearly had to
They are sort of the Wombles. They have picked upchange. In that sense, the Stakeholder concept was a
the scraps and they put them into a big basket. Thevery good idea actually in the sense of saying, “It
model is changing and people are starting, as youclearly cannot be beneficial to consumers to have a
have heard from Standard and others, to re-thinksubstantial part, if not the greater part, of their likely
and to ask, “Does this actually make sense?”We arereturn gouged out in terms of costs”. So, low
a long way from everybody holding their hands upinflation, this environment we are in, itself demands,
and saying, “Yes, this does not work”. For as longleaving aside all the other political and social
as you have people pretending they can do it, theyobjectives, that we have a structure that leaves some
clutter the airways with their thinking.benefit on the table, otherwise all this running

around trying to create schemes if the charges are
high—andwe are now in a situation of 1%or 1.5%— Q52 Kerry McCarthy: The price cap is up for review
actually takes out a big chunk of what you might in 2008. Do you think it should be reviewed by an
expect from any managed fund. So there is this sort independent regulator or should the Treasury
of balance. If you are going to build something, is it legislate on this decision?
genuinely beneficial to the consumers or should they Mr McAteer: It is a diYcult question. It all comes
simply stick their money in the building society and back to Ned’s point here, does it not, because if you
have a pension wrapper round there, because you calculate the price cap and you start oV by saying
could do that if you wanted to. I guess that we thatmost of the industry needs tomake a profit, then
needed, and we do need, to keep a clear eye on what you will end up with a higher price cap. As Ned said,
this is all about: it is trying to provide a benefit to the they are just not eYcient enough to deliver pensions
consumer and not simply keep the lights on for the at a level that makes sense for consumers. Whoever
benefit of some sort of prehistoric industry. It is a does it will come to the same conclusion if you start
huge challenge. Given that the industry clearly did from that premise. The fact is a price cap is more
not understand how to add up when many players than enough for them to make money at the higher
said they could do this at 1% and what you needed end of the market, which is where they are going to
was scale, which was ridiculous, we said, “Look, you sell to anyway. The only reason theywant a price cap
are saying that actually you cannot really make any to go up is so that they can extract more revenue
money this but if you would write lots of it, then you from people on medium to higher incomes. They are
will make money”. How did that work and why was not interested and have never been interested in the
it that three years down the track a lot of people lower to average income earners.
threw their hands up and said, “Of course we cannot
make anymoney”? Three years at university with an

Q53 Jim Cousins:MrMcAteer, I just want to checkactuarial degree and seven years of exams and you
that I understood something properly that you saidcannot work that out! These guys have a form for
earlier on. Did I get it right when you said that underreally not getting the numbers right. What we find
your scheme you would not allow transfers out offascinating, without necessarily mentioning names, NPSS?but the Chairman mentioned Standard Life which Mr McAteer: No. I would imagine complete

have been very public in saying that this model does flexibility. I think it would have to be flexible.
not work, is that we can think of three, four, five or
six other substantial names that say the model is not
going work and “We simply cannot do it and Q54 Jim Cousins: So there would have to be

transfers in and transfers out?therefore we are not going to pretend”. You have
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Mr McAteer: Yes. The point I was making about Mr McAteer: Are you asking me about auto-
enrolment and compulsion or are asking me abouttransfers in was that I think, in terms of valuing the

amount of money being transferred from, say, a the NPSS itself?
defined benefits scheme, the NPSS would have no
business having a say on that. That would be a

Q61 Jim Cousins:Mr McAteer, I am asking you, asmatter for the scheme trustees and the regulator and
a body that speaks on behalf of consumers, orthe individual scheme member. I think the NPSS
purports to speak on behalf of consumers, whetherwould have to be set up to be flexible enough to allow
you could visualise a situation in which thetransfers out and transfers in.
Government cherry-picked Turner so that NPSS
was implemented but the changes in the basic rate of

Q55 Jim Cousins: I am grateful to you for that. The state pension were not?
other point is this. Coming back to what you called Mr McAteer: Yes.
a social policy point, if NPSS was launched in a
context in which the basic rate of state pension was

Q62 Jim Cousins: Thank you.at level X, and at a later date a future government
Mr McAteer: What is so funny about that? NPSS isdecided that the basic rate for state pensionwould be
a product that is meant to be more economic andat level X minus 25%, how would your scheme cope
eYcient.with that?
Jim Cousins:MrMcAteer, there is no need to get allMr McAteer: I would imagine you would have to
defensive and try to explain it away. You are veryraise the contribution rate to oVset the diVerence.
clear. You have given me the answer I want.Those kinds of changes to state benefits and so on

aVect each of those models in the same way because
these are essentially second tier private savings Q63 Chairman: This has been a lively session from
models to build on the provision from the state. If beginning to end. Could I ask you a final question?
the state provision is altered in any way, then clearly Who is winning this argument? Is it a case of, say, the
that has a knock-on eVect on the second tier private IMA, the ABI, the NAPF acting here like ferrets in
savings. Are you asking how to make up the gap? a sack and influencing the Government? Who is the

best ferret? Who is going to influence the
Government?Q56 Jim Cousins: I am just asking how your scheme
Mr McAteer: Clearly there is lot of fear withinwould work.
Government about upsetting the insurance industry.Mr McAteer: In any of the schemes, I presume
I have yet to come across anybodywhohas been ablepeople would have to save more. If the level of state
tomake an objective case that actually demonstratespension was decreased, then you would have to save
that the retail model or the ABI model is better thanmore to make up that joint level of income.
the other proposals.
Mr Cazalet: You may have a Trojan ferret, I

Q57 Jim Cousins: Your view presumably would be suppose. I am very interested when the ABI makes
that the NPSS in any form could only be introduced pronouncements or talks about the ABI model.
if Turner’s recommendations about the basic state Most of the members of the ABI, in terms of life
pension were put into eVect? assurance, are clients of ours and we think we know
Mr McAteer: I am saying that there would need to what they think. I would suggest that within the life
be greater clarity about the interaction between state assurance industry, the legacy players, there is quite
benefits and— a lot of divergence about what makes sense from a

business point of view and what makes sense from a
consumer point of view. I would not take it thatQ58 JimCousins: I am sorry,MrMcAteer, you have
there is an ABI view. We are aware of substantialconsistently dodged this point in your replies.
players. You say that this model cannot go on, thatMr McAteer: Yes, because we are a consumer
there is no benefit for the consumer in the legacyorganisation, we are not—
model. I think the range of thought may be more
diverse than you may be thinking. What is quite

Q59 Jim Cousins: You are advocating something, clear to us is that the old model of selling pensions
and I think the context of what you are advocating and high commissions and money just going round
has to be made clear. Does your scheme depend on and round in circles is of no real economic benefit to
the Turner proposals for the basic rate of state anybody, frankly. This is hugely loss-making and it
pension being implemented or would you or could is unsustainable and will have to come to an end.
you consider a situation in which NPSS was put into What is also clear is that in a low inflation
eVect but the Turner changes in the basic rate of state environment, if consumers are going to have
pension were not implemented? personal pensions (and whether they should do will
Mr McAteer: Yes, I could. depend on means testing and everything else) we

need a cost structure that allows them to be delivered
a product that is value for money. If, at the end ofQ60 Jim Cousins: You could do that? You are a

consumer organisation and you could contemplate a the day, that is a centralised scheme because that is
the only way of reaching those people and thatsituation inwhich theGovernment introducesNPSS

but does not introduce the Turner changes in the category of people, well, fair enough, we should get
real about it. For people to pretend that they can,basic rate of state pension?
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frankly, run the 100metres in three seconds, as some 15, 20 years from now. What we do not want is a
Pensions Minister saying, as I think I heard one say,people seem to be suggesting, is just a perpetuation

of the existing nonsense. The other thing is that, in that this pension problem is not a problem for now;
it is a problem for 20 years from now. No. By then,terms of all of this, there is another player. You

mentioned the ABI and the NAPF. What does the the thing will have blown up. We need to sort it out
now and get asmuch clarity of thinking withinDWPTreasury think about this? What is its motivation

around tax relief? If we all saved a lotmore andmore and Treasury as we do from the industry, otherwise
this is all just people talking into corners of the roomtax relief was dolled out, what would they think

about that?What is their true view?What is the true and we will get no sense of it.
Chairman: Thank you very much for your evidence.view around means testing? All these things seem to

be parked in the corner as too diYcult or for another It has been a very good start to our inquiry. Believe
it or not, we have in mind to find out almostday. I think we need some clarity around

Government policy andwhere it is headed in five, 10, immediately if there is an ABI view.

Witnesses:MrDick Saunders,Chief Executive, InvestmentManagement Association,Mr StephenHaddrill,
Director General, Association of British Insurers, and Ms Christine Farnish, Chief Executive, National
Association of Pension Funds, gave evidence.

Q64 Chairman: Welcome, and thank you for money has been invested; they have not had toworry
about that. What they get when they retire has beencoming. Can I start with you, Stephen, since you

have been quoted. The insurance industry underwritten by their employer. By and large, that
system has worked very well but we all know it issuccessfully lobbied for and achieved an increase in

the price cap for stakeholder pensions to 1.5%. Your dying around our ears and it is not going to be there
for the future for people coming up to retirement forproposal for a partnership pension is planned to

operate at an Annual Management Charge of 0.6% much longer. I think we are at a pivotal point in this
country in moving from what has been largely ato 0.75%. What are the main elements of cost that

have been taken out of that system? defined benefit world, where individual consumers
have not had to shouldermuch of the risk in a systemMr Haddrill:Themain elements of cost that we have

taken out is the commission charge. I think the themselves as individuals, to one of defined
contributions, where an awful lot of that pensionprevious debate has shown that people are thinking

that what we want to do for the future is what we do system risk is on the shoulders of individuals. It is
absolutely right that Lord Turner has got us allnow and have done in the past, and that clearly will

not work at the kind of charges, whether they are debating this crucial issue about how we design our
future pension system. The old world of DB pensionaspirational or not, that Lord Turner has set out.We

think that the Turner model completely changes the schemes sponsored by employers is not going to
persist, but are we really going to move into a full-landscape and it has to change the landscape for how

we sell into the market as much as how our other blown world where consumers are completely on
their own in terms of the investment choices theysavings are gathered forward. Themain reduction in

cost is the reduction in commission and the make and the investment risks they carry? I rather
hope not. That is why we have come upwith amodelreduction in marketing expenditure.
which we think does protect the consumer interest,
makes sure consumers will get a fair deal, not just inQ65 Chairman:The point was made about Standard
the short term but also in the longer term because weLife and Trevor Matthews saying it is a basic flawed
have some plurality in terms of financial institutions,business model. Are there others in the ABI that
all of which are working in the consumer interest,share that view?
and a limited number who would be regulated inMr Haddrill: We cannot apply the current business
such a way that none of them would deliver a badmodel to the NPSS—I think that is absolutely
deal, and who would make sure that consumers gotright—and deliver the kinds of charges that Lord
a reasonable return at a manageable level of riskTurner is saying, and so, from that point of view, yes,
through pooled investment funds.we would say that the current model will not apply

in that kind of market.
Q67 Chairman: Dick Saunders, does that not make
you a bit nervous that Mick McAteer has endorsedQ66 Chairman: Can I ask the other two: what is
your proposal?good about your model and why should the
Mr Saunders: I feel a bit like a “Call my BluV”Government choose you?
panellist at the moment and whether I come up withMs Farnish: If I may, I would like to remind the
“bluV” or “truth”, I will ask Mick to call it! WeCommittee of the context of this debate. For the last
support the centralised model proposed by Turner,half century, 95% of people saving for a pension in
broadly speaking because we think that will bestthis country have saved through defined benefit,
deliver the objectives of the scheme. We think it willemployer-sponsored pension schemes where the
be the most simple and straightforward for bothonly decision really they have had to make is
employers and employees to deal with because itwhether or not to join the scheme. The money has

been automatically taken out of the payroll and their gives them that single point of contact. From the
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point of view of employees, what we know from Mr Saunders: In many ways, if we lived in an ideal
world, which we do not, you would give thatexperience of defined contribution schemes and

international experience is what employees want collection function to PAYE and National
Insurance. You would simply piggy-back onis a really good default option. By setting up

independent governance by experts, independently National Insurance. The great beauty of doing that,
if you can, is that National Insurance/PAYE alreadyaccountable to Parliament, charged eVectively with

acting as the investors’ champion facing the financial has the relationship with small businesses that we
would be targeting here. They already collect taxes.markets, we think this model best delivers that. It

also gives you the most eVective competition. We If you could use that same mechanism to collect
these contributions, you have the least burden forhave seen in the institutional market how

competition drives down fund management costs. small businesses. The trouble is, as I understand it
and I am not an expert on this, the currentWe have seen in the retail fund management market

how competition can drive down administration administrative systems surrounding PAYE as they
are todaywould have diYculty in taking on that taskcosts through outsourcing. So we think it will be

highly cost-eVective. Finally, broadly speaking, the over and above all the other things they are asked to
do. However, there is an issue about whetherinfrastructure to carry this out is already in existence

in the market today and can be, as was discussed in actually the present systems of PAYE are
sustainable long-term.the earlier session, put out to tender.
Ms Farnish: Might I add that we already have very
eVective systems of policing employer contributionsQ68 Mr Todd: Can you explain the distinctions in
into pension schemes, DC schemes andDB schemes.the administrative models that you are proposing,
Those are policed by the Pensions Regulator. I seewithout perhaps the characterisation that has been
no reason why you could not extend that system,thrown around in some of the debate on this? I am
maybe with a check by her Majesty’s Customs andnot quite clear exactly where the various portions of
Revenue, to make sure annually that payments areadministrative task are allocated in this.
made.Mr Saunders: Within the NPSS you would basically

have a single, centralised body, which is
commissioning the various administrative Q71 Mr Todd: Certainly those who are investing in
functions. You might well want to unbundle; you ISAs, for example, have to go through a verification
might have a diVerent provider, for example, for the process which does not involve it going through the
call centre from that which does your account Government, as far as I understand it.
admin. Within the centralised model there are— Mr Haddrill: Can I run through this? I think Dick

Saunders is absolutely right. There are three stages,
in a way. The first stage is that the employer has toQ69 Mr Todd: Is there any particular reason why
work out how much to pay into the account of thethat centralised administrative structure should be
individual. We felt that that is very much like whatrun by the Government?
an employer does on payroll today, so why not useMr Saunders: Absolutely not, no. There are people
the BACS payroll system, if you like, to move theout there who do this for a living now. There are at
money from the employer to the administratorleast half a dozen providers in the fundmanagement
eVectively? So a variant of the BACS, using themarket already. I think it is helpful to think about
BACS but developing it, would become thethe NPSS as consisting of three diVerent elements.
collection house. We do not feel that you need whatThere is the investment management element—the
we think could be rather bureaucratic or anactual management of the assets—which is very
additional agency to do that. There is also, as Dickstraightforward.We knowwhat that costs; we know
Saunders was saying, a need to verify that thehow that can be done; we know that is easily
amounts are right, and so on. There is a cost inscalable. There is the admin element, which is
verification. The decision really is where does thatrunning each individual account. That again I think
cost lie and who does it. It could lie largely with theis a relatively low risk part of this because of the
employer, supervised in some way perhaps bynumber of providers that are already out there in the
HMRC, or it could lie with the BACS, which couldmarket. The diYculty, and it is a diYculty that arises
take on an additional role, and that is what we havefor all three models, is around collection. There you
proposeda sort of BACS! with verification beingdo need to develop a new function which does not
done for training the BACS and the employeror itexist today. That is the function of compliance and
could lie with the administrator. The key think isverification. Mick touched on this in the earlier
that it is a cost and wherever you put it, that chargesession. You will need to create some machinery to
will have to be picked up.ensure that employers are complying with their legal

obligations to make contributions and to verify that
the right contribution is being paid in respect of Q72MrTodd:You have criticised the proposal (you
individuals, and then those will need to be reconciled may not have done so personally but the ABI has)
to make sure that they are ending up in the right for setting up a quango of some sort. I am not clear
accounts. That is a problem for all the schemes. where this quango is of which you are complaining.

Mr Haddrill:The quango is just the collection house,
but we first thought that what Lord Turner wasQ70 Mr Todd: That task must have some

relationship to Government because it is bound by proposing was that both collection and
administration would fall under the same system. Ilaw.
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think maybe that was proposed initially but the that and get universal portability into this, then the
way to do that is by having a single interface for bothdebate has moved on from there since then.

Certainly I think we are all agreed, on this table employers and employees.
anyway, that the administration bit should be done
by the private sector because that is where the

Q75Mr Todd: I entirely understand that point but Isystems are. We are saying more than that can be
think that is really a challenge to the ABI to explain,done by the private sector, that the collection bit can
other than defending yourmembers’ interests, whichbe done, too.
I can understand is your job, what possible
advantage there could be in having a multiplicity of

Q73 Mr Todd: So the boundaries of this providers oVering a variety of clear back-oYce
administrative argument have shifted somewhat and functions.
we are now talking about really quite a narrow area Mr Haddrill: I will come back to that in a second. If
of where the state may be involved and may not you go back 50 years—
directly be involved either. There must be some
relationship to the state in terms of ability to verify

Q76 Mr Todd: We have not got time to go throughpayments and make sure that they are complying
50 years.with the law, but other than that?
Mr Haddrill: I am not going through history. I amMr Haddrill: I think it is fair to say that if the Turner
just going to make the point that 50 years ago manymodel is that wide, thenwe are arguing about this bit
employers tried to persuade all their employees toin the middle. There is a huge amount of agreement
sign up with a particular bank. That just is not theabout NPSS and I do not think we should lose sight
way of the world today. I think we have moved onof that fact as we debate it.
from that point of view. We feel that there is a riskMs Farnish: One of the diVerences between us, I
associatedwith having one agency. That agencymaythink, is who purchases the administrative services
fail. A multiplicity of agencies reduces the risk. Wefrom the wholesale market. Most pension
feel that the way in which these systems operate—administration services are outsourced at present,

whether they are occupational schemes or personal
pensions. In both the IMA’s model, Turner’s model Q77 Mr Todd: That is dealt with, if I can interrupt,
and the NAPF’s model, there is an independent to some extentwith theNAPFmodel, is it not, which
body purchasing services on behalf of the consumer. has a diversity, but a rather limited one, to preserve
With Turner there is one; with the NAPF there are risk control and some competitive edge in back-
around 10, to give some diversity and innovation in oYce functions. Is that right?
the market. I do not think that is true of the other Mr Haddrill: I am not sure there is much diVerence
model that has come out of the insurance industry. between us in terms of the number of players we
Mr Haddrill: What we are proposing is that people expect coming into the market between the NAPF
are licensed to be providers of the collection and and the ABI.
administration process and that we need a regulator
to do that. That person would also regulate other
issues, such as the level of marketing and so on. We Q78 Mr Todd: I assume the other reason is that you

think that yourmembers have something to oVer therecognise that there needs to be some governance,
that there needs to be some accountability, but that world in their back-oYce function problem. I must

admit that as a consumer I have not spotted thataccountability can be delivered by licensing people
to come into the system. myself.

Mr Haddrill: They have built the systems. They are
operating them now. They have the capacity to

Q74 Mr Todd: To perform a variety of provide those into the market. They are taking in,
administrative tasks? either in new money or recycled money, about £150
Mr Haddrill:To perform the collection of themoney million a day. Although a lot of people have a bad
and the administration and to demonstrate that they impression of the industry, I accept that entirely, it
are sound entities. does operate, and they are paying out £250 million
Mr Saunders:One key distinction in this that I think a day.
needs to be teased out is whether you have single or
multiple providers. Once you are in a world of

Q79Mr Todd: There is, surely, a viable model whichmultiple providers, you have a problemwhen people
says that competition where it exists—there is achange job. Does the individual carry the provider
debate about the scale of this within back-oYcewith him to his/her new job, in which case the
function and you may be limited there—lies in theemployer quite rapidly finds himself in a situation of
products themselves, the components of thehaving to deal with a number of diVerent providers?
investments that will make up the pension. I thinkOr, when the individual changes jobs, does he move
there is some debate about the range of competition.to the scheme of the new employer, in which case he

might then find himself in the position of having a Mr Haddrill: The cost of doing the management
function has come down from about 2.5% to aboutnumber of diVerent accounts representing diVerent

periods of employment with diVerent employers? 1% over the last 10 to 15 years. So competition I
think does drive costs down. I am sure that if we haveThat is a complication of any system which has

multiple providers in it. If you want to do away with one provider, we would not see that.
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Q80Mr Todd:You have heard Ned Cazalet putting Mr Saunders: In the context of the NPSS, the glib
answer is that that is entirely a contractual matter.a large critique of the competence of your industry

to predict accurately what is viable and what is not. There will be a contract between the NPSS, which is
the commissioner of the service, and the serviceHe may have diVered from that and thought he was

characterising you entirely inaccurately, but that providers, which would be admin providers and the
fund managers, and there will be a number ofseemed to be what he was saying.

Mr Haddrill: I think it is important to recognise that diVerent contracts. Those contracts will go into
great detail. One of the things that they will have towe are talking about a diVerent kind of system from

the current one. I think Ned was talking very much address is who bears the risk in the event of various
eventualities arising. Certainly, if I was negotiatingabout the past rather than the future NPSS.
that contract on behalf of the NPSS, I would regard
it as my duty to try to ensure that as many of thoseQ81 Mr Todd: I think he chose to predict the future
risks rested with suppliers as possible.based on the past.
Ms Farnish: Uniquely, the particular model we haveMr Haddrill: Yes, he chose to, and I would predict
put forward does not require the development of ait slightly diVerently.
major new system to act as a clearing house and a
major piece of infrastructure that does not exist atQ82 Mr Todd: There is just one last point. You the moment. In terms of new capital required to runtouched on the diYculties with the PAYE system a system of very large, trust-based schemes, theand the possibilities. You have heard my previous capital would be very modest indeed. We think youquestioning, which broadly produced an “I am sure could grow a number of existing large, multi-we can deal with that” answer. Is it your view that employer schemes to become these institutions verywith a bit more rigorous thought we can deal with easily and very cheaply indeed.the interface with the PAYE system?

Mr Saunders: I think it will need a bit more than
rigorous thought. It would be quite a significant Q84 Kerry McCarthy: We turn to the question of
project. I would not claim to have suYcient expertise consumer decision-making and consumer choice,
in the administration of the tax system to be able to which we talked about earlier. I start with Christine
give you a good answer there. One point I would Farnish. Under your model with the process of the
make on administration, which I think was touched super trust, that means that asset allocation
on in the earlier session, is that one of the problems decisions are taken by the trust rather than by
that has been mooted about the tax system is that consumers. Presumably that is predicated on the
you cannot reconcile until over a year later because notion that consumers are not well informed enough
it is only when the tax returns go in, the P60s, that to make that choice. Is that the case and do you
you are able to attribute the tax payments to the think that the disbenefit to consumers from
individual. The question therefore arises that if you removing that choice will be oVset by lower costs?
are using that system to collect contributions under Ms Farnish: All the evidence shows that the vast
NPSS, do you then have a problem because you majority of consumers are not able to make those
cannot invest the contributions? So long as you have sorts of asset allocation decisions. I think in virtually
a unitised default fund where people own a number all countries in the world that have defined
of units in that fund, then what you do is that you contribution pension savings systems, around 90%
park that money in a nominee account which is at least of consumers end up not able to make a
investing in those units; then you are able to allocate choice and so they default into whatever the default
those units at a later date. The individual has not lost fund oVers, because they just cannot choose. Those
out on any investment gain over that period. that do make a choice often end up choosing
Ms Farnish: Occupational schemes already have the something which really is not in their interests: for
systems to hand money over to someone who is example, young people in their 20s choosing an
investing in the fund on behalf of members, so I do incredibly safe and cautious and low-risk fundwhich
not think we envisage a major problem in this area. really will not grow their pension savings over their

lifetime, or, perhaps just as bad, people choosing
something that looks very racy, that is high risk andQ83 Chairman: Who would bear the risk of
really could deliver them a nasty shock before theyadministrative cost or capital expenditure over-runs
come to retire. Choice in individual investments isunder each of your models? Would it be the savers,
not, we think, desirable as a policy objective if we arethe Government, or individual firms?
building a new pension system for the mass market.Mr Haddrill: I think you have identified where it has
That does not mean to say that you could not buildto fall. For the API model, it would fall partly on the
choice into super trust asset choice. Obviously thereshareholder and partly on the customer, depending
is more cost associated with doing that because youupon what a regulator would allow. With the other
have to help consumers to make that choice. Is it amodels, it may fall between the customer and the
desirable policy objective? We think it is not for thistaxpayer, depending upon what the Regulator and
stage in the development of the UK market. Wethe Government decide. We are talking a lot about
think it would be much better for most people, inthe independence of the NPSS from the taxpayer
terms of the overall return they would get and theand from Government. Anything that Government
way in which the investment risk would be managedsets up it is very hard for it to walk away from at the
for them, instead for them to have a personalend of the day if it goes wrong. That is where we feel

that the risk to the taxpayer comes. account in a fair share of a large, pooled fund which
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would be invested in a diversified range of assets by at the edges, as Dick Saunders was saying, is
reasonable. We talk about a default model. We havepeople who are professional investment managers

and who would be charged with a statutory duty to to be a bit careful about that. If we end up with one-
size-fits-all, then we will not be serving the wholedeliver good returns and manage risk on behalf of

those consumers. That does not mean that people range of people because a young person ought to be
much more heavily invested in equities, evenwould not take responsibility. They would still be

taking responsibility: (a) for being enrolled into the through a default model, than a much older person.
We probably need to tailor, as it is called, lifestylescheme and for saving; (b) for adding any top-up

savings which they might want to make into the even the default model against people’s age and
circumstances.scheme; and (c) obviously then for the annuitisation

process at the back end.

Q88 Kerry McCarthy: Can you elaborate on what
Q85 Kerry McCarthy: Are you able to quantify the you think the risk and return characteristics of the
cost savings that come from that? default model should be?
Ms Farnish: We can very easily because there is Mr Saunders: Stephen has rightly drawn attention to
already masses of evidence about the costs that are the lifestyle products that are now in themarket, and
incurred by large, multi-employer, trust government this is quite common now within DC schemes: that
schemes. It is not at all diYcult to do this for around where somebody is young, you put them into a very
the 30 basis points mark that Turner has envisaged. aggressive, high risk, high return fund, because even
We have built in some extra cost in our modelling if it loses money at that point, it does not matter
because we have added more cost for people who because they are not retiring until 40 years’ time. As
might move from super trust to super trust or people you get older, so you need to adjust that asset
who might have more help through call centres and allocation. Asset allocation is the key here. In the
the like with deciding whether to remain opted in or investment world, techniques do evolve over time. I
indeed with the annuitisation process, which I must would not want to specify in the legislation exactly
say we have not mentioned yet in this debate but how you are going to do this. You need to give this
which is a hugely important part of this new DC profession board I have been talking about the
savings world. flexibility to decide, and then they would come in

front of a committee like this and explain what they
are doing and why. Broadly speaking, you wouldQ86 Kerry McCarthy: Could I ask the other two
need to give the boardand I think this would be athen: are you convinced that you have a choice based
function for the Secretary of Statesome overall remitmodel so that consumers can exercise choice?
against which it has to steer. The one that we suggestMr Saunders: I would agree with everything
in our paper is that the investments should aim atChristine Farnish has said. All the evidence from the
least to match growth of average earnings over therange, be they occupation, DC, from Sweden or
lifetime of the investment for each individualwherever, is that 90% plus of people go for the
investor. That is where that lifestyling point comesdefault option. In designing the scheme, it seems
in. If you give them an overall remit like that, a starobvious to us that what you do is focus your eVort
to steer by, then you can develop your detailedon defining a really good default model in the way
investment strategy around delivering thatthat Christine has described it. You may well want
objective.to oVer some choice around the edge, but recognise
Ms Farnish: There is a little diVerence here perhapsthat that is where the money is going to go; 92% in
with a lifestyle fund for an individual consumer,Sweden go for the default option.
which is like a personal pensions contract for them
where they have to say when they sign up when theyQ87 Kerry McCarthy: Although your scheme is
think they are going to retire. You need to think thatbased on giving the consumers choice, you are
many years ahead. Your life may well change andassuming they are not going to take it?
the world may move on, but in order for that life-Mr Saunders: Our scheme is based on starting with
styling to work, there needs to be some sort of fixedthe default model, and then deciding how much
point when you start moving out of equities intoextra choice you want to give around the edges.
bonds. That is the way the computer algorhythmsSomebody mentioned earlier that there are other
work. One of the possible advantages in having a bigoptions you might want to oVer. Our suggestion
pooled fund where risk can be shared between thewould be to set up a really good, independent,
members is that there ought to be a lot moreprofessional board to run the NPSS and let them
flexibility there for people to change their retirementmake those decisions. I think Christine would say
planning aspirations over time and for the fund as ayou should do the same with the trustees.
whole tomeet their requirements and for them to getMr Haddrill: I think I largely agree. The
their share of that fund when they retire rather thanGovernment says that what it would like to promote
them just as an individual with their own little potis some sense of personal responsibility for people
having to plan it for themselves.over their finances. I do not think you want a model

without any choice in it. You have to recognise that
where we are now most people will go towards a Q89 Kerry McCarthy: Can I ask the other two why

you have not chosen to go down this model?default model and that will make sense because they
do not have the capability to make the right choices. Mr Saunders: What Christine has described is

exactly what I am suggesting.For those peoplewho feel they can, then some choice
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Q90 Kerry McCarthy:Why have you decided that it now there standing alongside it. It is now managed
is worth retaining an element of choice over asset I think much better in terms of a capital prudential
allocation? insolvency regime. Therefore, consumers and the
Mr Saunders: This is because some people will want Government can have confidence in it going
that choice. A minority of people will want to have forward.
the ability to exercise choice, but we should
recognise that it will be a minority. Therefore, we

Q95 Angela Eagle: Again, the structure of theshould design the scheme accordingly. Your starting
industry as at the moment only serves the top 10%.point for the scheme is the default fund.
This kind of structure, this kind of pension scheme,
has to serve everybody, including people that yourQ91 Kerry McCarthy: It is an option for the 8% to
industry has not bothered with in the past because10%?
they cannot make a profit on them. Therefore, whyMr Saunders: It is an option for the 5% to 10%, or
should consumers trust the same basic businesswhatever, who want to do a little bit around the
model with competition, advertising, distributionedges.
sales forces and all the rest to do something thatMr Haddrill: The debate has very much focused on
needs to be simple and as cheap as possible?driving down the costs. If we could get into an area
Mr Haddrill: That is because we are not proposingwhere we focus on driving up the net return, that is
the samemodel.We are proposing to take out a longreally what people need at the end of the day, the
distribution chain and take out commission and sellhighest possible net return. I personally believe that
direct and move into a new world. A lot of what Neda bit of competition around the return on the assets
Cazalet said was right: this is an opportunity for theas well as on reducing the cost is beneficial so that the
industry as well as an opportunity for savers.fund management does not go too far.

Q92 Angela Eagle: Does choice increase cost
Q96 Angela Eagle: In both your models, would youbecause everybody has to advertise and have people
oVer diVerent prices or scheme charges to diVerentto try to sell business? Is it not the case that the more
employers and, if you did, would large employers getproviders there are, the more the costs of
it cheaper or smaller employers get it moreadministering this scheme will rise? Is that not the
expensive?big trap that we have got into with retail insurance,
Mr Haddrill: Not in ours, no; it is standard.as we discussed in the last evidence session?

Mr Haddrill: If we are going to get close to the kinds
of figures that Lord Turner is proposing, then there Q97 Angela Eagle: So there would be nohas to be some limitation on choice. I agree with

diVerentiation at all between individual employerthat. I would not say that that means that there
circumstances?should not be any. In order to limit that choice, we
Ms Farnish: We see some diVerentiation. We seetalk in our paper about having a fairly standard
benefits from having more than one institution outcontract between the provider and the employer, for
there. The Turner model has one institution, whichexample. We talk about selling direct rather than on
of course is very simple and ought to be cheap,a commission basis. We talk about the need to
certainly cheap to begin with; whether it is theregulate the level of marketing expenditure. Yes, I
cheapest answer in the long run is another question.think you are right in that.
Single institutions usually get fairly sluggish and
there is no-one there to keep them on their toes. ForQ93 Angela Eagle: So it would be below the £30
a limited number of institutions, like the sort ofbillion that Ned was talking about earlier?
model we have put forward, we can see that thereMr Haddrill: I think we can probably aim for a bit
would be some diVerentiation, for example in thebelow that, yes.
quality of consumer service and in the sort of help,
advice and guidance given to consumers about theirQ94 Angela Eagle: Do you think that the ordinary
retirement planning, to take one example. Thatconsumer scepticism about the insurance and life
could be an area where one super trust didassurance market, after years of mis-selling and the
diVerentiate itself from another. Another couldkind of market model which is very self-serving and
diVerentiate itself on the grounds of itsdoes not serve the consumer, is misplaced? Why,
administrative systems or its IT systems. So wetherefore, given your track record, should the
would hope that there would be good practice thatGovernment even think about the ABI model?
would emerge, that natural innovation would takeMr Haddrill: I think the scepticism about some of
place and these institutions would learn from eachthe things that have happened in the past is right. I
other, as they would in any market, through a verythink the industry has to take that criticism on the
transparent, regulated process. We do not see achin. The question now is, looking forward: is it
significant diVerence emerging in the chargesrecovering trust? I think that it is seeing quite large
because the sorts of costs that they would be able toand high levels of investment coming through. I
operate would be regulated by, as we are suggesting,think people recognise that it is paying out pensions
the Pensions Regulator to make sure that all theat very high levels, and it is committed to improving
institutions there did operate at a certain level ofits customer service. It has just signed up to a new

scheme to do that. Equally, of course, the FSA is cost.
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Q98 Angela Eagle: Standard Life have done some Ms Farnish: I think there is a very big question mark
of uncertainty about how much it might cost, at thecalculations on the Turner recommendations with
end of the day, to set up the sort of fund envisaged4% contributions and revealed that, even on
by the Pension Commission and to run it. The trackoptimistic assumptions, this fundwill not break even
record of doing very large national assistance of thisuntil 2035. Are any of you worried about that?
sort is not a particularly happy one, which is why IMr Saunders: We spend quite a lot of time looking
think many of us on this side of the table wouldat the Turner costings. We have done a certain
prefer this country’s pension system to be a moreamount of modelling of our own as well. The first
evolutionary one and to build on more of what wepoint to make about the Turner costings is that they
already have. That has certainly been our startingare 20-year costings, so that in eVect it is suggesting
point.that if you were to give a 20-year contract to

somebody to run the scheme, then you would expect
them to charge that 0.3% over that full 20-year Q101 Peter Viggers: You talked about employment
period. If you only give them a 10-year contract, it patterns, which are important, and the change in
might well be that it is slightly higher. This takes us employment patterns with people having half a
back into Ned Cazalet’s evidence earlier. I dozen jobs during their careers and needing to be
completely agree with him that persistency is one of able to transfer their pension points easily and
the important factors in this, but only one. One point without undue expense. Would you very briefly
I would make about Turner’s costings is that on explain how you would see a change of employment
admin he is actually extremely cautious if not aVecting pensioner rights and the costs in each case?
pessimistic. We find it very diYcult to see how he Ms Farnish: Shall I start with our model? Under our
gets to the £500 million he assumes for set-up costs model, as you know, we are suggesting a limited
into a scheme. If you look at account admin, he talks number of super trusts, into which employers could
about £25 per account. In Sweden, it is run at less automatically enrol their employees, perhaps 10 of
than £5 per account. In the TSP in the States, which them across the country; those could be either
you have heard about, it is run at about $25 per national or sector-based. If someone moved from
account. One of the leading administrators in the one employer to another, it may well be that they
UK has estimated to us that once this thing gets up were amember of the same super trust, in which case
to scale, they can run it at £10 per account or less. the question you ask would not arise. If it was a
Paymaster, the pensions administrator, has come diVerent one, then there would be a simple transfer
out with a paper suggesting that it can be done for of the DC pot with the individual from the super
£10 per account. Against all of that, the Turner £25 trust where they were enrolled into the one where
per account does look quite cautious their new employer was enrolled. That costs around

30 pence per account currently between large DC
schemes, so it is not a particularly expensive process.Q99 Angela Eagle: Is anyone else worried that this Mr Saunders: This is a very important point becausescheme, the fund, does not break even until 2035? the target market for this is those employers that

Mr Haddrill: I do worry about it. It was one of the have empty stakeholder schemes, and those are
things that drove us to look at what we could do it essentially small/medium enterprises. It is in that
for. We felt that at least for the first 10 years, the sector of the economy that you see the highest rates
exiting infrastructure in the insurance industry of employee turnover and also the highest rates of
would be cheaper than the Turner model. I also company mortality. I have seen figures suggesting
worry about it because of the risk of those numbers that every year one in eight employees in firms below
going up if Turner has got some of those a certain size—I cannot remember nowwhether it 20
fundamental assumptions wrong. We do feel he is or 50 employees—sees their employer go out of
quite optimistic on this point about persistency and business during the course of the year. That is a very
participation in a non-compulsory environment. high turnover of employers. It is absolutely central
Yes, I think it is worth worrying about. The other to this that this has to work seamlessly. That is the
worry is that the political environment on the great advantage of a centralised national pension
Government’s framework will not necessarily stay savings scheme because it gives you that single point
the same. If you are looking to make a return or for of contact for all employers, so there is a single
something to break even over 20 years, and someone account for any individual, no matter who their
was asking what happens if the state system changes, employer is.
then those numbers can change again. I am not sure
thatwe can be confident that the state systemwill not

Q102 Peter Viggers: So no change, no eVect?change within the 20-year period.
Mr Haddrill: I think you would want to have
complete portability of the pension pot within the

Q100 Angela Eagle: Christine, do you have a worry NPSS. That is very important. As we were saying
about the fund not even breaking even on an earlier, it can be done within the system and must be
optimistic assumption until 2035? It is a huge done within the system that we are proposing. There
potential reform of performance. It seems to be is a problemwith transfers from outside of theNPSS
balanced on a knife-edge in terms of its desirability into it. That is partly because it increases the risk of
when you look at the size of fund and whether it employers in eVect coming down to the NPSS level.

Also, I think it is not that straightforward to convertbreaks even.
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a DB existing scheme into a DC NPSS scheme. ago when the rules changed on solvent wind-ups. I
am pretty certain that those rules will need to be re-There are problems with transfers in and out but

portability within is very important. visited at some point in the future if we are to sustain
many employers and create jobs in this country
without undue costs on their shoulders for perhapsQ103 Peter Viggers: Do you see any diYculties
a minority of consumers.transferring in and out with bulk transfers?

Ms Farnish: We are talking here about DC bulk
transfers, not DB, for the reasons Stephen has given. Q105 Peter Viggers: I switch to another point. The

assumption in the Turner Report is a non-Certainly for many years to come, it is going to be
very diYcult for there to be an acceptable persistency of some 2.5%. Do you think that is

reasonable or what would the impact be if it is not inmechanism to convert DB benefits into DC benefits
in a bulk way, maybe sadly because it could solve accordance with Turner’s estimates?

Mr Saunders:As I said earlier, we have not done anysome of our legacy problems, but there you go. DC
bulk transfers would be possible for super trusts, and modelling on persistency, so I cannot really

comment on Ned Cazalet’s 10% versus Turner’sindeed if it is generally the view in policy terms that
low charges are very important for consumers saving 2.5%. Clearly, this is one of the important factors in

doing the arithmetic, but only one of the factors.in DC pension arrangements, which I think most of
us would now accept, there is a very strong case to Admin costs are also an important part of the

equation, and collection costs as well. Overall, I doallow and permit and design a system to allow the
existing defined contribution pension accruals to be not think that more pessimistic assumptions about

persistency would torpedo the scheme at all. It mighttransferred into whatever new system finally
materialised that is well run, well governed, low mean that the scheme needs to operate at a slightly

higher cost than it otherwise would, but it ischarge and in the interests of consumers. If we were
to have such a system, then you could envisage those important in this not to start with a predetermined

idea of what the costs are going to be. We all have asorts of transfers. One of the advantages possibly
with having more than one institution, a number of feel for what they are. We think they will be

somewhere between 0.3% and 0.5 % but we shouldsuper trusts rather than a single NPSS, is that you do
not have to cap the amount of money in it because not select a number and try to work back from that.

We have to allow competition in the provision ofthere would not be the risk of market distortion in
the way you might have with a single institution. services to the scheme and then the costs will emerge

from that process. It is diYcult to start with aMr Saunders: I would be quite cautious about bulk
transfers in because if they began to take place on particular price cap of 0.3% or 0.5% or 0.8%, or

whatever it is.any scale, then there would at least be a risk of over-
concentration and implication for competition in the
existing retail financial services market. That would Q106 Peter Viggers: The Swedish system has been
need to be looked at very carefully before one were much quoted because it is rather similar to that
to allow that in any way. As to bulk transfers out, which is proposed. Have you looked at this and do
which you could perhaps conceive of if an employer you think it teaches us any lessons?
decided to set up a scheme of its own, I see less Mr Saunders: Yes, indeed, we have looked at it very
problem with that as a principle, although it would closely. An important diVerence between the
tend to increase administration costs, so again that Swedish scheme and what we are saying is that the
would need to be factored into any decision. Swedish scheme starts with a fund platform which
Mr Haddrill: I agree. has 700 funds on it. We are not suggesting that at all

because we think that will just confuse people. We
think it is much more important to focus on theQ104 Peter Viggers: Taking up one point, reference

to bulk transfers and defined benefit schemes, the default fund. In terms of cost, there are some very
interesting and important pointers in the SwedishPensions Regulator has insisted on a transfer level

which has shaken some people who have scheme. The default fund in the Swedish scheme is
currently charging 15 basis points, that is 0.15%, forcommented on this view.Do you see perhaps defined

benefits schemes as it were withering on the vine fund management. It is quite a small fund at the
moment and that is likely to fall as the fund getsrather than being subject to bulk transfer?

Ms Farnish: Many company sponsors that have bigger. In terms of administration cost, the PPM,
which is the central agency which runs it, is charginglarge legacy defined benefit schemes are facing a

huge challenge as they project forward as to exactly something over 20 basis points at the moment for
admin. However, the important point about adminhow much that scheme is going to cost them and the

risks involved in it. Many of them are looking for costs is that they decline in percentage terms as the
assets under management increase. Admin costs are,alternative ways to get those risks and costs

managed that can take it away from their own broadly speaking, fixed in cash terms. It costs the
same to manage an account that has £1,000 in it ascompany in-house, obviously. As you say, the

regulatory regime currentlymakes that an incredibly it costs to manage an account with £10,000 in it, but
as a percentage obviously in basis point terms thatexpensive task. We need to have a further debate

about how the existing liabilities in defined benefit £10,000 account is one-tenth of the cost of the £1,000
account. As the scheme grows, the admin costs willschemes can best be managed for the future. I do not

think we have reached the end of the story on this. decline automatically, in accordancewith the laws of
arithmetic. They are projecting that by 2020 theThe regime changed very dramatically three years
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admin costs will decline to something like 5 basis Q108 Mr Newmark: Can I ask perhaps the other
side, and I do not know whether Stephen Haddrillpoints. That is the basis on which they are saying

that for the default fund by 2020 they expect to see wants to respond to that point, but perhaps in doing
so bothRichard Saunders and Stephen could answercosts of less than 20 basis points.
the point that I think Christine has made that it is
crucial that we simplify the means testing state
pension in order to negate the need to have a
suitability test. How important is this suitability
test? Does it make it a complete non-runner if youQ107 Mr Gauke: What do you see as the role of the have to have regulated advice in this area?

FSA in your respective models? Mr Haddrill: It is not a non-runner but it is a non-
Mr Haddrill: We see a very important and runner at the kind of costs that people are trying to
continuing role for the FSA in making sure that the achieve. A suitability test is absolutely fundamental.
providers or the fundmanagers are properly solvent, If it is suitable for everybody, then I do not think you
and so on. That needs to continue. We believe that need regulated advice, as Christine was suggesting.
if you have a model, as proposed by Turner, where Yes, certainly for people probably up to about the
there is complete suitability of the pension product sort of £15,000 a year level, it would not be suitable
for everybody, or almost everybody, then what you without some progressive reduction in means testing
do not need is the sort of conduct of business over a fairly rapid period. Yes, you are absolutely
regulation.We do feel, and I think Lord Turner feels right.
and everyone feels, that if you have to import that, Mr Saunders: If means testing persisted by the timethen you will add unacceptably to the costs. You are this scheme was up and running, then it would be acertainly not going to achieve the kind of 0.3% to non-runner. I would not introduce this scheme if0.5% figure that he has been talking about. there was substantial means testing in the state
Mr Saunders: In terms of a centralised NPSS, I pension system. Having said that though, there is
would very much agree with what I understand time to sort this out. Assuming that legislation goes
the FSA to have said: that provided there is a ahead to implement this, we are probably looking at
straightforward, simple interaction between the five years before NPSS even starts, then another five
state system and the means testing and NPSS, then or 10 years with people building up substantial pots
the need for advice about whether or not you are in and coming up to retirement. That gives quite a long
the scheme largely falls away because there is a clear window in which to sort out the state pension
benefit to joining the scheme. That benefit is the scheme. To return to the question that was Mr
employer contribution that is made to you, which Cousins asked Mick McAteer, whether that means
you would not otherwise be benefiting from. In a the Turner package or something else, I do not
central NPSS, with that caveat, then I would see know. I do not have a view on that; Christine might.
relatively little need or room for regulated advice. There ought to be a clear objective that by about 10
Having said that, I think one of the things youwould or 15 years down the track we want to see the extent
want the NPSS to do would be to make available a of means testing within the state pension scheme to
very wide range of educational material and be at a minimal level.
information for the members of the scheme, for the Mr Haddrill: I do not agree on the point about timepublic. because people are not saving enough now for their
Ms Farnish: I have little to add. A lot does hang on retirement and the longer that goes on, the less they
the extent to which the state pension system can be will have in retirement. From the point of view of the
reformed so as to reduce the extent of means testing. individual, I think there is a concern. The other
If we fail to do that, as part of this pension reform concern, which is one for individuals but also for the
process, then any system into which the vast industry, is that the longer this debate goes on, then
majority of working people are auto-enrolled is potentially it overhangs the existing savings market.
doomed to fail. It is absolutely crucial that the state It could damage the savings market with people not
pension system, which will underpin the funded sure whether they want to buy an existing product or
pension system, becomes a simpler system and one they want to wait for this to come along.
which is more predictable for people to provide the
basic bedrock on which they can then take that
decision to save and auto-enrol. As long as that is Q109 Jim Cousins: Could I put a slightly diVerent
done, then the FSA role is as has been described. form of my question to Mr McAteer to you,
Clearly, if we ended up with a system whereby particularly in the light of what you have just now
commercial providers, whether they were insurers or said? If the Government cherry-picked Turner in the

sense that it committed itself to an auto-enrolledanyone else, were designated as people into whom
national pensions scheme, but had not committedthe funds were auto-enrolled, then we would need a
itself to Turner’s proposals for the basic rate of statemuch stricter regulatory regime than the sort of
pension, would you be prepared to operate yourmodel perhaps that we have put forward, or the
scheme under those circumstances?Turner model, whereby there is an institution acting

on behalf of consumers that is a powerful institution Mr Haddrill: Probably not because what we would
look for the Government to do is to take somein the market with a job to protect the consumer

interest, that can really start to provide more of a decisions on the reduction of means testing before
we would operate the NPSS or before we wouldbalance of power in the retail market than we have

had up until now. think it should be operated. It is very hard for the
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Government to take decisions on means testing between the sort of way in which the risks in the
pension system are going to be falling fromwhere wewithout having decided what to do on the basic state

pension. I think those two must go together. have come from to where we are going.
Mr Saunders: I would agree with that. The impact ofMr Saunders: If I may answer a slightly diVerent

question, I think in terms— the NPSS in economic terms on the current long-
term savings pensions market will be modest
because the numbers involved are quite modest.Q110 Jim Cousins: The purpose of parliamentary

scrutiny is that you bring yourself to answer the Even after 10 years, theNPSSmight have something
like £100 billion funds under management. That willquestions that are actually put to you. I have asked

you: would you be prepared to operate your scheme be about 3% of what IMA members currently look
after on behalf of their clients. The flows into thethat you have advocated this morning if the

Government had committed itself to the second bit NPSS are estimated by Turner to be about £8 billion
a year. We published figures yesterday showing thatof Turner, the National Pension Savings Scheme,

but not to the first bit of it—had not committed itself there were net flows into UK retail mutual funds of
£4 billion in the first quarter alone last year. So theto the first bit of Turner, which is a major increase

in the basic rate of state pensions? It is very simple. numbers inNPSS are not large. The impact of NPSS
will not be large, given the almost seismic forcesWould you be prepared to operate your scheme

under those circumstances? which are now driving change in the occupational
pensions market which Christine has talked about.Mr Saunders: If you come along to a fund manager

and say, “We have £10 billion of assets here. Will Mr Haddrill: It can be very beneficial if it draws
people who are currently entirely focused on credityou manage these for us, please” the manager will

say yes, obviously, but would that be a good idea and debt into saving and gets them started because
it a simple product that serves their basic needs. Thatfrom a public policy perspective? I think the answer

is unequivocally no. could lead into people saving more in other ways.
The risk is that it becomes seen as a kind ofMs Farnish: My answer is no.
Government blessed standard for occupational
pensions and that employers then reduce theirQ111 Chairman: Assuming the NPSS or something

based on it is introduced over the next five years, contributions down to that kind of level, and that
would be very damaging. That is why somewhat impact do you expect that to have on the

current pensions and indeed savings market? separation of the two markets is necessary.
Ms Farnish: That depends on how it is done, Mr
McFall. Provided it can be done in a way that Q112 Chairman: Lastly, do you agree with the view

that the more choice, the greater the propensity forconsumers believe is going to give them a fair deal
and the system is one which they feel they can trust regulation. The question underlying that is: what

can you do to keep the FSA out of it?and have confidence in and it is not going to change
and get fiddled with over time, then I think we will Ms Farnish: I think I will give you that.

Mr Saunders: I would agree with that, Chairman.end up with a far better system than the one we are
heading to. It is going to be very diVerent fromwhere Mr Haddrill: We feel there is a role for an economic

regulator and he will make sure that there is awe have come from but I think we could still make a
success of defined contribution pension savings in balance in choice.

Chairman: May I thank you for your appearancethis country with suYcient thought and planning. It
is critical that we do because, as I said at the this morning. It was not as lively as the first session

but just as revealing and highly civilized.beginning, we are seeing a very seismic shift here
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Q113Chairman:Goodmorning andwelcome to this in which people invest, that they are managed
properly in terms of minimum standards ofevidence session on the National Pension Savings

Scheme. Could you identify yourself and your corporate governance, proper management, proper
systems and controls in those funds and indeed acolleague please?

Mr Briault: Yes, good morning. My name is Clive minimum level of capital. Therefore, if, for example,
it is run by an investment fund, a managed fund ofBriault and I am the Managing Director, Retail

Markets, at the Financial Services Authority andmy the sort that we currently regulate, we have a
requirement there that those funds are required tocolleague is Dan Waters who is Director of Retail

Policy also at the Financial Services Authority. hold 13 weeks of annual expenditure, so a quarter of
the annual expenditure as a minimum capital
requirement, and also a requirement, which is alsoQ114 Chairman: You are both welcome. I presume
important, that they separate out the client money init is the FSA’s objective to ensure that the level of
the fund. The final aspect which we would need toregulation is kept to a minimum. Given that
look at, and I think this is the bit which reallysituation, what in the White Paper would give you
depends most on the particular design of the schemecomfort from a regulatory viewpoint?
which is chosen, would be a package of issuesMr Briault:Our objective is to ensure that regulation
around whether or not we would need to introduceis proportionate rather than necessarily always kept
any regulation of advice. As we point out in theto a minimum, kept to a minimum to achieve the
memorandum which we sent to the Committee, wepurpose for which it is required. I think, against that
think that the relevant factors there to take accountbackground, what we would focus on when we see
of would be the contributions made by employersthe White Paper is to think about regulation under
and possibly by the taxpayer to supplement thea number of headings. The first would be what is
contributions made by individual employees,required in terms of the information to be given to
whether or not there is means-testing of the stateemployees regarding the scheme in terms of the
pension and whether or not consumers are facedchoices they face. One choice, as recommended by
with a wide variety of choices.Lord Turner, for example, would be under auto-

enrolment, that people would have a choice as to
Q115 Chairman:We will come on to that later on inwhether they opt out of the scheme or not and,
the questions.depending on the design of the scheme, there may be
Mr Briault: I think all of those are important infurther choices to consumers, for example, in terms
determining what would be a proportionateof the particular fund in which they choose for their
approach to regulation around whether or not wepension to be invested, and that is a choice which
would need to regulate advice, and I think what isthey may or may not have. They may have to choose
absolutely crucial there is that one can imagine somethere, for example, whether to go into a default fund
schemes which were designed where, frankly, thereor to choose a diVerent fund, they may or may not
would be no need for advice regulation, and otherhave a choice across a wide range of funds, and that
types of schemewith other features where youwouldis yet to be determined, but certainly information to
need to introduce some form of proportionateemployees would be the first aspect that we would
regulation of advice, but, as I say, thatwould dependlook at. The second aspect likely to fall more in the
crucially on the design of the scheme.area of a pensions regulator, and perhaps we could

come back to the diVerences between a pensions
regulator and the FSA in a moment if we need to, is Q116 Chairman: If the schemes require conduct of

business regulation by the FSA, do you think then,clearly that there will need to be here a minimum
level of regulation to ensure that employers do in those circumstances, that the Government would

have failed its own test regarding aVordability andindeed contribute the funds into the scheme on
behalf of the individual, so essentially making sure simplicity?

Mr Briault: Clearly there is a trade-oV between thethat all of those administrative arrangements,
payments into the scheme and indeed payments out two. I think, as I say, if the scheme is as simple as

possible, then it is likely that there is no need forof the scheme are properlymadewith proper records
kept and annual statements or whatever sent to regulation of advice and in particular if, in addition

to that, the impact of employer contributions,consumers of the pension. The third main area
would be in terms of whoever runs the fund or funds possibly also taxpayer contributions and, on the
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other hand, reform of means-tested pensions may Mr Briault: Well, I think it depends if people want
to take advice, and I do not think the ABI scheme ismean that the scheme is pretty much of near-

universal suitability, therefore, there is no need for insisting that people do take advice. I think their
vision is that the employer does most of the choosingadvice, so I think it does depend crucially onwhether

there is a need for advice as part of the scheme and, on behalf of the employees and, therefore, the
employees do not need to take advice because that isif there is, then it is a question of how best that is

regulated. all done for them by the employer, in which case the
consumer may be faced with a very limited choice. I
think it does depend crucially on whether it is theQ117 Chairman: On the sales and conduct of
consumer taking a choice amongst a multiplicity ofbusiness regulation, do you think the model
funds or not—proposed by the ABI with a number of competing

providers would be possible without a regulated
Q123 Chairman: But that has to be fleshed out—sales process?
Mr Briault: Yes, that is a detail which is veryMr Briault: I think there may well then need to be
important.some conduct of business regulation because, if you

are giving consumers, which is a possible
Q124 Chairman: But that is a preliminary statementinterpretation of the ABI model, a choice that they
and it has got to be fleshed out.need to make among a range of product providers,
Mr Briault: It has, yes.then questions do arise about the regulation, at the

very least, of the information made available to
Q125 Chairman: The NAPF proposal would oVerconsumers—
employers a choice of super-trust, as we know.
Mr Briault: Yes.Q118 Chairman: So the answer is no?

Mr Briault:—from which to make that choice. Well,
Q126 Chairman: Do you think a model of this sortthe answer is yes, that would require some degree of
has any implications for FSA regulation?conduct of business regulation. Again it would
Mr Briault: I thinkwewould see theNAPFmodel asdepend on the precise design.
fallingmore within the occupational pensionsmodel
which would then fall primarily to be regulated byQ119 Chairman: But I asked if it was possible the pensions regulator.without regulation.

Mr Briault: Sorry, not possible, no.
Q127 Chairman: Back to the point we were making
before, you are saying if employers make the choice,

Q120 Chairman: Ned Cazalet, when he appeared so are employers in any sense then consumers
here last week, described the current sales approach requiring protection from unduly complex product
for life insurance personal pensions as features, particularly given that many employers
“fundamentally flawed”. Indeed Trevor Matthews using the scheme would be small businesses?
of Standard Life is on record as saying that the Mr Briault: We would not see employers as being in
businessmodel is flawed and outdated.Do you think the same position as individual retail consumers, no.
that these flaws, including the reliance on Clearly, however, you would expect employers to be
commission, are eliminated under the ABI scheme? provided with information about the diVerent funds
Mr Briault: Some of them could be eliminated, yes. available across which they need to make the choice
Again it does depend on the precise design, but as to which fund or funds to make available to their
because, in the ABI scheme, the choice for employees, but we would not see that as something
consumers could be made directly by consumers which we would regulate, no.
based on product information about the various
funds, then you may be able to do that without Q128 Chairman: But are they not in a sense,
advice intermediaries. I think where you get into consumers then if they are faced with choices?
greater problems of the type to which they refer— Mr Briault: Well, if the consumers are faced with

choices—
Q121 Chairman:Yes, but do you think it is possible,
as the ABI claimed here last week, that the Q129 Chairman:No, the small businesses would be.
commission incentives are all removed in the scheme You can imagine small businesses coming to us and
they are proposing? saying, “Wait a minute, we don’t have time to look
Mr Briault: Well, they are removed as long as at that stuV. We are out here to make a living, so
consumers do not feel the need to take advice from what do we do?”
independent financial advisers in order to make the Mr Briault: I think all we would say there is that it is
choices which they are required to make under that for those small businesses and, yes, they would have
scheme. They do not have to, they are not obliged to, to make a choice, if they were required to do so
but, if they decided to because— under the scheme, if they were presented with five or

six diVerent funds and told, “You need to choose
one of those funds”.Q122 Chairman: So, if people are given choices to

make, but there is no advice, can you imagine the
pickle people would get into there, but then, if there Q130 Chairman: Therefore, they could require

protection from unduly complex product features?is choice, is there not advice for that?
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Mr Briault: I think what they would require is a Mr Briault: It is important, but it is quite diYcult to
judgewhen looking at the scheme alongside all of thesuYciently simple explanation of the competing

funds so that they could exercise a sensible choice. I various possible reforms to the state pension scheme
which have been suggested both by Lord Turner andabsolutely accept your point, that there will be some

businesses who are better prepared, better able to other commentators. One can see ways in which the
state scheme could evolve in awaywhichwould limitmake those choices than others.
the impact of means-testing and, therefore, limit the
extent to which we, as regulators, were concernedQ131 Chairman: But it could become a matter of
about the possibility that people might be enteringconcern for the FSA standing on the sidelines,
into things which were not suitable for them andlooking at this, saying, “Look, this system is getting
other ways in which it could go which would makenowhere. We are getting more confused and some
usmore concerned. I should also say that part of thatsmall employers need some protection”. You could
balance is the extent of any employer and taxpayerenvisage yourself asking that question one day?
contribution to the scheme because again the largerMr Briault: I could do, yes, and at the moment it is
that contribution over and above the employee’strue to say that small employers already may face
own contribution, the less significant the means-that choice in terms of deciding what sort of
testing element becomes.pensions to oVer to their employees.

Q135 Mr Gauke: Just turning to the levels of
Q132MrGauke:Could I return to one of the factors regulation that would apply here, if, in your view, it
youmentioned in determining the level of regulation was not necessary to have, if you like, regulated
that would be necessary here, which is the one of advice in respect of this, how would you go about
means-testing. Is it your view that, if the NPSS is dealing with the suitability issue?What would be the
going to be oVered without regulated advice, it is requirements you would be looking for and what
necessary for the level of means-testing to be sort of suitability information would need to be
reduced, that that has to be government policy in provided?
order to achieve that? Mr Briault: I think themain requirement thenwould
Mr Briault:Well, we are saying thatwewould regard be information provided to employees preferably
that as an important element. I do not think one through the employer because that would reach
should over-exaggerate the impact. I think it is them directly so that employees had set out very
probably true to say that, even with a degree of clearly for them the sorts of considerations they
means-testing, for the vast majority of employees it might want to take into account in deciding, first of
would still make sense to save through something all, whether to opt out of the scheme because there
akin to the national pension scheme, as envisaged, may be some people, for example, who are heavily
but clearly the greater the impact of means-testing, indebted and who may be better oV using the
the greater the possibility that saving in that way contributions to repay debt rather than contributing
would not be suitable for that individual because to a scheme, or there may be an element of the
they may find at the end of it that they are not well means-testing point which would need to be
oV because they have lost the means-tested element explained to them and also, if consumers, and that is
because they have saved through the pension an ‘if’, were faced with choices about which fund to
scheme, so the greater the potential impact of that, invest in, they would also need the information to
the more concerned we would be about whether or help them make that choice. That could be pretty
not saving in that way was likely to be suitable for all minimalist in the sense that it might be nomore than
individuals. That would then require, if the means- a very clearly written information leaflet whichmade
testing was significant and important, some way of clear to consumers what factors they need to take
trying to alert those particular employees to the into account when making those choices. That
possibility that it may not be in their best interests to would not be a regulated advice regime, but that
save in that way and, if that is the case, one would would essentially be a consumer information regime.
then have to consider how that information can be
sensibly and eVectively provided to them so that they

Q136 Mr Gauke: Just coming back to the secondcan exercise sensible choices.
factor which youmentioned, which is the employer’s
contribution which you repeated again there, under

Q133 Mr Gauke: Would you say that it would be the stakeholder plan non-earners can pay up to
essential, or maybe that is too strong a word, or at £3,600 per annum, although clearly there is not an
least helpful to you for theGovernment to determine employer’s contribution there. Do you think similar
its policy with regard to pensions and means-testing arrangements should apply to theNPSSbecause you
before you determine the regulatory regime which will not have an employer’s contribution and,
will apply to the NPSS? therefore, is there a need for regulated advice in
Mr Briault: It would certainly be helpful for the those circumstances?
reasons I have set out, yes. Mr Briault: I am not quite sure which aspects you

mean.
Q134 Mr Gauke: Would you go further and say it
was essential or merely helpful? How important is Q137 Mr Gauke: Well, if there is, for argument’s

sake, an NPSS option for non-earners, clearly therethis in helping you determine what you need to do
because it is clearly a factor? is not going to be an employer’s contribution in
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those circumstances, so, given that, do you think help us get broader consumer awareness and
consumer understanding messages across in theregulated advice would be necessary in those
workforce.circumstances?

Mr Briault:Clearly it becomesmore diYcult in those
circumstances because being able to rest on the

Q141 Kerry McCarthy: Do you actually think thatassumption that it is likely to be suitable to the
choice might be a desirable aspect to having aemployee is clearly a weaker case in a world in which
scheme then on the basis that it would encouragethe employer is not making a contribution, and that
people to take more of an interest in their financialmay be one of the factors behind the take-up of
aVairs?stakeholder pensions. The take-up of stakeholder
Mr Briault: Not so much for choice, no. I think theypensions tends to be much stronger in cases where
will be encouraged to take a greater interest merelythe employer not only oVers a stakeholder scheme,
through the introduction of the scheme because theybut also makes a contribution on top of it. will read a lot about it in the press, they will hear a
lot about it in the workforce, they will speak to their
colleagues about it and I think it will engender a lotQ138 Kerry McCarthy: If we can return to the
of interest which is a good thing because really thatquestion of consumer choice, do you think a
is a starting point to get people engaged. I think insignificant proportion of consumers have got the
terms of choice, there is just a very, very diYcultfinancial awareness to make choice a desirable
trade-oV. As I say, it would be nice to think thataspect of any NPS Scheme?
people were suYciently aware, suYciently wellMr Briault: I think most consumers would find it
informed to exercise sensible choices of this type. Inextremely diYcult to make many of the choices
practice, of course making provision for pensions isoVered to them under the more complex variants of
a very diYcult thing for most consumers, we knowthe scheme, and that is why we think that that
that, and, therefore, the trade-oV, I think, is betweencomplexity and element of greater choice could also
choice and complexity, on the one hand, which willhave the eVect of leading us more into something
bring with it all sorts of questions about what theakin to some form of regulated advice. Our own
most suitable thing is for people to do, what advicerecent baseline survey on financial capability, for
they need to help them make that choice, how thatexample, showed that, I think, 81% of consumers do
advice is then regulated, and, on the other hand, Inot think a state pension will provide them with the
think coming back to a much earlier question,standard of living they hope for in retirement. But,
whether you can design a much simpler scheme withof that 81%, 37% have not made any additional
far fewer choices which enables the delivery ofpension provision, so I think, even where people
widespread personal pension provision at a muchhave recognised the need to increase their pension
lower cost.provision, many have failed to do so which suggests

that there is some diYculty in people spotting what
is available to them and what is best for them. Q142 Kerry McCarthy:Do you support the concept

of a default fund within the NPSS?
Mr Briault: Yes, I think a default fund is probably aQ139 Kerry McCarthy: You have a statutory
very necessary part of it, some form of default fund,objective to promote understanding of the
because I think there will be a large number offinancial system.
people who do not necessarily think very hard aboutMr Briault: Yes.
whether they should be amember of a scheme or not
and may not think very hard about which fund they
should go into, so I think having a reasonablyQ140 KerryMcCarthy:Do you think that the NPSS
straightforward default fund is a very importantwould place an increasing burden on you in terms of
aspect of it because experience in other countries,that objective? Obviously it depends which model is
and a likely result here, suggests that the majority ofadopted, but are there concerns?
employees actually will end up in the default fund.Mr Briault: As I say, I think one aspect which it

would certainly require us to increase our attention
on is providing the sort of information andmaterials Q143 Kerry McCarthy: Based on your research,
to help consumers make whatever choices they what proportion do you think are likely to end up
might need to make and, as I say, the most basic one using the default fund?
is whether to opt out of auto-enrolment. I also, Mr Briault:Well, I think that depends again onwhat
indeed, very much hope that the introduction of choices are oVered, what is available in addition to
some form of national pension scheme would indeed the default fund. We have not done any research
increase interest in, and awareness of, financial which tells us the answer to that because it is a
services in the workplace. One of our major hypothetical question, but, as I say, I would expect
priorities under the Financial Capability Strategy is more than half, and possibly a much higher
to do far more in the workplace by way of getting percentage, to end up in the default fund.
information to employees, running seminars about
money advice in the workplace, so actually we think
that a combination of the introduction of this and Q144 Kerry McCarthy: I think we were quoted
the increased emphasis on financial capability may figures of maybe 90% by the industry, that they

expected about 90% for that.Does that surprise you?actually generate quite a lot of interest which would
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Mr Briault: That would not surprise me, no. I think have a particular preference that you want to invest
in particular things which do require more activethe simpler the scheme and the less choice available,

then the more likely it is that people will simply end management.
up in the default fund.

Q149 Mr Newmark: Is it really an element of luck?
Q145 Kerry McCarthy: If there was an ethical Is it really random in some sophisticated consumers,
investment option as part of the scheme, would that whichwe understandmost people are, that it is really
create any additional regulatory demands? stick the pin in the donkey and hope you get the tail
Mr Briault: No, I think it would still require that and make some money?
fund to be properly explained to the employees who Mr Briault: Well, the conclusion of our research,
had the choice of going into that fund. There are which we have publicised quite widely, is that we do
already ethically based unit trusts in existence. The not believe that past performance is an accurate
important thing, I think, as with all funds, is that the guide to future performance.
key characteristics of the fund and the sorts of things
in which the fund invests and how it does it are

Q150 Mr Newmark: That is said about every fundproperly explained to potential investors.
though. I am just trying to understand, is there an
advantage to going into actively managed funds and

Q146Mr Newmark:We have heard that really most do those people whose funds are being managed
investors are not particularly sophisticated, that benefit from more actively managed funds or is it
they are not particularly good necessarily at making just a means for active fund managers to make more
choices and that perhaps only 20%of people actually money because the average consumer is not
get some form of independent advice in deciding benefiting from that?
what products to actually invest in, and 50% are Mr Briault: Well, when you say “make more
completely ignorant of particular product features money”, of course there is also a cost to the firm of
or the cost of actually investing in a particular asset actively managing the fund and it is a question of
or fund. Turning to actively managed funds as how those costs are then reflected in the charging
opposed to passively managed funds, it seems that structure. In competitive markets, you would not
obviously the fee structures are higher there, but, I expect the firm necessarily to make a lot more
am curious, are there any regulatory implications money—
with regard to consumers being provided with more
actively managed funds within the NPSS?

Q151 Mr Newmark: No, I understand that, but isMr Briault: I think again not in addition to those
there any evidence that actively managed funds arewhich I have already covered. The important thing,
performing better than tracker funds?if people are being oVered such funds, is that they
Mr Briault: No.understand the basis on which those funds operate

and indeed the charges. The interesting question, I
think, that raises is whether or not you can have a Q152 Mr Newmark: You are saying no?
range of funds within the NPSS with considerably Mr Briault: Yes, absolutely.
higher charging structures than, for example, the
default fund, but again I think that is a very

Q153 Mr Newmark: So the only people benefitingimportant design aspect.
from this are the fund managers?
Mr Briault: Well, depending on the charging

Q147 Mr Newmark: But, if there are charges with structure related to the costs of running the actively
respect to actively managed funds, there are cost managed fund, yes.
implications to that. Is there an assumption behind
that or is there any evidence to this eVect, that

Q154MrNewmark:Well, if they aremaking 25 baseactively managed funds actually make better returns
points versus ten, the answer is yes.for those investors which outweigh the costs of
Mr Briault: But there is also a cost to managing thehaving more actively managed funds?
fund, so the economics is not simply the diVerence inMr Briault: Well, the research which we have
the charges because it is costing more money toundertaken shows that there is no evidence that, on
make—average and over time, actively managed funds out-
Mr Newmark: But the fund managers are notperform tracker funds, taking account of the
running charities. It is about making a margin.diVerential in charges across the two.
Anyway, that is enough, thank you.

Q148 Mr Newmark: So it is sort of a wheeze for
active fund managers really to make more money Q155 Mr Todd: To what extent has the FSA looked

at the administrative infrastructure supporting theand actually those whose funds are being managed
really do not get a better bang for their buck, so to existing pension providers and whether that is

suYcient to provide a sensible basis forspeak?
Mr Briault: Well, on average, if you are fortunate administering the NPSS?

Mr Briault: If I interpret your question correctly, weenough to choose the fund that happens to perform
extremely well over a time period, and some of these have not asked that question as to whether any

existing fund takes on the magnitude of running thefunds do perform extremely well for quite extended
time periods, then you are better oV, or you may entire scheme.
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Q156 Mr Todd: I am not suggesting that. I am Mr Briault: Yes, I think there is because I think that
relates back to the previous question which is thatsuggesting that perhaps you have examined the

capability of pension providers at large to oVer the capability of running this either in terms of a
single company running all the scheme or a numberadministrative services which would be appropriate

as the basis for the NPSS. of companies running the scheme in part by doing it
through multiple funds, I think the capability isMr Briault: Certainly.
certainly there for that and, therefore, the prospect
of doing that on a competitive basis must be aQ157 Mr Todd:Do you think they are good enough
possibility. How you would do that again comesat doing their existing jobs to oVer a substantial
back to what the Government decides to do andindication of success in the future because of course
various suggestions have been made. Either you say,that is what they are saying? They are saying, “You
“We’ll run it” and charge whatever charge you wishcan build from what we have”.
to charge or let others run it and there is a charge capMr Briault: I think in terms of running funds which
or whatever.both have large numbers of members and, therefore,

meeting what I was talking about in terms of the
Q161 Mr Todd: One would hope that theadministrative requirements of collecting the
Government will act on sensible, professional advicemoney, putting it in the right accounts, making the
in this area and what they might be looking for areright payments at the right time, certainly yes. In
some thoughts from yourselves on what yourterms of managing very, very large funds, again yes.
knowledge is of the existing provider base and theThere are some very, very large funds managed out
potential for people to fill the gap that will bethere which certainly would be proportionate to
emerging.the NPSS.
Mr Briault: Yes.

Q158 Mr Todd: There are two measures which you
Q162Mr Todd: But you are not in the shape to oVermight have looked at, but I do not know whether
that advice at the moment, by the sound of things?you have. One is the cost ratios of the administration
Mr Briault: I think the advice we would oVer is that,that they are oVering and the second is any
from our regulatory perspective, we think thatqualitative indicators as to whether they are actually
existing funds would be capable of running fundsdoing it satisfactorily in the view of pension
under this scheme, yes. There is a separate questionmembers.
about the charging structure which we do not haveMr Briault:Well, cost ratios, no, we have not studied
expertise in.that in any detail at all. In terms of the qualitative,

yes, in the sense that, if you are running a fund and
if you are running a fund which is supporting a Q163 Mr Todd: The advice on transferring money
pension fund by investing the assets of that fund, out of the NPSS, people who have joined and then
then clearly that is a regulated activity and we do decide to leave, do you think that there should be
keep an eye on whether or not people run that clear advice on how that advice should be
eVectively in the sense of whether they are keeping administered because clearly people will be
good track of monies and whether those monies are approached with suggestions that that should
invested in what they say they are going to be happen?
invested in, so yes, confident in terms of the Mr Briault: Again I would hope, and again it
qualitative aspects. The administrative aspects— depends on the scheme design, that it should be

possible to provide people with suYciently clear
information about what factors they should takeQ159 Mr Todd: You are aware that the debate is
into account to help them make their own choicesbetween a group of providers who are saying,
and decisions on that. I would, frankly, not expect to“We’ve got a lot of skills to oVer and we should be
see a world in which large numbers of employeesthe building blocks of any new scheme”, and others
were actively transferring in and out of a nationalwho say, “To be honest, they are not terribly good
pension scheme on a regular basis. For some people,at what they do. We would do better to start from
it maymake sense just as it maymake sense for somescratch”. My line of questioning is to try and force
people not to opt in in the first place.you into taking some sort of view between those two

or merely making appropriate comments.
Mr Briault: The view I would take is to ask whether Q164 Mr Todd: You will be aware that there will be
they are capable of running it and the answer is yes. people seeking to persuade individuals that it is a
There is a separate question, I think, about whether good idea to do that?
it would be run more cheaply or not through Mr Briault: Yes, there may well be, but I think the
diVerent types of scheme and that is something we information to individuals—
have not studied.

Q165 Mr Todd: And it will be your task to regulate
those persuaders?Q160 Mr Todd: Do you think that there is the basis

of a competitive marketplace should one go down Mr Briault: Yes, we certainly would regulate them
and we would regulate whether or not that advicethe route of producing one administrative

infrastructure to support the NPSS? Do you think was suitable if they were actively promoting those
possibilities. As I say, it may be for a small numberthere is a competitive marketplace there to oVer the

administrative services required for that? of people that it would make sense to move in and
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out of the scheme at various points in their working Mr Briault: Well, that would be a detail to be
determined under the scheme.life, but I think that the fundamental design, as

proposed by Lord Turner, is of a scheme where, if
people opt into it, broadly speaking, the large Q170 Chairman: Back to a previous question, if you
majority of people who are auto-enrolled remain in were a consultant to theABI, what advice would you
it. This comes back, I think, to the point about being give them to ensure that safeguards were put in place
in a scheme where there is a substantial employer to remove the need for FSA regulation of the sales
contribution, possibly also a taxpayer contribution process under the model for the NPSS?
that is likely to provide a better level of benefits than Mr Briault: I think themost important aspect of that
anything which we are likely to get elsewhere other would be to limit the number of choices which
than moving to an employer who runs their own individual employees need to make. I think the
occupational pension scheme which provides even important aspect of the scheme there was that, if you
better benefits than the national pension scheme, envisaged a scheme with a number of funds
and there are some of those around already and competing for a business or a number of funds where
some people are fortunate enough to be members there is almost a random default option if somebody
of those. does not exercise a clear choice, then I think, as I

think the ABI scheme proposes, that choice should
Q166 Mr Todd: You certainly look old enough to fall primarily to the employer rather than the
remember the mis-selling periods when apparently employee, so what the employee sees is eVectively a
extremely good-value pension schemes lost a large single fund or at least a single default fund oVered to
number of members when people with silver tongues them as part of a scheme oVered by that particular
and large numbers of noughts on the ends of figures employer, and that pushes the choice to the level of
were able to persuade people to leave them. the employer rather than the employee.
Mr Briault: Yes.

Q171 Chairman: So the FSA would be happy if that
Q167 Mr Todd: I am merely suggesting that the choice was pushed to the employer and you would
intrinsic merits and common sense of the scheme keep right out of it?
may not be suYcient defence against those sorts of Mr Briault: Well, in a world in which what the
approaches. employee then faced was a single fund oVered to
Mr Briault: Well, indeed not. There is always the them by the employer together with employer
possibility of mis-selling of that type. We are, as you contributions, et cetera, as standard across the
say, acutely aware of that possibility and not least scheme, then, if it was limited to that, we would not
because of previous episodes of that sort, so we see the need for advice and regulation for employees
would be keeping a very close eye on that and, if we around that.
saw, and I hope we would be quicker oV the mark,
large-scale shifts out of the national pension scheme

Q172 Chairman: That is a hugely radical departureinto other schemes, we would want to reassure
from the present situation, is it not?ourselves very quickly that that was being done on
Mr Briault: Well, it is a radical departure from thethe basis that it was suitable for those employees.
way in which private pension provision is currently
provided. It is not a particularly radical departureQ168Mr Todd: In the early stages of such a scheme, from the way in which employers currently oVer

there will be people who will accumulate really occupational pensions to their employees.
rather small sums of money in the NPSS as it starts
and then they move towards retirement. Have you

Q173 Chairman: Could you see the industrythought of how to deal with people who have
adapting to that quite readily?relatively trivial sums and the desire many of them
Mr Briault: I think the industry would then needwill have which will be just to withdraw it and spend
either to decide or to respond to some mechanismit, how best to deal with advice to them?
for what the choice of funds would be and it may beMr Briault: I think again it would be a question of
as part of the scheme that the scheme would limit theinformation available to them again preferably in
sorts of funds which could be part of that and thethe workplace so that it wasmade clear to themwhat
industry would then have to respond to that.the opportunity cost to themwas of withdrawing the

money from the scheme, if that is a possibility under
the scheme, and spending it now rather than waiting Q174 Chairman: In last week’s evidence we have
until they retire. I think that is just something which Ned Cazalet arguing that it was deluding to believe
needs to be made clearly available to them in the that the NPSS could be delivered at a profit. In fact
form of an annual statement or whatever and he ran a few models and, if you looked at the
information about that. evidence session, you would have seen that. He

attached particular importance towhat he saw as the
Pension Commission’s optimistic view of likelyQ169MrTodd:Weprobably need a rule there which

says, “If you have more than X amount, then you levels of persistency. It has been suggested that the
Commission’s costings for theNPSS are based on ancan’t withdraw it. If there is less than a certain

amount, yes, you can”, because, to be honest, the optimistic view of a likely rate of 2.5% per annum for
long-term discontinuance in the NPSS. Could youadministrative cost of maintaining such a small

amount is not worth it. give us your comments and also on Ned Cazalet’s
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comments on that point regarding the FSA and on Q177 Chairman: On charge caps, last week’s
evidence from both Ned Cazalet and the IMAwhether you have done any work which would shed
suggested that the costs for the NPSS were likely tolight on the likely levels of persistency?
start at nearer 0.6% rather than 0.3%. Does the FSAMr Briault: I might ask Dan to comment in a bit
have any views on whether the management costs ofmore detail on persistency, but persistency is
an NPSS should be subject to a charge cap?something that we do look at quite closely at the
Mr Briault: No, we do not have a view as to, first ofmoment because it is an interesting statistic in the
all, whether it should be subject to a charge cap or,context of suitability of advice. I think we would
secondly, as I said earlier, any particular expertise asexpect persistency to be much stronger under a
to precisely what it would cost to provide undernational pension scheme for the reasons that I
diVerent schemes.outlined earlier, which was that you would expect

those people who are auto-enrolled to choose a fund
and then quite likely remain with that fund for a Q178 Chairman: If there were to be a charge cap,
substantial period. Because they have chosen that then do you think it should be set and monitored by
fund within a particular scheme oVered in eVect by the FSA or another body?
their employer as part of their employee benefits Mr Briault:Not the FSA. As I say, we are not a price
package, I think they would be less subject to selling regulator and we do not claim particular expertise in
or advice from others which might lead them to the detail of cost and charging structures within
think, “Hang on, am I in the best thing? Shouldn’t I individual firms.
switch to something else?”, but, Dan, I do not know
if you want to comment on persistency more

Q179 Chairman: On market impact then, could yougenerally.
briefly update us on where you stand in your
deliberations on the future of RU64?
Mr Briault:Well, RU64was a rule introduced by theQ175 Chairman: The point about persistency is that
PIA back in 1999 as a temporary measure, but wasyour own figures have shown that the non-
then carried across into our Conduct of Businesspersistency of pension plans has continued to
Source bookwhen that wasmade inDecember 2001,increase in recent years, so factors account for this
I believe. We consulted last summer on whetherhigher non-persistency and which of those factors
RU64 should be removed and we consulted on thewould be eliminated under the NPSS?
basis that we are proposing that it should beMr Waters: Chairman, the data is diYcult to removed. We received, as I think you are aware

interpret because the market has changed and because it has been discussed in previous sessions of
indeed, if you look at a world in which there are this Committee, very divergent views in response to
more flexible pensions available and savers can that whichwe are still considering.We intend to take
move between products without exit charges or a proposal to our Board nextmonth for them to take
indeed without penalties, you might have a very the final decision on that.
diVerent view about what persistency means in a
world like that and I think we are in a sort of

Q180 Chairman:At this stage could you rule out anytransition period, if you like, which means that the
equivalent of RU64 in relation to the NPSS?data is a bit ambiguous. I think, for the reason that
Mr Briault: I think not a direct equivalent of RU64Clive articulates, we would expect that the
in terms of writing a detailed rule. I think what weattractions of remaining in a scheme founded upon
would expect, and would keep an eye on, is firmsa contribution from employers would be much
advising on pension arrangements to take account ofstronger than under many existing personal pension
the likely impact obviously once the details are morearrangements and indeed under many existing
clearly known of a national pension scheme andemployer-sponsored schemes.
when it was being introduced, so, if people were
entering into a private pension scheme, we would
expect advisers to take into account what theQ176 Chairman: Back to the point made earlier,
national pension scheme might oVer to themwhat is the reason for the non-persistency of the
beginning in, I think the current proposal is, 2010,pension plans over the past few years?
but whenever it is, and also to think about, rather asMr Waters: I think it is probably variable. There will
Dan was saying in the context of persistency, thebe some situations in which consumers have not
flexibility open to an individual to transfer across tocorrectly understood their own ability to maintain a
the national pension scheme if that was a sensiblepension arrangement over a period of time. We go
option for them at that point. We would expect thatback to the work that we have done in our baseline
to be an aspect of an adviser’s consideration of thesurvey which shows that consumers are not very
suitability of entering into a personal pensiongood at making choices and they are not very good scheme.

at planning ahead, so some of that is bound to be a
reflection of that. Some of it is also likely to be
people who in fact have selected a pension and can Q181 Chairman: It has been suggested to us that the
move freely to something else that they think is establishment of the NPSS might encourage the
better without a penalty, so you can have both of move away from high quality occupational pension

schemes. Do you have any concerns in that area?those factors, I think, playing into that data.
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Mr Briault: It is not really, again, a particular sure about the impact of the age 75 cut-oV or not,
which I think in the latest proposals is the point atexpertise of ours. We would have thought that the

reason why employers might oVer, as they currently which a state pension might become earnings
related. That seems to me to be a diVerentdo, occupational schemes which are even better than

those proposed under the NPSS is in order to attract proposition from questions about means testing. I
think one could take account of the adequacy orparticularly a high quality workforce and provide

them with benefits so that people find it attractive to otherwise of what was going to be provided for
through a combination of state and personalboth join and then remain at that company. That is

what happens at the moment. In eVect employers pension by looking at the combination of the NPSS,
whatever that might provide, and a state pensioncompete around the amount and quality of their

pension schemes. If that is an important competitive scheme which was not earnings linked up to the age
of 75 but then earnings linked after that, and therefactor in the labour market then I think it would be

rational to expect employers to continue to compete would not then be a trade-oV between the two in the
way in which there could be under means testing.in that way and the main impact would therefore be

on those employers who currently do not oVer
anything like as good a pension scheme as the NPSS Q183 Chairman:Can I put a last point to you?What

would keep you out of the NPSS as a regulator?is currently proposing to provide.
Mr Briault: Keep it simple, and then the particular
elements of employer and possibly taxpayerQ182 Jim Cousins: You have said, both in your

written evidence to the committee and in the contribution plus whatever happens on means
testing, so all of those things, depending on whichdiscussion we have just now had, that, provided a

government set out to considerably reduce the way they go, would push us further and further out
of the picture.element of means testing in the state scheme, advice

would not be necessary in participation in this
scheme. In the last two or three days there have been Q184 Chairman: I do not know if I fully understand

but thanks very much.suggestions, admittedly then subsequently denied,
that the state pension scheme might be diVerent for Mr Briault: As I say, I do not think it is a binary

choice, to be either in the picture or out of thepeople below the age of 75 than for people above the
age of 75.Would that be amajor complication in the picture. There are some elements which we would

continue to regulate, for example, some of theissue of advice giving?
Mr Briault: If I may just come back to you on the regulation of fund managers we would continue to

do as a basic backdrop, not particularly dependentfirst half of your question, we are not saying that the
necessity for advice or not depends only on means on the NPSS, but in terms of a key question about

regulated advice it still depends on the precise designtesting. We said that that was one of the factors to
consider along with employer contribution and the of the system.

Chairman: I think we will go by the “keep it simple”range of choices oVered to individuals, but it is
certainly an important factor in that, yes. I am less slogan. Thank you very much for your time.

Witness: Lord Turner of Ecchinswell, Chairman, Pensions Commission, gave evidence.

Q185 Chairman: Lord Turner, welcome to the as the appropriate way forward, and, secondly, very
broad support for the idea that we have to find awaycommittee. Thank you very much for taking up our

invitation to give evidence this morning. As you of enabling everybody, not just people in large
companies and people of high income, to save for aknow, we will be having a report out soon, hopefully
pension at low administration costs so that they getinforming the White Paper, and your evidence is
to keep the vast majority of their pension. That iscrucial in that. Can you oYcially introduce yourself
reflected in the fact that, whereas a year ago I thinkfor the shorthand writer please?
there were people who believed there was a realLord Turner of Ecchinswell: Yes. Lord Turner,
possibility that we would suggest compulsion andChairman of the Pensions Commission.
automatic enrolment into existing stakeholder
accounts charging 1.3%, the range of debate between

Q186 Chairman:Are you generally satisfied with the the diVerent groups which are talking about the
reception for the Pensions Commission proposals NPSS or alternatives is 0.3% to 0.6%. So we are very
for a National Pension Savings Scheme and for the glad that we have shifted the terms of the debate.
extent of support for some of the main elements of There have been completely predictable and
the proposal? legitimate concerns from diVerent interest groups,
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: The brief answer is yes. which we anticipated, from the Confederation of
We believe that there has been very considerable British Industry and other industry groups:
across-the-board support for the general principles chambers of commerce, the Federation of Small
of a National Pension Savings Scheme and in Businesses, which are concerned about the 3%
particular for two key elements: one, the principle of contingent compulsion in varying degrees of
automatic enrolment rather than going with either opposition (not all groups are against that but some
full compulsion or leaving it to entire voluntarism are), and from the Association of British Insurers

who want to be able to have their brands visible and(automatic enrolment but with the right to opt out)
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to play a role in the detailed distribution margin of Q189 Chairman: The Treasury and DWP have told
us that they are considering a furthermodel based onthe NPSS, but those are completely legitimate
personal accounts for all those without anarguments about detail. Overall we are very pleased
“adequate” employer scheme with a single clearingwith the overall reception and the support for the
house butmultiple providers.What do you see as theprinciples.
main strengths and weaknesses of this further
model?
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: I have not gone throughQ187 Chairman: When I was speaking to the EEF
with the DWP whether there is a model which islast week, and they have submitted a paper to us,
intermediate between themodel thatwe propose andthey were recommending compulsion.
the Association of British Insurers’ model. ThereLord Turner of Ecchinswell: Yes. The EEF, among
may be a way of using a clearing house to smooththe employer groups, have always been the ones who
somewhat the process of allocation of people toare not only not concerned about our contingent
accounts, but the core choice between themodel thatcompulsion on employers, compulsion if people
we have proposed and the ABI model (the NAPFchoose to stay enrolled, but have always been in
model is at a bit of a tangent to this choice) isfavour of a form of straightforward compulsion
whether individuals hold their account with oneon employers combined with straightforward
central system and access the fund managementcompulsion on employees. That has always been
industry through their stated choices at wholesaletheir point of view but I think they recognise that
level so that the money goes into the private systemthey are in a minority camp on that and therefore
at wholesale level with the Government acting as athey have been broadly supportive of our proposed
bulk buyer, or whether they end up with accounts atway forward as something which at least is heading
individual insurance companies. The disadvantagein the direction that they want.
of ending up at individual insurance companies is
that it is bound to add some cost to the system, and I
think theABI accepts that. They have suggested thatQ188 Chairman: Given this background, do you
perhaps we were a bit optimistic in suggesting thatthink the Government should proceed with
our costs could be 30 basis points. They haveproposals for an NPSS if it cannot commit to the
suggested that maybe our costs would be 45 basisemployer contribution through auto-enrolment?
points but their own costings suggest that their

Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: I think that the model would be more expensive than their estimate
employer compulsion element is a key part of the of our model. Why is that extra cost there? That
overall architecture, as indeed are some changes and extra cost is there because the moment you have a
improvements to the state pension system. One of variety of diVerent providers at which people hold
the crucial features which is required to get down the their accounts, you will have some degree of
cost of running pensions is tomove to amodel where movement between those providers and every time
we no longer need to have the expensive regulated we add churn to this system, people moving from
individual advice interview. That is what is really one provider to another, we add cost. That is a key
adding cost to the present form of distribution of reason why the existing distribution system is so
pensions, and all the proposals for the NPSS or the costly. There is an awful lot of churn between
alternatives to the NPSS which are put forward by insurance companies which is not actually adding
ourselves, the NAPF, the ABI, propose a non- any new savings to the system. It is the same savings
individual advice based system. In order for the moving around the place, and the only way to get
Government safely to automatically enrol people in round that is to end up with people having an
that and to use the power of inertia for that we need account at one central organisation which they keep
to have a high confidence that for the vast majority for the whole of their life. The other concern we have
of people this will clearly be a high value investment with the multiple provider model, and this relates
opportunity. We cannot have a situation where both to the ABI model and the NAPFmodel, is that
people save, having been strongly encouraged to do people would either have a choice between providers
so by the Government, but then feel they have had made for them by their employers or, in the absence
a poor deal, and there are therefore two bits of the of the employer expressing a choice between
architecture which are important, one of which is providers, would be allocated to the diVerent
reducing the degree of means testing in the state providers by what is called “the carousel”, some
system so that once people are in this they get to keep automatic mechanism. We have a concern that,
the majority of what they have put in, but the other given that with multiple providers there would
is the contingent compulsion on the employer. What almost certainly be some variety of performance
it enables us to say to the employee is that, when they over time, 20 years later you could get criticism of
put in their 5%, if they stay enrolled, of that 5% 1% the Government for having set up an automatic
is eVectively paid for by tax relief, so they are putting allocation process which in some cases had allocated
in 4% and there is a 3% employer match, so to the people to the less successful companies. This relates
individual it looks like four plus four—they put in to the whole issue of risks involved for Government
£100 and £200 ends up in their account. We believe in encouraging people to save but we actually think
that is crucial to the success and to high participation the multi-provider models are more risky than the
rates, so we would be wary of dropping that single provider model that we propose. However,

the essence of our concern with the ABI proposals iscontingent compulsion on employers.
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that they will increase the costs somewhat and we Q193 Chairman: But you are also very experienced
and aware that when you get estimates sometimeshave not seen a clear specification of what extra
they can spiral out of control after a year or two.customer value is being delivered in return for
People get back and say, “It cannot be done”.another 0.15% of administration costs.
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: That is obviously right
and that is why we have described the 0.3% that we

Q190 Chairman:We have received evidence on that, have suggested as a benchmark to aim at. I think we
and that is a big issue in this report in terms of cost. are more confident about the relative ranking of the
Last week Ned Cazalet told the committee that the diVerent proposals in terms of cost than we are
current commission model was lunatic and about any precise figure.What I mean by that is that
fundamentally flawed, and Trevor Matthews of there is a set of logical reasons why the costs will
StandardLife, as Imentioned, has said that the basic increase as we have a greater number of providers.
model is flawed, but the ABI have claimed that the That indeed is clearly illustrated in the NAPF
commission incentives are all removed in their proposal. The NAPF proposal is slightly diVerent
proposals for NPSS. I think they are doing better from the ABI proposal. It is multiple, mutual, non-
than Tommy Cooper—“just like that”, it is gone, so profit providers, but if you look at the NAPF

costings they show that the costs reduce as theyI just cannot understand that.
reduce the number of trusts. They talk about a ten-Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: Sorry; can you say that
trustmodel having costs of about 45 basis points andagain please, the ABI’s proposal?
a one-trust model having costs of about 33 basis
points, which is quite interesting because a one-trust

Q191 Chairman: They claim that all commission- model is diminishingly diVerent from the NPSS
based elements are eliminated in their model. proposal. The smaller the number of trusts you have
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: Let us return to the the closer you get to our proposal and they ended up
fundamental truth that between the models now with a figure for the costs which was remarkably
before us there is more commonality than diVerence. close to ours. Can we swear we will do it for 30, 35,

40? No, not necessarily, but what I am confident ofThey are all, as it were, closer to each other than they
is that as we multiply the number of providers in theare to the existing distribution system, and that is
system we are likely to add costs, so the relativity Itrue both in the nature of the design and in the nature
think is fairly clear.of the costs, so we are now in a debating range
Chairman: The FSA also made that clear to us in thebetween 0.3% and 0.6% versus current charges for
previous evidence session.stakeholder of 1% to 1.5%, perhaps 1.3%on average,

so there is a degree of commonality. What the ABI
are trying to do is eliminate the commission-based Q194 John Thurso: Lord Turner, I am interested insalesmen and, let us be clear, that is what all the who you feel the NPSS is primarily targeted at, but
models have in common. That is where a lot of the before I ask you specifically about that I wonder if I
cost is coming from. It is not coming in the central could ask you a question about the overall objective.
computers and the account maintenance of the Would you agree that the overall objective of our
insurance company. It is in the very large amounts pension policy should be, even though ultimately the
of commission which are paid to IFAs, so I think I objective is unattainable, that all those in work
would agree with them that their model, like our should in the course of their working life provide for
model, is largely, and indeed ideally, entirely their own retirement?
eliminating from this process the need for an Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: I would slightly adjust
independent financial adviser to do an expensive that. We believe that the core of the UK pension
regulated interview. That is why under their model system should have two elements. One is a state
they can get the costs down, and they believe pension system which, for everybody who makes
profitably down, from the 1.3% that they charge at some sort of contribution to society (under the way
the moment to, say, 0.6%. I think that is a common that the DWP is likely to go, through working or
feature and I think it is an achievable feature under through caring) at least keeps people out of poverty
all of the models. in retirement. That is a state pension system, a pay-

as-you-go system, a national insurance system. We
have proposals to make sure that objective is

Q192 Chairman: Do you think 0.6% would be achieved, but that would only be to keep people out
acceptable? of poverty in retirement because, let us be clear, our
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: I think it is less desirable proposals for the state pension, whatever the debates
than 0.3% but better than 1.3%. As I said earlier, we about aVordability, would still leave the UK with
feel pretty good that we have shifted the whole range one of the meanest and most basic state pension
of the debate and I think therefore that whatever systems in the OECD. That should be, I think, a
model the Government goes forward with we will state system. All rich countries have a base load of a
have amechanism for providing to people of average state pay-as-you-go system. On top of that I think
means a better value form of savings than they have the objective is to make sure that people have the
ever had before, but the point is that unless you can opportunity either themselves or through their
see extra customer value for higher cost, even 0.3% employer to save for a pension and strong
to 0.6%, why would you not go with the lowest encouragement to do so but ultimately the right to

make their own decisions on whether they do it orcost route?
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not. We have designed the role of the state there as one of the problems that we are trying to overcome
is people’s inertia in relation to entering long termencouragement and enabling. To answer your first

question, on whom are we mainly focused in that savings and, as it were, their myopia, their diYculty
in looking far ahead and anticipating their long-runNPSS, I think that is clearly implied in figure 3 of our

final report which sets out the percentage of people requirements. I think the trouble, if we allow greater
access, is that it will be accessed earlier on andwewillwho are not contributing to anything beyond the

state pension system and therefore who are not on still have the problem of a lot of people heading into
retirement with inadequate pension income. So,track to get anything other than the absolute basic.

The proportion of those people in the private sector given the scale of what we have proposed, where the
minimum amount is not huge and is not what ishas gone up, as you can see on page 13, from about

42% to 56% just in the course of the last 10 years. The required to get people up to two-thirds; it is just an
absolute minimum base load of incomekey concern is not the public sector nor the very

largest companies, which will tend to provide replacement—I think it is reasonable to suggest that
that should be locked away and available to supportpensions, but the broad swathe of people of average

earnings working for small and medium enterprises people in retirement. Let us remember that the
Government gives significant tax relief for this formwhere it is very costly to get to them on an individual

basis and where employers on the whole are of savings and the reason why it gives tax relief for
this form of savings is to encourage people to doretreating from their historic role in pension

provision. If I had to have one archetype that we are something they would not otherwise do, which is to
make adequate provision for retirement andthinking about, it is the person on average earnings,

£22,000 a year, working for a 20- or 50-man firm. It therefore not to be dependent entirely on the state. I
think it is reasonable, given that approach, that weis about how we get savings opportunities to that

person. That is the middle of the range that we are are encouraging people to commit to long term
savings which are not accessible both duringmost worried about.
working life. And we are proposing that the existing
annuitisation rules should exist in retirement,Q195 John Thurso: But in reality, given that the big
because that is the other area where the issue ofcompanies, the public sector, et cetera, which is
restriction on access versus immediate access comesprobably 50% of the workforce, you are not
in. You can argue it either way but we believe it isconcerned about because they are in good pension
important to try and make sure that people haveschemes, and that you are targeted at the average
made adequate provision that turns into pensionearnings, what actually is going to be the case is that
income.in reality it will be predominantly targeted at those

below average earnings.
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: I think it will be targeted Q197 John Thurso: Would you favour non-earners

being able to access the scheme?at those on average earnings, a bit above and a bit
below. I think it will be targeted at the broad swathe Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: We would favour non-

earners being able to continue tomake contributionsof middle Britain. There is a level of income above
which I think society has to say that if people fail to to the scheme, and indeed we did say that at one

point. The automatic enrolment process essentiallymake provision for themselves that is their concern.
There is a level of income below which, let us be works for employees. It is really impossible to do

anything meaningfully called automatic enrolmentclear, pensions are provided by the state and we are
really not going to be able to get people into savings either for self-employed or for non-employed, but

certainly we anticipate that, once somebody hasbecause they do not have enoughmoney to save. But
there is a big swathe of income—let us put it at been enrolled in the scheme as an employee, if they

then leave the workforce they should be able to keep£10,000 to £30,000—which covers the vast majority
of the income distribution, and I think people would contributing and there is no reason whatsoever why

somebody who has not become an employee shoulddescribe it as the lower middle, middle and just
above middle incomes, where we have had an not contribute as well. I think they will be small in

number. Frankly, the nature of the modernincreasing number of those people not making any
provision on top of the state pension while the state workforce is that the vast majority of people in their

twenties become either employees or self-employedsimultaneously is planning to do less for them. That
is the core problem that we are trying to fix. and most people outside the workforce are people

who later in life, are taking breaks to bring up
families but they should certainly, if they want to, beQ196 John Thurso: Why do you think it right that
able to continue to make contributions to thethe NPSS should have the characteristics of a
scheme.pension product rather than, say, a more flexible

savings product that might be available in certain
circumstances prior to retirement? Q198 John Thurso: If personal accounts did develop

do you think there is a possibility the GovernmentLord Turner of Ecchinswell: That is an interesting
debate and I think it would be possible to consider might wish to make separate contributions as a way

of supporting those drawing near to retirement?whether there might be variants which would allow
some access. On the whole we have not gone down Lord Turner of Ecchinswell:What we have done here

is try to have a system which has clarity of what thethat road for the following reason. We think it is
important to encourage people to make at least a Government is doing and what the Government is

not doing, that in relation to the basic state pensionbase load of provision for retirement. We know that
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and state second pension, the state pension systems, Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: The particular figures
which we presented as to what would be the impactthe Government is using taxation power and
of the specific proposals we suggested had it actuallyproviding a pay-as-you-go system, and that system
fallen, yes, that is what the figures show, though notis redistributive. The pay-as-you-go system is
as far as some people would like.redistributive. It pursues the Government’s

legitimate redistributive aims. But on the other side,
the savings side, we are trying to get the idea that this Q202 Mr Fallon: You and the Chancellor are
is a property right, that you ownwhat you put in and obviously key players in this whole debate.When the
that if you die before retirement it belongs to you. I Chancellor, rather encouragingly, I think, the other
think we then have to be a little bit careful about too day said he was now 90% or 95% in agreement with
much muddying of that principle but that does not you, can you just help us in layman’s terms: what is
necessarily mean that you could not imagine some the remaining 10% or 5% that he does not agree
categories of government contribution. The thing with? Which bit is it? Where are you still apart from
that we did not mention, for instance, is, say, the Treasury?

Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: I do not know thegovernment contributions in relation to caring
answer to that. I do not know what that 5% or 10%responsibilities. We have a credit system for
is. We have not had detailed discussions with thegovernment contributions to what eVectively are
Treasury over the course of the last few weeks whichgovernment contributions to the state pension
would clarify exactly where they stand on the issuesystem. We have not envisaged them for the NPSS.
of the spread of means testing.In Sweden however, you do have forms of

government contribution to the notional defined
contribution element of the system, the earnings Q203Mr Fallon: But you suspect that means testing
related element of the system. I do not think one is part of that 10% and that is the diVerence between
should necessarily exclude them. The principle you and the Treasury?
which is absolutely clear though, is that if the Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: If I were to guess I think
Government ever decided for any social purpose to the issues continue to revolve not around the
start paying groups of people’s contributions to the National Pension Savings Scheme part of the
scheme, itmust pay it in real, up-frontmoney, ie, this equation but around the balance within the state

pension between the aVordability versus meansmust be a funded scheme, not something where you
testing trade-oV: how far and how fast theare saying, “I grant you a set of rights to receive
Government can go towards increasing themoney out of it at a later stage”. You need clarity
generosity of the state pension and thereforethat we have a pay-as-you-go scheme on one side but
reducing the spread of means testing. I would inferthat this is a funded, real money scheme.
that that is where the 5% to10% is likely to exist.

Q199 Mr Fallon: In your report, Lord Turner, you Q204Mr Fallon:Do I take it from this that you have
said that what was essential to the success and not discussed this remaining 5%, 10%, disagreement
credibility of the NPSS was a policy to prevent the with the Chancellor?
future spread of means testing. In a reply this Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: Not since 4 April, not
morning to the Chairman you said it was essential since we had our final report, no.
that means testing be reduced. Which is it?
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: How long is a piece of Q205 Mr Fallon: When did you last meet the
string here? The proposals that we put forward take Chancellor to discuss all this?
a system which on auto-pilot would have taken the Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: We met the Chancellor,
percentage of people subject to means testing up I think, in February and March. We had a number
from about 40% of all pensioners to something like of meetings at that time to discuss diVerent ways
75%, and would mean that under our proposals that forward.
would fall from about 40% to about 30% over the
course of the next 45 years, so it would put it on a Q206 Mr Fallon: So it has not moved on since then?
trajectory where it is going down rather than going Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: I do not know. I think
up. I think probably I did not select my words we really are at the stage now where those decisions
carefully earlier. We would like it to reduce rather are for government and interdepartmental
than simply not grow but, given the starting point— discussions. I think there comes a stage with any
which is that on a no-change policy it is going to go external commission where we have done our work,
from 40 to 75—the first step is to make sure it does we have put forward our proposals for what we
not grow, but ideally it should go down further perceive is required. We are not ultimately part of
than that. the political negotiation process within a

Government. That is for the Government to do
itself.Q200 Mr Fallon: It is both then?

Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: It is both.
Q207 Mr Fallon: Sure, but to secure your
achievement, which you seem to be very close to

Q201 Mr Fallon: Your report says you want to now, of acceptance of an NPSS, the Government to
prevent future spread. You now want to go further some extent has to row back on means testing. That

is where you are, is it not?and start reducing the element of means testing?
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Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: Yes, it does. Just as I right to make individual decisions even where those
individual decisions in some particular cases will notsaid earlier we believe that the contingent

compulsion on employers is an important bit of the be in their own self-interest.
system, we believe that a set of changes to the
trajectory of the state pension system is also
important, that if we did the NPSS and did nothing
on the state pension side the success of the NPSS
would be undermined by people saying, “We are Q211 Peter Viggers: My fourth and final point isbeing encouraged to save in a formwhere a lot of the

that it is not achievable to have a scheme which doesmoney is coming out of means testing at the other
not include individual advice, that at the end of theend”.
day individuals will be able to claim that there was a
level of advice within the scheme and they can

Q208Mr Fallon: So it is the Chancellor who nowhas challenge that because the beneficiality in their case
to give way slightly? has been uncertain.
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell:Away forward has to be Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: As long as we have the
found which achieves aVordable and sustainable contingent compulsion on the employer, and as long
reform of state pensions which makes sure that as we are making progress against means testing on
means testing does not grow in the way that it would the State side, it will be so clear for the vast majority
otherwise grow and ideally reduces in extent. of people (other than those in particular groups such
Mr Fallon: I will take that as a yes. as high APR credit card debt) that it is beneficial for

them to save that we can proceed without the
Q209 Peter Viggers: Your Commission set out to individual advice interview.We have to be clear that
find the pension equivalent of the Holy Grail, which we have got to do that to get the costs out of the
is a simple, aVordable, universally beneficial system. The diVerence between 1.3% and 0.3%
instrument. I would like to put to you four heads of means that, by the time the person retires their
objection. The first is that in many cases the pension, if we can get it to 0.3%, is going to be
repayment of borrowings, credit card and other non- something like 20% higher for the whole of their
mortgage borrowings, would be a better investment retirement. It is a big diVerence and it is something
for the individual than any form of pension that has worth going to. I think it is important to understand
so far been put forward.Would you agree with that? howwe got to what we call regulated advice. Twenty
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell:Yes, I do agree with that years agowe did not call what IFAs do “advice”.We
and that is one of the reasons why we did not go for called it “sales”. They were trying to sell insurance
full compulsion but for encouragement, automatic and pension policies. Because we realised that a sales
enrolment with the right to opt out. One of the force remunerated by commission might tend to sell
groups of people who should opt out and who things which were not in people’s interests—and
should receive generic advice to opt out for a period there were some very overt and worrying
of time are those people who have high APR credit manifestations of that—we then regulated that
card debt who should first of all pay oV that debt process to make it not sales but advice, but that very
before then accepting automatic enrolment. process of regulating it added an enormous amount

of cost. We have just got to find a way of taking that
individual advice out. We believe that the genericQ210 Peter Viggers: My second point was means
advice to people, for instance categories of advice intesting and that has just been covered; I will not
the literature, through citizens’ advice bureaux,pursue that further. My third point is, and I will
which says, “For the vast majority of people thisquote to you, “Ultimately the right to make their
savings scheme will make sense. If, however, you areown decisionmust remainwith the individual. There
a high APR credit card debtor you should considerwill be a decision-making capacity remaining with
not joining”, is something which we believe peopleeach individual.” I put it to you that self-compulsion
are capable of absorbing without individual advice.would allow the individual to come out of a pension
The other thing I would stress is that a lot of peoplescheme and we have seen that the persistency rules
are making decisions like this without individualmean that many people will, so there will be a level
advice today, in the occupational pension schemeof flexibility available to the individual?
environment. If you join a company which has aLord Turner of Ecchinswell:Yes, there will, andwhat
defined contribution occupational scheme youwe have done is strike a balance in the appropriate
decide whether to join or not, and if it has automaticrole of the state between voluntarism and
enrolment whether to accept automatic enrolmentcompulsion. We have designed a system where
or not, without an individual advice interview. Youpeople are enabled to save at low cost, strongly
decide it on the basis of the literature provided by theencouraged to save, but where ultimately they do
personnel department of the company that you havehave the right to opt out even if a paternalist state
joined. What we have essentially designed in themay believe they are taking a wrong decision. That
NPSS is a very large multi-employer definedis a particular balance in an approach to, as it were,
contribution occupational scheme; we have simplythe rights and responsibilities of individuals. It is
taken a set of existing procedures that work in manysaying that, given an environment where people find
companies in the occupational scheme arena andit very diYcult to make long term decisions, the
designed the system where they can also work forGovernment should play an enabling role and an

encouraging role, but ultimately people have the small companies.
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Q212 Mr Gauke: Lord Turner, your calculations, down that might be diVerent. Obviously, however,
that would introduce complexity to the system andassuming that your policy proposals are

implemented in full, of the percentage of pensioners what we always struggle with in pensions is that
there a trade-oV between public finance aVordabilitywhowill be eligible for pension credit by 2050 is 33%.

The Pensions Policy Institute challenges this figure and complexity; the more we try and head in the
direction that we want, but whilst accepting publicand has said that it is more likely to be 45%. Can I

ask what your response is to that analysis? expenditure constraints, the more we start doing
complicated little wrinkles that get in the way ofLord Turner of Ecchinswell: The answer is I think

that that analysis may be late arriving stuV, which clarity of the message that we are giving to people.
And I think it is important to realise that even whatwe have not crawled through. You have to realise

that the Pensions Commissions institutionally we propose upsets many people for, as it were, being
too Treasury friendly and having taken into accountceased on 4 April so we have stopped the process of

looking at everything that comes in; we do not have that there are realistic constraints on public finance,
because if you really want a simple systemwhich getsan ongoing staV, we decided that there is a point

after three years where you say, “We have done our rid of means testing entirely you go for a citizen’s
pension right now of £109 for everybodystuV.” So I would have to crawl through the figures

to try and understand where they come from. We immediately, but that really is very expensive. So
there is a trade-oV here. We do not exclude thehave a significant degree of confidence in our figures;

they use what I believe is the most sophisticated possibility that there are ways of trying to find
compromises but I think it is important to realisemodel available of the inter-relationship between the

state pension system and private pension saving, that the proposals we put forward, as is obvious
from the fact that our means testing is only goingwhich is the Pensim 2 model which the DWP has

developed. We have extensively gone through those down to 33%, already involve taking into account
realistic constraints on government. So we wouldfigures and we have agreed them with DWP so I

cannot at the moment respond to what are those strongly prefer what we proposed, which is average
earnings indexation for all pensioners over 65 fromalternatives. What sometimes tends to be crucial

here is the precise assumptions you make about 2010.
future dynamism of private pension income, which
therefore determines howmany people have enough Q216 Mr Gauke: One final point. Another criticism
income to float free of pension credit, and it may be that has been made of your proposals is that many
that there are diVerent assumptions there whichmay pensioners will not save enough to annuitise, hence
have driven some diVerent conclusions, but that was they will be in a position that they will have the
an area where in our modelling we crawled through money, be able to spend it and then rely on state
in great detail. benefits. Do you think that there is a concern? I

would be interested to know your views on that.
Q213 Mr Gauke: Even under your analysis 33% are Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: I think there is probably
still eligible for pension credit; there is still a a diVerence here between fixing the long-term
substantial body of pensioners. problem versus how much diVerence it makes to
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: Yes. people ten or 15 years away from retirement. If you

run the figures and we introduced this scheme and
you had somebody who has not saved in an existingQ214 Mr Gauke: One compromise idea that was
pension already and they come into this schemefloated earlier this week is that the increase for the
between 55 and 65 then the size of the pot which theypension in line with earningswould apply to those 75
will accumulate in that period of time will beand older. Have you done any assessment as to how
relatively small, and in some casesmight actually fallsensible a compromise that would be and what that
below the trivial commutation level in relation towould do to your 33% figure?
annuitisation. I think that reflects the fact that weLord Turner of Ecchinswell: No, we have not done
cannot fix the problems of the past. If we have athat in detail; again, I think that is really for the
whole load of people who have gone into their lateDWP to do if they believe that that is a compromise
50s with a small amount of private pension savings,that has to be considered. The issue of whether one
then anything that you do to encourage saving nowshould only link the basic state pensions to earnings
is not going to transform their prospects inabove a certain age is an idea that could be
retirement. We are confident that in terms ofconsidered. It has the problem that you will clearly
younger age groups, say below 45, given thereduce the means testing above that age but you will
proposals for the amount of money that goes in andhave an increasing number of people in the slice
on reasonable rate of return assumptions we arebetween 65 and 75 who are subject to means testing
going to end up accumulating sums ofmoney which,and you have to decide how serious that is.
even when annuitised, produce significant flows of
pension income. So I cannot deny that the issue youQ215 Mr Gauke: What is your view of how serious
raise may exist in relation to people who are close toyou think that is? Does it put a hole in your
retirement already.proposals or does it just slightly weaken them?

Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: I think if you were to
introduce it at 75 and say that that was all we could Q217 Mr Newmark: You made the observation

earlier this morning; I think you said that we haveever aVord that might be a problem. If you were able
to introduce it at 75 initially but then bring that age one of the meanest state pensions in the OECD.
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Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: Yes. included, for instance, tax changes introduced by
Nigel Lawson in the mid-1980s, which made it tax
ineYcient to run large surpluses. The way that weQ218 Mr Newmark: By definition does that mean
have described the story of the defined benefitthat we have one of the meanest Chancellors in the
schemes in the 1980s and 1990s was that there was aOECD?
collective fool’s paradise, but it was a fool’s paradiseLord Turner of Ecchinswell: No, I think that would
that covered employers taking contributionnot be a reasonable thing. Let us be clear, when I say
holidays, government legislating to make definedwe have one of the meanest state pensions in the
benefit schemes statutorily more generous and lessOECD, that has been the deliberate policy of British
flexible, and the tax changes of Nigel Lawson andgovernments for the last 30 years, and indeed some
Norman Lamont and, yes, the 1997 tax changes, allof the key decisions that took us in that direction
of which I think, with foresight, if you could rollwere taken in the early 1980s when the indexation of
back the clock, you would not have done. But I dothe basic state pension prices was first begun.
not think that you can isolate one as being the thing
that led to the fall of the defined benefit scheme. LetQ219 Mr Newmark: But the Chancellor has been
us remember that what has happened in the UK isChancellor now for nine years and he has done
that we have gone through a process of the fall in thenothing about either re-linking pensions with
defined benefit scheme which, for instance, in theearnings or ending means testing.
US, without any of those policies, has also occurredLord Turner of Ecchinswell: Let us be clear, I do not
although more gradually over a 25-year period.think it is useful for me to get involved in what is an

interesting party political debate here.
Chairman: You are here as an objective witness. Q222 Mr Newmark: Clearly there is a crisis of

confidence in our pension system which has clearly
Q220 Mr Newmark: You said we were one of the been exacerbated over the past eight or nine years.
meanest state pensions in the OECD. My final question is to do with Frank Field.
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: I think the point we have According to a report in the Daily Telegraph two
to understand is that there has been until now a weeks ago Frank Field sent a letter to the
remarkable continuity of the proposition behind Chancellor, in which he advised that, “The National
UK pension policy, which has been to say that we Pension Saving Scheme throws a toxic cocktail into
recognise that we have one of the least generous state our occupational provision that will cause a collapse
pension systems in the OECD, but to say that the of such schemes only a few years from now,” a
good news of that—and it is good news—is that we collapse on your watch. Do you believe that Frank
do not face the problems of fiscal sustainability that Field is right and what is the likelihood that the
most of continental Europe faces; and to say that is Chancellor will pay heed to that opinion?
okay because in addition to this ungenerous state Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: No, I do not think that
pension system we have the most developed system Frank is right in that respect. Frank and the group
of voluntary private pension saving in the world and around him have had a particular proposal which is,
that that will develop further. The fundamental as it were, at a tangent and on diVerent dimension to
problemwhich our reports have dealt with is that the what everybody else has been talking about. It is an
second part of that proposition is not working; that interesting idea but I think not a credible idea, which
we cannot work on the assumption that this is a major shift towards the funding of the basics go
ungenerous state pension system is being state pension system, which essentially makes the
supplemented by a dynamically growing private state a guarantor of a more generous state pension
pension system because, actually, the private with funding behind it. Youmay ask, “Who absorbs
pension system far from growing to fill the gaps left the risk on that?” and if you poke away the risk is
by the state, as I have shown—and the key figure, as absorbed because a non-government body has the
I have said, is figure 3 of the final report—is actually right to vary the compulsory contribution rates and
doing less, and the number of people relying entirely the pension agewithin a scheme. It is a schemewhich
on the state pension— depends on the outsourcing to a non-government

body of some of themost sensitive political decisions
that you can imagine, and I have never been able toQ221 Mr Newmark: But do you honestly feel that
see that that is a politically credible way forward. Sothe figure often quoted, this £5b a year raid on
that is my argument against what Frank positivelypensions has particularly helped the system? And
proposes. And in relation to the occupationalthat was something that was actually brought in by
schemes which exist, I think he is wrong. The debatethe Chancellor a few years ago.
here is about what is called levelling down; itLord Turner of Ecchinswell: I do not think that that
basically says that if we come out with a nationalis as fundamental to what has gone on as people
pensions savings scheme and say that the state hashave suggested. In the first report in chapter 3 there
defined a minimum standard of 5% employee/3%was an annex 3—and I am sure you have read it, and
employer contributions, is there a danger that goodI am sure that chapter 3 is embedded in your
occupational schemes, where the employer is nowmemory at all times—and we wrote something
putting in 10% will say, “Oh, well, the governmentcalled The Rise and Decline of the Defined Benefits
has said 3% is okay, we will level down.” MySystem, andwhat we pointed outwas that there were
argument against that is the following. First of all,a number of policy manoeuvres made which, in

retrospect, you might not have made. Those even if that was true you have to decide what is the
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social priority. We have 56% of the private sector Q224 JimCousins:You havemade it extremely clear
workforce who are in no non-state pension scheme in every possible way, including this morning, not
whatsoever. So is the social priority to bring that least in answer tomy earlier question, that you could
56% up to a minimum or to guard against a levelling not contemplate government cherry-picking your
down among the 44% who do already get proposals so that they take the National Pensions
something? I think actually the social priority is to Saving Scheme, the defined contribution earnings
get people up to a minimum. Secondly, I do not related component, but they do not deliver on the
believe that the largest companies will level down to substantially increased flat rate basic rate pension. If
3%; apart from anything else they have to compete your scheme were to be introduced how could we
in their pension oVer with the public sector, which is protect ourselves from a future government
getting farmore than that, and I think that will aVect unpicking that contract?
some of their decisions. Finally, if it is really the case Lord Turner of Ecchinswell:That is a very important
that those employers are providing in a contract of point and it is, as it were, one of the downsides of
employment something in which they have so little democracy. Democracy is a very fine system but it
confidence that it gives them bang for their buck in gets problematic in relation to things like pension
the recruitment and retentionmarket that facedwith policies because pension policies to be coherent have
a national minimum of 3% they will say, “Okay, I to last for many decades and they have to be trusted
will level down to 3%”, then I think that is very to last for many decades, but each new government
fragile in any case and our worry will be that absent is ultimately and should be sovereign, and it is
this minimum we will see levelling down to zero. particularly so in our system where we have not

created many checks and balances to that process of
the sovereignty of each parliament. The answer is
that I have no easy solution to that but it is
something which, through the process of trying to
get to cross-party consensus, we have to try to createQ223 Jim Cousins: Could I take you back to your
some continuity in our pension policy over time. Itown remarks to check that I understood them
should not be impossible. Other countries do achievecorrectly? As I understood your earlier remarks you
something like this. What is interesting about USwere saying that even after the implementation of

your proposals we would have one of the meanest social security, for instance, is that it has been a
pension systems within the OECD. remarkably stable system over about 70 years of
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell:Yes, that is right. Let me operation and that it has been reformed on several
just be careful on the word OECD. You probably occasions to make it continually aVordable, on a
have to say rich OECD because OECD of course completely bipartisan basis with the changes agreed
includes South Korea, Mexico and Turkey, which many years in advance; for instance, in the early
are in a slightly diVerent category of medium income 1980s there was a commission, actually headed by
countries, but certainlywithin theOECDapart from Alan Greenspan, which agreed changes in the
those we would still have a very basic system. What retirement age which come into place by 2025.
we would be doing in our proposals is concentrating Similarly the Swedes over the last ten years have
that system on trying to do one objective well, which managed to create very major reforms to their
is flat rate pension provision, anti-poverty pension pension system where they got cross-party
provision—we would be getting the state out of agreement to them and where it is believed that they
earnings related pension provision. Of course, the have a system which will sustain for the future. So,
distinguishing feature of most European systems— as I say, I do not have the answer to this but we have
but also to a degree of US social security—is that to try as best possible, even within our naturally
you have an earnings related pay as you go system, somewhat adversarial political culture, to arrive at
and of course the history of Britain is we had flat rate some sort of cross-party consensus which creates as
up to 1976, the passing of SERPS. We then went much confidence as possible that once we have a
down the route of the State Earnings Related framework for the future it will stick over time,
Pension Scheme but we were never willing to accept because certainly one of the problems that we have
that that implied something for public expenditure, had is that we have a populace which is deeply
and our belief is that British pension policy for the confused about what the present pension system is;
last 25 years has been doing two things badly rather we have a very complicated system and we have very
than one thingwell.We have been doing a basic state little public understanding of it, and that reflects 30
pension which is getting more and more mean, and years of diVerent governments heading in diVerent
an earnings related pension which has been salami directions and a lack of continuity.
sliced so many times that nobody understands it.
And what we are trying after a transition period is to

Q225 Mr Todd: Returning briefly to the point ofreturn to focusing on doing one thing well, which is
market impact that Brooks raised, would it notflat rate pension provision. But if you run the figures
improve the viability of employers’ oVers if it werethe debate with Treasury has been whether Britain
clearer what the value of those enhancements mighthas to accept that 6.2% of GDP spent on state
be to the recipient because, to be honest, manypensions grows to, in our figures, about 7.7% by
employees just simply glance across this and attach2050. Just pick up an OECD table of forecast
no value to often very valuable schemes when theyincreases in pension expenditure and you will find us

close to the bottom at the end of that period. consider a job oVer?
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Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: I do strongly agree with savings scheme there is an operational risk; there is
an operational risk in setting up the computers,that. We did say in the final report on the issue of

levelling down that the most powerful defence setting up the call centres, andwe have a government
which is wary of those operational risks havingagainst levelling down is a greater understanding on

the part of employees of just how valuable an observed what can happen.
employer contribution to a pension scheme is in
absolute terms, and also the fact that it is a very

Q229 Mr Todd: Are we not wary enough?eYcient way of paying people because it is not
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: Maybe not warysubject to employers’ or employees’ national
enough. And I think that is one of the trade-oVs.insurance. I do think we could do much more to
There may be ways through that; it is not impossiblemake people aware of, as it were, the salary
that if you went down the National Pension Savingsequivalent of the pension promise, and certainly
Scheme route some of those who could bid to be theanybody in a defined pension will be amazed what
operational providers of that could be insurancethat is. Just as a side comment, I do think we should
companies who are already running those accounts,apply that in the public sector as well. I fear that in
doing it as operational providers. One often sees thisthe public sector, whatever one thinks of the total
in the financial services community, somebody whogenerosity of the public sector pension, there can be
is a credit card processor of their own brand maya legitimate concern that we are not necessarily
well be, as it were, a white label, as it is called,getting bang for our buck in the recruitment and
provider of purely operational services to anotherretention market because nurses and doctors and
firm. So it is not impossible that one could find a waycivil servants just do not understand how very
forward which did build upon the existinggenerous the total package looks if it were expressed
infrastructures, but in an operational sense withoutin the simple way to express it, which is: what is the
that meaning diVerent brands visible to thesalary cash equivalent? So anything which
individual. But we left it in the report as the trade-oVencouraged greater disclosure of that in an easily
that government has to deal with. I have always saidunderstandable fashion in job oVers, in
to the ABI that I have always thought their bestcommunication with workers in both private and
argument is that, “We are already running thepublic sectors, I think would be a thoroughly good
computers, we are already running the call centres,thing.
do you want to be the Secretary of State for the
Department of Work and Pensions who has to

Q226 Mr Todd: Some public sector schemes have explain that some of the payments have gone to the
contributions of around 25% to 30% of salary. wrong account?”
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: Yes, of course they do.

Q230 Mr Todd: But is the analysis of risk perhaps aQ227 Mr Todd: And that is not understood.
little crude here because even if one used existingLord Turner of Ecchinswell: That is not understood,
systems they would be under contract to the NPSS,you are absolutely right; people do not realise that
the competitive model you were talking about?that is the value of the promise.
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: It depends what risk you
are really trying to get rid of here. Are you reallyQ228 Mr Todd: Turning to costs, there has been trying to minimise the operational risk or are yousome debate on your approach to setting up the simply trying to minimise the reputational risk toNPSS and you have touched on that yourself as the government by being able to say, “If a payment goesbalance between risks in setting up from scratch or wrong do not blame me, blame insurance companyusing existing systems that are available. What is
X”?your current thinking on that?

Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: I think our current
thinking is as set out in the final report which we Q231 Mr Todd: I think politicians are interested in
produced on April 4. We believe that in principle a both.
single scheme to which people belong will be the Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: Politicians may be
lowest cost route, albeit of course that a single interested in both and it may be that the latter is the
scheme will use multiple fund managers on a real issue of substance here rather than one or other
competitive bidding basis and indeed could include being more risky in terms of events actually going
multiple outsourced providers on a competitive wrong; it is who gets the blame if the events go
bidding process. So there is a competitive challenge wrong.
in our system; it is not a monolithic system in any
way. But we think that that will be the lowest cost

Q232 Mr Todd: What is your view of the actualandwe think that the theory suggests that andwe are
quality of the oVerings that are available infairly confident that our system would have lowest
administrative terms in the current market place?cost. We have not been convinced by the arguments
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: The answer is I have notthat the alternative schemes would reduce risk to
looked at that in detail. I believe they have verygovernment, indeed in some ways we think they
significantly increased over the years but thatmay bemight increase risk to government, in respect of the
because that is what the industry has argued: theyperformance of the funds. Where I think we accept
have certainly argued that over the last 10 years, itthat the ABI and the NAPFmay have a point is that

if you go down the route of a new national pensions has just got much more eYcient.
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Q233 Mr Todd: There has been some discussion given people asset allocation choice. It is a trade-oV

because you are absolutely right, some people willabout collection systems and the diYculties of
working with PAYE. Do you have any views there not want that asset allocation choice and indeed will

find it diYcult to deal with it. The idea of how youon how that is emerging?
choose between equities and bonds is just notLord Turner of Ecchinswell: PAYE would be the
something they will be used to. That is why you haveabsolutely obvious system to be used and could be
to have a default fund and that is why the mostused for either our system or the ABI if it were not
important discretionary decision which the board offor this problem that it works on a system that only
the National Pension Savings Scheme will make isidentifies the individual to whom the money belongs
actually what is the particular design of that defaultafter the end of the year, and therefore there is a
fund. Having said that, this is not a new thing withindiYculty about giving people fair time value of
our pensions system. I repeat the point I mademoney. I think we looked at that issue in outline; it
earlier, we are essentially designing a mechanism towas not an issue we bottomed out fully, the choices
extend the defined contribution occupationalbetween doing tweaks to the PAYE system which
pension scheme to a wider group of people. Whenenable it to capture data month by month on an
people join a company at the moment which has aindividual basis or creating some sort of parallel
defined contribution pension scheme they aredecision. The key problem, as I think you are aware,
typically, right at the moment, given asset classis that when an employer sends something in each
choice, they are given a list by their employer,month to PAYE they simply say, “Here is themoney
“Where do you want your money invested?” andfrom this employer,” and it is only at theMay of the
that employer or the trustees have typically definednext year they say, “You know all that money I sent
a default fund. So that is already going on at theyou, here is which individuals it is tagged against.”
moment, that balance between an asset class choiceThat is an annoying feature but a feature which
that some people might not be well equipped tomakes it diYcult to use the PAYE system
make and a default fund to help those who do notstraightforwardly.
want to make it, and we just generalise that.

Q234KerryMcCarthy: If I can turn to something on
Q235 Kerry McCarthy: It has been suggested to uswhich you touched very briefly, about the question
that maybe a bigger percentage, 90% or so ofof the financial capability of the average consumer.
consumers, would end up going for the default fundI think you said in your report that there is extensive
option, in which case does not that political risk thatevidence that a significant proportion of the
you talked about still apply?population is both ill-equipped and recognises itself
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: No, I think the politicalas ill equipped to make informed choices between
risk is mitigated by the degree of choice that youdiVerent risk return combinations. To what extent
have given people. I think if you give people choice,do you think that consumer choice is a desirable
making it clear that there is a default fund but thatelement because it has been cited by the NAPF that
they do not have to go there. I think that is the thingmost consumers do not actually want a choice?
that mitigates the political risk. At the end of the dayLord Turner of Ecchinswell: This is an important
you say, “You did have the choice to go elsewhereissue. The NAPFmodel actually gives the consumer
other than the default fund but because some peopleless choice than we are proposing giving them. We
wanted a default fund we provided one.” The thingare proposing giving the consumer not a choice of
which also mitigates the political risk, however, iswhere their account is held but a choice of asset class.
there is only one default fund in this scheme. I thinkThey are given a range of assets in which they could
the thing which is really risky is when you sendinvest—do you want to invest in equities, in bonds,
people oV to multiple providers with multiplein the default fund. The NAPF model is that you
default funds and one does worse than the otherwould go to a particular trust, you would be
because then you have pensioners of the same age inallocated to that by your employer or by the carousel
exactly the same circumstance able to say, “Whyor some automatic mechanism and that trust would
have I done worse than that person?” I think that isthen have a group of trustees who would make on
why we are worried about the risk in the multiyour behalf an asset allocation decision—a group of
provider models.wise people. The problem with that is that we think

this really is very problematic because if you have
multiple groups of wise people making that decision Q236 Kerry McCarthy: You think that consumers
some of them post facto will make slightly wiser would be suYciently financially aware to realise?My
decisions than others, you will have two people who concern is that people will go into the default fund
will get to retirement, one who was sent oV by their option without actually realising that they have
employer or by the carousel to the less performing made a choice that will aVect their pension at the end
trust, who will then say to the government, “I never of the day because they know so little about the
made this decision, you sent me oV to trust B and I choices on oVer.
have done worse than my colleague here who went Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: That is to a degree true
oV to trust A; you are to blame for this.” So I think and there is a degree of risk there, but there is no
that there is a problem in handing people’s money perfect solution here. We are trying to find a way
over to a group of, as it were, nominated wise men forward which balances these things. Some
or wise women, wise people whom we have countries faced with what you have said say that

earnings related pensions to a significant extentnominated on their behalf. That is why we have
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ought to be pay-as-you-go, but if you want that we that we can get the best of both worlds by having a
core range of funds but also an open access system.had better accept that pension expenditure as a per
One of the reasons why we have suggested that, iscent of GDP is 10% like it is in Sweden, France and
that if you only have a core range of funds, say five,Italy. Other people say, “Let us not give these people
ten funds, there will be extensive political debates inchoice but send themoV by a carousel to competitive
Parliament and it will be to a degree politicised alongproviders who make decisions on their behalf,” and
this dimension: why is there not an ethical fund, whythat has risks. So I will not pretend that there is no
is there not an environmental fund, why is there notrisk in what we are going forward with; I think we
an Islamic compliant fund, et cetera? By combiningare trying to find the best way forward and not the
a set of core funds which are bulk negotiated to a lowideal way forward because the ideal is not available.
rate but then saying, “If you really want to go
outside that core fund you can go to these other

Q237 Peter Viggers: Are you worried about the funds,” including the types of funds I have
NPSS becoming politicised, its investment decisions suggested, I think we can de-politicise it. But I think
coming under scrutiny and political pressure being the key thing is that the primary legislation has to
brought to bear? make it plain that this is not a National Pensions
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell: No, I think we can Savings Fund; it is a systemwhich creates individual
guard against that in the nature of the primary property rights in those accounts where the role of
legislation and the nature of the governance which is the government in relation to fundmanager is a bulk
being set up. I think the key way to guard against buyer to get value for money; it is not an asset
that is probably to have a mix of approach between allocator, it is not making an asset allocation choice.
Swedish system and the US Federal Thrift Saving Chairman:Thank you. Lord Turner, we are trying to
Fund system. TheUSFederal Thrift Saving Plan for achieve what you have asked from cross-party
federal employees is very similar to this scheme but consensus, in compiling a report before the White
it only has six funds in it—it is only a six-fund choice. Paper so that we can inform Parliament on that.
The Swedish scheme, which also has similarities to Your evidence session to us this morning has been
this scheme, has an open access system with 300 both excellent and informative and we are very
funds on it and people can go to any of those funds grateful to you for taking the time to come along and

speak to us. Thank you very much.but they tend to go to the default fund. We believe
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Written evidence

Memorandum submitted by the Investment Management Association (IMA)

Executive Summary

— A range of factors will aVect the set-up and running costs of NPSS. However, private sector
expertise in administration and asset management should help to minimise costs. A key decision
for Government on charges is whether or not to adopt a long-term cost recovery model.

— IMA does not expect substantial new regulation to be necessary.With respect to advice, much will
depend on the interaction with the state pension and benefits system (a potentially complicated
part of the decision to opt into/out of NPSS).

— IMA considers that charge caps will not be helpful in NPSS, as costs will be driven down by
competitive market forces. It also believes that one of the key problems in stakeholder provision
is connected not to charges, but to employer concerns over the implications of involvement.

Introduction

1. The Investment Management Association (IMA) represents asset management firms responsible for
the management in the United Kingdom of over £2.5 trillion of funds, including authorised investment
funds and institutional funds. About one third of the assets are managed directly for pension funds. A
significant proportion of pension savings is also invested via the life insurance industry.

2. A fuller version of our views on NPSS is contained in the attached paper, submitted to the DWP in
February. We have also attached a summary in the form of a Parliamentary Briefing.

Factors aVecting the operational costs for pensions measures arising from the proposals by the Pensions
Commission for an NPSS and the timing of any government or regulatory decisions relating to such costs

3. Collection set-up costs will largely be determined by whether a new clearing house structure is created,
or whether piggy-backing on the PAYE system takes place. It is beyond the IMA’s remit to comment in
detail on collection set-up or running costs. However, we believe that whatever design is used for NPSS,
HMRC will have to be involved in some capacity given that mandatory contribution levels will need to be
verified against payroll records (both for general compliance and tax relief purposes).

4. Administration set-up costs can be minimised by using systems that already exist in the private sector.
Within both the asset management and pensions industry, there are a number of third party administration
firms and platformoperatorswith the capability to operate bulk individual retirement accounts. One leading
firm has estimated the set-up costs to be less than £20 million, with an annual tariV potentially as low as
0.05%–0.11%.

5. Administration costs will also depend, however, on the nature of the administrative interface and
decisions about the level of customer service to be made available. High volumes of personal telephone
enquiries, for example, would clearly require a large call centre capacity, which would drive up operational
costs. Equally, facilities to allow regular switching between alternative funds or providers by individual
participants would alsomake the systemmore expensive both to establish and run. It is therefore imperative
that cost implications are factored in to decisions about the scheme’s design.

6. Asset management costs would be kept low by competitive tendering among asset management firms
for renewable mandates. The intense competition that currently exists in the institutional arena (notably,
for occupation pension fund mandates) would be replicated under the control of the NPSS Board (for more
details, see IMA accompanying paper).

7. While charges are normally levied on an ad valorem basis for this kind of product, many of the costs
of theNPSSwill be invariant to the amount of funds under management. Both account administration costs
and set-up costs will be driven by the number of accounts and not the amount of money in them—the costs
will be the same whether the average holding is £1,000 or £10,000. Thus there will be a natural tendency for
costs (expressed as a percentage of funds under management) to fall as holdings increase in size. There are
two ways in which this might be handled:

— Long-term cost recovery model (as proposed by Turner), whereby the charge is fixed at a stable
level (eg. 0.3%–0.5%) and fee income rises correspondingly as the asset base grows. This charge
would include gradual repayment of start-up costs. The risk involved in such an approach is that
any initial under-estimate of costs will lead to a longer period before break-even. On this basis,
any contractor providing administration services may require a suYciently long contract period
in which to earn an economic return.
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— The Swedish approach, whereby fee income covers annual running costs and repayment of start-
up costs. In this system, ad valorem charges levied on savers’ assets gradually drop as the asset base
grows. This penalises early joiners, but given low account balances in the first years of the
individual pensions account, the impact is not dramatic—the overall charge for the Swedish
default fund is currently around 0.4%.

8. Whichever system is used, there clearly needs to be an initial decision taken in order to ensure
consistency in charging mechanisms. A fixed fee based on long-term costs recovery might be both more
equitable and publicly acceptable. We consider this to be the sort of procurement decision that the NPSS
Board would be asked to make.

Approaches to the regulation of a pension measure arising from the proposals for an NPSS and the possible
role of the Financial Services Authority in such regulation

9. We do not envisage that substantial new regulation would be necessary. The NPSS Board itself would
be a statutory body, accountable to Parliament. Providers to the Board, including fund management firms
and administrators, are already regulated under the Financial Services and Markets Act. While it might be
necessary to check in the course of Parliamentary drafting that the Act extended to activities carried on for
the NPSS client, we see no reason why this should lead to any significant change in the way these firms are
currently regulated by the FSA.

10. As regards the NPSS products, relevant regulations and legal structures are already in existence. For
example those which apply to authorised collective investment schemes (CIS) set out a range of requirements
relating to pricing, charges, investment, accounting and disclosure of information to individual holders.
While it may not be necessary to establish NPSS funds as authorised CIS ı it is normal in the institutional
market to use other types of wrapper for client funds ı we would suggest the standards embodied in the CIS
rules would be appropriate for NPSS funds.

11. We do not consider that regulated advice should be required within NPSS. Indeed a need for such
advice would have a major adverse impact on the Scheme’s costs and feasibility. The aim should be that, as
with the current stakeholder system, a basic advice regime should suYce, though the FSA would no doubt
be involved in establishing its content.

12. There are two ways in which a need for regulated advice might be introduced. The first would be if
membership of the NPSS required choice between brands or asset investment strategies without a universal
default option. The secondwould be over the decision to opt in or opt out if the state system is not simplified
over time. In that event, the interaction between the loss of state benefits if opted in and the forgoing of
employer contribution if opted out could make it very diYcult to say what particular individuals would be
best advised to do. It will be important for the success of NPSS (and for the lightness of regulatory
requirements) that it is avoided.

13. Provided the Scheme is established in an appropriate fashion, however, we do not see a need for a
major new role for the FSA or for the Pensions Regulator in NPSS.

Lessons for the design and implementation of pension measures arising from the proposals for an NPSS from
the regulation of, and decisions on charge caps for, Stakeholder Pensions

14. We do not believe that the use of charge caps seen in the Stakeholder Pensions arena would be
appropriate or useful in this environment.

15. The clear advantage of the IMA proposal is that it replicates the competitive market forces seen in
the occupational pension world. The existence of a strong buyer of fundmanagement services—the trustees,
assisted by their advisers—has resulted in low costs and innovation in that market.

16. The NPSS Board would play the analogous role, balancing quality and cost considerations for all
aspects of the functioning of the system. Thus the scale benefits enjoyed by members of large occupational
schemes would be available to NPSS members also.

17. We further believe that there is an important reason for the lack of success in stimulating wide
Stakeholder Pension take-up that has little to do with charges. This is connected to the concern felt by many
smaller and medium-sized employers about the implications (both in terms of administration and their own
accountability) of promoting pension schemes in the workplace. In the context of statutory contributions,
the danger is that this problem could be repeated and exacerbated in anyNPSS solution that places the onus
on employers to designate schemes. The result could be a greater incentive to try and persuade employees
to opt out, thereby undermining participation (which in turn could put upward pressure on costs).

March 2006
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Memorandum submitted by Intelligent Money

Introduction

Intelligent Money is pleased to submit evidence to the Treasury Select Committee on the design of a
National Pension Savings Scheme.

Intelligent Money has been working with the Royal Bank of Scotland for the last two years to produce
the Alternative Retirement Contract—ARC (working title) to provide consumers with a real solution to the
ever increasing pension crisis via a capital secure, low cost, tax free savings plan.

Havingworked in the industry for over 20 years the directors would like tomake some observations about
pensions design drawing on the work they have done to develop a product which closely resembles the
principles laid out for a National Pensions Savings Scheme by the Pensions Commission.

We agree with Lord Turner in his observations on inertia which is well publicised and much of our
innovation has been designed to overcome barriers to saving.

We believe the key barriers to saving include:

— Mistrust of the pensions industry.

— Lack of ownership of money within pension funds.

— Fear of getting back less than has been put in.

— Disincentives from pensions credit and unfair taxation regimes.

— Inflexibility of current pensions models.

We have therefore built the Alternative Retirement Contract (ARC), which we believe overcomes these
issues, and we would like to share our learning as part of the national debate on pensions. This document
will seek to expound some of our key recommendations which follow.

Key Recommendations

We believe that to overcome inertia a savings product should provide:

— A clear and transparent structure with a low cost, understandable charging system—ie NOT a
fund based annual management charge.

— A cash deposit based underlying structure to provide capital security on all contributions.

— Complete “ownership” for the account holder with clear understandable interest/growth choices
including.

— stock market growth;

— house price growth; and

— high interest (2% above base rate) cash element.

— Increased flexibility with a

— minimum investment level of £50 a month with no minimum contribution term;

— access to 25% cash on retirement;

— access (upon notice) to 10% at any time (which could be used for house purchasing, or student
tuition fees); and

— a fund which can be inherited by children and spouses.

In addition we believe the Government should

— abolish higher tax rate relief; and

— phase out the pensions credit and phase in an increase in the state pension.

1. A clear and transparent structure with a low cost, understandable charging system

Our research shows that people are put oV saving in pension funds because of the complicated and
excessive charging system. This has been a factor in leading to a breakdown in the trust in pensions
companies.

£14 million is wiped oV the value of UK personal pension plans every day in pension fund management
charges. This means losses to 10 million consumers of £5 billion a year.

Last year consumers individually (ie not including employers contributions, tax credits or contracted out
payments) saved a total of £4.3 billion into personal pension plans—and the pension industry took £5 billion
back out again in charges. This is because fund management charges are based upon the total amount
invested, not the amount contributed.
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So if a 30 year old saves £200 a month (gross) until they are 65 they will have put away a total of £84,000,
but pay charges in excess of £100,000 (based on a 1.5% annual fund charge).

And the problem gets worse the closer consumers get to retirement, as the fund is growing to its largest
size, the charges are approaching their peak.

It is vital that a disincentive like this is removed from pensions so consumers feel they really do “get what
it says on the tin”.

We recommend a new and fresh approach to charging for the provision of the NPSS that decouples a
management fee from the fund size. So it would not deduct a fund based annual management charge. A
fixed annual administration fee charged either directly to the fund or provided for in the terms of the account
is a far fairer and transparent solution. This would be fixed regardless of howmuch an individual contributes
or how large their investment grows.

2. Complete “ownership” for the account holder with clear understandable choices

It is vital that the framework of a National Pension Savings Scheme (NPSS) addresses the needs and
concerns of those being contracted into the Scheme.

A great lesson can be learned from failure of Stakeholder Schemes to appeal to its target audience as it
did not address the needs or concerns of the British public.

There are basic requirements needed to ensure acceptance of a contracted in scheme, which whilst
providing a foundation, will still not provide suYcient funds for most to live on in retirement. This would
be based on 8%of a £25,000 salary, assuming 7% annual growth, even with no charges it would take 22 years
to build up a fund of £100,000.

It is therefore vital that the public is motivated to save in addition to the contracted in minimum.

Considering that the British public has twice as much held in deposit accounts as in pension plans it is
reasonable to assume that the safety of cash, even when taxed, is preferable to the risks and complications
of pension funds.

This assumption is perhaps borne out by the fact that there is twice as much money in mini cash ISAs as
in maxi stocks and shares ISAs (even with the maximum investment limit for cash ISAs being less than half
that for maxi ISAs).

The obvious starting point for aNPSS should therefore be to limit the underlying asset to cash, as we have
done with the Alternative Retirement Contract (ARC).

The next step is to calculate how the interest is paid. Obviously traditional deposit account interest is
unlikely to provide the optimum returns for investors over the long term.

In fact the optimum asset allocation over 145 10-year periods (taken monthly since the FTSE began) is
virtually 50% FTSE and 50% house prices. This is due to both of these asset classes being non-correlated.

The table below shows the best worst and average ten years returns from these asset classes and compares
these returns to those that would have been achieved with a 50/50 blend tracking the FTSE 100 and Halifax
House Price Index at a 140% participation rate;

HHPI FTSE Blend

Min 4.10% 18.28% 88.21%
Max 173.79% 220.07% 209.65%
Average 66.73% 124.42% 133.80%
Count 145 145 145

We recommend that to increase flexibility whilst avoiding confusion, two additional account options,
both with responsible asset allocation, are included. These additional accounts would appeal to the more
cautious consumer as whilst all three accounts a cash deposit account, the additional two would also pay
traditional interest at a level fixed at 2% above base rate. This would give the option to invest in:

— Accelerator Account (shown as “Blend” in the table above)

50% grows at 40% above the stock market (FTSE 100)

50% grows at 40% above house prices (Halifax HPI)

— Balanced Account—Stock Market Focus

20% grows at 2% above Bank of England base rate

30% grows in line house prices (Halifax HPI)

50% grows in line with the stock market (FTSE 100)
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— Balanced Account—House Prices Focus

20% grows at 2% above Bank of England base rate

30% grows in line with the stock market (FTSE 100)

50% grows in line house prices (Halifax HPI)

All three of these accounts are available within our Alternative Retirement Contract (ARC) with:

— a minimum investment level of £50 a month with no minimum contribution term; and

— a facility which allows any existing pension funds to be transferred to the account

3. Increased flexibility

We believe that potential savers have been put oV pensions as a savings vehicle because of a perception
that they can achieve similar growth elsewhere, with greater access and flexibility. Lack of flexibility is
particularly disincentivising for young savers. Having to purchase an annuity at 75 or take an ASP with a
40% tax bill upon death is also a major reason to not save in any pension vehicle.

We recommend a solution which provides access and flexibility at key points in the life cycle, but has
suYcient security to assure growth.

The key features should include access to a proportion of funds saved (or inherited) at three “lifetime”
stages, ie

— 10% tax free cash available from inherited NPSS for house (main home) purchase—not deducted
from 25% tax free cash available at minimum retirement age.

— 10% tax free cash available from inherited NPSS for university fees or repayment of student
loans—not deducted from 25% tax free cash available at minimum retirement age.

— 10% tax free cash available from non-inherited NPSS element at any event—deducted pro-rata
against the 25% tax free cash available at minimum retirement age.

— Abolition of the taxation of inherited pension funds for those who choose to pass pension funds
down to their children, but the funds must remain within a pension wrapper (with the access
shown above).

4. Abolition of Higher Rate Tax Relief

Revenue rules state that no benefit can be derived from a pension fund until retirement. However, higher
rate tax payers benefit from a reduced tax liability equal to 18% of their pension contributions.

The cost toGovernment of both the PensionCredit andHigherRate TaxRelief could be farmore usefully
employed by providing a higher basic state pension, a higher overall basic tax relief for all funds, or a
matching arrangement on lower contributions.

We suggest that the Government dismantles the Higher Rate Tax Relief credit and realigns that resource
by matching all contributions on a middle rate band (the first £500 saved over and above the contracted-in
level) on a one-toıone basis, thus creating an added incentive for the less well oV to save. After this band all
additional contributions would continue to receive basic rate tax relief.

5. Ending pensions credit and increasing the state pension

We do not believe that any Government can introduce a “contracted in” NPSS whilst continuing with a
means tested pension credit.

The Pension Credit as it currently stands renders the first £28,000 of a pension fund useless, as this money
will simply provide the same level of income as would have been received by the Pension Credit.

This means that low income families could actually be better oV not saving into the NPSS, thereby
defeating the object.

We believe that the government should use the revenue saved by the above to provide an increased basic
state pension.

Final Shape of NPSS

Alongside wholesale reform of state pensions, the private sector has a key role to play in taking forward
the proposals outlined in the final report of the Pensions Commission. We present our submission to the
committee’s inquiry as a contribution to the debate on shaping a workable National Pensions Saving
Scheme that will overcome the barriers to saving faced by the public. We argue that a long term solution
can only be reached by designing a scheme which is incentivising, fair and transparent.
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Our Recommendations above would lead to a NPSS that would provide:

— Total capital security on all contributions (including the opportunity to secure the value of existing
pension funds).

— Responsible asset allocation covering the stock market, property market and high interest cash.

— Transparent, non fund based, simple charging structure (well within the equivalent of a 0.3% fund
based charge).

— Ahigh incentive for lower paid workers tomake additional contributions (the £500matching band
would increase the average contribution, and resultant retirement income, by a third).

— Removal of the “access” barrier to investing in a pension scheme.

— Provide a higher and stable basic state pension for all.

April 2006

Memorandum submitted by the London Stock Exchange

The London Stock Exchange is one of the world’s foremost equity exchanges and a leading provider of
services that facilitate the raising of capital and the trading of shares. The London Stock Exchange is the
most international equities exchange in the world and has Europe’s largest pool of investment funds and
liquidity. The market capitalisation of UK and international companies on the London Stock Exchange’s
markets is £4.2 trillion.1

Summary

1. The London Stock Exchange has been active in the pensions debate. We made an initial submission
to the Pensions Commission consultation and held a subsequent meeting with Lord Turner. We have made
it clear that in order to encourage individuals to save and in order to meet society’s liabilities, a funded
pension system must invest in assets that oVer a return greater than the no-risk rate of return.

2. However, we believe that such a system must be constructed in a way that the cost of sales and
management do not eat into its value. Furthermore, in a defined contribution environment, the risk being
borne by savers may lead to poor choices unless investment understanding is improved.

3. There are many aspects of the NPSS that deliver an eVective framework for individual pension saving.
This briefing will focus on these positive aspects first before moving on to the challenges.

Benefits

3. The workplace is the most important and useful place to encourage people to save. In the most part,
employers are trusted by their workforce and employees are more likely to save if the employer is making
a contribution. That is why we recommended that employees opt-out rather than opt-in to occupational
pensions. We were pleased that both of these principles are recognised in the NPSS.

4. We support a choice of funds being oVered to savers. We believe that such a choice is necessary to suit
the risk tolerance of the general population. However, we remain concerned that savers do not understand
the concept of risk and return suYciently to put their pension in the best performing asset class. A recent
Populus poll for theNAPF found thatmore than half (57%) favoured “accounts paying a low rate of interest
but where you were guaranteed not to lose money”. A quarter chose “the property market” whilst only 14%
selected equity. This can also be seen from the investment in Child Trust Fundswheremost people who have
selected an account have selected cash funds. More needs to be done alongside the NPSS to educate savers
about risk and return.

5. We support the lifestyling of the default fund. The Pension Commission report acknowledged that
“people have diYculty making rational, long-term savings decisions without encouragement.” As a result
the default fund (for those people who don’t chose an explicit fund) recommended in the report will be made
up predominantly of equities, moving to bonds as retirement approaches. This is significant as in the case
of Sweden the default fund contains around 90% of all funds under management. However, as pensioners
are living longer in retirement the definition of lifestyling may need to change to take into account the need
for better investment returns over a longer retirement period.

6. As pensions are held for the long term, exposure to equity will be crucial in delivering superior returns.
Annualised real return onUK equities, dividends reinvested over 106 years, is 5.5%whereas annualised real
returns on UK gilts, coupon reinvested over 106 years, is 1.4%.2 Based on these figures it is easy to see the
consequences of two long term investment strategies: For equities, £100 invested over 40 years at a
compounded rate of 5.5% leaves a saver with £851, the same £100 invested in Bonds would yield just £174.

1 Source: London Stock Exchange, Main Market Factsheet, February 2006.
2 Source: Global Investment Returns Yearbook, London Business School/ABN AMRO, 2006.
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Concerns

7. Concerns have been raised about employers using the NPSS “minimum standard” as a means of
reducing their pension benefits. We do not believe this will be the case. Currently pension remuneration
diVers widely across companies on our markets and we do not believe that the NPSS will cause a major shift
downward in the levels of provision. Many companies use pension payments as a competitive advantage in
much the same way as other workplace benefits.

8. AVordability is an issue for smaller companies where pension provision is less generous. We believe
that the employer contribution rate should be set at a level that takes into account UK competitiveness and
which would be aVordable for smaller companies. However, the decision to impose this cost on business is
essentially one for Government who should bear in mind the broader business taxation environment when
deciding upon the contribution rate.

9. We have raised concerns about forced saving as it creates a false comfort by providing a Government
approved “minimum” level of saving. It may also force people to save who may be better oV making other
lifestyle choices (for example paying oV debts and mortgages). There is a challenge for Government to
ensure workers understand the need to save in a pension and the appropriate age for the NPSS to start.

10. Although the NPSS envisages low scheme costs, Stamp Duty will continue to be levied at 0.5% every
time a pension fund purchases UK equity. This is a significant cost and, over the lifetime of a policy, Stamp
Duty will take thousands of pounds out of an average fund. As intermediaries are exempt from StampDuty
it is largely paid by individuals and pension funds. Its eVect is to guarantee UK pensioners a lower income
in retirement. We believe that it is not possible to focus on overall scheme costs without looking at the eVect
of Stamp Duty which, is eVect, a stealth tax on pension fund saving.

March 2006

Memorandum submitted by the National Association of Pension Funds (NAPF)

Executive Summary

1. The Pensions Commission’s two reports have shown that the current system for funded pensions in
the UK will not be adequate for the future: millions of people are not saving in a pension even where one
is available to them, do not have access to an employer contribution, or find that their savings are eroded
by charges. The Treasury Select Committee have themselves identified the need for a future pensions system
in which working people have trust and can save with confidence.

2. Reform is therefore needed. The National Association of Pension Funds (NAPF) fully supports the
Government’s objectives of achieving higher levels of pensions saving at lower cost.

3. The shift from a largely defined benefit pensions system to one based on defined contributions is
profound, and not all the implications have been thought through. In particular, a key issue is risk to the
end consumer and how it is managed. In our view this is as important as cost and must be taken account of
in the design of the new pensions system. The challenge is how best to get a fair deal for consumers—not
just one that seems fair at the start, but one that can be sustained over time.

4. NAPF supports the principle of auto-enrolment into good value pensions saving available to all. A
new system built on Super Trusts would achieve the same low cost and coverage as the proposed National
Pensions Saving Scheme (NPSS) but without the disadvantages of posing significant risk to Government
and presenting consumers with diYcult (and unwanted) investment decisions.

5. Super Trusts have been designed around the needs of the potential consumer base—millions of people
on low or moderate incomes who are wholly unfamiliar with making complex financial decisions such as
fund choice and who have low levels of trust in the financial services industry.

6. Super Trusts would be large scale, not-for-profit, multi-employer DC pension schemes. Employers
would be required to designate a Super Trust (or run a suitable alternative) and employees would be auto-
enrolled into the scheme and given their own personal Super Trust Account. These features, combined with
the fact that there would be a limited number of Super Trusts operating in the market (we suggest 10–20)
would ensure that scale was built quickly and costs were low. Our modelling suggests Super Trusts could
operate at around 40 bps, providing good value for money for scheme members.

7. Super Trusts would be run by experts with a legal duty of care to schememembers. Theywould operate
on the “buy side” of the market, purchasing scheme administration and fund management services on the
basis of cost and quality. The strong governance framework underpinning Super Trusts, combined with
their buying power, would ensure that the costs to members remained low over time. For this reason, Super
Trusts would not require any imposed system of price regulation.
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8. Super Trusts would adopt a pooled investment approach that would mitigate many of the investment
risks inherent in the NPSS and other alternatives. Asset allocation decisions would be taken by investment
experts within the Super Trust who would pool risks across their member populations and invest the pooled
fund in diVerent classes of assets, taking account of the need to optimise overall returns for members whilst
managing investment risk. This should give a better risk/return outcome for individual consumers.

9. Super Trusts could be set up on a regional, sectoral or national basis. They could be provided by a
range of institutions that met statutory selection criteria (overseen by the regulator) which would include
independent governance, not-for-profit status, a requirement to act in the interest of members, and
competence to provide low cost, high quality DC pensions. Existing multi-employer schemes which are
today providing low cost pensions to millions of working people could act as hubs for new Super Trusts.

10. Super Trusts could be regulated by either the FSA or the Pensions Regulator. Our preference at this
stage is for the latter as we would prefer to keep the interests of the consumer or the “buy side” of the market
separate from those providing the underlying services (regulated, as now, by FSA).

11. Super Trusts would deliver a fair deal for millions of future DC pension savers and sustain it for the
future. Super Trusts would deliver a lasting model that could work with, and adapt to, changing market
forces.

Introduction

1. The National Pension Savings Scheme (NPSS) or its alternatives could benefit millions of people,
many first time savers, so it is essential that consumers have confidence in the new arrangements. If people
do not, large numbers will opt out and the UK’s problem of chronic under saving, highlighted in the
Treasury Select Committee’s (TSC’s) inquiry into Restoring Confidence in Long-Term Savings, will
continue. This raises very important questions about:

— the design of the new system;

— the delivery mechanism;

— the regulatory environment; and

— its interaction with the state pension system.

2. The TSC’s inquiry is therefore a timely and important intervention. The National Association of
Pension Funds (NAPF) welcomes the opportunity to submit written evidence.

3. Section 1 sets out in summary form the NAPF’s preferred alternative to the NPSS—Super Trusts.
Further details are supplied in Annexes B and C.

4. Section 2 deals with the issues of particular concern to the TSC surrounding the costs and regulation
of NPSS and existing pensions products.

About the NAPF

5. The NAPF is the leading voice of workplace pensions in the UK. Our member schemes currently
account for around 80% of private funded pension saving in this country, by size of assets and by number
of customers benefiting. NAPF members manage around £790 billion pension fund assets.

Section 1: Super Trusts—an Alternative to the National Pension Savings Scheme

6. The NAPF supports the principles underpinning the NPSS:

— Auto-enrolment—will ensure coverage of good quality pensions is spread to low and moderate
earners, and that workers in small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) and under-pensioned
sectors of the economy, including women, can start to save for retirement.

— Large scale—economies of scale and administrative and regulatory eYciencies are best delivered
though large scale pensions arrangements.

— Low cost—to provide working people with value for money and good returns on their savings, it
is essential that costs are driven out of today’s retail pensions market.

7. But whilst agreeing with the substance of the Pensions Commission’s proposals, we believe there is a
better solution to deliver the Government’s objectives (shared by the NAPF) of low cost and wide coverage
that builds on the existing pensions infrastructure, and which exposes the Government to less risk—
Super Trusts.

8. The NAPF recognises that arguments around some important policy decisions relating to the
extension of pensions coverage will be largely unaVected by the choice of infrastructure. Regardless of
whether it establishes a NPSS or supports the creation of a series of Super Trusts, the Government will still
have to decide who should be auto-enrolled, what the minimum level of contributions should be, in what
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circumstances employer contributions should be compulsory, and which employers should be allowed to
administer their own schemes. These are important issues that will need to be addressed in the White Paper
expected in the Spring and on which Government will need to consult widely.

9. Super Trusts meet the objectives for reform set by the Government and Pensions Commission: mass
coverage; low cost; consumer protection and scheme governance; simplicity; and high persistency. They
have been designed around the potential consumer base—millions of first-time savers on low and moderate
incomes, likely to have low levels of financial literacy, low levels of trust in the financial services industry,
and unused to making complex financial decisions.

10. Super Trusts would be new financial institutions occupying the space between retail pensions and
occupational pension schemes as they exist today. Super Trusts would be based on the principles of
mutuality, operating on a not-for-profit (or rather profit-for-members) basis with the interests of members,
and not commercial pension providers, paramount.

SUPER TRUSTS—KEY FEATURES

— Large scale achieved by requiring employers to join a Super Trust (or run a superior alternative)
and automatic enrolment for employees, to:

— ensure scale is achieved quickly;

— keep costs low and give value for money to workers; and

— provide enough diversity to achieve good value for consumers without wasteful marketing
costs.

— Trust-based—so members’ needs are put first.

— Collective investment, to give:

— the potential for higher returns; and

— investment decisions to expert trustees, rather than inexpert individual savers.

— Individual Super Trust Accounts for each member to provide a “lifetime pot” for consumers.

11. Super Trusts would be multi-employer pension arrangements which could be set up on a regional,
sectoral or national basis and authorised by either the Pensions Regulator or the FSA. There would be a
limited number of Super Trusts ı probably no more than 20. NAPF analysis indicates that Super Trusts
could operate at around 40bps. Each Super Trust would be governed and run by a board of expert trustees,
who would have a legal duty of care towards the Super Trust’s members. Trustees would be ultimately
responsible for administration, investment, governance and member communications.

12. The Super Trust would “own” the scheme. It would operate on the buy side of the market and
purchase services (including scheme administration and fund management) from wholesale providers on
behalf of members. Contracts would be awarded on the basis of cost and quality of service. Trustees would
re-negotiate and re-let contracts periodically to help drive improved performance and eYciency in the
market to the benefit of consumers.

Simple for employers

13. Employers would be required to aYliate to a Super Trust. The joining process would be simple and
low cost, with employers completing a simple application form. Employers who failed to select a Super Trust
(and who did not have an adequate alternative) would be defaulted into a Super Trust by the regulator.
Employers would be responsible for auto-enrolling employees and paying over contributions.

14. However, employers could opt out and run their own arrangements provided they met certain
standards.

Better for working people

15. Employees would be automatically enrolled into the selected Super Trust. Unless they opted out, they
would be required to make the minimum level of contributions set by the Government. Each Super Trust
member would have their own personal Super Trust Account (STA) and would receive an annual statement
setting out: the contributions paid into the scheme over the past 12months; total contributions paid; current
value of pension fund; and the income this could give in today’s prices.

16. When moving to a new employer who was aYliated to a diVerent Super Trust, the member would be
required to transfer their Super Trust Account to the new Super Trust. This would give individual savers
“lifetime pots” and reduce the proliferation of small accounts whose value is eroded by charges.
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Investment strategy

17. Super Trusts would adopt a pooled investment approach that would mitigate many of the investment
risks inherent inNPSS or other individual DC alternatives. Individuals, who generally take poor investment
decisions or who find the prospect ofmaking a choice so overwhelming they are deterred from saving, would
not be required to take individual investment decisions. Instead, decisions would be taken by investment
experts within the Super Trust. Trustees would set and publish an investment strategy, and select a number
of managers to invest the fund. Super Trusts would pool risks across their member populations by investing
in diVerent classes of assets, taking account of the need to optimise overall returns for members whilst at
the same time reducing individuals’ exposure to market risk.Within these pooled arrangements, individuals
would have their own individual “units” or Super Trust Accounts. This would help build a sense of
ownership of the pension asset and encourage pension saving.

Controlled competition and managed choice

18. Given that Super Trusts would be very large-scale entities, it has been suggested that a logical end
point would be to have a single Super Trust. However, we see significant disadvantages in a single entity,
whether Super Trust or NPSS, as shown in the following table:

Table 1

ONE SCHEME vs MANY

One Many

No competition Managed choice for employers between a limited number of
high quality providers

Monopolistic Contestability and transparency between Super Trusts
drives standards up and costs down

Distorts investment market—need to limit More investment diversity means there is less risk of market
contributions distortion and no need for limits on contributions
Needs new untested infrastructure Builds on existing infrastructure (IT and institutional)
Political risk—one powerful body close to Reduces risk of political interference
Government

19. There is an important regulatory role in ensuring that Super Trusts work eVectively. This role could
be given to either the FSA or the Pensions Regulator. Our preference is for the latter as this would keep the
interests of consumers on the “buy side” of themarket separate from those providing the underlying services
(which would remain regulated by the FSA).

Building consensus—public opinion

20. The new funded pensions systemmust have the confidence of the general public if it is to succeed and
result in the “step change” in savings behaviour the Government rightly seeks. Yet a recent poll of
representative sample of 2,000 adults conducted for the NAPF shows that the public would be far from
confident in a state-run system.When asked how confident they would be if the new funded pensions system
was run by Government, 51% of people in a Populus poll for the NAPF said they would not be confident
that the systemwould record amounts saved accurately. And 54%were not confident that a state-run system
would be glitch-free.3

21. Super Trust-type institutions are the public’s clearly preferred option. Further polling for the NAPF
sought consumers’ views on who should run the new system. Respondents were asked:

Which of the following do you most agree with? The new scheme should be run by . . .

— A government body, as having one scheme would be the simplest and most eYcient way of
doing things.

— Insurance companies, as they already do a good job of looking after people’s money.

— Not-for-profit companies with a legal duty to put savers’ interests first?

— Overwhelmingly consumers support the not-for-profit option. 61% of people aged under 65 and
in work favoured the Super Trust model. Only 20% thought the government should run the
scheme. Fewer still—just 17%—said the insurance industry should be given the task.

3 Populus polled 1002 adults by telephone. Polling was conducted between 17 and 19 February 2006. Results cited are for adults
aged under 65.
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Advantages of Super Trusts

22. Super Trusts have significant advantages over NPSS and Partnership Pensions:

— Cost—Super Trusts would be low-cost pensions arrangements due to their eYciency and scale. But
unlike other market-based solutions, they have the potential to remain low-cost through the
buying power of the Super Trust acting on behalf of members to pursue good deals and value
for money.

— Coverage—Super Trusts would achieve the same universal coverage as NPSS. But because
employers have a more clearly defined role within Super Trusts, and because members would not
be faced with complex and oV-putting investment decisions, we believe that levels of opt-outs may
be lower than in NPSS or stakeholder-based options, not least because the public has little trust
in either the Government or insurers as pension providers.

— Consumer protection—uniquely, Super Trusts are centred around good scheme governance which
puts members, not commercial pension providers, first. This is not possible when the member is
locked into a singleNPSS, or a Partnership Pensionwhere the provider (insurer) has the whip hand
and where there is no purchaser-provider separation.

— Lower investment risk—by adopting a pooled approach to investment, members share in a fund
(and its returns) that is invested in a basket of assets for growth and security. The Super Trust
would provide up-side opportunities and manages down-side risk by applying the Super Trust’s
investment expertise to asset allocation and investment strategy.

— Competition—Super Trusts would oVer some diversity in the market place and a managed choice
for employers to choose the appropriate Super Trust for their workforce. And there is the scope
for keen competition between commercial providers wishing to provide services to Super Trusts.

23. A further note outlining some of the more detailed operational issues surrounding Super Trusts is
attached as Annex B. This note, prepared for the Minister for Pensions Reform, clarifies some of the issues
on the design of Super Trusts that arose in the discussions at the Ministerial Summit held on 28 February
2006. The NAPF’s document Super Trusts—putting members first is attached at Annex C.

Section 2: Issues Raised in the TSC’s Inquiry

Costs of NPSS and Super Trusts

24. The NAPF completely agrees with the Pensions Commission’s desire to drive down pensions costs
to give better value for money to consumers and to ensure that more of workers’ hard-earned savings are
working to their advantage, rather than being siphoned oV in charges to pension providers. As the
Commission argues, people benefiting from low charges in occupational pension schemes can, for the same
savings outlay, receive a pension nearly 30% higher than someone facing an annual management charge in
line with the current stakeholder price cap.4 In its previous reports, the TSC drew attention to evidence that
individuals can pay “many thousands of pounds in commission over the lifetime of a long-term savings
product, payments which can represent as much as 18% of the client’s total contributions over 20 years”.5

25. In developing our proposals for Super Trusts, the NAPF commissioned Delloite & Touche LLP to
undertake some modelling work to assess the likely costs of Super Trusts. Whilst the assumptions
underpinning these costs are clearly subject to a number of uncertainties (not least over the likely number
of people who might opt out of the scheme), we have based our cost modelling on the actual experience of
large occupational and multi-employer schemes. And we have stripped out unnecessary marketing and
commission costs.

26. As the Pensions Commission identified in their first report (and as recent analysis fromWatsons has
shown) many occupational arrangements are already providing pensions to millions of working people at
costs at or below 30bpts.

27. Our modelling indicates that Super Trusts could operate between 38 bps for 10 Super Trusts to 47
bps for 40 Super Trusts. These costs are considerably lower than those envisaged for other alternative
proposals to NPSS, and lower than our remodelled costs for the Commission’s NPSS.6

28. These costs for Super Trusts are built on the actual experience on large multi-employer schemes in
operation today which are already providing valuable benefits at low cost to millions of working people in
large and small companies. By contrast, the 30bpts target for NPSS is based on an untried and untested
infrastructure and is therefore likely to be subject to much greater uncertainties than the projected costs for

4 Pensions Commission’s Second Report, November 2005.
5 Restoring Confidence in Long-Term Savings, Eighth Report of Session 2003–04.
6 Combining the Commission’s input data with our modelling assumptions increases the AMC for the NPSS from 31 bps to 46
bps. One reason for this is that the Commission assumes that an annual contributions is received at the start of Year One and
that administration costs arise from the start of Year Two. When remodelling the cost of the NPSS, Deloitte replaced this
assumption with one that was consistent with the NAPF model and with market experience.
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Super Trusts. The insurance industry has already demonstrated that it cannot provide pensions at low cost.
And even with the benefits of auto-enrolment and compulsory contributions it is suggesting that the costs
for its NPSS alternative—Partnership Pensions—would be around twice the cost of Super Trusts.

29. We have deliberately excluded some of the cost advantages that Super Trusts may enjoy (such as the
further economies of scale that could arise if existing occupational DC provision—estimated to stand at
£160 billion7—was consolidated into Super Trusts) in order to build a prudence margin around our work.
We have built the following into our costs of Super Trusts:

— the costs of governance (including trusteeship and regulation);

— communications (including providing help and assistance to scheme members on whether or not
to remain opted in, help with annuitisation etc);

— set up and administration costs; and

— fund management costs (including investment strategy and expertise).

Impact of design features on the costs of NPSS and its alternatives

30. Government decisions regarding some key design features will impact on the regulation (and
therefore costs) of NPSS or any alternatives. Of most significance are:

— whether or not NPSS/ Super Trusts run alongside any of the alternative arrangements on oVer;

— the extent of investment choice; and

— the interaction between the state pensions and NPSS/Super Trusts.

31. Each of these issues are dealt with below.

Impact on costs of a multiple model solution

32. An important issue that will have implications for the costs to consumers of the new savings system
is whether or not a single or multiple model structure is adopted.

33. It has been suggested that Super Trusts could exist in the market place alongside the NPSS or
Partnership Pensions. There is no reason why this could not happen in theory. But we think a dual system
would be suboptimal for consumers, increasing costs and adding complexity.

— Were Super Trusts to run alongside Partnership Pensions, insurers would be likely to engage in
expensive marketing campaigns in an eVort to buy business and build scale. This would not be
in consumers’ interests, and would perpetuate the damaging behavior the Pensions Commission
identified in its First Report in regard to the retail pensions market. In the face of this, it is unlikely
that low cost, not-for-profit Super Trusts would get oV the ground.

— Were Super Trusts to run alongside NPSS, the Government would have to build a costly
infrastructure to run the NPSS that might not be required. Consumer confusion might increase
opt-outs.

Impact on costs and regulation of fund choice

34. Super Trusts are based on the premise that all members will be entered into a single, pooled, fund.
As explained above, this will obviate the need for scheme members to choose individual funds—a choice
that most savers do not seem to want. Polling conducted for the NAPF by Populus indicated that just 15%
of respondents would feel confident about choosing how to invest their pension fund, with 41% preferring
to leave complex investment decisions to experts, such as the people who would be responsible for running
Super Trusts.8

35. By contrast, under the NPSS (and the alternatives suggested by the ABI and IMA) consumers would
have to make a fund choice based, in the Commission’s words, on their own risk-return preference. This has
implications for both the costs and regulation of NPSS.

36. As the Commission itself recognises the “freedom to choose between alternative funds will also add
cost”.9 These additional costs arise due to the additional administrative complexities, additional
communications requirements to explain to consumers the choices available, and the administrative costs
associated with fund switching. These costs do not arise under Super Trusts. In this context, it is worth
noting that the Chilean government was forced to remove fund choice options as consumers were switching
funds to frequently.

7 Pension Fund Indicators— UBS Global Asset Managers, May 2005 (figure to end 2005).
8 Populus polled 1002 adults by telephone. Polling was conducted between 17 and 19 February 2006. Results cited are for adults
aged under 65.

9 Second Report, p396.
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37. But as the Pensions Commission also points out “The trade-oV facing individuals between risk and
return is therefore inherent, and the consequences of poor decisions and poor timing very large…there is,
moreover, extensive evidence that a significant proportion of the population is both ill equipped, and
recognises itself as ill equipped, to make informed choices between diVerent risk-return combinations.”10

Recent FSA research into the financial capability of the UK population bears out these risks. For example,
it showed that 40%of people with equity ISAswere unaware that its value would fluctuatewith stockmarket
performance.11

38. This has significant implications for the regulation of the NPSS and associated fund choice,
particularly as the Commission’s costings for the NPSS do not allow for any advice costs associated with
investment choice. The Commission advance that just as the Government would be able to say: “well we
didn’t make you join [NPSS]—you could have opted out”, it could also say “well, we didn’t make you invest
in that fund, you could have chosen a diVerent fund”. However, we do not believe this is how the politics
of large numbers of disgruntled pensioners would play out. And the argument sits uncomfortably with the
Commission’s conclusion that state intervention in pension provision is needed because individuals lack the
information to make informed decisions and do not always act rationally on the basis of the information
they do have. If the default fund performed badly, those who remained in it would be as likely to blame the
Government as if they had no choice. Therefore, were investment choice to be permitted, it would need to
be accompanied by additional regulation by the FSA to ensure consumers did not “mis-buy”. This would
inevitably feed through to higher consumer costs. In addition, the design of the default fund would be a
critical issue with the NPSS. There would be a high probability that the single NPSS default scheme would
be a low risk—low return fund. It is generally recognised that such funds are not appropriate for long-term
investments such as pensions.

NPSS/Super Trusts and state pension reform

39. We agree with the Secretary of State’s comments that the state and private pensions reform aspects
of the Pensions Commission’s proposals are a package. Failure to take them forward in tandem has
implications for both the costs of the new system and its regulation:

— Regulation: Auto-enrolment into DC pensions will not be suitable (even with a 3% employer
contribution) for all without reform of the state pensions system that significantly reduces the
extent of means-testing and the complexity of contracting out. Without state pension reform
Government, employers and trustees could not say unambiguously that it pays to save in a
pension.

— Costs: Without state pension reform costs would be likely to rise for two reasons. First, there
would be the additional regulatory costs in ensuring would-be savers passed a suitability test.
Second, means-testing will continue to act as a disincentive to save so many people may deduce
that it is not in their interests to save in the NPSS if a high degree of means-testing remained in the
system. Hence it is likely that a lower percentage of the population would remain opted into the
NPSS than the 70–80% the Pensions Commission has assumed. Taken together with the likely
levelling down of existing pension provision that will result from the introduction of auto-
enrolment, the result could be less pensions saving.

40. Government has a pivotal role in taking forward state pension reform that achieves the goal of a
higher state pension and less means testing. Without such reform, NPSS or any of the alternatives will fail.

Impact on the operational costs of existing schemes of the NPSS

41. The existence of a NPSS, and indeed any of the alternatives being proposed, will increase the
operating costs of existing occupational pension schemes. This is due to the requirement on employers to
automatically enrol all employees aged 21 and over into their existing pension arrangement. According to
the 2005 NAPF Annual Survey, 62% of employers do not currently use auto-enrolment, and where this is
the case scheme take up stands at around 42% (compared to 89% where auto-enrolment does exist).
Typically sponsors of occupational scheme sponsors contribute in excess of the legal 3% employerminimum
proposed for NPSS or its alternatives.

42. If employers who currently oVer good pension schemes on an opt-in basis simply entered all staV into
these schemes, their pension costs would rise considerably. For example, eight NAPF members, including
a number of large retailers, have recently estimated that auto-enrolment would increase their scheme costs
by more than 40%. The General Household Survey 2004 estimated that 20% of employees work for
organisations which provide pension schemes but are not members of those schemes. Rather than accept
an increase in overall remuneration costs, some employers may decide that they have a fixed amount of
money to spend on pensions and that auto-enrolment will mean spreading these resources more thinly. This
could mean mking pension arrangements less generous—in the case of DC schemes reducing contributions
and in the case of DB schemes switching to DC (or the NPSS) for future and perhaps existing staV.

10 Second Report, p195.
11 Establishing a baseline, FSA, March 2006.
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43. However, under a Super Trusts regime, we can see other areas of the pensions market where costs
would fall. For example, employers with defined contribution occupational pension arrangements could
decide to transfer those arrangements into a Super Trust. This would have benefits for the employer, who
would not have the administrative complexities of running a scheme themselves, and would also benefit
employees due to the lower costs of Super Trusts pensions. Accrued GPPs and stakeholder pensions could
also be transferred in to Super Trusts. This design feature is unique to Super Trusts. Partnership Pensions
would place limits on the amount that could be transferred into a Partnership Pension, with the result that
consumers could be locked into existing high charging pensions products.

The role of the Regulator in keeping charges low—price caps

44. Because of the legal duty on Super Trusts to operate in the interests of scheme members on a not-for-
profit basis, and because of the buying power of trustees, the costs to members in Super Trusts would not
only start low but stay low. One of the strengths of a plurality of Super Trusts is the ability to benchmark
schemes and compare performance across a range of functions, including investment performance, costs and
charges and quality of administration.

45. NAPF has designed an important role for the Pensions Regulator in relation to costs and charges for
Super Trusts. However, we do not believe that this should require a cap on the charges levied by Super Trusts
(just as it has not been necessary to cap the charges of existing multi-employer schemes). We propose that
each year Super Trusts would be required to report to the Pensions Regulator, in a specified format, on all
costs and charges, investment performance, service standards and scheme membership. Such reports would
be in the public domain. Any Super Trust that had costs significantly above the benchmark would be subject
to further regulatory intervention. The presence of the Regulator, therefore, would be suYcient to keep the
performance of Super Trusts “sharp”.

46. By contrast, having a single NPSS, with no contestability over the functions exercised by the NPSS,
runs the risk that those running theNPSS become complacent, with the result that costs did not fall as assets
under management grew and no pressure for dynamic improvement in service standards.

47. Given the lack of governance in the retail-based Partnership Pensions model to keep charges low, it
will be essential to regulate prices if the Government decides to opt for Partnership Pensions in favour of
lower cost Super Trusts. Experience has shown that without imposed price control, expensive and
unnecessary marketing and commission costs will creep back into the system to the detriment of consumers.
Equally, the Government should be explicit about what will happen if the set up and on-going costs of the
NPSS are higher than predicted and, as a result, costs to consumers rise.

Regulation of NPSS and Super Trusts

48. Super Trusts could be regulated by either the FSA or the Pensions Regulator. Our preference at this
stage is for the latter as we would prefer to keep the interests of the consumer or the “buy side” of the market
separate from those providing the underlying services (regulated, as now, by FSA). The remit of the
Regulator’s proposed powers and responsibilities in relation to Super Trusts is set out in Annex A.

49. Whilst the Pensions Regulator would be responsible for regulating the Super Trust itself, the FSA
would also have an important regulatory role. Trustees of Super Trusts would select and award mandates
to asset managers, and third party administrators (which could include insurance companies) and possibly
annuity providers who would provide important services to Super Trusts. The FSA would, as now, be
responsible for regulating these institutions.

Lessons from stakeholder pensions for the NPSS ı lessons for regulation and charge caps

50. Extending much needed pensions opportunities to millions of working people by building on the
stakeholder model will fail. Experience has shown that commercial providers would be likely to build costs
back into the system, principally though marketing and advice costs, but also product complexity (eg a very
large number of fund choices). Stakeholder pensions started with a 1% price cap, but following industry
pressure, costs have risen to 1.5%. Yet the numbers of people (particularly those in the target market) are
now buying/ being sold stakeholder pensions has not increased significantly. Hence a retail-based solution
will require a higher degree of regulation and oversight by HMT and FSA to ensure that government
objectives are being met and that costs are not increasing.

March 2006

Annex A

51. The Pensions Regulator would be responsible for authorising Super Trusts. We envisage no more
than 20 Super Trusts would be authorised. Super Trusts could be established by a range of entities and in
order to ensure that Super Trusts were established by organisations that had the potential to run successful
schemes the Pensions Regulator would need to set the eligibility criteria for organisations that could
establish Super Trusts.
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CRITERIA FOR ORGANISATIONS FOUNDING A SUPER TRUST

— The Regulator must be satisfied that the founding organisation:

— had a robust business plan;

— was able to meet Super Trust start-up costs; and

— could reach a specified minimum scale to operate at low costs.

— Could demonstrate that trustees and senior management had the necessary expertise, competence,
probity and integrity to operate a Super Trust.

— The Regulator would also take account of:

— the total number of Super Trusts; and

— other schemes operating in the same sector or region.

52. The Regulator would operate a filtered authorisation process which could work as follows:

— the Pensions Regulator would invite expressions of interest from those interested in establishing
Super Trusts;

— applications which did not meet the Regulator’s criteria would be filtered out at this early stage;
and

— remaining applicants would be invited to submit full business plans.

53. The Regulator would then select the final Super Trusts based on the strength of their business plans
and the quality of the proposed Super Trust personnel.

54. The Pensions Regulator would also approve the appointment of individual Super Trust trustees put
forward by the Super Trust. In doing so, the Regulator will have regard to the fitness, competence and
expertise of the trustees. The Regulator would also keep a register of approved trustees.

55. Ultimately, the Pensions Regulator would have the power to de-authorise Super Trusts that did not
operate in the interests of scheme members, for example by failing to provide an adequate level of service
to scheme members or failing to keep costs low.

56. In advance of closing a Super Trust down, the Regulator could impose new management (much as
the Regulator can do with failing schemes currently). This would provide scheme members with continuity
of membership, whilst at the same time ensuring that there was a governing body in place that would act in
the members’ best interests. The Pensions Regulator would be responsible for moving the members of a de-
authorised scheme to a new Super Trust.

57. The Regulator would receive, once a year and in a specified format, annual reports from each Super
Trust. This would report on all costs and charges, investment performance, service standards and scheme
membership. In turn the Regulator would publish an annual report assessing the performance of each Super
Trusts and comparing their performance. This would be a beneficial competitive pressure on Super Trusts
to maintain high standards in the interests of scheme members and to adopt best industry practices.

Annex B

SUPER TRUSTS—A BETTER ALTERNATIVE TO NPSS
A NOTE FOR STEPHEN TIMMS

Introduction

1. Following theMinister for Pensions Reform’s invitation, this note responds to the points raised about
Super Trusts in the discussion that took place at the Cabinet War Rooms on 28 February. In particular it
corrects some of the misunderstandings regarding the operation of Super Trusts deals with some of their
perceived weaknesses.

Choice

2. Much was made at the Cabinet War Rooms event on the degree of choice that should be available in
the new system and by whom that choice should be exercised.

3. Whichever system is eventually selected, there will be choices to be made. In the NPSS, individuals
will be required to select an investment option. Under Partnership Pensions, employers will have to select
a provider whilst individuals will have to decide whether to remain in the scheme selected by their employer
or make their own arrangement and then select an investment option; under Super Trusts, employers would
be required to select a scheme from the limited number available. In all the models individuals will need to
decide whether or not to remain auto-enrolled.
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4. In designing alternatives to the NPSS, it is important to take account of our starting point and
immediate goal: turning millions of non-savers into regular pension savers. Many of these people will never
have saved in a pension before and most will have poor levels of financial literacy. It is important, therefore,
that the new system is designed around the needs of the majority of savers’ rather than the more
sophisticated savings tastes of policymakers and commentators.

5. Many participants on 28 February acknowledged that amongst the strengths of Super Trusts were the
relatively simple choices arising from the limited number of Super Trusts that would operate in the market.
This managed choice would help ensure transparency and eYciency. However, others suggested that a
drawback of Super Trusts lay in the fact that:

— employers and not individuals would be required to choose the Super Trust into which
contributions would be made, as a result of which individuals could not independently switch
between or select funds; and

— individuals would be placed in a single, pooled, investment fund and would not be oVered an
investment choice.

Employer Choice

6. As described in paragraph 3, it is important that choice is exercised by those best placed to do so. In
terms of choice of Super Trust, we believe this means employers. However, a number of participants at the
28 February event questioned whether this was the case.

7. Yet employers—even small employers—make complex decisions and address complicated issues on a
regular basis by virtue of the fact that they are employers. For example, they must comply with detailed
employment and health and safety legislation and the National MinimumWage. And employers, including
small employers, are already required to select financial services products to comply with the law, for
example stakeholder pensions and employers’ liability insurance.

8. A limited choice of, say, 10–20 Super Trusts should not prove onerous as many participants at the 28
February event recognised. Moreover, employers that could not (or would not) designate a Super Trust
would be defaulted into a Super Trust via HMRC and Pensions Regulator.

Consumer switching

9. One objection raised against Super Trusts is that consumers would not themselves be able to choose
which Super Trust they belonged to. This is of course also true of the NPSS, though for a diVerent reason.

10. The advantage of the Super Trust approach, with an employer selecting a single Super Trust into
which his or her employees would be automatically enrolled, is that it simplifies scheme administration for
employers who would only have to send pension contributions to one provider. By contrast, if individuals
were able to select their own providers, employers would be faced with sending contributions to a number
of providers, most likely through a new and untried “BACS-plus” system which would not only add to the
costs of the new pensions system but possibly also delay the introduction of auto-enrolment.

11. It is perhaps worth noting that consumer choice can create systemic imbalances. The Chilean
government halted consumer choice because consumers were switching funds too frequently.

12. However, our proposal makes clear that we see scope for choice to be transferred to individuals over
time: “as members’ funds grew and as Super Trusts became familiar and trusted organisations, it would be
possible to allow members to select their own Super Trust from the range available. Australia has adopted
a very similar approach, moving from a situation in which workers were compelled to join their ‘Award
Super’ fund to permitting choice of funds (introduced on 1 July 2005).”12

Investment (fund) choice

13. It was suggested at the Cabinet War Rooms event that the Super Trust model is flawed because it
does not oVer individuals any investment choice as participants would be placed in the Super Trust’s single
pooled fund that would be overseen by expert trustees.

14. We believe this pooled approach has considerable strengths compared to both the NPSS and
Partnership Pensions where individuals would be required to select investment funds. As the Commission
itself comments “The trade-oV facing individuals between risk and return is therefore inherent, and the
consequences of poor decisions and poor timing very large…there is, moreover, extensive evidence that a
significant proportion of the population is both ill equipped, and recognises itself as ill equipped, to make
informed choices between diVerent risk-return combinations.”13 TheCommission also acknowledge that the
“freedom to choose between alternative funds will also add cost”.14 In our central recommendation, we
suggest that this cost should be stripped out and that all members should invest through the Super Trust’s
pooled fund.

12 Super Trusts: Putting Members First, p31.
13 Second Report, p195.
14 Second Report, p396.
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A false choice for most

15. International experience suggests that where people are oVered choice in defined contribution
schemes,most prefer not to exercise that choice. In theUK,NAPFmembers who oVer default lifestyle funds
report that, on average, 83% of schememembers remain in the default fund.15 In Sweden, 91%of individuals
now invest in the default fund.16 Of these, it is estimated that three times as many passively accepted the
default fund as actively selected it. It is therefore reasonable to expect that, for the vast majority of people
auto-enrolled into the new pension system, fund choice will in any case be a theoretical possibility rather
than something that they will take advantage of.

A choice people do not want

16. Nor is there any evidence that people want choice. In a Populus poll commissioned by the NAPF,
people were told that if they joined the new scheme, they could be asked to choose how their money was
invested. Few felt confident about taking the decision themselves without incurring the advice costs which
the Pensions Commission is rightly keen to strip out of the system.

— Just 15% said: “I would be confident in choosing how to invest the money in my pension fund by
myself with no professional advice.”

— 42% said: “I would be happy to decide how to invest the money in my pension fund but I would
pay an independent financial adviser to help me.”

— 41% said: “I would prefer to rely on the expertise of the people managing my pension fund to
decide how best to invest my money”.

Those in social class DE and aged under 65 were most likely to say they would be confident in taking the
decision themselves without advice (21%).

A damaging choice for a minority

17. Even if only 10%–20% of the people saving in the new pension system chose to make active fund
choices, there could still be around one million people doing so. Before committing to making fund choice
available, the Government should look at the choices these people are likely to make. The target market for
the new savings system is also skewed towards those who are less likely to understand the diVerences between
asset classes. 49% of male full-time manual workers and 60% of female full-time manual workers have no
current pension provision.17

18. Research commissioned by the NAPF suggests that significant numbers could make unsuitable
investment choices.While somemay shoulder toomuch investment risk, themore commonmistake is likely
involve excessive caution.18 55% of people say they would want the largest proportion of their savings to be
invested in “accounts paying a low rate of interest but where you are guaranteed not to lose your money”
rather than in either “shares in British and foreign companies” or “the property market”. This figure rises
to 61% amongst people aged 18–34—the age group for whom low-risk, low-return investments are most
unsuitable.

19. The Child Trust Fund (CTF) provides additional evidence that significant numbers of people will
choose inappropriate investment options. By January 2006, 310,000 cash CTF accounts had been opened.19
This represents more than one-fifth of all CTF accounts.20 Few experts would regard cash as a suitable
instrument for an 18-year investment.

20. Lord Turner has advanced two arguments for fund choice.21 His first argument is that, even within
the target group for the NPSS or any alternative system, people will have diVerent risk-return preferences.
Higher earners within this target group or those expecting to inherit significant assets may be prepared to
take greater risks with their pension savings than others. Likewise, riskier approaches to investment are
more suitable for those who would be comparatively relaxed about having to postpone their retirement if
the gamble didn’t pay oV. The NAPF accepts that this is a genuine advantage of fund choice, but believes
it needs to be balanced against the risk, acknowledged by Lord Turner, that “people exercise that choice in
a way that harms them”.22

15 NAPF Annual Survey 2005.
16 Second Report, p200.
17 General Household Survey 2004–05.
18 It is possible that this will be influenced by market conditions in the run-up to the launch of the new pensions system. For
example, some people’s caution todaymaybe influenced by the downturn in equity values around the turn of the century. If the
new pension system had been launched during the technology stock bubble, people’s appetite for risk may have been greater.

19 Building Societies Association press release, 24 January 2006.
20 HMRC statistics show that 1,478,000 Child Trust Fund accounts had been opened by 20 February 2006.
21 These were spelt out in his remarks at the Which? round table discussion organised on 1 March 2006.
22 Remarks at Which? round table discussion, Portcullis House, 1 March 2005.
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21. His second argument is much less convincing. This concerns the potential come-back on the
Government in the unlikely event that it turns out that someone would either be better oV if they had not
saved at all, or their final pension fell below expectations due either to poor investment returns or a poor
fund choice. Lord Turner likens the Commission’s preference for fund choice to its preference for auto-
enrolment above compulsion. The Commission advance that just as the Government would be able to say:
“well we didn’t make you join—you could have opted out”, it could say “well, we didn’t make you invest
in that fund, you could have chosen a diVerent fund”.

22. We do not believe this is how the politics of large numbers of disgruntled pensioners would play out.
And the argument sits uncomfortably with the Commission’s conclusion that state intervention in pension
provision is needed because individuals lack the information to make informed decisions and do not always
act rationally on the basis of the information they do have. If the default fund performed badly, those who
remained in it would be as likely to blame the Government as if they had no choice. We do not believe that
creating a situation where the investments of significant numbers of people are certain to perform badly is
a price worth paying to avoid the hypothetical possibility that everyone’s fund performs badly (and replace
it with the possibility that this is true for just 90% of people).

Adding fund choice to Super Trusts

23. If Government insisted that investment choice was an essential design feature of the new pensions
system it would be quite possible to oVer fund choice within Super Trusts—just as it would be possible for
the Government to establish a National Pension Savings Scheme that did not oVer a choice of funds to
individuals. The Government can separate its decision about whether to oVer fund choice from its decision
about who should run the new system. If it is determined to oVer fund choice, this should not be seen as a
showstopper for the Super Trusts model.

24. If the Government did want to incorporate choice into the Super Trusts model, it would be relatively
simple to oVer individuals a choice of the underlying funds within the Super Trust’s pooled fund. If the
Government wanted an even wider range of fund choices to be available, Super Trusts could facilitate access
to more specialist funds due to the strength of their buying power and investment expertise.

Personal responsibility and choice

25. It has been suggested that the absence of consumer choice—whether fund choice or provider choice—
means that there is little chance of individuals building a sense of personal responsibility for their own
retirement futures under Super Trusts. We do not agree.

26. International experience as well as that of NAPF members shows that individuals build personal
responsibility for pensions by saving regularly and seeing their pension funds grow, not through the ability
to make fund choices.

Taking account of members’ interests

27. Super Trusts would be closer to scheme members ı the people who really matter—than a single
national scheme. However, to generate scale, Super Trusts would, by definition need to be large, perhaps
with as many as 500,000 members depending on the eventual number of Super Trusts.

28. Despite their size, it would be important to ensure that Super Trusts took account of the views of
schememembers and participating employers. In our 10February submission (paragraph 3.13) we proposed
that to ensure Super Trusts continued to improve service standards to scheme members and participating
employers, Super Trusts could establish advisory or consumer panels to sit beneath the main Trust board
and to provider consumer feedback to it. This would help to ensure that the trustees of the Super Trust were
providing a valuable and valued service.

Super Trusts and Investment discretion

29. We have been asked about the extent to which Super Trusts would have discretion over their
investment decisions. We do not envisage Super Trusts as being homogenous. Investment (and investment
performance) could be one of the factors which diVerentiate one Super Trust from another. Super Trusts
must have enough discretion to reflect the diVerent characteristics of their members, just as occupational
pension schemes do today.

30. It would of course be possible for the Government to set legal parameters concerning the investment
decisions which trustees must take. However, the danger with a prescriptive approach is that it could leave
trustees unable to respond flexibly to changing market circumstances to the benefit of consumers. A Super
Trust with appropriate governance and expertise could take advantage of such opportunities. It could also
construct baskets of assets and investment managers to reduce risks for the members (both the risk of
volatile performance and the risk of selecting an unsuccessful manager). The risk of selecting an unsuccessful
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manager is mitigated within a group’s portfolio because a number of diVerent managers are used and there
is a review process which regularly refreshes the manager list. These features are much harder for an
individual to achieve.

One provider or many?

31. Much of the discussion at the CabinetWar Rooms therefore centred on the relative merits of a single-
provider versus a multi-provider solution.

32. A plurality of Super Trusts:

— means contestability between Super Trusts which will drive up scheme quality and drive down
costs on a continuing basis for the benefit of consumers;

— provides choice for employers whowill be able to select themost appropriate Super Trust for their
workforce, rather than workers being oVered a “one-size-fits-all” arrangement;

— reduces the risk of political interference, for example on investment related matters;

— does not require an artificial cap on contributions to prevent market distortions; and

— unlike a single provider solution, does not require the building of a new (and therefore untested)
infrastructure to run the new system.

33. By contrast, two main arguments for a single-provider solution were advanced. It was claimed that
costs would be lower and that there would be no risk of individuals becoming aggrieved because one
provider had performed better than another. We believe that both of these supposed advantages are much
less clear cut than advocates of the NPSS have maintained.

Costs and performance

34. All participants in the debate acknowledge that their cost modeling is subject to a number of
uncertainties. However, Lord Turner has argued that, whatever errors there are in the Commission’s
estimate of absolute cost levels in the NPSS, the NPSS is likely to be the lowest cost model available. Both
Lord Turner and Richard Saunders of the IMA likened their vision of the NPSS to the single Super Trust
model referred to in the NAPF’s original submission which indicated that one Super Trust could operate
at a lower Annual Management Charge than a number of Super Trusts. Advocates of the NPSS have taken
this to mean that the NPSS has the “lowest AMC of any of the proposed models”.23

35. Such a conclusion would only be reliable if the static cost models which we and others have used
perfectly replicated the real world. In practice, the world is a dynamic place. Ensuring that the incentives
are there for costs to stay low is therefore every bit as important as getting costs down in the first place—
especially when the White Paper is intended to herald a long-term solution to the problem of inadequate
pension savings.

36. Where a number of providers exist, there will be scope for innovation and diversity, for benchmarking
performance against what others are doing and for spreading best practice. This insight is central to the
Government’s reform agenda in other policy areas. People serving on Super Trust boards would be
conscious that their Trust’s performance was being compared with others and, mindful of their professional
reputation, would be anxious not to lag behind. We are pleased that you listed this scope for
“benchmarking” as an advantage of the Super Trust model when summing up the day’s discussions.

37. By contrast, it is unclear what would stop a monopoly provider from resting on its laurels. There
would be no means of benchmarking how good a job this provider was doing, and not even a theoretical
possibility that employers could transfer to another provider (unless they wanted to assume responsibility
for managing their own scheme). A pluralist solution would be likely to drive standards up and costs down
over time. Establishing a monopoly provider could have the opposite eVect.

38. Proponents of a single-provider solution have raised two specific charges in relation to the costs of
Super Trusts. They argue that non-persistency would be higher in a multi-provider solution and that
marketing costs could push up the AMC.

Transfer Costs

39. Some participants at the 28 February event suggested that Super Trusts would face additional costs
due to transfers between schemes. Whilst some workers would be required to transfer between schemes on
changing jobs (if their new employer was not in the same Super Trust as their previous employer) such
criticisms fail to take account of the scale of Super Trusts and their proposed sectoral and regional structure.
These factors mean that there would be far fewer transfers than if each employer ran their own scheme.
Furthermore, the experience of occupational schemes also suggests that administrative costs associatedwith
transfers are very low. As outlined in our submission to you on 10 February, we have taken account of the
costs of transfers between Super Trusts.

23 Peter Vicary-Smith, chairman of Which? 1 March 2006.
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40. Moreover, we believe that this tells only part of the story regarding transfers. It would be wrong to
look at the number of transfers between diVerent providers within the new pensions system while ignoring
transfers between the new pension system and alternative pension arrangements.

41. The Super Trust model is the only one which would enable consolidation of the existing DC market.
The Commission is concerned about a single NPSS becoming too large, while the ABI is concerned about
the “impact on existing business” is savers move from pensions with high charges to those with lower
charges, so both place limitations on the ability of employers and individuals to transfer existing DC
pensions into the new arrangements. If companies chose to transfer their legacy DC pensions into a Super
Trust, individuals would not need to leave the Super Trust system when taking up employment with these
companies. The Super Trust model is also the only one that does not require a cap on contributions (see
paras 66–69)—meaning that individuals need not transfer out once their earnings and desired contributions
exceeded a certain level. So while there would be transfers between diVerent Super Trust providers that
would not occur within a single NPSS, there would be fewer transfers between the new pensions system and
alternative provision.

Marketing Costs

42. It was suggested that Super Trusts would replicate the excessive marketing costs that currently exist
in the retail financial services market. Concerns about marketing costs are legitimate in the context of the
ABI’s proposals where Lord Turner has rightly identified the tendency of insurers to compete on the basis
of brand rather than cost or service quality as a market failure in financial services.

43. However, this need not be a concern with Super Trusts whichwould be set up on a not-for-profit basis
and which would all have suYcient scale to operate at low cost. They would not, at least during the first
phase, be appealing directly to individuals but would be selected by employers. If Super Trusts were
established on a sectoral or regional basis, employers would be able to base their initial selection on
something other than brand. By contrast, the ABI model would allow individuals to override their
employer’s decision from the start.When an individualmoved employer or when an employer changed their
default provider, the individual would need to decide whether to remain with their existing provider or
switch to the new default provider. The danger is that insurers would spend significant sums on marketing
materials aimed at individuals in these circumstances, and that this would lead to higher charges for savers.

Coverage, governance and freedom from political interference

44. In a pluralist solution, there will be greater distance between the Government and people’s savings
than in a single-scheme solution.

45. The IMA has attempted to position its version of the NPSS as being “close to the NAPF”24 in terms
of governance arrangements. However, we believe it is unlikely that a single provider could either be truly
independent from Government or (just as important) be seen to be independent.

46. There are two dangers in having an arrangement that is not completely separate from Government.
One relates to coverage and the other to the potential for dragging investment decisions into the realm of
politics.

Coverage

47. The Government has rightly said that the number of people who choose not to opt out will be a key
determinant of the scheme’s success. The NAPF has argued that if the Government wants to avoid a high
opt-out rate, it must ensure that first-time savers feel able to trust the people and institutions looking after
their money. This requires that the new pensions system is independent (and seen to be independent) of both
Government and commercial interests.

48. Some advocates of the NPSS have echoed this view.25 They part company from the NAPF in their
confidence that no-one will fear that a single national scheme (even one set up as a non-departmental public
body) is too closely associated with Government to be trustworthy. To justify this stance, they argue that
the Bank of England provides an example of how a single public sector body can be independent from
Government. There are two reasons why this is not a good analogy. First, an independent Bank of England
was not (like the NPSS) created from scratch. Rather, the Bank already existed and its Monetary Policy
Committee was handed powers that Ministers had previously chosen to exercise themselves. Secondly,
making Bank of England independence a success depended in large part on convincing the financial markets
that the Government would not interfere. For the NPSS to be a success, millions of individuals need to be
convinced of this.

24 Richard Saunders at speaking at the All Party Group for Pension Reform, 28 February.
25 Presenting on behalf of the IMA, Richard Saunders told 28 February meeting that “people will only trust someone
independent who will look after their interests”. Similarly, Peter Vicary-Smith of Which? says: “Consumers will only
participate if they have confidence in the system, in the outcomes, and in the people running it” (Which? round Table
discussion, 1 March 2006).
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49. It is partly because of this impression of independence that a clear majority of people polled by
Populus on behalf of the NAPF said they would prefer their savings to be looked after by not-for-profit
companies rather than a Government agency or commercial providers.

50. Another reason for believing that coverage would be higher under the Super Trust model than under
the NPSS is that Super Trusts would not require people to put their faith in a new public sector IT project.
Further polling commissioned by the NAPF showed that only 16% of people were confident that such a
systemwould record the amounts they had savedwithout errors, while only 25%were confident that it would
ensure they were paid what they were entitled to. People would not have to take this leap of faith before
saving in a Super Trust Account. Of course, errors in occupational schemes are not unheard of, but if they
occurred on anything like the scale that people fear for the NPSS, this phenomenon would undoubtedly
have been documented in a publication as thorough as the Pensions Commission’s First Report.

51. Finally, many employees will be more likely to participate in a scheme if their employer (who they
see as being used to taking financial decisions) has selected that scheme. Research published by the ABI last
year showed that people were more likely to trust their employer not to let them down when it came to
pensions than they were to trust either the Government or pension providers.26

Keeping politics out of investment (and investment out of politics)

52. Some people in the City have already expressed concern about the scope for political interference
under the NPSS. Peter Butler, the Chief Executive of Governance for Owners says: “Once politicians wake
up to the power they could have it would be like nationalisation by the back door.”27

53. Some of these concerns might be misplaced: provided it is clear that funds are the legal property of
individuals rather than the NPSS, it should be possible to avoid a situation where the Government is
deciding how to exercise the voting rights that attach to shareholdings. The more probable danger is that
theGovernment would come under pressure from interest groups to redefine theNPSS default fund (or even
the full range of funds) in order to exclude shares in particular companies.

DiVerential outcomes and employer liability

54. Many commentators at the 28 February event acknowledged that a strength of Super Trusts is that
they oVer employers a simple choice of pension provider which in turn would lead to greater transparency
and lower cost. However others suggested that multiple Super Trusts would lead to diVerential outcomes
and that employers would be “scared” of selecting a scheme when they could be held liable by employees
for any diVerential performance.

55. It is of course possible to ensure that no-one experiences a relative benefit arising from performance
diVerentials—but only at the price of removing the scope for innovation that is likely to drive up standards
for everyone. And even the NPSS would result in diVerential outcomes as scheme members will select
diVerent funds with diVerent returns. In this context we find it strange that those who have worried about
diVerences in performance between diVerent Super Trusts usually say that individuals should be asked to
choose how their money is invested. Any diVerences between the performance of diVerent providers will be
tiny compared with the likely diVerence between investing in equities and investing in guaranteed bond fund
over a 40-year period.

56. In a pluralist environment, one Super Trust can experiment with a slightly diVerent way of doing
things. If this proves successful, others will follow. If it doesn’t, the innovative Super Trust can return to the
status quo ante. The Regulator would also be able to monitor what diVerent Trusts were doing and enforce
minimum standards. So whilst the possibility of some diVerences in performance is essential if we want to
raise standards for all, any significant diVerences are likely to be short-lived. By limiting the overall number
of Super Trusts, the Government can ensure that all have the potential to realise economies of scale.

57. The experience with defined contribution schemes to date and employer designated stakeholder
pensions in particular, albeit limited, has not resulted in employers coming under fire from employees
because the charges and returns in their schemes compare unfavourably with those administered by
alternative insurers.

58. Under the present stakeholder legislation, employers with five or more staV are required to designate
a stakeholder scheme but are not held liable for their decision to designate any particular scheme. As our
submission makes clear, this feature of the law would transfer to Super Trusts.

59. For many employers, Super Trusts would represent an opportunity to free themselves of the burden
of administering their own schemes without compromising on governance arrangements. Selecting a scheme
does not look like an onerous requirement by comparison and involving employers could have a beneficial
impact on take-up (see paragraph 51).

26 The State of the Nation’s Savings, ABI, November 2005.
27 The Guardian, 6 February 2006.
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60. The wishes of those employers who don’t want to choose a scheme should also be balanced against
those of employers who do want to choose a scheme, but who might to want to run a scheme themselves
(or to accept the management charges and lack of governance that comes with contract-based schemes). A
recent survey of larger employers found that only 5% believed they were not at all responsible for providing
financial security in retirement for their employees.28

DiVerent costs for diVerent Super Trusts

61. There was some confusion at the event on 28 February about how the client base of diVerent Super
Trusts might lead their costs to vary. Under our proposals, Super Trusts would not be able to refuse a
particular employer designation (unlike stakeholder pensions currently). Employers would be free to join
any Super Trust (not just the Super Trust for their sector or region) and Super Trusts could not “cherry
pick” employers whose employees tended to earn most and have the most stable careers.

62. It was also suggested that costs would vary between diVerent Super Trusts. To some extent, this is a
feature of any pluralist solution and needs to be weighed against the benefits of the improvements in
standards across the board thatmay come about through innovation.We donot believe that criticisms along
the lines of “what if one Super Trust is really badly run?” carrymuch force. Besides the numerous safeguards
outlined in our submission, the obvious answer is that the risk of provider error is diversified: in a single-
provider solution, the same eventuality would aVect millions of people.

63. One driver of diVerential costs highlighted at the Cabinet War Rooms was the possibility that some
Super Trusts, because of their sectoral aYliations, would attract members capable of paying higher
contributions and of remaining in the scheme for longer. It was suggested that Super Trusts serving
industries where a large proportion of the workforce is transient and poorly paid (eg, hospitality) would
have higher costs than those serving industries such as the financial services sector. It was also suggested
that, once cost diVerences emerge, these could become self-perpetuating.

64. We suspect that such fears are overstated. For example, the Building & Civil Engineering (B&CE)
scheme which services a low paid workforce with high labour turnover, already operates at a cost of around
85 basis points, despite receiving an average joint contribution of just £20 per month. However, B&CE have
privately indicated to us that auto-enrolment and the introduction of mandatory employer contributions
could be expected to push this cost down significantly to within the costs envisaged for Super Trusts.

65. However, we accept that the Government and Regulator may want to keep these issues under review
if Super Trust model is implemented. If large cost disparities did arise as a result of diVerences in the sort
of employers aYliating to diVerent Super Trusts, measures could be taken to reduce these disparities. For
example, the default arrangement for allocating employers that did not designate a scheme could be
amended so that “less desirable” employers (ie, those whose workforce could be expected to have low
contributions and high opt-out rates) who did not select a scheme were allocated to the Super Trusts with
the biggest natural advantages in order to even things up. As our submission makes clear, at the extreme,
a Super Trust with an unalterably high cost base could be wound up by the Regulator and its members
distributed between other Super Trusts.

Should there be a cap on contributions?

66. One issue not discussed at the Cabinet War Rooms, but over which there remains some debate, was
the question of whether contributions to the new savings scheme or transfers into it should be subject to a
cap over and above the general limits on contributions attracting tax relief.

67. In its Second Report, the Pensions Commission stresses the importance of encouraging people to
contribute more than the minimum. However, it believes that allowing individuals to contribute without
limit could “raise concerns about the proportion of total national investment flowing through the NPSS”.29

It therefore recommends limiting the annual contributions to NPSS. While accepting that this cap “may be
considered too restrictive in relation to people above average earnings”,30 the Commission defends an
approach which “would mean that lower earners would eVectively be free of any cap (since they would be
unlikely to be able to use the full freedom) while limiting the extent to which higher earners could use the
NPSS as a low-cost alternative for pension saving that is already in many cases occurring”.31

68. The Commission is right to be concerned about the possibility that the volume of funds flowing
through a single national scheme could be suYcient to distort the investmentmarket. However, the dispersal
of assets amongst multiple providers in either the NAPF or ABI models reduces the force of this argument.
Nonetheless, the ABI follows the Commission in proposing a cap on contributions and would eVectively
lock individuals into higher charging products.

28 Business UK Pensions Report, Winterthur Life, February 2006.
29 P360.
30 P285.
31 P360.
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69. Any requirement to exclude higher earners should be regarded as a disadvantage in any scheme. There
are four reasons for this:

— First, the relationship between the value of assets in an individual’s account and the cost of
administering that account will not be linear. Charging the same AMC (expressed as a percentage
of fund value) to all savers will therefore introduce a degree of cross-subsidy. Those who save the
most (typically higher earners) will be subsidising thosewho save the least (typically lower earners).
Enabling people outside the target market to participate in the scheme will therefore bring down
costs for those in the target market. These savings have not been factored into the costs of
Super Trusts.

— Secondly, higher earners would themselves benefit from being given this opportunity to cross-
subside lower earners. They would welcome the chance to save at, say, 30–50 basis points rather
than 100 basis points. If a cap is imposed, the Government will have to explain why it is making
these savers pay higher charges than they need to.

— Thirdly, the absence of a cap would make the system simpler for employers. The cap proposed
by the Commission could realistically aVect individuals earning as little as £30,000 per annum.32
Imposing a cap at £3,000 per year could therefore mean that significant numbers of employers
would have to administer separate pension arrangements for higher earners.

— Finally, any arrangement which encourages the separation of pension schemes serving company
executives from those serving the majority of employees is unlikely to work to the advantage of
the latter. Since directors are much more likely to appreciate the value of pensions than their staV,
we may expect employer contributions to staV pensions to be higher when they are linked to the
rate of employer contributions to directors’ pensions.

Impact on existing schemes

70. Most of the discussion around a new system of pension saving assumes that the NPSS or any
alternative will only cover those employers who do not already run their own pension schemes. We believe
this is naı̈ve. In practice, significant numbers of employers are likely to gravitate towards arrangements
which oVer the opportunity to provide pensions that involve low charges for scheme members and few
administrative burdens for employers. When these decisions are taken in the boardroom, surveys of human
resources managers who believe this will not be the case oVer only very limited reassurance. It is important
to recognise that this leveling down impact primarily flows from the presence of auto-enrolment and
mandatory contributions rather than the design of the NPSS or its alternatives.

71. Two issues need to be separated here. No one wants to see employers reduce the generosity of their
pension arrangements, and the NAPF would happily work with the Government to look at how this can
best be averted in an environment where auto-enrolment will raise some employers’ pension costs. But there
is an entirely separate question about whether employers will want to continue running their own defined
contribution schemes when a low cost alternative is on oVer. Rather than seeing the prospect that they will
not as a threat and advocating arbitrary caps and other restrictions to slow the process down, the new
environment could provide an opportunity to consolidate existing defined contribution provision, thereby
generating a significant regulatory dividend.

72. We would be concerned if employers moved away from trust-based occupational schemes towards
alternatives without adequate governance arrangements. Uniquely, Super Trusts would allow employers to
move away from running schemes themselves without compromising on consumer protection. For some
employers, this would be an important factor: 39% of NAPF members with occupational DC schemes say
they selected this scheme type because they prefer trustees to look after members’ interests.33

Super Trusts and third tier (employer-sponsored provision)

73. Just as the Pensions Commission envisages for the NPSS, Super Trusts would sit on top of a solid
first tier of state pension provision. Along with occupational pension schemes, Super Trusts would form the
backbone of second tier pension provision. But we acknowledge that employers may want to do more than
the statutory minimum if it fits their business model, as may individuals. We therefore see significant scope
for a vibrant third tier retirement savings market comprising retail pensions products (including stakeholder
and group personal pensions) and other non-pensions products.

32 The NAPF’s 2005 Annual Survey shows that contributions in excess of 10% of pay are not uncommon in DC schemes run
by NAPF members—though we accept that our membership represents the more generous end of the market. The
Commission’s First Report said that: “People with earnings above £17,500 per annum who start saving at 35 usually need to
be saving 10% or more of gross earnings (either via their own or employer contributions) in addition to National Insurance
SERPS/S2P contributions or rebates.” (p155).

33 NAPF 2005 Annual Survey.
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Legal Position of Super Trusts

74. We have been asked whether there are any barriers in European law to Super Trusts being regulated
as occupational pension schemes. Our initial legal advice suggests that Super Trusts would fall within the
definition of an occupational pension scheme as set out in European Directive 2003/41 on the Activities and
Supervision of Institutions for Occupational Retirement Provision (IORPs). We would be happy to discuss
this matter further with your oYcials.

Super Trusts and Partnership Pensions in tandem

75. It has been suggested that Super Trusts could exist in the market place alongside Partnership
Pensions. There is no reason in theory why this could not happen. However, the dual system would present
Government with some stark choices most notably around scheme costs and charges:

— All of the arrangements under discussion on 28 February (including NPSS) rely on economies of
scale to build eYciencies and deliver low cost. Designing a system in which diVerent models ran
alongside each other would mean that scale was not achieved with the result that costs to
consumers would increase.

— One reasonwhy costs to consumers would increase is that providers of Partnership Pensionswould
be likely to engage in extensive marketing campaigns in an eVort to buy business and build scale.
This would not be in consumers’ interests, would perpetuate the damaging behavior the Pensions
Commission identified in its First Report, and would put not-for-profit Super Trusts at a relative
disadvantage.

— In its first report, the Pensions Commission described the UK’s pensions system as the most
complex in the world. The current pensions reform exercise should therefore be an opportunity to
simplify the pensions architecture. A multiplicity of pension arrangements would add to
complexity and present additional choices for employers and employees who would be forced to
choose their preferred type of pension arrangement (Super Trust or Partnership Pension etc).

76. So whilst Super Trusts could run alongside other NPSS variants, we do not believe this is the optimal
outcome for consumers.

Memorandum submitted by Norwich Union

Exec Summary

— NPSS must be delivered in a no-advice regime or it will fail for the same reasons stakeholder
pensions and the Basic Advice regime failed.

— Additional regulation added cost and complexity to the stakeholder structure, failing to address
consumer needs and making it uneconomic to deliver

— The existing regulatory framework for a non-advice product provides suYcient consumer
protection for NPSS.

— In addition to operating without advice, we would stress the need to remove as much regulation
and complexity from the NPSS as possible. Disclosure, pre-sale literature, application forms and
annual statements must be kept as succinct and understandable as possible to build consumer
engagement.

— We need to ensure the correct balance between protection and simplicity

— Norwich Union believes that a national pension scheme should have the following:

— Individual accounts that can move with customers between employers and life stages.

— Minimum contribution of 8% from individuals, government and employer (it must be
explained this will be insuYcient to provide a comfortable retirement).

— A simple regulatory environment which protects consumers but does not require them to
receive advice.

— Lower charges of around 0.6% as a result of auto enrolment and the removal of costs
associated with advice.

— There should be a manageable choice of suppliers so individuals can confidently select an
organisation that can provide a secure, long-term home for their savings.
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1. Norwich Union’s Proposals for Delivering a NPSS

1.1. We believe that individual engagement with saving for retirement is essential to the long-term success
of the NPSS outlined by the Pensions Commission. We need to build on people’s acceptance of their need
to prepare for retirement by providing them with a simple, low-cost and eVective means of taking charge of
their retirement futures. In our view, a single national savings scheme oVering no choice and likely to be
characterised as a second-rate form of saving will not build the necessary engagement. Therefore we believe
that the direction set out by the Pensions Commission can best by followed by:

— auto-enrolment into a product similar to existing stakeholder pensions, with suitability
requirements removed for people accessing the basic product;

— individuals empowered to choose from a limited range of product providers;

— individuals empowered to build one pension which stays with them as they move jobs or move in
and out of work; and

— the ability for those with higher earnings and/or desire to choose from a broader range of
investment strategies to make a seamless transition to a more sophisticated product.

2. Factors Affecting the Operational Costs for Pension Measures and Timing of any Government

or Regulatory Decisions Relating to such Costs

2.1. An appropriate balance between consumer choice, consumer protection and regulation must be
achieved to enable a National Pensions Savings Scheme to work as eVectively and eYciently as possible.
Auto-enrolment into a non-advised product will strip out most of the upfront cost associated with
stakeholder pensions. Coupled with higher take-up, improved persistency and continued reductions in our
cost base we believe that, depending on detailed design issues, costs could be reduced to an annual
management charge (AMC) of around 0.6% p.a. However, it should be remembered that even with auto-
enrolment there is no guarantee of a high take-up rate.

2.2. While we share the Pensions Commission’s desire to reduce costs and improve returns to out
customers, there is a need to set the arguments about costs in context. We do not believe the 0.3% AMC
proposed by the Pensions Commission is feasible, and has yet to be achieved in Sweden, and the diVerence
between the 0.4–0.5% AMCwhich may be deliverable under a public sector solution and the 0.6% AMCwe
believe we can deliver is negligible. The costs of pensions matter, but we should not pretend that they are
the only, or even the most significant, determinant of the success of the NPSS.

2.3. Costs can be aVected by the following factors and we would urge for any regulatory intervention in
these areas to be kept as simple as possible to reduce cost and ensure it is easy for customers to understand
and engage with NPSS.

(a) Advice and associated costs of sales

2.4. In order to achieve the cost reductions we would all like to see it is essential that NPSS products can
be delivered without advice and without a suitability assessment. This, in turn, depends upon the NPSS
being introduced in an environment where long-term saving is clearly the right thing to do for the vast
majority of people.An employer contribution and reform to the state pension system are, therefore, essential
components of an NPSS—ensuring that individuals can leverage additional return from their own
contribution and that they do not face the prospect of losing means-tested benefits in retirement.

(b) Administration costs

2.5. Norwich Union proposes a model where providers engage directly with consumers, which should
incur lower cost than going through employers to appoint and administer the scheme. It will be imperative
to provide clear, simple and easy to understand information about NPSS and the choice of suppliers and
fund range so that people feel able to take informed decisions.We feel product literature—such as brochures
and application forms—should be kept as simple as possible to encourage consumer take up and keep costs
low. AnNPSS account should be as easy to open as a savings account. Allowing customers to open, monitor
and administer their accounts online should also reduce day to day running costs as it would reduce
dependence on costly personal support over the phone.

Timing of any decisions

2.6. With regard to the timing of any decisions relating to costs, NorwichUnion feels it will be impossible
to define exact running costs until firm proposals are in place for the structure of the model, who should run
it and what regulations it would be subject to. Our views on costs will be developed further following the
publication of the White Paper on pensions reform later in 2006. It is essential that the Government uses
the opportunity of the White Paper to provide a clear steer on the direction of NPSS policy; in order to
properly assess costs, Norwich Union and other potential providers will need a clear steer on the likely
parameters of any NPSS and the future pensions environment, state pensions in particular.
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3. Approaches to the Regulation of NPSS and Possible Role of FSA in such Regulation

3.1. The success of NPSS depends on achieving the appropriate balance of consumer protection through
a simple regulatory regime, to increase consumer access and simplify the enrolment process.

3.2. We feel it is appropriate for the FSA to assume responsibility for regulating NPSS. In order to oVer
pension products, firms have to be registered with the Pension Regulator and comply with Revenue &
Customs’ legislation to qualify for tax relief (this responsibility is moving to the FSA later in 2006). We
therefore feel the product would be subject to appropriate monitoring and control under existing FSA
regulation.

3.3. The NPSS cannot operate in a regulatory vacuum. The aim of the NPSS is to improve pension
provision among non-savers, but anNPSS delivered within a separate regulatory framework to other forms
of pension provision could have the unintended consequence of migrating existing savers away from their
existing provision. That is why we believe that the NPSS should be built on the existing stakeholder pension
framework and that we should avoid creating unnecessary distinctions between NPSS and other personal
pension products. In Norwich Union’s proposal, consumers would be faced with just one pension product
(outside of occupational pensions), with a core, non-advised entry route supplemented by additional advice
and fund options for those savers who require them.

3.4. There may also be a role for the FSA in licensing a limited number of providers to deliver NPSS
products. Consumers will best be served by a vibrant, competitive market with providers competing for
customers on the basis of price, service and trust. It is also crucial that people taking out a pension in their
twenties can be confident that the provider they choose has the stability and strength to maintain a trusted
relationship with them right up to retirement. If the choices in the market are too broad we risk
overwhelming consumers, undermining confidence and reducing personal engagement which will cause
some to opt out of choosing altogether. We believe that the consumer should have a limited range of
providers, perhaps 10–12, to choose from, and the Government should consider issuing reviewable licenses
to deliver a NPSS product to a limited range of providers.

4. Roles to be Played by the FSA and Treasury in Taking Forward Measures Arising from

Proposals for a NPSS

4.1. As already outlined we feel the FSA should have overall regulatory responsibility for NPSS, with the
Treasury to introduce this regulation through consultation and legislation. This should deliver a good level
of appropriate consumer protection whilst keeping it simple by operating within an existing framework.

4.2. In addition to operating without advice, we would stress the need to remove as much regulation and
complexity from the NPSS as possible. Disclosure, pre-sale literature, application forms and annual
statements must be kept as succinct and understandable as possible to maintain consumer engagement.

4.3. NPSS will work best as part of a simple private pensions market where customers can seamlessly
move from one basic NPSS product to one with additional optional features. The regulations and
requirements of the whole market should be reviewed to ensure they complement the simplest possible
regime for NPSS.

4.4. We therefore feel the FSA should take the opportunity of its disclosure review (scheduled for later
in 2006) and Conduct of Business review (coinciding with MiFID’s implementation in November 2007) to
reduce the paperwork and information customers are required to receive through mandatory
communications requirements.

4.5. It is crucial NPSS is introduced alongside reform of the state pension and a review of the annuities
system and private pensions. We would therefore recommend the Treasury leads a review of annuities and
other forms of drawing down savings to ensure funds built up in NPSS are treated as eYciently and
profitably as possible on retirement.

5. Lessons for Design and Implementation of Pension Measures Arising from Proposals for NPSS
from the Regulation of, and Decisions on Charge Caps for, Stakeholder Pensions

5.1. It is crucial for the success of NPSS that an advice-free environment is preserved. Additional layers
of regulation introduced advice to stakeholder and the products have failed to make a significant dent in
the “savings gap” by creating “new” saving.

5.2. Moving away from the “guided self help” model originally proposed to basic advice introduced the
costs and complexity of advice for consumers to the stakeholder model, and made it hard for advisers to
make the scripts work.

5.3. This is particularly relevant where an advice session moves from basic to full advice. The additional
scripts involved complicate the process and it could therefore be argued stakeholder is sold in a more
regulated environment than other pensions products as it potentially operates in two regimes.
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5.4. It is therefore essential NPSS operates within existing rules and allows people to access optional
advice at modest additional cost if they choose (subject to normal FSA rules).

March 2006

Memorandum submitted by the PEPs and ISAs Managers’ Association (PIMA)

Introduction

PIMA the leading trade body for tax incentivised savings providers, on behalf of over 110 members and
the millions of consumers who hold tax-preferred savings schemes, would like to recognise the importance
of the eVorts by the Treasury Select Committee to better understand stakeholders’ views regarding pensions
reform and specifically the costs and role of regulation arising from the proposals for the National Pensions
Savings Scheme (NPSS). PIMA believes that successful pensions reform will be best achieved through a
collaborative process with industry, consumer groups, independent bodies and other stakeholders.

PIMA applauds the work of the Pensions Commission. The Commissioners and their team have
produced an excellent report that presents an exhaustive account of the state of long-term savings in Britain.
The detail and thinking around past experience, current policy and likely trends give fresh life to the policy
debate around pensions reform and broader issues about long-term savings and retirement.

PIMA is well-placed to make a serious contribution to this debate. PIMA’s members represent a diverse
cross-section of the retail financial services industry from banks and friendly societies to asset managers to
stockbrokers to insurance companies and services providers. PIMA represents its members, and through
them, the millions of investors in tax-preferred schemes.

PIMA works with a wide range of Government departments, the FSA, and private sector stakeholders
to ensure that consumers have the widest range of choices in their tax-preferred investment vehicles. PIMA
works on behalf of members and consumers to make regulation of the UK’s “flagship” savings schemes
eVective, properly balancing protection and market eYciency.

At the behest of the Committee, PIMA would like to oVers its views on regulation and cost of NPSS.
PIMA’s members have immense experience in managing thousands of savings schemes and investment
products. PIMA members are able and willing to make available to the committee their first-hand
knowledge of operational issues and feasibility of implementing any new scheme. Broadly speaking, PIMA
is ambivalent about the creation of a new NPSS scheme. In truth, much more thinking needs to be done.
However, as a general principle, PIMA believes that the wealth of experience in the financial services sector
in the UK can and should provide the solution to long-term savings in the UK. Recreating that through a
Government scheme may only add further complexity to savings.

Cost

First it is worth noting that while cost is an important factor in the accumulation of long-term savings,
to date it has had a tendency to play too large a role in the debate. The real question is cost for what? Cost
can only be compared if the other factors are equal. If costs are really cheap, but returns are lacklustre is
the investor really better oV? If costs are high, but returns are spectacular, then does it matter that costs were
higher? This is a crucial question of the debate that has been inadequately articulated in the wider dialogue
on pensions reform, the real issue is much more about risk versus reward, the risk appetite and its
understanding or comprehension by the consumers.

However, PIMA does admit that cost is one important consideration. Based on the conceptual shell
provided in the Pensions Commission’s second report, PIMA believes that there is potential for significant
up-front costs in creating and implementing the NPSS model. Obviously, there are a lot of details still yet
to be known about the NPSS and how it would function. As such, we are hesitant to oVer concrete figures
to this end. There are three important “costs” to contemplate as the debate goes forward. Firstly, there is
the cost of creation and implementation of any Government-led NPSS solution. This cost of installing the
infrastructure by the Government would presumably be funded by tax receipts. Secondly, there is the cost
to the consumer, the collector and the contributor of transactions related to any scheme. Finally, there is
the cost of advice which should be a consideration to any scheme created.

As to cost of creation and implementation for the Government, PIMA has little expertise in this area.
However, based on our experience, the expected cost of publicity, information technology systems, and
maintenance for a universal scheme would be substantial—probably running into the tens or hundreds of
millions.

Related to this is the cost of transactions for ongoing contributions. The feedback received frommembers
who currently conduct business in occupational pension schemes suggests that the cost of collection from
employers is significant for the collector. Systems must be created, learnt andmanned. In addition, with any
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new scheme there will also be some (perhaps even significant) business cost to employers to make such
contributions to any scheme, especially if it is compulsory. Again, this will involve man-hours, expenditure
on systems and significant internal resource.

Finally, the cost of advice is nearly universally recognised as one of the most costly parts of providing
long-term savings products. PIMArecognises that advice is not always required—in there is a great diversity
in how consumers buy ISAs and CTFs. Some consumers feel comfortable with choosing their own
investments and purchasing them directly from a distributor or product provider. These are generally the
most financially savvy and financially capable. However others seek, and quite frankly need, advice in their
long-term financial planning. PIMA is not satisfied that the issues around cost of provision of advice have
been adequately addressed by the Pensions Commission or National Pensions Debate. The Pensions
Commission was half right—properly addressing the issue entails “un-bundling” the cost of advice from the
costs associated with managing the underlying investment. However, it does not solve the problem that
many people need and want advice on such important decisions with such significant long-term
implications. As such, oVering a universal figure of 0.3% for everyone would seem to oversimplify what is
a much more complex problem.

PIMA sees the workplace as an important component in encouraging long-term savings. However, many
years of experience and common sense lead it to believe that obligatory participation by employers and
employees may not actually result in a net gain for Britons. Clearly, the employer contribution will not
simply appear from nowhere. As much as the Government and society at large may wish otherwise, the
implementation of an obligatory scheme will lead some employers to simply oVset contributions to the
NPSS against future earnings or benefits.

PIMA believes that the workplace of the future will be one in which flexible benefits thrive. In order to
stay competitive, employers of all type will be required to give employees the choice in how they are
remunerated. That might be through contributions to a savings vehicle such as an ISA or pension. It might
be through protection policies or employee share schemes. Or it might be through additional salary or
holidays. This will allow individuals to meet their own needs as they see fit.

NPSS and Regulation

The issue of regulation of any pension scheme oVered by the Government is extremely complex. First it
is worth noting that currentGovernment-sponsored investment products are not regulated by the FSA. One
can buy a cash ISA or bonds fromNS&I, while not being aVorded the protection of FSA regulation. Instead
they are “backed byHMTreasury”. In contrast, many other investment products are regulated by the FSA.
This is worth noting not because of any suggestion on PIMA’s part that NS&I be regulated, rather because
of the precedent it sets for any NPSS scheme.

Based on the responses to the recent HMTreasury consultation on eligibility to establish pension schemes
and the Government response, it seems likely that pensions will be regulated by the FSA from April 2007.
PIMA has been supportive of this move on both philosophical and practical grounds. It believes that this
will greatly benefit the consumer by promoting greater competition through enabling a wider number of
market participants to oVer pension schemes. PIMA believes that this could include the Government via
NPSS should it choose to compete in the marketplace. However, in the interest of a level playing field and
fair competition, that marketplace must be equitable to all players. As such, NPSS should also be required
to meet the same regulatory requirements as other firms oVering pension schemes. Only when all firms are
subject to the same standards can the consumer really make an informed choice in a competitive market.
To create a scheme where one player enjoys diVerent rules can only lead to market distortion and confusion
by those it is designed to benefit most—the consumer. If the ideas underpinning NPSS are truly superior,
let the market make it a success.

Again, advice is a key issue. If NPSS is allowed to operate on a diVerent plane than the private sector, there
could be profound consequences. Compulsory pension contributionsmay not always be themost financially
sensible. Take one issue which is very relevant to contemporary personal finance in Britain—debt. In
modern Britain, people have a vast array of financial predicaments. Some have no savings and only debt,
of the consumer and mortgage varieties. Others have no debt and significant equity/sums saved in ISAs,
pensions or housing stock. However, most people have a combination of both. In the case of those who have
only debt and no savings, compulsion to save for the long-term, instead of near-term priority on repayment
of debt may constitute mis-selling and is almost certainly not financially sensible. Here is where the stark
inequity of diVerent regulatory approaches becomes apparent. Competent financial advisers selling private
sector savings would not and should not advise savings where guaranteed returns would not outstrip the
cost of servicing debts.

In summation, PIMA feels that it is broadly in the interest of the consumer to have a single, overarching
regulatory framework for the conduct of business relating to and promotion of all pension arrangements—
including NPSS.
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Building on Success

PIMA believes that there is a much simpler way to promote long-term savings in the UK. The answer lies
in simply building uponwhat already exists, what is proven as successful and what consumers like and use—
the tax preferred wrapper.

Tax-preferred schemes are exceptionally popular with the public. For example, over 55% of the working
population owns an ISA. Why? Mainly, because the concept is exceptionally simple and it is clear that this
is very attractive to the consumer. Investments of a wide variety sit within a “wrapper” which shields them
from tax on capital gains and interest received.

In only six years after the introduction of the ISA, nearly £190 billion has been invested.34 In addition
PEPs still have £71 billion held in them.We can expect the figures from the Child Trust Fund, which is based
on ISA philosophy, to reveal many billion more invested when figures are published this summer.

ISAs vs. Pensions?

When thinking about ISAs in comparison to pensions, it is useful to consider total funds invested to each.
While there is a much larger aggregate total subscribed to pensions, the statistics show that in the past five
years the ISA has been a much more successful consumer savings product.

Compare the five years of contributions between 2000–05. According to the HMRC statistics, the
aggregate total of ISA subscriptions between tax years 2000–01 and 2004–05 is roughly £141 billion.35 That
compares with £282 billion paid into pensions (including funded occupational, unfunded occupational and
personal pensions savings) in the calendar years between 2000–05.36 However, of that £282 billion, £184
billion are employer contributions. As such, one may deduce that individuals’ subscriptions to ISAs were
over 43% greater than contributions to pensions of all types made by individuals/employees (employers
cannot make direct contributions to ISAs per HMRC regulations).

Thus, in like for like terms, contributions to ISAs by individuals have been significantly greater than those
made into pensions regardless of type. However, comparing ISAs to all types of pensions is a skewed
comparison because of the scale, complexity and variety of occupational pension provision in Britain. Thus,
it is perhaps more accurate in terms of perspective to compare yearly ISA contributions to those made by
individuals into personal pensions schemes. Year-on-year, ISA subscriptions are roughly double thosemade
into private personal pensions schemes by employers and individuals. Further when comparing like for
like—individuals’ contributions to ISAs and private personal pensions, contributions to ISAs are roughly
335% of those made to private personal pension schemes.37

Additionally, all ISA contributions have been taxed. This compares with pensions contributions which
have tax relief added to them at the marginal rate. Additionally, ISAs have a maximum subscription per
calendar year that is a fraction of that which may be invested into a pension. Thus it is logical to conclude
that if ISA savers had the opportunity to gain tax relief and had a significantly higher subscription limit; the
investment in ISAs would outstrip pension contributions by an exponentially greater figure than is already
the case.

It is therefore logical to conclude that ISA-style schemes are much more attractive to the general public
than pensions. This is evidenced by consumers’ own demand for them despite their lack of tax incentives
like those aVorded to pensions.

A Gap in the Thinking

PIMA and its members were disappointed that more attention wasn’t paid to savings in ISAs and other
tax-preferredwrappers in the Pensions Commission’s overall analysis.While ISA savings were considered in
the first Pensions CommissionReport (Challenges andChoices), theywere not fully considered in the Second
Report (A New Pension Settlement for the Twenty-First Century) nor were they oVered as part of the
solutions package for reform.

However, PIMA supports reform on pensions because it agrees with the broad conclusions of the
Pensions Commission’s Challenges and Choices report about the state of pensions savings in the UK.
Millions of Britons are not saving enough for their future to provide for themselves adequately in retirement.
If no further provision is made, many people will face their retirement living on only the State Pension and
other associated state benefits. However, there is a great deal of evidence to suggest that better can be done.

To that end, it is necessary to make long-term and retirement savings better fit the lives people lead. The
current system iswoefully outmoded by changes in lifestyle, career patterns, life expectancy, and technology.
In the words of theNew Pension Settlement for the Twenty-First Century the current pensions arrangements

34 Projected figure based on past years’ amounts invested in Individual Savings Accounts, HMRC table 9.4.
35 2005 Budget Report. HM Treasury, p. 111.
36 “Private pensions contributions: updated estimates, 1996–2004.” Economic Trends 622. OYce of National Statistics.
September 2005, p. 31. This is based on the NQ5.

37 Extrapolated from Economic Trends 622 and the HMRC Table 9.4.
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and choices are simply “not fit for purpose”. Those who are not in regular work or have multiple jobs often
fall through the cracks. Those who shift from one employer to another are often burdened with many
pensions with small amounts of contributions.

Pensions reform should ensure access to modern, flexible, transparent, portable, and a cost-eYcient
means of saving. Much of the debate recently has centred on cost. PIMA and its members believe that an
ISA-style retirement account oVers many additional attractions that make it suitable for today and into
the future.

Building on the ISA Success—The Savings and Retirement Account (SaRA)

For the past two years, PIMA has advocated the introduction of a retirement-specific savings wrapper
entitled the Savings and Retirement Account (SaRA). The SaRA would build upon the success of the ISA.
It would be a long-term account in which funds accumulate towards retirement income provision. Like the
ISA and the Child Trust Fund (CTF), this scheme would be defined as a wrapper and would hold funds
of varying types chosen by the investor. Permissible investments would be any FSA-qualifying investment.
Employers could pay funds into a SaRA, just like existing pension arrangements.

The rules and regulations would be very similar to those of the Child Trust Fund, but access to the funds
would be restricted until retirement and the scheme would operate under pensions legislation and attract
pension tax relief. The key diVerences to most current pensions is that they would have the option of
operating without trustees but could rely on the use of nominees to restrict the underlying beneficiaries
access to the funds—this will come into force on A day; the scheme will be regulated by the FSA—they have
stated that they will regulate personal pensions from April 2007, and the pension provider rules should be
widened to increase competition—this has been the subject of a recent consultation by the Treasury and will
hopefully be in place by or before April 2007.

Thus hopefully the legal framework for the SaRA should be in place before 2007.

Why SaRA?

Funds would be portable—assigned to people, not “employees”. Thus if a personmoves jobs, they would
keep the same SaRAaccount whether they have only one or fifty jobs over the course of their life. This would
prevent proliferation of many small pension pots which is recognised to be a very serious problem with the
current system.

The SaRA is transparent. Investments can be valued at any time.

The SaRA is simple. Just as over 16 million people understand the ISA, the SaRA would be immediately
comprehendible by most prospective savers. Saving with the SaRA isn’t hard. Get the SaRA wrapper. Pay
money in. Attract tax relief. Make choices (advised or unadvised) on your investments.

Greater coverage for lower earners could easily be achieved. The SaRA is ideal for those not well-served
by the classically defined “pensions industry” or through ever-dwindling occupational pensions schemes. A
single, simple product means lower and middle earners would be equally well-placed for saving.
Additionally, since they have traditionally not saved in pension products, there may be added incentives to
add smaller amounts and attract tax relief.

The SaRA empowers the consumer to make choices about their investments and how to best achieve
growth. They can choose to amass greater funds through minimising cost of investment, which was a major
emphasis in the second Pensions Commission Report and ultimately led to their recommendation of an
NPSS.However, other investorsmay choose to pay a higher price for what they deem to be potentially better
performing investments. The consumer is empowered with the SaRAmodel in a way that they are not with
the NPSS model.

Flexibility is a necessity of modern life. The SaRA would allow inflow of funds to stop and start at the
will of the account holder. Thus if funds need to be diverted elsewhere for other needs, the integrity of the
SaRA remains. It doesn’t lapse. It doesn’t expire. Since the SaRA is not tied to the workplace, career breaks
for carers and parents have no eVect either.

Costs are an important issue, because as has been demonstrated in the Pensions Commissions’ findings,
higher fees and charges can have both a detrimental eVect on the decision to save and can result in
significantly less accumulation of funds. The SaRA wrapper would ideally be available at no direct cost, as
are many ISAs.

The nature of the qualifying investments for the SaRA would retard excessive charges. There has been
much attention paid to the annual management charges (AMC). There is every reason to believe that the
wide range of qualifying investments and providers would create a competitive marketplace where charges
would be kept low. This is an issue that would need to be further explored with individual providers, but on
the surface, there isn’t any reason why providers could not provide special “SaRA-friendly” AMCs. It is
also anticipated that investment options would include low risk “Stakeholder”-style funds as used in Child
Trust Funds and bond and money market funds.
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Why is SaRA a favoured alternative to NPSS?

The SaRA is amarket-based solution that would allow consumers to choose fromamongstmany diVerent
providers for their investments. That compares with the proposed NPSS whose gatekeeper (HM
Government) contracts mass volumes of funds to wholesale markets. In this scenario, it is unlikely that
market providers would ever come into contact with the saver or know his/her needs.

SaRA would undoubtedly give the consumer more choice of investments while allowing greater
accommodation of diVerent risk tolerances amongst investors than the NPSS scheme.

A market-based solution would allow innovation and competition to thrive in the marketplace.

The SaRA builds on an existing context that 16 million Britons already have—the “ISA Experience”.
There is no reason to “re-invent the wheel” when evidence strongly suggests that there is already a solution
people understand and like.

The SaRA would enhance the financial capability and education of savers. In contrast, the NPSS simply
channels the money through Government or some centralised clearing mechanism that then passes it on to
highly sophisticated institutional asset managers.

Savers could easily know the value of their investments. How would one value his/her NPSS savings?

Is the SaRA mutually exclusive with NPSS?

No. Given the open architecture design of the SaRA, there is no reason why a person’s NPSS account
could not be held within a SaRA, allowing them to hold other investments as well. For instance, they may
seek to invest via NPSS as they look for savings accumulation through lower cost. In other investments,
they may be willing to pay higher costs because they think that returns on investment represent good value
for money paid.

The SaRA andNPSS, as it is proposed in the Second Pensions CommissionReport, have some important
features like flexibility and portability in common. The most redeeming overall feature of the SaRA is its
open architecture design—thus there is no reason why they should be incompatible.

The Way Forward

The opportunity embodied in the SaRA concept represents a quantum leap forward in thinking around
long-term/pensions savings. Throughout the first part of 2006, providers in many diVerent disciplines
(including life companies, financial advisers, fund supermarkets, fund managers, etc.) will be coming
together in a working group hosted by PIMA to scope the specific details of products operating under this
proposed scheme. We would warmly welcome all, including representatives from the Department forWork
and Pensions, HM Treasury, and HM Revenue & Customs to be participants in this process.

It is PIMA’s view that for a number of reasons, principally to do with benefits and taxation, pensions are
not the best solution for all consumers. PIMAhas beenworkingwith its members to design a tax incentivised
savings scheme based on the ISA philosophy with ISA tax rules which may be more appropriate for this
segment of society. In outline this schemewould be very similar to theCTF, would start at age 18, themonies
in the scheme could only be accessed at age 55 when the scheme would convert into one looking very similar
to the existing ISA. This would enable participants to withdraw funds post age 55, when required and with
no tax liability.

Further, in forthcoming pension reform legislation, we encourage the Government to put savers first by
allowing them to save for retirement as many already do successfully in ISAs. This can be best achieved
through the introduction and promotion of the SaRA by HM Government and the savings industry in
mutual cooperation.

March 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Public and Commercial Services Union (PCS)

Summary

1. The Public and Commercial Services Union (PCS) is the sixth largest union in Britain and is the largest
union in the civil service with over 320,000 members.

2. PCS welcomes the Select Committee’s timely inquiry and is happy to supplement this written
submission with further information and oral evidence.
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3. This submission addresses two main issues: the principles underlying the scheme, and control of the
scheme. In this submission we wish to pose a number of questions that have not yet been raised.

4. We have also provided a much more detailed submission to the Work and Pensions Committee for
their pensions reform inquiry which the Committee may wish to refer to.

Underlying Principles

5. TheCommitteewill be considering a number of questions about the possible regulation of theNational
Pension Savings Scheme proposed by the Pensions Commission. In so doing PCS believes there are serious
issues about the nature of the scheme that need to be addressed.

6. Firstly, the NPSS in its proposed form is not a savings scheme. It is a defined contribution scheme.
Schemes of this type involve greater risk to the individual than defined benefit schemes, and certainly more
than a state second pension. The Pensions Commission report itself acknowledges that the NPSS involves
a transfer of risk to the individual. The implications of this do not seem to have been considered in any detail,
and for this reason, PCS has serious reservations about this as the best way forward for pension provision.

7. The Commission acknowledge that the potential for good returns on the individual’s fund can only
exist for those who opt for higher risk investment in equities. This also means, however, that the individual
has a greater chance of ending up with very poor returns, for example if there is a severe downturn on the
stock market.

8. It also discusses the potential eVect on bond prices (and therefore yields) of money being invested in
much lower risk investment. Adopting a so-called “lifestyle” investment (high risk early in life, low risk later)
does not do awaywith this risk; it simply seeks to balance it. But for an individual who finds that this strategy
fails them, it is of little consolation to consider that others may have done better.

9. The possibility that some (or in extreme circumstances, many) workers might still be left with
inadequate pensions has not been thought through. It seems to us inconceivable that such individuals would
be left without state assistance, implying that, no matter what, there will need to be some state underwriting
for the NPSS. It would be better that this was made explicit.

10. PCS is also concerned that little consideration appears to have been given to the macroeconomic
consequences of requiring 3% of the wages of so many workers to be diverted into “savings”. We believe
that a serious study should be conducted considering, for example, what the eVect on consumer spending
would be, how it would impact on the broader economy; and whether it would lead to more personal debt.

11. There are also further consequences to be considered. For example could putting large additional
sums into equities lead to a share price bubble? What eVect would it have on investment in productive
economy; for example, can we assess how much it is likely to fuel GDP growth in Britain, and how much
would end up in unproductive investment or overseas?

Control of the NPSS

12. The report makes clear the lower administrative cost of having a publicly controlled scheme. We
would also add that this would mean substantially less potential for corruption. Regulation of the scheme
by the FSA could be sensible, but the key would be to ensure that the scheme itself was under public, and
therefore accountable, control.

13. Administration of these funds by the private sector would not lead to the trust and confidence that
such a scheme would need. We would therefore prefer the scheme to be implemented by the civil service.

14. Collection of contributions via existing PAYE mechanisms by HMRevenue and Customs (HMRC)
and administration and payment via the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) would rely on tried &
tested expertise. It would also fit in well with other collection and disbursement mechanisms.

15. Another issue to consider is the investment policy of the scheme. Could the Government make
dispassionate investment decisions regarding the scheme? Would there be a liability if those decisions were
wrong? This is one of the reasons why there is not a Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme pension fund.
Is there the risk that Government policy would dictate investment in a given area/business, for instance to
Rover? We would suggest that on the other hand, the fund could be used as a public investment vehicle to
improve services and infrastructure.

16. The eVectiveness of these systems will be determined by the level of resource devoted to them, and
this might be put in doubt by the Chancellor’s recent announcement of year on year cuts in HMRC and
DWP. Nevertheless, it remains the case that public confidence, and coherence of service, will best be served
by retaining the control and administration of the NPSS in public hands.

March 2006
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Memorandum submitted by the Resolution Foundation

1. The Resolution Foundation welcomes the Committee’s inquiry into the design of a National Pension
Savings Scheme (NPSS) and the role of financial services regulation.

Summary

2. The Foundation has not commented on themerits of the Pensions Commission’s proposals. However,
we believe that the reform process oVers an opportunity to address the potential advice needs of people on
medium to low incomes, particularly in relation to the proposed NPSS. This submission therefore focuses
on the following key points:

— Pensions decisions are among the most complex and vital financial choices people make during
their lifetime. Understanding of the pensions system remains low and evidence suggests that many
people are currently failing to plan adequately for their retirement.

— The Foundation believes that generic, non-regulated advice38 has a critical role to play in helping
people make the right decisions in planning and saving for their retirement. The auto-enrolment
model proposed for the NPSS would still leave people with important decisions to make about
saving for retirement.

— The pensions reform process provides an opportunity to ensure that advice needs are addressed.
However, access to advice is an area the Pensions Commission neglected. This should be addressed
in the Government’s forthcoming White Paper on pensions reform.

— Inmany respects, people onmedium to low incomes havemost to gain from the proposed reforms.
Under the current system, they are saving less and are less likely to be a member of an available
pension scheme than those on higher incomes. However, the 12 million people in this group
currently have little or no access to financial advice.

— It is essential that this “advice gap” is filled if pensions reform is to meet its objectives and enable
people in this income group to understand their options under the proposed NPSS and make
informed decisions across their pensions lifecycle about, for example, their projected pensions
benefits and the aVordability of their contributions, and how best tomaximise their pensions assets
when they reach retirement.

— The Foundation believes that generic, non-regulated advice on pensions should be made available
as part of a broader national financial advice resource. We are currently researching cost eVective
options for providing such a service, which could be delivered through a public-private
partnership.

About the Resolution Foundation

3. The Resolution Foundation is a recently established research and policy organisation which aims to
provide new thinking on how people can access and use the financial services system. The Foundation is not-
for-profit and impartial, committed to producing high quality socio-economic research, and to producing
practical proposals for action which are capable of being implemented by government and industry.

4. The Foundation is currently focusing on the 12 million people in the UK on medium to low incomes
who are largely independent of state support but who currently receive little or no financial advice. The
income levels of this group mean that they are considered unprofitable by the financial services industry and
they therefore do not receive advice bundled with financial products in the same way as people on higher
incomes. As they are not reliant on state benefits, they are also unlikely to be served by services aimed at the
poorest and most vulnerable in society.

5. The Foundation believes that the lack of advice for this group results in poor financial decision-
making, often at significant cost to the individual and the State. We are therefore committed to researching
a new national service, which could be delivered through a public-private partnership, to provide generic
financial advice targeted on this group.

Pensions and the need for Advice

6. It is widely accepted that people in the UK today are faced with making increasingly complex financial
choices. At the same time, the emphasis on them to take personal responsibility for their financial aVairs is
increasing. Pensions decisions are among the most complex and vital of those choices and reform, although
much needed, has the potential to add a further layer of complexity.

38 Generic advice is information, advice and guidance that does not involve recommending a course of action in relation to a
specific provider’s product. It is defined by the FSA as “Services and tools that use information about individuals’
circumstances to help them to identify and understand their financial needs and to plan their finances. Generic advice helps
consumers to identify: (a) choice and possible priorities for action which are appropriate to their needs; (b) how to take the
next steps in addressing their priorities; and (c) how to access other relevant sources of information and advice.” [Building
financial capability in the UK: the role of advice, FSA, July 2004].
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7. The evidence from the Financial Service Authority’s “baseline” survey into financial capability39
suggests that the vast majority of people in the UK are capable of exercising the basic financial skills needed
to make ends meet and keep track of their money. However, the survey also shows that significant numbers
of people are unable to plan their finances eVectively or, critically, choose the right products.

8. The survey found that many people are failing to make adequate provision for retirement. Among
those who had not yet retired, it found that 81 per cent of people did not think that the State would provide
them with an adequate income in retirement. However, of those, 37% did not have any additional pension
provision. Overall, only 42% of people surveyed were paying into a current personal or occupational
pension.

9. In terms of choosing financial products (not just pensions products), the survey found that nearly half
(46%) did not collect any information to help inform their decision. The vast majority of those surveyed
relied simply on promotional literature and other product information to make their choice; only 21%
enlisted independent advice in doing so. And, in making their decision, 45% said they considered neither the
product features nor its price. The survey concluded that “people were generally poor at choosing products,
they renewed existing products without considering alternatives, and even when they did look to purchase
something new they did not necessarily shop around.”40

10. The Foundation strongly supports eVorts to improve financial capability by improving financial
education and information. However, these outcomes, and the gulf shown by the FSA’s findings between
people’s competence in basic financial matters and their ability to plan ahead and choose products, suggest
that improving basic financial skills by providing education and information will not, on its own, be enough
to help people make the right decisions. This is supported by academic research on behavioural economics
which shows that people typically do not engage with long term financial planning or the risks associated
with choosing financial products without an external stimulus. In planning for retirement therefore, as well
as in making other important financial choices, we believe that people also need advice, accompanied by
appropriate external prompts, to help them make these decisions.

The Foundation’s Research

11. The Foundation has commissioned a comprehensive programme of research to understand the
composition, characteristics and needs of the 12million people who currently lack access to financial advice.
This shows that, although very aware of the challenges posed by the lack of pensions provision, this group
currently save less and are much less likely to be a member of an available pension scheme than those on
higher incomes.

— This group is more concerned about pensions provision than the general population. For example,
among middle-aged workers in the group, 60% say that they worry a lot about their income in
retirement compared to 33% of people over 40 years of age among the population as a whole.

— Overall, people in this group save less than the average at equivalent life stages. The most
significant diVerential is among families and middle-aged people. For example, middle-aged
workers save around two-thirds as much as the average; £124 a month compared to the average
of £179. Savings are also much more likely to be for short term expenditure (on holidays or a car,
for example) rather than for the long term.

— The proportion of the group who are members of an available employer’s pension scheme is
consistently lower than higher income earners. For example, young people in the group are half
as likely as those on higher incomes to be members of an available pension scheme; 32% compared
to 63%.

12. This group therefore has a great deal to gain from pensions reform. Indeed, the Commission asserts
that “the NPSS will provide to low and middle earners the opportunity to save at the low costs currently
only available to those with higher incomes or working for large private companies or the public sector.”

The NPSS and Advice

13. The Pensions Commission estimated that some 12 million people who are earning and have the
resources to save for retirement are not doing so adequately.Many of them are in themedium to low income
group the Foundation has identified.

14. The proposed NPSS aims to significantly increase pensions coverage among people on low incomes.
This is predicated on using auto-enrolment to overcome the inertia associated with saving, improving
incentives by cutting back the scope of means-testing projected under current state pension indexation
policies and reducing costs, including those associated with providing regulated advice.

15. However, the model proposed for the NPSS would still leave people with complex and important
decisions to make about their pensions. As set out above, the group of people on whom these reforms are
targeted currently have little or no access to the financial advice they need to make the right choices in

39 Financial capability in the UK: establishing a baseline; FSA, March 2006.
40 Levels of financial capability in the UK: results of a baseline survey; FSA, March 2006.
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planning and saving for their retirement. The Foundation therefore believes that it is essential that generic,
non-regulated advice is made available to assist this group in making decisions at key points during their
pensions lifecycle:

— When they first come into contact with the pensions system, need to understand it and are first
required to make decisions about their options.

— At key points during their pensions lifecycle, for example if their personal circumstances change,
they reconsider their retirement aspirations or the system itself changes.

— When they reach retirement age and need to make decisions about realising their pension assets,
alongside other issues such as considering their long term care.

16. In addition, a number of specific triggers for advice can be identified if the NPSS is adopted:

Suitability of the NPSS

17. Under the model proposed for the NPSS, it would pay the vast majority of people to stay within the
scheme. However, although the emphasis is on achieving high levels of take up through auto-enrolment, the
Pensions Commission recognised that there would still be some people at the lower end of the income scale
for whom means-testing would act as a disincentive and who may therefore wish to opt out of the scheme.
Information and advice would be needed to assist people inmaking the right decision in these circumstances.
The need for this would increase further if the Commission’s recommendations on containing the spread of
means-testing are not implemented.

Adequacy of savings

18. The Pensions Commission proposed that the NPSS should be based on an overall contribution rate
of 8%of salary.41 The Commission estimated that this would deliver a replacement ratio of 45% for amedian
earner saving from the age of 25 until state retirement age, 30% paid through the Basic State Pension and
15% through the NPSS.42

19. This may be considered inadequate for some people. The Commission also estimated that a more
desirable replacement ratio of, for example, 60–66% could be achieved by doubling the total contribution
level.43 Thus, for large numbers of people, the issue of the adequacy of their retirement income and how
much they should contribute could therefore arise.Where this does arise, it would require people to consider
their aspirations in retirement alongside their projected pension benefits and the aVordability of their
contributions.

20. Evidence of inertia under the current system suggests that people are very unlikely to engage in this
process without a “call to action” to act as a prompt. TheDWP are developing pensions forecasts to provide
this stimulus. However, the Foundation believes that there would also be a need to provide advice to enable
people to discuss their options and engage meaningfully in making decisions about matching their
retirement aspirations and their savings.

Advice at retirement

21. The Pensions Commission did not propose that an annuity should be built into the NPSS, although
it did recommend that reserve powers should be taken to provide annuities should the market not be
performing eYciently. This suggests that the intention will be to allow people to “shop around” for their
annuity. Research indicates that people are currently likely to achieve an increase in their income of 10% or
more by shopping around for the best annuity rate available on the open market, rather than taking the
one oVered by their pension provider (although only 40% currently take up their option to move to another
provider).44 In addition to the annuity rate, the individual will also need to consider the type of annuity they
should purchase. This is therefore another clear trigger point for advice.

22. Specific groups are also likely to have particular advice needs under the proposed scheme:

The self-employed

23. The Pensions Commission suggested that the NPSS should be made available to the self-employed
but did not set out how this might be achieved. Research shows that the self-employed often view their
business as providing security for their retirement.However, for today’s generation of self-employed people,
many of whom are engaged in activities which will not deliver an asset on retirement, this is unlikely to be
the case.As they do not have access to the State SecondPension, the self-employed face particular challenges
and their advice and wider needs would need to be particularly carefully considered in developing theNPSS.

41 Based on a contribution from the employee of 4%, a 3% employee contribution and a further 1% in tax relief.
42 The replacement ratio is the ratio of income in retirement to that immediately before.
43 This would require the individual to contribute 10% of their salary.
44 Annuities: bonus or burden; ABI, 2005.
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Small employers

24. Those working for small employers, especially those operating without formal structures and
procedures, are another group who may require advice on their options. Again, although the thrust of the
Pensions Commission’s proposals is to keep opt out levels low, the employer and employee may prefer to
reach an informal agreement by, for example, mutating the employer’s contribution into a cash payment.
Access to advice would be particularly important in these circumstances.

Conclusion

25. Despite welcome recent eVorts by the Government to increase engagement in pensions through the
Informed Choice agenda, people’s understanding of the pensions system and their awareness of their
options in planning for their retirement remain low. There is considerable evidence to suggest that, under
the current pensions system, large numbers of people are failing to plan adequately for their retirement.

26. The reforms proposed by the Pensions Commission and the creation of a NPSS are aimed at
significantly improving pensions coverage. However, as set out above, the auto-enrolment model proposed
for the NPSS would still leave people with important choices to make about their pensions. The Resolution
Foundation believes that there is therefore a critical role for generic, non-regulated advice in helping people
to make these decisions.

27. In many respects, people on medium to low incomes have most to gain from the proposed reforms.
Under the current system, they are saving less and are much less likely to be a member of an available
pension scheme than those on higher incomes. However, they currently have little or no prospect of getting
the financial advice they need to make the right decisions in planning for retirement. The pensions reform
process provides an opportunity to ensure that their advice needs are addressed; this issue should be tackled
in the Government’s forthcoming White Paper.

28. The Foundation believes that advice on pensions should be delivered to people on medium to low
incomes as part of a broader national service, providing generic financial advice to people on low incomes.
We are currently developing cost eVective options for providing such a service, which could be delivered
through a public-private partnership, and will consult on these options shortly.

March 2006

Memorandum submitted by Royal London

— Reaction to the Pensions Commission’s Second report has concentrated on NPSS or alternatives
to the scheme. This is the wrong focus as fundamental reform of State retirement provision must
take place before any further product-based initiatives.

— If NPSS—or any of the alternative models—is introduced without reform to the State system it
will lead to significant risk of consumer detriment.

— Auto-enrolment and the lack of personal advice will increase the risk of consumer detriment. The
3% employer’s contribution does not make NPSS—or any of the alternatives—“suitable” for
everyone.

— If a private sector savings scheme is selected there are significant risks for providers as well as
consumers.

1. The recommendations of the Pensions Commission must be implemented as a total package. Royal
London is very concerned that the debate so far has focussed on a single aspect of the Commission’s
recommendations—the National Pensions Savings Scheme (NPSS) and alternative proposals put forward
by trade bodies.

2. Before even considering a centralised retirement savings scheme Government must:

a. Introduce a Basic State Pension (BSP) which provides an adequate income in retirement.

b. Fundamentally reform the current system of means-tested benefits which continues to penalise (at
a minimum rate of 40p in the £) those who have saved—perhaps inadequately—for their
retirement.

3. The debate around the Pensions Commission recommendations has largely bypassed reform to State
provision and focussed on yet another “product” solution and the level of charges. This is unfortunate as
it is a continuation of the earlier debates on firstly, the charge cap on Stakeholder Pensions and, secondly,
“Sandler” products. Among those invited to tender their own alternative specifications to NPSS, ABI has
come up with “Partnership Pensions” and NAPF with “Supertrusts”—giant occupational schemes.
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4. Imposing NPSS—and any of the rival proposals—on the market, without reform of State provision
creates a very real risk of consumer detriment. The risk is especially real as all the products under
consideration involve auto-enrolment of employees into the scheme, a process which takes place without
advice or consideration of the employee’s personal circumstances.

5. The consumer detriment risks in Royal London’s view can be summarised as follows:

Employer Coercion

6. Central to the proposed product structures currently on the table is the 3% mandatory employer
contribution. When an employee is “automatically enrolled” into NPSS it triggers a compulsory 3%
employer contribution.

7. There is, therefore, a clear incentive for employers to persuade employees to opt-out of NPSS
membershipwith pay rises for those who opt out.We anticipate such practices will be rife in smaller business
with lower paid workers.

8. Consumers will need to be protected from such unscrupulous actions that may be taken by employers.
No such protection exists in the advice free zone Lord Turner envisages.

The “Suitability” Myth

9. There is a significant leap of faith taken by both Turner and the trade bodies responding to the
Commission’s proposals. Central to their plans is the assertion that the compulsory 3% employer’s
contribution ensures the pension purchase is suitable. This is demonstrably untrue as the following
example shows:

10. Take a 57 year-oldwoman on £12,000 pa retiring at 65.We calculate her annual contribution toNPSS
(4% employee, 3% employer, 1% tax relief) would be £560pa.

11. The £5,000 pension pot accumulated at age 65 would provide a pension of about £3.87 a week. But,
she will almost certainly lose it all to the means-test if there isn’t a radical overhaul of the way the state
pension system works. Clearly NPSS has been an unsuitable investment in spite of the 3% employer
contribution.

12. There are many, many others in similar circumstances with sporadic patterns of earnings for whom
NPSS (or its rival schemes) will be inherently unsuitable. In stripping out cost, the NPSS proposal envisages
there will be no suitability checks and no mechanism for re-dress for those consumers who discover they
would have been better oV opting out in the first place.

The “Advice Leper”

13. There will be those that chose to opt out of NPSS either because they have been encouraged to do so
or because they do not want to contribute 4% of salary. In doing so they will have removed themselves from
the market for any regulated financial product.

14. The only advice a regulated financial adviser working for any firm can provide is “opt into NPSS
where you get 3% of salary from your employer for free”. The decision to opt out has eVectively excluded
people in this category from mainstream financial services—and certainly any form of advised pension
planning. Financial advisers will not want to have anything to do withNPSS opt-outs and advice other than
“join NPSS” is a mis-sale. (The fate of IFAs who failed to spot opt-outs under the Pensions Review was a
massive financial penalty and they will not risk this a second time.

15. As well as the significant consumer detriment risks we have also identified some provider risks:

Persistency Risk

16. We do not anticipate that the swathes of employees auto-enrolled will remain there. Many, especially
those on low incomes, will seek to opt out as soon as they have bills or unexpected expenses to pay. There
are of course no penalties for those exiting and so nothing to prevent early cessation of contributions.

17. We envisage that persistency—and therefore profitability—will be far worse than for the current
design of pension products. NPSS and its rivals would undermine the capital base of providers who
participate in the market (even in the absence of upfront commissions).

Levelling Down

18. Many employers currently saddled with the costs of running expensive occupational schemes will opt
for the lesser commitment of NPSS. In this way the flawed scheme will drive out the good, undermining the
occupational sector in the UK.
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About Royal London

Royal London was founded in 1861, initially as a friendly society, and became a mutual life insurance
company in 1908. Royal London is one of the stronger life and pension companies in theUK, with a current
rating of 7/10 from Cazalet Financial Consulting, and has a particularly strong track record for with profits
performance.

Scottish Life is a division of Royal London and is the specialist pension business within the Group,
providing individual and group pensions. At the end of 2005 Scottish life administered over 9,000
occupational pension scheme on behalf of 113,000 members. Additionally Scottish Life administers over
5,000 group personal pension and group stakeholder schemes with over 112,000 members. There are also
over 209,000 Scottish Life individual personal pensions in issue.

The Royal London Group has funds under management of £28.9 billion. Group businesses serve over
three million customers and employ 2,885 people.

(Figures quoted are as at 31 December 2005.)

March 2006

Memorandum submitted by The Standard Life Assurance Company

— The Pensions Commission assumes that charges under a NPSS should be around 0.3%, as this is
the expected long-term level of charge for the Swedish funded defined contribution (FDC) scheme.
This assumption is flawed. Some functions of the Swedish FDC scheme are heavily subsidised by
the Swedish taxpayer and, therefore, are not covered by the 0.3% charge.

— Using the Pensions Commission’s own figures, a flat single annual management charge of 0.3%
requires whoever runs the NPSS to accumulate losses for the first 30 years, with debts peaking at
over £3.5 billion. If the government run the NPSS then MPs need to be aware of this long-term
funding commitment. If the private sector puts up this capital then it may need to make significant
additional interest charges to reflect the risks inherent in this project and, in particular, the long
payback period.

— The Regulatory Update 64 rule should be dropped. There is no need to replace this with a similar
rule in the run-up to a NPSS taking eVect.

— Providers are unlikely to want to serve a large part of the employer pension market over the next
four years (until the introduction of a NPSS). The current distribution model requires payments
to be made to intermediaries to establish and develop new pension schemes. These costs are
unlikely to be recouped if charges fall to 0.3% in four year’s time.

— NPSS should be bought by savers without regard to the current Conduct of Business rules.
However, advisers should take account of the existence of a NPSS in making recommendations.

— The NPSS should fit within the new simplified tax regime, due to take eVect on 6 April 2006.

Introduction

1. Standard Life is the market leading provider of group money purchase pension schemes in the UK.
Due to the overlapping nature of the current private pension system and proposals made by the Pensions
Commission, we are keen to participate in the debate into the possible introduction of a National Pension
Savings Scheme (NPSS).

2. We note that the Committee is not seeking submissions which are circulated elsewhere. However,
bearing in mind the parallel inquiry that the Work and Pensions Select Committee is conducting, there are
areas of overlap which means that some of the content of this response is duplicated in our response to the
other inquiry.

3. There are a number of factors that will aVect the operational cost of a NPSS. The main factors are:

— The shape and level of charges levied against savers’ accounts (this is a determinant of the amount
of debt that the system would build up in the early years, the cost of this debt being an operational
expense).

— Take-up rates (a higher number of joiners will help defray fixed costs).

— How quickly wages, and therefore, contributions rise (again this is a determinant of debt levels in
the early years).

— How many people leave the system each year (paid-up accounts).

— Any costs associated with enrolling people into the scheme, and the extent to which information
and advice is required.

— The level of service provided to savers (regular communications, access to telephone and internet
help, and so on).
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— The regulatory regime imposed by government and the Financial Services Authority.

4. A main topic of your inquiry concerns the regulatory and distribution issues connected with the
introduction of a NPSS. In addition, you also ask how government can avoid the diYculties encountered
by Stakeholder Pensions. However, we note your interest in the operational costs of a NPSS and we
therefore begin our response there.

The National Pensions Savings Scheme

5. We have several comments to make about the Pensions Commission’s recommendation to establish a
NPSS. The first of these concerns the level of charges.

NPSS Charge Levels

6. The target level of charge set by the Pensions Commission is 0.3%. The Commission bases this
expectation upon the long-term cost of the Swedish funded defined contribution scheme.

7. However, in Sweden’s funded defined contribution scheme (premium pension), the average charge is
currently 0.64%, despite having now received ten year’s worth of contributions. The charge on the default
fund is 0.37%—still above the Commission’s target(1). The Swedes do not expect average charges to fall to
0.3% until 2020 (by which time, 25 years worth of contributions will have been invested).

8. Another important fact ignored by the Pensions Commission is that the account charge in Sweden only
covers part of the cost. The government agency that operates the premium pension (the Premium Pension
Authority or PPM) has a large part of its expenses met by central government. Specifically, the PPM shares
the cost of collecting contributions with the income pension (Sweden’s main state pension scheme). It also
shares the cost of communicating with savers—including the Swede’s famous “orange envelope” that is sent
out annually.

9. The cost of these shared services amounted to as much as SEK 426 million in 2005(1). But to date, the
PPM has paid nothing towards these shared services. That means the PPM’s costs have been directly
subsidised by the Swedish taxpayer for the last 10 years. If the PPM were to share these costs equally with
the income pension then the PPM’s share of these shared costs could be as much as SEK 213 million a year
in 2005 terms.

10. If shared costs in previous years were of a similar size (for example, SEK 454 total in 2004), the
Swedish taxpayer has already provided subsidies to the PPM of over SEK 2 billion in 2005 terms. Actual
declared debts of the PPM amount to SEK 1.86 billion(1). Had these shared expenses been borne by PPM
in previous years, then outstanding debts would more than double the declared level. Historic interest costs
on this debt would also have been much higher, adding to the accumulated deficit.

11. To put the extra ongoing cost in perspective, the declared operating costs of the PPM (the amount
on which account charges is based) were only SEK 220 million in 2004(1). This means that the PPM’s costs
would almost double if it were to pay a half share of shared expenses.

12. Yet even when the PPM starts paying a share in 2005, it will only pay a share in proportion to the
size of the contributions collected relative to the whole. As the income pension has compulsory contributions
of 16% and the premium pension just 2.5%, the proportion of shared costs it will meet will only be 2.5/
18.5ths.

13. If such a systemwere put in place in theUK (the PensionCommission’s proposedNPSS is very similar
to the Swedish premium pension), it is far from clear whether it would be able to share the costs of collecting
premiums with the basic state pension. Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs has reportedly ruled out this
option because the IT infrastructure would not be able to cope.

14. In that case, a UK version of the premium pension would have to pay for the full costs of collecting
contributions, unless our government chose to subsidise the account charges with taxpayers’ money.

15. If, in Swedish PPM terms, operating expenses of SEK 220 million are equivalent to a target charge
0.3% (after 25 years of operation), then the target charge in 2020 would have to be significantly higher if
annual operating expense were instead SEK 646 million in 2005 terms (SEK 220 million plus SEK 426
million).

16. The Pensions Commission’s assumption that 0.3% is an achievable 25-year target based upon the
experience of the Swedish funded defined contribution system is seriously flawed for the reasons given
above.

17. If the Government is to proceed with its own scheme then taxpayers ought to be aware of the likely
costs of such a scheme and that taxes will be used to subsidise the annual management charges as happens
in Sweden.

18. We recommend that the Committee carry out its own investigation to establish the facts. Specifically,
whether and when an annual management charge of 0.3% is attainable.
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NPSS Charge Structure

19. Flat annual management charges such as those proposed by the Pensions Commission do not cover
the substantial investment required in the early years of any new system. Investment is required to establish
the IT and other administrative infrastructure. However, the major capital requirement comes from
subsidising charges in the early years.

20. Standard Life has calculated that, based upon the Pensions Commission’s own cost and coverage
estimates, the NPSS would not reach break-even until its 30th year. This analysis makes the following
assumptions:

— That six million people save via the NPSS (Pensions Commission estimate).

— Charges of 0.3% (Pensions Commission estimate).

— IT and administrative systems establishment £500 million (Pensions Commission estimate).

— Account set-up expense £90 per member (Pensions Commission estimate).

— Account maintenance cost £25 per annum (Pensions Commission estimate).

— Paid-up account maintenance cost £19.50 (Pensions Commission estimate).

— Average annual amount of saving per member £1,000 (Pensions Commission estimate).

— People retire from the NPSS based upon a 40-year cycle, ie at the rate of 150,000 per annum
(Standard Life estimate).

— Termination expenses are the same as account set-up charges of £90 per retiringmember (Standard
Life estimate).

— Members retiring from the NPSS take their funds with them (for example, they buy annuities) and
the 0.3% charge on these funds stops.

— People join the NPSS (eg school/university leavers, immigrants) at the rate of 150,000 per annum.

— Interest on NPSS debts is charged at a rate of 4% (Standard Life assumption based upon long-
term gilt redemption yields).

— Funds grow at a nominal rate of 6% per annum, before charges (Standard Life estimate).

— 200,000 people (3.3% of members) per annum leave the NPSS before retirement and their account
becomes paid-up. For example, they emigrate or join a better quality scheme that has opted-out
of the NPSS (Standard Life estimate).

21. On the basis of this analysis, the NPSS will run up debts of £3.5 billion by year 18 (assuming cost and
contribution inflation of 4% a year) or £3.1 billion in year 16 (assuming cost and contribution inflation of
2.5% a year). See Appendix 1 which illustrates the net capital requirements under each of these projections.

22. This raises two important financial questions for members of parliament, if they are asked to support
plans for a government-runNPSS. Firstly, are they prepared to sanction a new national savings scheme that
will require the country to borrow to subsidise charges on what are eVectively private pension savings? Note
that the bulk of this borrowing could not be regarded as an investment in the infrastructure of the UK.
Secondly, are MPs prepared to sanction a NPSS that will not break even until 2035 on optimistic
assumptions? MPs need to make a judgement whether this policy will endure long enough to break even.

23. If government decides that an NPSS-style savings scheme is desirable, then the only other alternative
would be to ask the private sector to run the scheme instead.

24. However, the economic and structural costs of an NPSS-style alternative, at a flat annual
management charge of 0.3% per annum, are little diVerent for the financial services industry than they are
for government. The estimated costs of running such a scheme, and laid out in Appendix F of the Pensions
Commission’s Second Report, were derived from discussions that the Pensions Commission had with the
industry.

25. Indeed, the cost of running the scheme (before any profit margin is taken into account) is likely to be
higher for the private sector than it would be for government. There are two reasons for this:

i. In addition to supplying capital to finance start-up costs and subsidise charges until break-even
point, the industry must also hold capital reserves (solvency margin capital).

ii. The cost of capital to the financial services industry is higher than the cost of capital for
government. If financial services companies raise equity from their shareholders, those
shareholders will typically be expecting a gross return on that capital of between 10% and 15%;
substantially higher than the rate the government can borrow money at. In the case of this
particular project, shareholders are likely to demand an even higher return, due to the added risk
of a long payback period and the fact that no previous pension reform has lasted much beyond
10 years.
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26. Alternative charging structures would reduce this capital strain. One example would be a mixture of
a regular monthly administration fee of £2 per month and an annual management charge of 0.3%.

27. Based upon this charging structure, the projected net capital requirement is set out in Appendix 2.
This reduces the peak capital requirement to just over £1.1 billion in year four, with break-even reached in
year 14.

28. The eVect of this style of charging structure on the saver is minimal. Appendix 3 shows that the net
loss of retirement savings is 6.63% of a hypothetical charge-free fund for a typical NPSS saver(2) at a flat
charge of 0.3%.

29. However, when a £2 monthly administration fee is added, the net loss increases to only 8.87% of a
hypothetical charge-free fund.

30. To put this into perspective, the net loss of fund resulting from current stakeholder charges (1.5% for
the first 10 years and 1% thereafter) is 20.76% of a hypothetical charge-free fund.

31. Appendix 3 also shows the net loss of charge-free fund for other selected charging structures.

32. In cash terms, the fund value at retirement (in today’s money and assuming future price inflation of
2.5%) for a typical NPSS saver(2) is £98,654 with a £2 per month administration fee added, as against
£101,088 with the only charge being a 0.3% annual management charge. The hypothetical charge-free fund
is £108,261.

33. Based upon current stakeholder charges, the today’s money value of estimated retirement savings is
only £85,791. Note that although stakeholder charges are higher than the charging structures mentioned
above (and those laid out in Appendix 3), these new structures are only made possible by changes to state
pension policy and changes to the regulatory and legislative environment.

34. At current annuity rates, these funds would generate monthly incomes of:

— £528 (0.3% annual management charge only throughout);

— £515 (0.3% annual management charge throughout plus a £2 per month administration charge);
and

— £448 per month (current stakeholder charges).

35. If the government does want the financial services industry to run an NPSS-style scheme, then
industry and governmentmust bewilling partners. The industry is not seeking tomake excessive profits from
running such a scheme and has suggested that this is overseen by an independent regulator.

36. We recommend that the Committee explore alternative charging structures to that proposed and the
suggestion of an independent regulator whose job, amongst other things, would be to ensure that savers get
a fair deal.

NPSS Alternative—who should run it?

37. In the insurance industry’s favour is the fact that much of the initial capital cost required to pay for
IT and other administrative infrastructure has already been incurred. The incremental cost to tailor
administrative systems to the needs of an NPSS-style alternative would, therefore, be relatively light.

38. Other considerations are that the insurance industry has the experience necessary to administer a
national scheme, for example, we have the systems and processes necessary to:

— communicate eVectively with scheme members (via telephone, internet and post);

— collect contributions from employers and reconcile the amount of those contributions;

— report contribution discrepancies to The Pensions Regulator;

— keep records; and

— account for investments.

39. Importantly, the insurance industry has the capacity to handle the expected volumes.

40. We recommend that the Committee explore these issues with each of the parties that has tabled a bid
to run an alternative to the NPSS.

Regulation—Advice

41. At the level of charge required by the Pensions Commission, NPSS pensions will be bought (by
default) rather than sold. There is simply no margin available to pay for any distribution cost, whether that
is persuasion or full regulated advice.

42. Advisers do need to be aware of aNPSS and any recommendations they give should take into account
its existence. To this extent, the FSA should recognise NPSS in its Conduct of Business rules.

43. However, the FSA need not continue with the Regulatory Update 64 (RU64) rule that required the
recommendation of non-stakeholder pensions to be justified as to their superiority over stakeholder
pensions. Nor should they extend this rule to cover a NPSS.
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44. There are two reasons for this. First, a clear division is now apparent between non-stakeholder and
stakeholder products. This was not the case when RU64 was first introduced. However, since then, the
design of stakeholder pensions has largely stood still, constrained by their charge cap. On the other hand,
personal pensions and group personal pensions have changed markedly, such that they now oVer a much
wider range of funds and other options than stakeholder pensions.

45. The second reason is that the Pensions Commission imposes its own quality condition on schemes
that opt-out of the NPSS. These must (in charges and contributions terms at least) be equivalent to or better
than a NPSS.

46. In the interim—between now and the advent of NPSS—we are unlikely to see any rush to sell the
current higher charge (relative to NPSS) products. In particular, any schemes which fail to meet the opt-out
conditions will necessarily convert to the NPSS.

47. So, rather than there being a last minute rush to sell new pension schemes, the opposite is likely to
be true. Providers are unlikely to want new schemes today that fail to meet the standards set by a NPSS, or
schemes where there was a likelihood on the part of the employer to “level down” to NPSS in 2010.

48. The Committee should be aware of this issue and should consider the impact on employees and
employers if the financial services market finds it impossible to serve any but the best quality group pension
schemes over the next four years.

Regulation—Prudential

49. We would expect the FSA to maintain its current role in overseeing providers’ financial soundness,
risks inherent in strategy, control mechanisms, corporate governance and so on.

The Role of the Treasury

50. The Treasury’s involvement in pensions is largely related to setting the tax lawswithin which pensions
operate. In examining how the NPSS fits in, the Treasury should pay close consideration to the new
simplified tax regime that is to take eVect on 6 April 2006.

51. There will be a temptation to regard a NPSS as being outside of the new tax regime. However, if such
a path is followed, numerous diYculties will arise in the inter-relationship of two tax regimes.Any newNPSS
should, therefore, be part of the new tax regime that takes eVect on 6 April 2006.

52. One potential side eVect of the combination of the new tax regime and aNPSS is that savings (if these
are all the private savings one has) can be “trivially commuted” up to a value of 1% of the lifetime allowance
(£18,000 in 2010–11 terms).

53. Given that a fair proportion of NPSS savers will be first time retirement savers, it is likely that these
people will be able to commute their NPSS savings at retirement, rather than buy a pension.

54. If they then spend their commuted fund values, these people will fall back on the state for support.
This will have an impact on the Pensions Commission’s projections that indicated that the number of people
on means-tested benefits would fall.

55. Assuming that the lifetime allowance increases in line with price inflation, it is unlikely that anyone
earning less than £20,000 in today’s terms, and with no pension savings other than those from a NPSS, will
exceed 1% of the lifetime allowance before 2020 (the first 10 years of the NPSS).

Lessons from Stakeholder

56. The key lesson learned from stakeholder for providers is that single charge products introduce an
enormous business risk, particularly if savings are switched to another provider before costs can be
recouped.

57. The consumer is also badly served by the design of stakeholder. The level of the charge cap allowed
some inducements to be paid to intermediaries, but not enough such that full advice could be given.

58. Providers rationally oVered intermediaries as much commission as they could aVord within the
confines of the charge cap. However, in doing so, they made optimistic assumptions about how long that
business would remain on their books to justify these payments. Therefore, instead of charging consumers
more for the significant risks being run in selling stakeholder pensions, providers sold business on
uneconomic terms. It is unlikely such a situation will persist or be repeated.(3)

59. The design of the NPSS should be such that it encourages providers to compete for savers’ attention
by either providing exceptional service/flexible products/strong investment returns and/or competes for the
saver’s attention by oVering the lowest charges.
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60. Single charge products produce a cross-subsidy from long-term savers to short-term savers. And, as
noted earlier, borrowing to subsidise charges may not present those consumers with the best deal if interest
on that borrowing has to be paid back to shareholders at rates of between 10% and 15%. Therefore, diVerent
charge designs, other than a flat annual management charge, should be considered (see earlier discussion in
paragraphs 26–36).

References

(1) Private discussion with PPM oYcials in February 2006 and PPM Annual Report 2004
(2) Typical saver based upon saving £1,000 per annum as per Pensions Commission estimates. Fund

growth 6%per annumnominal. Charges and contribution inflation 4%per annum.Figures quoted are based
upon saving £1,000 per annum over 40 years. Net present values arrived at using 2.5% future price inflation
assumption. Source of annuity rates is FSA comparative tables, highest quote available on 27 March 2006.

(3) E.g. see “Polly put the kettle on”, Ned Cazalet, January 2006.
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APPENDIX 1

NPSS cost profile 4% cost and contribution inflation
200,000 PUPs per annum, 0.3% charge
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NPSS cost profile 2.5% cost and contribution inflation
200,000 PUPs per annum, 0.3% charge
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APPENDIX 2

NPSS cost profile 4% cost and contribution inflation
200,000 PUPs per annum, 0.3% + £2 per member per month charge 
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APPENDIX 3

Percentage of charge-free fund lost to charges
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Memorandum submitted by the Trade Union Congress (TUC)

Introduction

1.1 The TUCwelcomes the opportunity to comment on the design of a National Pension Saving Scheme
and the role of financial services regulation. The comments in the TUC evidence are the result of
consultation amongst the TUC’s own aYliates.

The TUC’s Evidence to the Inquiry

Summary

2.1 We have considered the Pensions Commission recommendations as a package, although we do not
endorse every recommendation. We strongly welcome the Commission’s recommendations on compulsion
for employers and the creation of the National Pension Savings Scheme (NPSS).

2.2 The TUC has no vested interest in the type of organisation(s) which would run the NPSS, or any
alternative Our interest is in ensuring that any proposed scheme would provide a good quality value-for-
money pension to members, that it would extend pensions coverage, and that there would be adequate
protection for scheme members in terms of scheme governance and the regulatory framework.

2.3 Taking these considerations into account the TUC believes that the NPSS model proposed by the
Pensions Commission is by far the best model for achieving increased private pension savings and coverage.
Going further we are concerned that alternative models to the NPSS may both increase costs, resulting in
lower pensions, and provide less protection for scheme members.

2.4 We have not tied our evidence to specific questions, but instead have grouped it under separate
themes.

Costs

3.1 It is clear that costs will be a central issue for any model of the NPSS. We believe that it is equally
clear that supporting the model recommended by the Commission is the most likely way to minimise costs
for scheme members.

3.2 We believe some simple tests should be applied to the competing models to deliver a National
Pensions Savings Scheme:

— How will they work for a relatively low paid employee who changes job frequently?
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— How will they work for a small business with a high turnover of staV?

3.3 The costs of any scheme will occur in several areas such as collection and administration, investment,
marketing/information, advice and regulation. We believe that it is self-evident that in these areas a model
that is based around one scheme (although with multiple investment options) will have lower costs than a
model that has multiple schemes and/or scheme providers.

3.4 In terms of collection and administration it is hard to see how a range of providers with their own
administration systems and relationships with many individuals and employers providing access to schemes
could be anything other than more complicated than a single clearing house. This must increase costs.
Collective provision is shown to reduce costs. For example recently published research fromWatsonWyatt
suggests that occupational pension schemes have average running costs of under 0.5%. In addition
economies of scale are achievable. For example the Government’s own SF3 data on costs in the Local
Government Pension Scheme suggests that the smaller sections of the scheme have higher costs.

3.5 If there a range of providers oVered competing schemes, either to employers or employees, the
inevitable result is that there would be a range of diVerent funds oVered by each supplier.

3.6 It could be argued that this would increase choice, but we believe not only that a national scheme can
provide suYcient choice but that the alternative of a range of suppliers would significantly increase
investment management costs.

3.7 Retail fund management charges are typically higher than their equivalents in the institutional
market. This is no small part because institutional clients, such as large pension funds, are able to negotiate
lower fees. A single NPSS, as opposed to multiple schemes or providers, would be able to do the same on
an even larger scale.

3.8 A single NPSS would have no requirement for the advertising and marketing spend necessary if
various providers are to compete against each other for business.

3.9 Finally the TUCbelieves that the costs of advice and the regulatory framework around anNPSSmust
be higher if there are multiple schemes/providers. With a single scheme and a limited number of investment
options the need for comprehensive financial advice is clearly much less than in a market with many
providers with a variety of investment options.

3.10 Turning to the regulatory framework the TUC believes that if the model proposed by the insurance
industry were to be adopted this would require a greater level of regulatory insight since the legal ownership
of NPSS assets would lie with the provider, not the individual member. In contrast in a single NPSS the
assets could be held in a separate trust. Similarly if there are competing providers in the NPSS “market” the
sales process must also be regulated in order to improve consumer confidence.

Governance

4.1 The governance of the NPSS is extremely important in order to ensure that there is proper oversight
and protection for scheme members. As highlighted above we believe that a model where the assets are
legally held by the provider would create a greater need for regulation. In addition we are concerned that
the model put forward by the ABI does not involve any member oversight.

4.2 In the TUC’s view the NPSS, as proposed by the Commission, could be run in a way not dissimilar
to the operation of a large occupational pension scheme. The assets would be held in a separate trust that
would be run by an independent committee or trustee board. This model has proved eVective at delivering
pensions in the occupational pensions market.

4.3 In contrast the ABI’s model does not appear to allow any independent oversight of the schemes, and
is similar to a group personal pension of stakeholder pension scheme. Yet there has been criticism that the
shift to a contract-based form of pension provision is creating a governance “black hole”. If such a structure
was used byNPSS providers on a national basis, auto-enrolment would lead to both large memberships and
considerable assets under management. This would create a very significant governance gap in relation to
a very large pool of capital. The TUC does not believe this is acceptable.

Stakeholder

5.1 It is worth noting that some of the original models considered for stakeholder pensions were not
entirely dissimilar to the Commission’s proposed NPSS. However, the final model for stakeholder, while
allowing for trust-based schemes (of which the TUC Stakeholder Pension is the foremost example), was
eVectively a charge-capped personal pension. Given the option, providers chose the model with least
governance and most like their existing products.

5.2 The Government initially limited the charges on stakeholder to 1%, significantly higher than the level
envisaged for theNPSS. The insurance industry said before the introduction of stakeholder that a 1% charge
cap was too low for them to sell stakeholders profitably to a mass audience. Some providers made the point
that while 1% would be suYcient for some schemes, such as those in firms with numerous employees on
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reasonable incomes, small firms with lower-paid workers did not oVer a commercially attractive
proposition. In addition they were sceptical about the prospects for schemes where employers made no
contribution.

5.3 The experience of stakeholder in practice has been that insurers have sought to cherry pick the best
potential schemes—those with an employer contribution, a large potential membership base, and a
membership with high incomes. In addition, since schemes have been “sold” to employers this has resulted
in variations in the level of charges across stakeholder schemes. Where there is no employer contribution to
a stakeholder scheme there has been very little take-up, somany employers provide access to so-called “shell
schemes” with no members currently in them.

5.4 In response to the low take-up of stakeholder the insurance industry successfully lobbied the
Government to increase the charge cap on stakeholder to 1.5%, enabling providers to take a significant
larger amount out of scheme member’s pensions in charges. The TUC said at the time that this made it look
as if the issue for stakeholder pensions was not so much whether they are a good deal for members, more
are they profitable for insurers.

5.5 One key lesson to draw from stakeholder pensions therefore is that if the insurance industry says it
was unable to make stakeholder profitable at less than 1.5%, how can it now be argued that similar products
can be made profitable for well under 1%? The TUC believe the primary the reason is that through auto-
enrolment and compulsory contributions insurers would have access to a guaranteed income stream.
Therefore the lower charges envisaged by the ABI would not be delivered through any innovation on the
part of product providers but purely because of the reformed regulatory framework.

5.6 Secondly, the experience of stakeholder pensions has also shown that while the insurance industry
might initially state that it can deliver lower charges, if profitability were constrained the industry might
lobby to increase the level of charges allowed.

5.7 More broadly the TUC believes that the experience of stakeholder pensions shows that the insurance
industry is ineVective at extending pension coverage to groups currently excluded. This is through no fault
on the part of insurance companies, it is simply often unprofitable to deliver pensions to the low-paid and
small businesses.

5.8 But this means the model of individual product sales cannot be appropriate for the future as it has
not delivered what is necessary in the past. To introduce auto-enrolment and compulsory contributions
through a stakeholder-like model would provide a significant and guaranteed stream of income to insurers
from individuals who they have thus far failed to see pensions. This appears to be a rather perverse reward
for failure.

5.9 It would be better therefore if the Government adopted the Commission’s model for the NPSS as the
core savings vehicle for those currently without pensions. The insurance industry would in turn be able to
focus on the better oV and financially knowledgeable—amarket they already serve well and that is profitable
for them.
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Memorandum submitted by the National Federation of Royal Mail & BT Pensioners Incorporating British
Steel and Rolls Royce & Bentley Pensioners (UNITE)

1. Executive Summary

1.1. UNITE, the National Federation of Royal Mail & BT Pensioners represents pensioners from all
grades in Royal Mail, British Telecom, British Steel and Rolls Royce and Bentley, with over 100,000
members nationwide.

1.2. UNITE welcomes the proposals for a National Pensions Savings Scheme, but believes the total level
of contributions needs to be raised to a figure closer 16% in the future.

1.3. Operational costs and management charges can be kept to a minimum only through a scheme with
a large number of members.

1.4. UNITE believes eVective regulation will be crucial to the success of the NPSS, and wants to see
changes in the approach of the FSA so it can eVectively monitor and regulate the Scheme.
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2. Introduction

2.1. UNITE, the National Federation of Royal Mail & BT Pensioners represents pensioners from all
grades in Royal Mail, British Telecom, British Steel and Rolls Royce and Bentley, with over 100,000
members nationwide.

2.2. UNITE are pleased to submit evidence on the Treasury Select Committee Inquiry into this issue.

2.3. Whilst there are a number of technical regulatory issues that will be covered by the Inquiry, UNITE’s
evidence will focus chiefly on the principles behind the proposed National Pension Savings Scheme.

3. The Establishment of a National Pension Savings Scheme

3.1. UNITE welcomes the proposals for a National Pension Savings Scheme (NPSS), as outlined in the
Second Report of the Pensions Commission.

3.2. UNITE has, for a long time, argued the case for an element of compulsion in pension provision, or
at least far greater incentives to save than currently exist. Whilst the NPSS is not strictly compulsory, it does
go a long way to address the problems of inertia that have dominated the UK pensions system for many
years.

3.3. Too few people are saving for their retirement and many have no opportunity to do so because their
employer does not oVer an occupational scheme other than stakeholder, and do notmake any contributions.
By creating a system where employees are automatically enrolled in a pension scheme unless they actively
opt out, this will, UNITE believes, result in more comprehensive pension provision for future generations.

3.4. UNITE considers the total level of proposed contributions—at 8% of earnings—a good start.
Experience from our members has shown that 16 per cent of earnings is necessary to provide for a decent
standard of living in retirement, but we accept that a higher figure could lead to employers providing
incentives for employees to opt out of the scheme in the short term and so be counterproductive initially.

3.5. Nevertheless, UNITE would strongly advocate looking toward increasing the total level of
contributions to 16% over time, to ensure that people are saving towards a decent standard of living in
retirement.

3.6. The average employee cannot be reasonably expected to savemore the 6%of their salary andmanage
existing financial commitments. Understandably, the working population prioritises current financial
commitments over long term commitments, and the NPSS should go some way to addressing this.

4. Operational Costs of the NPSS

4.1. Only through having a National scheme, with a high membership rate, can the desirable Annual
Management Charge of 0.3% be achieved.

4.2. UNITE does not accept arguments put forward by other organisations that the provision of a single
scheme will lead to a poor return for its members. Whilst other occupational schemes will continue to exist,
providing additional pension provision, the variety and quantity of these schemes will result in higher
management charges: charges which could be instead channelled into individuals’ pension provision.

4.3. In addition, the Pensions Commission Report states that if a company provides a pension scheme
that is at least as good as the NPSS, then it need not make that available to members. Through this, “good”
employers will not be unduly penalised, and employees will not lose out as a result of a potentially lower
level of contributions than their existing scheme.

5. Role of the Financial Services Authority

5.1. With potentially one of the largest occupational pension schemes the UK has ever seen, the role of
the FSA will be crucial. Measures will need to be taken to ensure the contributions made by employers and
employees are invested wisely, to maximise the returns and hence the level of the final pension annuity. The
costs of this oversight should be met by the taxpayer.

5.2. The FSA will need suYcient powers to monitor and regulate the mechanisms of the NPSS. The
Authority’s role has, in the past, been unclear or unfocussed, and this should to be addressed in order for
it adequately to keep a close eye on the progress of the NPSS.

March 2006
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Memorandum submitted by Which?

SUMMARY OF WHICH? VIEWS ON PENSION REFORM

The NPSS

1. Which? welcomed the Pensions Commission report. In particular, we believe the proposal for a
National Pension Savings Scheme (NPSS) represents the best model for reforming the private pensions
market to create a cost-eVective and trusted pension systemwhich provides consumers with the security and
opportunity to save with confidence for the future.

2. In relation to reforming second tier pensions, we developed a number of key features and criteria we
think are critical to successful reform. These are: cost and aVordability; coverage; security and legal
protection; regulation; governance, accountability and representation; choice; advice, communication and
information; competition; investment risk; investment performance; consumer confidence and trust; and
political risk and sustainability.We have used these criteria to develop our own version of theNPSS outlined
in the Pensions Commission Second Report and to assess and compare the models proposed by the IMA,
NAPF and ABI.

3. The Treasury Select Committee rightly has chosen to look at operational costs as one of the key issues
in its inquiry. The cost of providing second tier pensions will determine the aVordability and sustainability
of pension reform. So far, most of the public debate on operational costs seems to have focused on the costs
of administering and collecting contributions. This is important of course but is important to recognise that
the total costs associated with the various proposed solutions will depend on more than just collection costs
(see below). We think it is sensible at this stage to identify the crucial factors or components of the
operational charges.

4. Moreover, each of the proposed models face a number of common challenges. It is too diYcult to say
at this stage as some have claimed that the administration systems associated with one particular model
oVers a killer advantage over the others.

5. Our conclusion is that, assessed against those consumer-focused criteria, an NPSS style pension
scheme is by far the best solution to the pensions challenge the UK faces.

How Which? sees the NPSS Working

6. Contributions would be directed to NPSS, and held in individual consumer retirement accounts.
Consumers would have property rights over their assets and would have choice from a managed range of
funds (see below) to suit their attitude to risk.

7. NPSSwould bulk buy investment management skills from the institutional investment industry—with
a target annual management charge of 0.3% a year—based on the US Federal Thrift Savings Plan model.

8. NPSS would be governed by group of independent trustees or board members, consumer, employee,
and employer representatives, legal duty to look after interests of scheme members similar to the legal
responsibilities associated with the US Federal Thrift Savings Plan.

9. Consumers would receive regular statements on how their pension was doing.

10. The evidencewe have gathered suggests that theNPSSmodel would provide access to decent pensions
at a fraction of the cost of other models. For example, we believe that it would be two to three times more
cost-eVective than, say, the model proposed by the Association of British Insurers. The NPSS concept levels
the playing field between the consumer and the powerful financial services industry. The use of competitive
tendering and bulk buying of investment services makes the market work in the consumer interest unlike
the current system or the proposed ABI model which is designed to support the business models of
insurance firms.

11. The NPSS model removes many of the conflicts of interest which have plagued the sales of personal
pensions. The ABI’s proposals would still require the use of commission style incentives, and large
marketing and promotional spend if firms are to compete formarket share. In eVect, we think theABImodel
is contracted-out personal pensions by another name. This particular business model leads to long term
upward pressure on distribution costs rather than downward pressure as we have seen in other countries
such as the USA which have adopted NPSS style schemes.

12. Business practices such as the use of commission style incentives are the root cause of much of the
misselling seen in the UK over the past two decades. Yet we understand that the ABI proposals would mean
that the sales process would be unregulated. This would clearly create opportunities for contracted-out
personal pension style misselling which would undermine confidence and therefore sustainability of pension
reform in the long-term.

13. NPSS provides better opportunities for sharing risk for consumers. It also provides a sensible level
of choice rather than creating the illusion of choice.
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14. It is muchmore secure in legal and governance terms as the assets would be ring fenced, and overseen
by independent trustees unlike insurance company personal pension schemes where the firm legally owns
the assets, not the consumer.

15. Our research shows that an NPSS type model is preferred by consumers, whereas the insurance
company model suVers from low levels of consumer trust and confidence. Indeed, one of the key causes of
the pensions crisis in the UK is this low trust and confidence in pensions. Therefore, strong independent
governance is crucial to restoring confidence. Requiring consumers to save with the same insurance sector
which was responsible for some of the largest misselling scandals of the past two decades will be rejected by
consumers and would self-evidently undermine the sustainability of any pension reform.

16. Each of the main models being discussed face challenges over administration or collection of
contributions. No single scheme has a clear advantage on this score. However, the main issue is that we get
the reform of the pension system right rather than adopt the proposal which may appear at first glance to
be the “path of least resistance”.

17. The ABI model represents major political risk for the Government in our view not just because of the
unsustainability of the insurance company model. Ceding control to the insurance industry to run pensions
creates a hostage to fortune. The industry may come in with a low bid to run pensions. But the sector would
then be in a powerful position to raise charges significantly over time. By that time, it would be diYcult for
the government to negotiate with the industry or start again with alternative reforms such as the NPSS
model.

18. We do not see how the existence of an economic regulator would protect the long-term interests of
consumers and taxpayers. We have been here before with stakeholder pensions. When first mooted in 1997,
the original concept of stakeholder pensions was closer to the Pensions Commissions recommendations but
the powerful insurance lobby undermined this andwe ended upwith a retail personal pension product which
the industry couldn’t sell to the governments target market as shareholder expectations wouldn’t allow it.
However, the industry still lobbied for an increase in the stakeholder charges and indeed was successful in
persuading HMT to raise the price cap from 1% per annum to 1.5% for the first ten years (with 1%
thereafter). Yet that still wasn’t enough and the industry has been lobbying the FSA to remove the RU64
rule which would allow charges on personal pensions to rise above the new stakeholder price cap.

19. The retail pensions industry already controls the financial futures of millions of consumers. We do
not think it prudent or wise for the government to auto-enrol yet more millions of consumers into insurance
company schemes. The NPSS represents an ideal opportunity to create a viable and sustainable mixed
economy of pension provision consisting of state, employers, personal and collective schemes (NPSS).

PART I: Factors Affecting the Operational Costs of NPSS and Timing of any Government or

Regulatory Decisions Relating to such Costs

Overview

20. A number of proposals have been put forward by various parties which claim to meet the objectives
and principles underpinning pension reforms set out by the Pensions Commission ı namely, aVordability
and economic eYciency, simplicity, consumer confidence, sustainability, and coverage. The key alternative
proposals being considered include models from the Investment Managers Association (IMA); National
Association of Pension Funds (NAPF); and the Association of British Insurers (ABI).

21. We are of the view that the model proposed by the IMA (with some modifications) is the one which
provides the best opportunity for the meeting the key objectives for the NPSS set out in the Pensions
Commission report and for meeting the principles for reform we have developed (see below).

22. Conversely, we are of the view that the ABI proposals do not represent the fair, cost-eVective, and
secure pensions which are needed if consumers are to have the confidence necessary for ensuring sustainable
pension savings (see below for details).Measured against those critical criteria of aVordability and economic
eYciency, simplicity, consumer confidence, sustainability, and coverage the ABI model is clearly not fit
for purpose.

23. There are a number of clearly identifiable component factors to the costs and risks of implementing
the Pensions Commission’s proposals—regardless of whichmodel is finally chosen by theGovernment. The
key cost components are:

— Collection and administration costs.

— Distribution and competition costs.

— Choice of funds.

— Investment management costs.

— Advice, communication and information.

— Regulatory regime.
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24. We have assessed the NPSS/ IMA and ABI models against each of these main component charges,
below. We have not reproduced the same analysis for the NAPF model. However, we believe the NAPF
model would sit somewhere between the NPSS and ABI models at each of those component stages.
Therefore, Using this modular approach we conclude that overall in terms of cost-eVectiveness the main
models would rank as follows:

— NPSS/ IMA model.

— NAPF.

— ABI insurance company open-market model.

Collection and administration costs

25. We believe that compulsion is the fairest and most cost eVective method of ensuring that enough
money goes into pensions. Soft compulsion (auto-enrolment with an employee opt-out) has been proposed
by the Pensions Commission. Under a system of auto-enrolment there are a number of identifiable stages
in the collection and administration process. These will not be exactly the same for each of the key models
being proposed but they are broadly similar.

26. The main stages are:

i. deduction and collection of contributions from employers and individuals;

ii. maintenance and administration of individual accounts;

iii. allocation of contributions to chosen fund/provider and dealing with transfers;

iv. verifying/reconciliation of contributions (to ensure compliancewith contribution requirements
and if tax relief is involved);

v. communication and information to employers/individuals including regular statements
(including liaising with DWP on combined statements).

27. There are a number of potential mechanisms for operating each of these stages—in some cases these
are interchangeable. However, in our response we focus on the two major models proposed—the NPSS
model and the ABI open-market model.

28. In the NPSSmodel it is envisaged that stage i) could be carried out by either using the existing PAYE/
NIC system to collect and transfer contributions to the NPSS or by setting up a new dedicated Pension
Payment System. The NPSS “board” would be responsible for “appointing” the investment managers to
run the pension schemes (which is where themain cost savings arise, see below). In addition, theNPSSwould
be responsible for the administration of stages ii) to v) but in practice this would almost certainly be
outsourced to a third party. This is how theUSFederal Thrift Savings PlanBoard operates the Thrift Plan—
it outsources administration to the Department of Agriculture (check). Closer to home, the National
Savings and Investment Board outsources the administration of NS&I savings accounts to Siemens.
Concerns have been raised about using the existing PAYE/ NIC system given the time lag between
deductions from payroll and allocation to individual accounts. However, this can be dealt with using
smoothing accounts with the NPSS collection agency acting as nominee.45

29. In the ABI open market model the proposal is to make use of the existing BACS system to collect
and transfer contributions to individual insurance firms (what the ABI have termed a “BACS Plus” system).
Stages ii) to v) would be undertaken by individual insurance firms.

30. Much has been made of the supposed benefits and drawbacks of the diVerent models when it comes
to collection and administration with critics arguing that any centralised “quango” system would be too
risky, costly and slow to implement and that it makes sense to utilise existing infrastructure. We take the
view that it is very diYcult to say with certainty which would be the best model in terms of eYciency or risk.

31. However, we would make a few points. We think the eYciency of the open market model is probably
exaggerated. Deconstructing each of the five stages outlined above it is diYcult to see exactly where the open
market model is advantageous. At stage i) it is not clear why a BACS Plus system would be necessarily more
eYcient than a modified PAYE/ NIC system. But more to the point if the BACS system was more eYcient
then there would seem to be no reason why this could not be used in conjunction with the NPSS—after all
the objective is to collect and transfer contributions to funds/providers.

32. With regards to stages ii) to v) we find it diYcult to see how administering the proliferation of
relationships between millions of individual consumers, employers and individual providers could be less
onerous than having some form of centralised clearing house mechanism—especially when it comes to
dealing with switches and transfers between funds and employers.

33. One argument for the eYciency of the open market model is that it makes use of insurers existing
administrative systems. This assumes that insurers are eYcient administrators. It is not clear what the
evidence is on this. However, we would make the point that many insurers have to deal with huge legacy
problems due to closed funds and older life insurance business.

45 See IMA working paper, Individual Retirement Accounts: a discussion of technical issues, Appendix 1 para 6.
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34. In addition, the idea that the insurance company model avoids the need to deal with a “quango” to
perform centralised administrative functions is simply wrong. Reconciliation and verification of
contributions would still be required to ensure that employers/individuals are contributing to the required
level and to ensure tax-relief is administered correctly.

35. Overall, we conclude that it is too diYcult to undertake a precise cost comparison at this stage
between the various models. However, we feel quite confident that using this modular approach which
breaks down the collection and administration function into diVerent stages the NPSS/IMAmodel with its
centralised functions and crucially a limited number of administrative “pathways” between employers,
individuals and providers would in all probability oVer possibility for significant eYciency gains over the
open market model.

36. Even if the open market model was able to provide a more cost-eVective delivery model we cannot
foresee a situation where it would be so eYcient as to outweigh the major disadvantage associated with the
insurance company proposals, ie. unnecessary distribution and competition costs (see below).

Distribution and competition costs

37. This is a crucial factor and represents a key diVerence between the NPSS/ IMA model which uses
bulk-buying and competitive tendering and the ABI proposals which remains at heart an open-market
competitionmodel where individual insurance firms will have to compete to attract the custom of individual
employers and employees, consumers.

38. The NPSS/IMA model cuts out unnecessary marketing and distribution costs. It also removes the
“negative” competition costs associated with the open market model. Even the existence of auto-enrolment
does not get round this major obstacle to cost-eYciency in the open-market model. It is diYcult to see what
would be diVerent under the ABI’s proposals—individual firms would have no option but to use sales
incentives for sales staV (or advisers), and significant marketing and distribution spending to allow them to
compete for business.

39. It is the nature of the open-market model which leads us to conclude that the ABI would be much
more expensive in terms of distribution and competition costs. We argue that in essence the ABI model is
not much diVerent to the existing contracted-out personal pensions market.

40. A combination of evidence from the contracted-out personal pensionsmarket, the Australianmarket
(where the open market model is used with “full” compulsion, and the recent experience with stakeholder
pensions and child trust funds leads us to conclude that it is very unlikely that the ABI model could deliver
charges at below 1% a year. Indeed, we think it is reasonable to expect that charges in time would increase
to over 1% a year. Whereas, we believe the NPSS target of 0.3% is achievable if the experience of the US
Federal Thrift Savings Plan is anything to go by. The USFTP uses a similar bulk-buying/IMA model.

41. An economic regulatorwould not be eVective inmaintaining downward pressure on costs in the open-
market model as we have seen from the stakeholder pension experience.

Choice of funds

42. The choice of funds available to employers and consumers will aVect costs. A greater degree of choice
will cost more in terms of administration and distribution. There will be significant additional costs as
employer and consumer choices and decisions would have to be supported by advice, communication and
information.

43. As with much in financial services the concept of choice is illusory with proliferation of products and
duplication of choices benefiting product manufacturers and distributors rather than the end-user. Reduced
choice should be cheaper but the counter to this is that it would limit the choices available to consumers and
employers. We think the challenge is to get the balance right by oVering consumers a sensible, manageable
choice of funds which meets their broad needs without any of the cost or complexity disadvantages inherent
in the open-market model. The NPSS model achieves this balance (see Annex).

Investment management costs

44. Whichever model is adopted, ultimately contributions have to be managed by investment
professionals. Again, we see the NPSS/IMA model as being the most cost-eVective model as it uses bulk-
buying and competitive tendering to purchase investment services from institutional fundmanagers who are
used to operating on eYcient margins. This model is the most direct route to the capital markets unlike the
ABI model which involves a number of layers which carry additional costs.
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Advice, communication and information

45. Whichever model is adopted, consumers will need regular information and communication and in
some cases financial advice to help with decision making. But there are major diVerences between the need
for regulated financial advice because of the conflicts of interest involved in the diVerent models.

46. Questions have been raised about how advice, communication and information would be provided
under the NPSS/IMA model. We believe the need for comprehensive advice would be very much reduced
because of the comparative simplicity of choices. The advice and communication received would be closer
to that available with employers schemes.

47. Moreover, critically, the NPSS model does not prevent consumers getting independent advice if they
need it. The diVerence being that the choices and therefore the need for expensive comprehensive advice is
much reduced. Therefore, we envisage that the NPSS/ IMA model would have significant spin-oV benefits
for the general advice market.

48. We take the view that advice under the industry open-market model would simply become a
euphemism for selling opportunities. Moreover, the very nature of the open market model proposed by the
ABI introduces conflicts of interest into the selling process which in turn introduces the need for financial
advice and would require additional consumer protectionmeasures to control the risk of massive misselling.
These conflicts of interest do not exist to the same degree with the NPSS model.

49. So, overall, we believe that the total costs of advice, communication and information provisionwould
be much lower with the NPSS/IMA model.

Regulatory regime

50. We have set out below in answer to the Committee’s second question the key elements of regulation
and consumer protection we think should govern the running of an NPSS/IMA type scheme. However, the
nature and therefore the costs associated with regulating second tier pensions could diVer considerably
depending on which model is adopted. Looking at the three broad areas of: security and legal protection;
regulation (conduct of business/sales process/promotions); and governance, accountability and
representation we are confident that the NPSS/IMA again oVers considerable cost advantages in addition
to superior consumer protection and governance in the first place.

51. The key cost disadvantages in the ABI model lie in the need for additional legal and regulatory
protection to compensate for the fact that the ultimate legal ownership of insurance company assets resides
with the firm not the consumer. This is a fundamental flaw in the insurance company model.

52. It is not wise or prudent to cede control of the long term financial futures of millions of consumers
to life firms under such a legal structure. We do not believe that consumers would be willing to invest their
long-term futures with insurance companies on those terms given the litany of misselling and other scandals
which have plagued the industry. This would ultimately threaten the sustainability of pension reform.
Whereas the NPSS/IMA model would see consumers assets ring-fenced and held in trust.

53. Moreover, although we understand the ABI model proposes that in its model the sales process would
be unregulated, we do not think this would be acceptable to the consumer public. Allowing unregulated sales
would undoubtedly undermine consumer confidence. The same conflicts of interest which were at the root
cause of misselling in the past would remain and would require regulation of the sales process to avoid
contracted-out personal pension style misselling in the workplace and to promote consumer confidence.
This would further add to regulatory costs in the ABI model.

PART II and III: Regulation and Possible Role of the Financial Services Authority, Roles played

by FSA and HMT in Taking Forward Pensions Measures

54. There are a number of complex legislative and regulatory issues to consider in relation to pension
reform. The nature and the extent of regulation very much depends on the model chosen for delivering the
Pensions Commissions proposals for cost-eVective second tier pensions. For example, the FSAwould retain
a significant role if the open-market insurance company model proposes by the ABI was adopted.

55. We are focusing on the following key issues:

— Legal security and ownership of assets.

— Competition issues.

— Governance, accountability and consumer representation.

— General consumer protection measures, including financial promotions and where applicable
regulation of the sales process.

— Regulation of investment managers.
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Legal security and ownership of assets

56. Pension security is crucial in its own right and if we are to create a sustainable long-term pensions
settlement. Importantly pensions have to be seen to be secure tomaintain confidence in the system. The legal
structure of pension schemes is critical to long-term consumer protection. This in turn will aVect the degree
of consumer confidence in reforms and through this, sustainability of the reforms. As mentioned above, we
envisage the NPSS/IMAmodel would oVer a much better legal structure either through the use of trust law
(as in occupational pension schemes) or by using established collective scheme provisions (where assets are
held separately by depositaries or trustees who would have legal duty to act on behalf of consumer. The key
point here is that the assets are ring-fenced and held separately from financial institutions.

57. In contrast, the existing insurance company personal pension model leaves consumers vulnerable to
manipulation in the future. What is not often realised is that when consumers invest in an insurance
company product, then the legal ownership of the assets resides with the firm not the consumer—in other
words consumers don’t even own their own assets anymore. This leaves funds vulnerable.

Competition issues

58. The ABI model envisages a new economic regulator created to regulate prices on insurance company
“Partnership Pensions”. We think this is unnecessary as the competitive pressures created by the NPSS
model would be much more eVective at maintaining competitive pressures on costs.

59. However, it does raise interesting issues for the non-NPSS personal pension market. If the ABI
accepts there is a need for economic regulation of personal pension prices then there may well be a case for
the FSA to accept this principle for existing personal pensions.

Governance, accountability and consumer representation

60. Governance is all about ensuring that interests of all stakeholders are represented and people in
position of power are held to account if they abuse that position. We are in no doubt as to the significant
advantages in terms of governance oVered by the NPSS model which uses collective buying power to put
power in the hands of consumers.

61. In relation to governance, we envisage that the NPSS would be an independent body run by a
governing board or board of trustees. There are a number of alternative ways of constituting this body. The
first would be to create a body similar to the National Savings and Investment Board or the US Federal
Retirement Thrift Investment Boardwhich administers the Federal Thrift Savings Plan.Another alternative
would be a non-Departmental Public Body such as the Pensions Protection Fund or the Student Loan
Company as suggested in the Pensions Commission Second Report. The third option would be to use a not-
for-profit organisation which the government would eVectively outsource the running of the NPSS.

62. As outlined above, the NPSS would be managed by independent board consisting of consumer,
employee, employer representatives with an explicit legal duty to look after the interests of schememembers
(along the lines of the US Federal Thrift Plan Board), and legally accountable to the public. The precise
form of accountability would depend on which option was chosen.

63. Vested interests are scaremongering that the NPSS would be vulnerable to government raids in
future. This is nonsense as the NPSS assets would be ring fenced and held in trust, overseen by independent
trustees with a legal duty to scheme members, consumers would have property rights over their assets, and
would receive regular statements telling them how their pension was doing.

64. The retail pensionsmodel has very weak systems of governance andmajor conflicts of interest. Under
UK company law, directors of firms have a primary legal duty to shareholders balanced with what we think
is a fairly weak regulatory duty to “treat customers fairly”. Shareholders also have legal rights of access to
information which aVects their decisions—whereas ordinary consumers don’t.

65. Moreover, as mentioned above, there are major concerns about the legal ownership structures of
insurance funds. All in all, themajor conflicts of interest and ownership issues mean that it would be reckless
in our view to allow firms who owe a primary duty of care to their shareholders to control the financial
futures of so many millions of consumers—especially insurance firms.

General consumer protection measures, including financial promotions and where applicable regulation of the
sales process

66. Whichever model is adopted for investing contributions, regulation will be needed to ensure
consumers are protected ı primarily in relation to financial promotions. It is diYcult to saywhat precise form
this will take at the moment. But the key diVerence is that the NPSS is likely to be closer to occupational
pension regulation with the retail model regulation more or less same as it is.

67. Statutory regulation of the sales process would still be needed. One of the main reasons regulation is
needed are the conflicts of interest sales people face between the firms who pay their wages and consumers.
These conflicts just do not exist with the NPSS model.
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Regulation of investment managers

68. It is envisaged that regardless of the model chosen, the investment managers would ultimately be
authorised by the FSA under the current regime.

Role of HMT and FSA

69. The extent of HMT and FSA roles depends on the nature of the model chosen to implement the
NPSS. Our preference is that due to the advantages presented by theNPSS, the FSAwould have a relatively
limited role. The main role being maintaining the current authorisation and prudential supervision of the
investment managers who would ultimately manage the pension funds.

70. We would imagine HMT retaining a significant role because of its responsibility as the lead
government department overseeing the operation of the UK financial services industry.

71. A NPSS would have significant eVects on the operation of the UK’s financial markets—primarily
investment markets and firms. Therefore, issues such as the competitiveness and productivity of the UK’s
investment markets would remain the primary responsibility of HMT. We are of the view that the
introduction of the NPSS would be hugely beneficial to the functioning of the UK’s investment markets by
introducing significant competitive forces.

72. The FSA may also retain a significant role in relation to financial capability—but this depends on
how the wider financial capability is taken forward.

73. However, the key roles for HMT/FSA in relation to NPSS are to:

— prevent detrimental behaviour occurring in the run-up to the introduction of NPSS. The
Committee will be aware of our serious concerns about the removal of RU64. We think this will
create opportunities for misselling of expensive personal pensions unless the FSA retains RU64;
and

— managing the legacy problems in the life insurance sector. Regardless of which model is adopted
there are major concerns about the long-term sustainability of the life insurance personal pension
model. The growing number of closed funds is evidence of that. The introduction of competition
into the pensionsmarket through theNPSSwill challenge the business models of life firms and this
will need to be managed by the FSA. In eVect, we are increasingly of the view that a managed,
orderly decline of the sector will be necessary.

Lessons from Stakeholder Pensions

74. There are a number of lessons to be learned from the experience with stakeholder pensions in the
UK—in terms of choosing the most appropriate pensions model for consumers and for regulating in the
consumer interest.

75. The ABI model represents major political risk for the Government in our view not just because of the
unsustainability of the insurance company model. Ceding control to the insurance industry to run pensions
creates a hostage to fortune. The industry may come in with a low bid to run pensions. But the sector would
then be in a powerful position to raise charges significantly over time. By that time, it would be diYcult for
the government to negotiate with the industry or start again with alternative reforms such as the NPSS
model.

76. We do not see how the existence of an economic regulator would protect the long-term interests of
consumers and taxpayers. We have been here before with stakeholder pensions.

77. When first mooted in 1997, the original concept of stakeholder pensions was closer to the Pensions
Commissions recommendations but the powerful insurance lobby undermined this and we ended up with
a retail personal pension product which the industry couldn’t sell to the governments target market as
shareholder expectations wouldn’t allow it.

78. However, the industry still lobbied for an increase in the stakeholder charges and indeed was
successful in persuading HMT to raise the price cap from 1% per annum to 1.5% for the first ten years (with
1% thereafter). Yet that still wasn’t enough and the industry has been lobbying the FSA to remove theRU64
rule which would allow charges on personal pensions to rise above the new stakeholder price cap.

79. The retail pensions industry already controls the financial futures of millions of consumers. We do
not think it prudent or wise for the government to auto-enrol yet more millions of consumers into insurance
company schemes. The NPSS represents an ideal opportunity to create a viable and sustainable mixed
economy of pension provision consisting of state, employers, personal and collective schemes (NPSS).

March 2006
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APPENDIX A

PRINCIPLES FOR REFORM

In our policy report “Blueprint for a National Pensions Policy” and in our submissions to the Pensions
Commission we set out a number of key principles which we believe need to inform pensions reform. Any
decent pension system should:

— Be universal in its coverage and provide an adequate retirement income for all.

— Be aVordable and sustainable in the long-term, and have the confidence and trust of consumers.

— Be flexible enough to accommodate changes in labour-market patterns and lifestyles.

— Be designed to meet consumer needs rather than let the market determine needs.

— Be eYcient, cost-eVective and oVer value-for-money.

— Minimise and control risk within generations and between generations, reform should provide the
security and opportunity to plan for the future.

— Be simple so that consumers can play an active role in planning for retirement.

— Give consumers a sense of ownership of their pensions arrangements.

— Promote accountability and responsibility in government, consumers and industry.

— Be based on a supportive political framework for long-term pension provision and protect
pensions policy from short-term political intervention.

We note that there seems to be a degree of consensus developing around the necessary principles for
reform. This is to be welcomed of course. However, we should stress that the choice of model for reforming
second tier private pensions will very much determine whether these principles are met.

For example, we are convinced that if the Government chose the model proposed by the ABI, then this
would not deliver the necessary value-for-money for consumers or taxpayers; would not have the confidence
or trust of consumers, and therefore would not be sustainable.

APPENDIX B

REFORMING SECOND TIER PENSIONS

In relation to reforming second tier pensions, we have set out a number of key features and criteria we
think are critical to successful reform. These are: cost; coverage; security and legal protection; regulation;
governance, accountability and representation; choice; advice, communication and information;
competition; investment risk; investment performance; consumer confidence and trust; and political risk
and sustainability.

We have used these criteria to develop our own version of theNPSS outlined in the Pensions Commission
Second Report and to assess and compare the models proposed by the IMA, NAPF and ABI.

The Pensions Commission Proposals

— All employees automatically enrolled into funded pensions with right to opt out. Combined 8%
contribution rate46 shared between employer and employee.

— Contributions into either high quality employers schemes or newly created National Pension
Savings Scheme (NPSS).

— Contributions would be collected via PAYE or new Pensions Payment System.

Assessing various models for delivering second tier pensions

It is our view that the IMA model represents the closest match to the concept set out in the Pensions
Commission Report and developed by Which? In relation to the NAPF model, we are of the view that this
much preferable to the ABI model. It scores much better than the ABI model on the features and criteria
set out above but does not quite match the benefits of the NPSS/ IMA model.

We have included a summary of this assessment below which compares Which?’s model of NPSS
compared directly against the ABI’smodel.Wewould be happy to submit a similar summary of our analysis
of the NAPF model if it was helpful to the Committee.

Therefore, in rank order we would argue that the models which oVer the best opportunity for creating
sustainable reform are:

1. NPSS/IMA

2. NAPF

3. ABI

46 Employer 3%, employee 4%, 1% from state making 8% of earnings above the Primary Threshold.
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The ABI model in our view is fundamentally unsuited to the challenge of providing value for money,
secure pensions that consumers have trust in. Based on UK and international evidence we think that the
ABI model would be two to three times as expensive to manage and operate as the NPSS/ IMAmodel (and
this is before the additional legal and regulatory costs that would be needed if the ABI model was to be
anywhere near trusted by consumers—see below).

As the table in Annexe A shows, our recent survey found only 11% of consumers would trust financial
services firms such as insurance companies most vis a vis other options to manage their pensions. This is
perhaps not surprising given the litany of misselling scandals the insurance industry has been responsible
for.

However, we understand from the ABI’s proposals that the model envisages that the sales process would
be unregulated. This concerns us as the ABI model involves selling at the workplace to employers and
employees and to individuals. This raises the spectre of the contracting out episode where insurance sales
staV persuaded employers/ employees to contract out into personal pensions. At least in the case of
contracting-out, consumers who have a legitimate claim for misselling (if they were missold) can claim
redress. Under the ABI’s proposals it is likely that consumers rights to redress would be severely curtailed
if the sales process was unregulated. This is in itself would be unacceptable but the critical point is that the
absence of a regulatory deterrent (in the form of redress) would encouragemore unscrupulous firms tomake
unsuitable sales. This is in turn would encourage the rest of industry to follow suit for fear of losing market
share to more aggressive firms.

One of the major weaknesses in the ABI’s proposals is that the very concept introduces the need for
regulated advice (and indeed unnecessary distribution costs). Competition for business and market share in
this open-market model will by its nature require significant incentives for sales staV, promotion and
marketing spend if individual firms are to attract the custom of employers and individuals. The use of
incentives by definition introduces conflicts of interest into the sales process between the interests of the firm
(and the sales representative) and the consumer. Conflicts of interest in our view are the root cause of much
of the misselling we have seen in the UK over the past two decades. This in turn requires regulation of some
form to try to ensure that the consumer interest is not overridden by the commercial interest of the firm/
sales person.

This conflict does not exist in the NPSS/ IMA model as it fundamentally changes the nature of
competition and distribution for business. Using bulk-buying introduces huge economies of scale and,
critically, institutional investment managers would be competing directly to the NPSS thereby cutting out
the “middle man”.

We do not believe that the introduction of auto-enrolment would be suYcient to allow the insurance
sector to reduce costs to anywhere near the level possible under theNPSS/ IMAmodel. Asmentioned above,
the ABI model will still require substantial incentives, marketing, and promotional costs if individual firms
are to compete successfully in what will be a very lucrative market.

Sustainability and long-term risk

This lack of trust and confidence must call into question the sustainability of the ABI proposals. The ABI
model poses significant long-term risks for consumers (and society in general) as the legal structure of
insurance based pension schemes means that the ultimate ownership of assets resides with the firm not with
the consumer. The insurance industry already controls the assets of millions of consumers. We do not think
it is prudent or wise for the Government to allow the insurance sector to control the long-term financial
futures of yet more millions of consumers.

Moreover, once consumers are made aware of the ownership implications of being auto-enrolled into
insurance company based pensions then this would exacerbate the trust and confidence problems. It is
perhaps not sensible for the Government to try to soft-compel consumers into insurance company pension
schemes which would further undermine sustainability.

It would of course be possible to address these legal ownership/ structural issues by introducing major
additional legislation and regulation. However, this would involve significant additional expense to add to
the cost ineYciencies built into the ABI model.

Political risks

Much has been made of the political risks attached to the various proposals for second-tier pensions.
Indeed, each of the models proposed do present risks and challenges in relation to set up costs and
implementation.

However, we see no particular advantage or disadvantage in any particular model in respect of these
issues. Each of the main proposals will involve some set up costs and will take some time to implement. It
is not possible to quantify with absolute accuracy what those costs are or the time taken to implement
reform. The Pensions Commission report contains the best independent estimate of set up costs based on
international experience. Moreover, we are persuaded by the IMA’s proposals for a centralised clearing
house.
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The ABI’s contention that its proposals build on existing systems and therefore represent least risk for
government are exaggerated in our view. Even if it was possible to create a BACs Plus system to collect and
administer contributions it would still require some form of centralised administration to verify
contributions.

The critical point is that the necessary time should be taken to implement the necessary administration
reforms properly.

However, we believe that the greatest political risk comes not from implementation or administration but
from allowing the insurance industry to gain control of long-term pensions assets. The ABI is arguing that
it can deliver low-cost pensions. Our research and other independent reports suggest that insurance firms
are unable to deliver pensions on low-cost basis. So, even it was able to drastically reduce total costs from
the existing level at the outset, this is likely to be on a loss leader basis. The sector would then be in a powerful
position to raise charges significantly over time. By that time, it would be diYcult for the government to
negotiate with the industry or start again with alternative reforms such as the NPSS model. In eVect, the
government would be creating a hostage to fortune.

We do not see how the existence of an economic regulator would protect the long-term interests of
consumers and taxpayers. We have been here beforewith stakeholder pensions. When first mooted in 1997,
the original concept of stakeholder pensions was closer to the Pensions Commissions recommendations but
the powerful insurance lobby undermined this and we ended upwith a retail personal pension product
whichtheindustry couldn’t sell to the governments target market as shareholderexpectations wouldn’t
allow it.

However, the industry still lobbied for an increase in the stakeholder charges and indeed was successful
in persuading HMT to raise the price cap from 1% per annum to 1.5% for the first ten years (with 1%
thereafter). Yet that still wasn’t enough and the industry has been lobbying the FSA to remove the RU64
rule which would allow charges on personal pensions to rise above the new stakeholder price cap.

APPENDIX C

Table 1

TRUST IN PENSION SCHEMES
Organisation most trusted to manage pension savings
(base: 1,104 adults 15! working/seeking work)

Organisation Percentage of respondents

EITHER an independently-run financial organisation 40%
OR A non-profit making independent body

A non-profit making independent body 26%

The Government 20%

An independently-run financial organisation like National Savings and 14%
Investments

The Financial Services Industry (eg an insurance company) 11%

Would trust them all equally 6%

None—I wouldn’t trust any of them 13%

Don’t know 11%

APPENDIX D

Table 2

COMPARISON OF FEATURES OF NPSS STYLE PENSION SCHEME AND ABI/OPEN
MARKET MODEL

Open market personal pensions
Features NPSS model

Cost
Access costs are crucial in The Pensions Commission More likely to be in region of
pensions. If consumers are to estimates that with bulk buying 1.3% a year. This would have
provide for the future then the and economies of scale costs eVect of reducing value of
Government needs to look will be in region of 0.3% a year. individual pension fund by 30%
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Open market personal pensions
Features NPSS model

objectively at which model The NPSS model, with a co- (all things being equal). Even
provides the most eYcient and ordinating independent body with auto-enrolment the retail
cost-eVective access. appointing the fund managers model is too expensive due to
Unnecessary costs reduce the using bulk buying and the huge marketing and
final value of people’s pension competitive tendering, provides promotional costs hundreds of
funds. huge economies of scale and financial firms would spend
Choosing the right pension removes the need for marketing competing to persuade millions
vehicle is important for the and promotional costs. of individual consumers to
taxpayer as well as the In addition, the NPSS model choose their particular
consumer given the amount of allows for centralised employers and products and
tax relief we spend in the UK administration of contributions. funds. Retail firms would still
encouraging provision. need to pay high commission to
Even under auto-enrolment, the advisers to get them to
government will retain tax- recommend their products. The
relief. Higher cost pensions retail model would be
would waste this tax relief. fragmented and would not

achieve the necessary economies
of scale. And statutory
regulation of the sales process
would still be needed.

Security and legal protection
Pension security is crucial in its Vested interests are In contrast, the existing
own right and if we are to create scaremongering that the NPSS insurance company personal
a sustainable long-term would be vulnerable to pension model leaves consumers
pensions settlement. government raids in future. This vulnerable to manipulation in
Importantly pensions have to be is nonsense as the NPSS assets the future. What is not often
seen to be secure to maintain would be ring fenced and held realised is that when consumers
confidence in the system. in trust, overseen by invest in an insurance company

independent trustees with a legal product, then the legal
duty to scheme members, ownership of the assets resides
consumers would have property with the firm not the
rights over their assets, and consumer—in other words
would receive regular statements consumers don’t even own their
telling them how their pension own assets anymore. This leaves
was doing. funds vulnerable.

Regulation
Whichever model is adopted for Under this model, there would Statutory regulation of the sales
investing contributions, need to be some form of process would still be needed.
regulation will be needed to regulation of the NPSS but it One of the main reasons
ensure consumers are protected. would remove the need for regulation is needed are the
It is diYcult to say what precise regulating the sales process we conflicts of interest sales people
form this will take at the currently have. It would be face between the firms who pay
moment. But the key diVerence closer to the regime we have for their wages and consumers.
is that the NPSS is likely to be the workplace and employers These conflicts just do not exist
closer to occupational pension schemes. with the NPSS model.
regulation with the retail model
regulation more or less same as
it is.

Governance, accountability and
representation
Governance is all about As outlined above, the NPSS The retail pensions model has
ensuring that interests of all would be managed by very weak systems of
stakeholders are represented independent board consisting of governance and major conflicts
and people in position of power consumer, employee, employer of interest. Under UK company
are held to account if they abuse representatives with an explicit law, directors of firms have a
that position. legal duty to look after the primary legal duty to
We are in no doubt as to the interests of scheme members, shareholders balanced with
significant advantages in terms and legally accountable to the what we think is a fairly weak
of governance oVered by the public. regulatory duty to “treat
NPSS model which uses customers fairly”. Shareholders
collective force to put power in also have legal rights of access
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Open market personal pensions
Features NPSS model

the hands of consumers. to information which aVects
their decisions—whereas
ordinary consumers don’t.
Moreover, as mentioned above,
there are major concerns about
the legal ownership structures of
insurance funds. All in all, the
major conflicts of interest and
ownership issues mean that it
would be reckless in our view to
allow firms who owe a primary
duty of care to their
shareholders to control the
financial futures of so many
millions of consumers—
especially insurance firms.

Choice
There are two main stages in the Consumers would have a choice The main diVerence between the
“decision making process” when of a default fund49, guaranteed NPSS and retail model appears
selecting a pension scheme47. fund50, managed fund51 and to be that individual consumers
First, is choosing type of assets/ higher risk fund52. However, the would have a wider range of
fund(s) which suit attitude to NPSS would appoint the fund and provider choices. But
risk, trade oV between risk/ investment managers to run this choice is an illusion in our
return. Second, the actual these funds using bulk buying view.
investment manager must be and a competitive tendering The actual decision making
chosen. process—so individual process is still more or less the
Evidence strongly suggests that consumers wouldn’t have to same—the diVerence being that
too much choice is as choose the managers under the NPSS scheme the
detrimental as too little choice themselves. choice is intermediated while in
in undermining eVective We think that the NPSS model the retail model consumers have
decision making by consumers oVers consumers a sensible, to choose from a wide range of
in complex areas such as managed choice—providing individual funds and providers,
pensions48. security and opportunity to and will probably need financial

maximise the potential of advice so adding to costs. The
pension contributions. crucial point is that this wider

choice comes at a much higher
cost because funds are
fragmented, economies of scale
are lost, and consumers end up
paying for marketing and
distribution costs out of charges
levied on the funds. But the
higher costs do not provide
consumers with any advantage
in return through higher
performance (see below).

Advice, communication and
information
Whichever model is adopted, Questions have been raised We take the view that advice
consumers will need regular about how advice, under the industry open-market
information and communication and model would simply become a
communication. information would be provided euphemism for selling
But there are major diVerences under the NPSS model. We opportunities. Moreover, the
between the need for regulated believe the need for very nature of the open market
financial advice because of the comprehensive advice would be model proposed by the ABI

47 There is the decision on how much to contribute of course but we ignore this for now in an auto-enrolment system.
48 see Pensions Commission Second Report, p68–69.
49 This would be either a lifestyle fund where investors are switched from equities to government bonds and cash the closer they
get to retirement, or a smoothed managed fund (a modern version of with-profits funds without any of the disadvantages).
Individuals could choose whichever type of fund suited them but if they didn’t make a choice, their contributions would go
into the default fund.

50 this would be invested in cash and government bonds.
51 a mix of UK and international equities, bonds and cash.
52 probably an equity fund.
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conflicts of interest involved in very much reduced because of introduces conflicts of interest
the diVerent models. the comparative simplicity of into the selling process which

choices. The advice and would require additional
communication received would consumer protection measures
be closer to that available with to control the risk of massive
employers schemes. Moreover, misselling.
critically, the NPSS model does These conflicts of interest do not
not prevent consumers getting exist to the same degree with the
independent advice if they need. NPSS model.
The diVerence being that the
choices and therefore the need
for expensive advice is much
reduced.

Competition
The investment markets in the The NPSS model would have The UK retail model has been
UK are huge but there is a beneficial eVect on competition heavily criticised for ineVective
world of diVerence in terms of in the financial services industry. competition. What competition
competition between the In the USA, the use of a there is, is for distribution, not
institutional and retail coordinating body awarding the the consumer which pushes up
investment management sectors. tenders for large scale costs. Even with auto-
In the institutional sector investment management enrolment, having large
competition works to make contracts forced large numbers of individual firms
charges competitive while in the institutional investment firms to competing to attract the custom
retail market more choice and compete fiercely for business of millions of consumers
competition puts upwards which drives costs down. requires huge sales
pressure on costs. The essence of the NPSS is commissions, advertising and

collective consumer power marketing budgets. Most people
making markets work in the now accept consumers have very
consumer interest. weak influence in retail pension

markets.

Investment risk
One of the major causes of the There is no real diVerence between the basic investment strategies
lack of trust and confidence in (or asset allocations) the NPSS and retail model could oVer
the pension system has been the consumers—lifestyle/smoothed managed, guaranteed, adventurous
volatility of stockmarket based and so on. The question is: which model is most eYcient at
pension schemes. Consumers managing the risk?
risk seeing their income in Advocates of the retail model argue that advisers and sales staV

retirement reduced if they retire would be able to advise consumers on choice of investment strategy.
at the “wrong time”53.The This is true—but this comes at a huge cost and there is no evidence
demise of the final salary that these advisers are more eVective at choosing appropriate long-
scheme transfers risk to term investment strategies. Moreover, one of the key reasons the
consumers—new ways of retail sales process needs to be regulated is to try to minimise the risk
sharing risk are needed to of advisers recommending products which don’t suit the consumers
restore confidence and trust. risk profile.

Our consumer research shows Finally, we think the NPSS model allows more cost-eVective bulk
that consumers want a high buying of risk management techniques from the institutional fund
degree of certainty about their manager sector so that consumers can have the greater degree of
pension returns. certainty they want.

Investment performance
As well as depending on the It is not possible to say with certainty that one particular model on
amount contributed, the value average will deliver superior investment performance—past
of pension funds depends on performance is no guarantee of future performance etc. It may well
three main factors—the asset be that given the wider range of individual retail funds, a small
allocation, charges and number of consumers from time to time will get a higher return than
investment performance of the the “average” NPSS saver. However, it is more likely that the
fund managers. majority of savers would do worse than they would do under the

NPSS model due to the eVect of charges.
All things being equal the NPSS should provide better net returns
for consumer due to the lower charges (see above).

53 figure from the Pensions Commission.
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Moreover, we think that even though past performance is no guide
to the future, the NPSS approach has a better change of delivering
superior returns than the retail model—primarily because the
competition to win the contracts for the assets will be so fierce that
major institutional investment firms will want to put their best fund
managers on the job. As well as economies of scale, this is another
advantage we see in the collective approach to pension provision. It
makes the markets work in the consumer interest.

Memorandum submitted by the Association of British Insurers (ABI)

Executive Summary

1. The ABI wholeheartedly supports the Pensions Commission’s view that pension costs can be
substantially reduced and saving increased, via:

— auto-enrolment;

— compulsory employer contributions;

— reduced regulatory costs; and

— reforms to means-testing.

2. However, we do not agree with the Pensions Commission that it is necessary to set up an entirely new,
state-sponsored, pension organisation. Such an approach would simply expose the taxpayer to high set-up
costs and the financial risks associated with major Government IT projects.

3. Instead, the Government should make use of the insurance industry’s proven experience and IT
infrastructure. This approach—Partnership Pensions—would:

— deliver the Pensions Commission’s goal of low-cost “personal account” pensions by using auto-
enrolment and compulsory employer contributions;

— harness competition to increase participation rates and saving levels, improve service and exert
downward pressure on charges;

— oVer choice, for those who want it, and a good “no choice” default option for those who do not;

— protect good existing workplace pensions and the broader pensions market;

— operate at a charge level at, or only slightly higher, than those actually likely under the Pensions
Commission’s proposals; and,

— be up and running far more quickly than a state-sponsored scheme.

4. Charge levels under any model will depend on a range of factors: contribution levels; persistency; the
costs of collecting contributions; administration; fund management; and regulation. But charges as low as
0.3% are not possible under the Commission’s model. Deloitte’s analysis for the ABI shows that the
National Pensions Savings Scheme (NPSS) proposed by the Commission would require an Annual
Management Charge (AMC) of at least 0.45% and possibly as high as 0.6% of fund value. Moreover, the
Swedish Premium Pension Authority (PPM), often cited as an example of how to achieve low charges,
currently shares the costs of collection with the state PAYG pension. The PPM confirms that, without this,
the average charge would be over 0.8% AMC and the cheapest charge would be more than 0.5% AMC.

5. To ensure value for money and to address the need for robust governance of the new scheme, we also
propose the creation of a new market-focussed economic regulator, the Retirement Income Commission
(RIC). This body would:

— make economic market assessments of costs, charges and contributions and recommend a charge
cap if necessary;

— monitor savings behaviour and the eVectiveness of policy, in particular to ensure that “levelling
down” of existing provision does not occur;

— carry out certain tasks necessary for the new system to work; and

— encourage saving.

6. Our proposals for Partnership Pensions and their regulation draw on the lessons of Stakeholder
pensions:
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— the policy and regulatory framework needs to be designed as an integratedwhole—for Stakeholder
pensions, the sales regulation makes it diYcult to advise and persuade savers to join a pension
within the price cap;

— employer contributions and reduced reliance on means-tested pension benefits are needed to
ensure saving in the new scheme is “suitable” for almost all savers, so avoiding the need for costly
regulation—the absence of an employer contribution and increased use of means-tested benefits
preventes Stakeholder pensions reaching their full potential;

— a charge cap should be considered only if there has been a demonstrable market failure over a
period of time, and after a sound, transparent and extensive analysis by an economic regulator
(the RIC)—the absence of proper economic regulatory analysis and an opaque process makes the
Stakeholder pension price cap unfit for purpose;

— the regulator should start from the assumption that saving is in the interest of the schememember,
rather than placing the main emphasis on seeking to prevent “unsuitable” sales—the Basic Advice
regime for Stakeholder pensions has the emphasis the other way round, so inhibiting saving.

7. Whatever decision the Government takes on a new model for private pension saving, action could be
taken very quickly to address theweaknesseswithin the current Stakeholder pension framework. Thiswould
mark a useful first step in helping more people save for retirement.

1. Introduction

1.1 The ABI welcomes the Treasury Select Committee’s inquiry into the design of the proposed National
Pension Saving Scheme (NPSS) and the role of financial services regulation. The Pensions Commission’s
Second Report sets out a compelling vision of increased saving through auto-enrolment and compulsory
employer contributions. If we learn the lessons of Stakeholder pensions and overhaul the regulatory
framework accordingly, a major opportunity can be seized for the country and for millions of ordinary
savers.

1.2 This submission sets out:

— our agreement with the Pensions Commission’s vision and the strengths and weakness of its
proposed implementation strategy, and how the ABI’s proposals for Partnership Pensions would
provide a new beginning for private pension saving (see Partnership Pensions: A New Model for
Retirement Saving, February 2006);

— the main determinants of costs and charges, and the likely level of charges under the Pensions
Commission’s proposals;

— the design of a new Retirement Income Commission; and

— lessons from the Stakeholder experience.

1.3 The ABI represents the interests of the UK’s insurance industry. The Association has around 400
member companieswho provide over 97%of insurance business in theUK. TheUK insurance industry pays
out £156 million every day in pensions and life insurance benefits.

2. A New Beginning for Private Pension Saving: Partnership Pensions

2.1 The Pensions Commission proposes a radical change in the currentmodel of private pensions in order
to reach new savers with average and low incomes. To achieve this, the Commission proposes to cut costs
in a number of ways:

— auto-enrolment, whichwould automatically place employees in a pension scheme, so removing the
cost to the pension company of seeking new business and of persuading staV to join
occupational schemes;

— mandatory employer contributions at 3% and reduced reliance on means-testing, to ensure all
pension saving is “suitable” and can be undertaken without regulated advice, so cutting
regulatory costs.

2.2 The ABI unequivocally supports these aims and believes that, together, they hold the key to a
successful new beginning for pension saving. However, we do not agree with the Pensions Commission that
it is necessary to set up an entirely new, state-sponsored, pension organisation. We believe that such an
approachwould simply expose the taxpayer to high set-up costs, uncertain future liabilities, and the financial
risks associated with major Government IT projects.

2.3 We believe that the Government would be better advised to build on the insurance industry’s existing
systems and expertise. The ABI’s proposals, “Partnership Pensions”, developed at the request of the
Minister for Pensions Reform, show how this can be done.
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2.4 Partnership Pensions would deliver the Pensions Commission’s goal of low-cost “personal account”
pensions for all. They would achieve this by using auto-enrolment and compulsory employer contributions
in the context of a lighter, more proportionate, regulatory regime and reduced reliance on means-testing.
But, by using the insurance industry’s proven skills, know-how and IT infrastructure, they would avoid the
risks to the taxpayer and Government of establishing an entirely new organisation.

2.5 Our proposals would harness competition to increase participation rates and saving levels, improve
service and exert downward pressure on charges. They would oVer choice—of provider, fund, and service
level—to those whowant it, and a good “no choice” default option for those who do not. Under Partnership
Pensions, if an individual wished to shop around for a provider who oVers additional information and help
with saving, they could do so. If they did not want to exercise choice, they would be automatically enrolled
into a Partnership Pension designated by their employer or selected automatically (from a “carousel“”).
They would then be placed in a default lifestyle fund. They would remain with this provider, even if they
changed employer, unless they actively chose to switch to a diVerent pension orwere oVered a better pension.

2.6 Similarly, companies would not have to choose a provider if they did not wish to do so, as they could
be allocated one via a carousel. Indeed, Partnership Pensions are specifically designed to place as small a
demand as possible on employers—for many, the task would be no harder than sending a pension
contribution to the employee’s unique pension account.

2.7 Partnership Pensionswould operate at a charge—probably in a range between 0.6% to 0.75%AMC—
the same, or only a little higher, than the NPSS in practice. (The independent analysis and international
comparisons set out in chapter 3 suggest that the NPSS would be likely to charge at least 0.45% AMC, and
quite possibly 0.6% AMC or more.)

2.8 To ensure value for money and address the need for robust governance of the new scheme, we also
propose the creation of a new market-focused economic regulator, the Retirement Income Commission.
This would:make economic assessments of costs, charges and contributions;monitor savings behaviour and
the eVectiveness of policy; carry out tasks necessary for the successful operation of the new system; and
encourage saving. Its role is discussed further in the annex.

2.9 Moreover, as insurers already have the skills and infrastructure necessary to establish Partnership
Pensions, the system could be up and running far more quickly than a state-sponsored scheme. Significantly
lower set-up costs would make Partnership Pensions cheaper than the Pensions Commission’s proposal for
at least the first decade of operation.

3. The Costs and Charges of a New Pensions Model

The Determinants of Costs and Charges

3.1 The operational cost, and charges, of any new pensions model will depend on:

— The cost of collection,which will fall as a % of fund value as contribution levels rise and vice-versa.
Costs will be lower if existing collection infrastructure is used, such as BACs and the IT systems
already in place for Stakeholder pensions, rather than designing and building an entirely new
system.

— The cost of policy administration, which will be lower if automation is used instead of manual
processing. (In addition, if the Government invited providers to tender for bundled administration
services, this too would have a bearing on costs—a short contract length to aid performance
management would necessarily involve higher costs.)

— The cost of capital, both working capital which will be similar in all models, and regulatory capital
which might be higher for private sector providers, is also an important factor.

— The cost of fund management, which will depend on how actively the fund is managed, the size of
the fund, and the market power of the service purchaser.

— Whether or not persuasion is necessary to encourage saving. Entirely voluntary saving requires
persuasion, which is costly. Mandatory saving is cheaper. Automatic enrolment falls somewhere
between the two.

— The number of pensions per person. Costs would be lower if there is only one pension per lifetime,
because the set-up costs would be spread over a full working life. Costs would be higher if
individuals have multiple pensions.

— Incentives likely to increase or decrease costs.Without eYciency pressures or incentives to reduce
costs, costs will stay level or rise.

— The cost of regulation.Costs will be determined by the regulatory framework. Themore the system
can be designed to avoid the need for costly sales regulation, the lower costs will be.
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Charges: why 0.3% is more than optimistic

3.2 The Pensions Commission argues that their model for the NPSS would involve an annual charge of
0.3% of an individual’s total pension fund (0.3% AMC). Unsurprisingly, commentators have found this an
attractive prospect. But the Commission itself recognises in its Second Report that the figure is intended to
be aspirational, rather than a cap to be implemented quickly. Even so, more broadly-based modelling than
that used by the Commission, and international comparisons, both suggest that no new pension system—
whether the Commission’s NPSS proposals or the ABI’s Partnership Pensions—would in practice be likely
to operate at such a low level of charge.

3.3 All charge estimates are based onmodelling of pension systems which are very diVerent to the current
one. They are, therefore, inherently uncertain. Small changes in assumptions make very big diVerences. The
ABI asked Deloitte to undertake a detailed analysis of the costs and charges likely to arise under the
Pensions Commission’s proposal for the NPSS. Using the Commission’s base assumptions, Deloitte found
that charges were likely to be around 0.45%AMC rather than 0.3%. Costs had been underestimated in three
main ways:

— policy set-up and fund management costs would be likely to be higher than assumed by the
Commission (adding 0.06%);

— the NPSS is aimed at all those in the target population, not just the median earner used in the
Pensions Commission’s modelling (adding 0.04%); and

— premiums and charges would be incurred on a monthly, not an annual basis as assumed by the
Pensions Commission (adding 0.05%).

3.4 We note that the Investment Management Association (IMA), which has broadly endorsed the
Commission’s model, has estimated the likely charge as closer to 0.5% than 0.3%AMC.Moreover, our own
modelling shows that assumptions slightly diVerent from those used by the Commission, but highly
plausible, would increase the charge to around 0.6% AMC:

— if the improvement in persistency (ie how long people keep paying into the same pension) was only
half the level assumed by the Pensions Commission, the charge would rise by about 0.11%.
Increasing labour mobility makes this a reasonable assumption;

— if automatic enrolment only achieved 65% participation rather than the 80% assumed by the
Commission, charges would rise by 0.02%. (80% participation rates are only seen when the
employer actively encourages enrolment. Commercial pressures might well mean that smaller UK
employers would be less encouraging. And uneven contributions from lower earners seem highly
probable.)

3.5 These uncertainties apply to other models too. The National Association of Pension Funds (NAPF)
estimated that the Commission’s model would cost 0.45% AMC, and proposed their own model of Super
Trusts at charges a little over 0.4% AMC. However, according to the NAPF’s own assessment, if plausible
alternative assumptions are used, the charge for Super Trusts would increase to around 0.7% AMC.

International Experience

3.6 International experience has been cited in support of charges as low as 0.3%AMC.Close examination
of that experience shows that charges at this level have not, in practice, been achieved. Application of
international experience to the UK needs to be done carefully. For example, Sweden, which operates a
system very like the Commission’s model, currently has an average charge of over 0.6%AMC. The cheapest
fund, the large default fund, charges a little below 0.4% AMC. But the cost of administering the Swedish
system is shared with the state PAYG pension. The Swedish authorities have confirmed to the ABI that if
this were not the case, charges could be around 0.2%AMChigher, so the average charge would be over 0.8%
AMC and even the very cheapest fund would have to charge over 0.5% AMC.

3.7 Several commentators have also suggested that the USA and New Zealand oVer indications of how
much anNPSSmight charge. However, in neither case is such a system in operation so it is too early to draw
any reliable conclusions about the charges that would arise.

Other Factors

3.8 Our analysis is not a “worst case” scenario. We have not, for example, factored into the NPSS costs
a repeat of the Swedish experience, which saw the costs of two failed attempts to build IT infrastructure
written oV by the Swedish Government.

3.9 Nor is it a dynamic analysis. We have not attempted to factor in how charges would fall over time.
But the ABImodel preserves more choice for both employers and employees and therefore incentivises both
price and service competition more eVectively than the NPSS. Such savings can be significant: between 1990
and 2004, management expenses including commission for long term insurance business fell from 2.6% to
1%. (1.6% to 0.6% if commission costs are excluded.) One-oV competitions for lengthy fund and
administration mandates are likely to deliver less benefit than this more dynamic market competition, and
lead to less choice and flexibility in the event of supplier failure.
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Final Thoughts on Charges

3.10 Both international comparisons and modelling show that the charge for the Pension Commission’s
model would be around 0.5% AMC rather than 0.3% AMC. There is therefore only a small diVerence
compared with the likely charge for Partnership Pensions (between 0.6% and 0.75% AMC). Partnership
Pensions would also provide other benefits and avoid other risks, as outlined elsewhere in this paper.

3.11 That said, the decision on which model to use should not be based solely on the likely charge. We
believe that the Government should focus on the importance of ensuring everyone will have a good pension.
This means devising a system that not only extends aVordable private pensions to those who do not have
them but also protects existing workplace provision and the wider pensions market. It should also include
incentives to encourage wider participation, higher contributions, and lower costs over the medium term.

4. Pensions Regulation and The Stakeholder Experience

4.1 Our proposals for Partnership Pensions are designed to address the problems of the current
regulatory framework for pensions, and the lessons of Stakeholder pensions.

The Stakeholder Pensions Experience

4.2 Stakeholder pensions have not led to the hoped-for increase in saving.More than 80% of Stakeholder
schemes set up by employers have no participating employees. There are three main reasons:

— the absence of mandatory employer contributions mean low incentives to save;

— pension providers and financial advisers are often unable to recommend Stakeholder pensions to
low and moderate earners because the means-tested Pensions Credit makes it hard to satisfy the
“suitability” requirements of the FSA’s current regulatory regime;

— the charge cap is set at a level making it diYcult to reach out to the target group of savers.

In addition, high regulatory capital requirements, especially with regard to sterling reserves for future
expenses, also make Stakeholder pensions less economic. The fear, possibly misplaced, of retrospective
Financial Ombudsman Service intervention has also made providers and advisers cautious in promoting
Stakeholder pensions.

4.3 The price cap was itself set in a way which did not follow the customary practice—applied by law in
some utility markets—of evidence gathering, extensive economic analysis and open consultation conducted
independently of Government, subject to a clear timetable and with a right of appeal to the Competition
Appeal Tribunal.

4.4 Further, although the 2002 Sandler Review advocated a significant relaxation of sales regulation for
Stakeholder products, the FSA’s stakeholder regulations—Basic Advice—have allowed very few pension
sales, as the FSA’s own research has shown.

4.5 Finally, the slow pace of decision-making and the lack of clear responsibility among the public
agencies involved diminished the likelihood of both a successful public policy solution and the ability of
companies to react commercially. The Stakeholder brand was damaged as a result.

5. Lessons from Stakeholder Pensions for the Design and Regulation of a New Private Saving

Scheme

5.1 At present, responsibility for the regulation of pensions is fragmented and involves several diVerent
Government departments and regulators, including the Treasury, the Department for Work and Pensions,
the Financial Services Authority, the Pensions Regulator, the Financial Ombudsman Service and the
Pension Protection Fund. Thismakes for poor policy co-ordination, operational diYculties (particularly for
employers), and does little to encourage pension saving.

5.2 The Stakeholder pensions experience provides many lessons for both the design and regulation of any
new private saving scheme. We have incorporated these into our proposals for Partnership Pensions.

Lessons for the Treasury on the Design of a New Private Saving Scheme

5.3 The policy and regulatory framework should be designed as an integrated whole. This will allow
simpler and less costly regulation. In particular, reduced reliance on means-testing and the use of an
employer contribution will together mean that the current “suitability” requirements are unnecessary. The
regulator should be set clear, and fully joined-up, objectives that serve the consumer interest by encouraging
saving as well as ensuring consumer protection.

5.4 The Stakeholder experience shows the dangers of a charge cap. If one is considered necessary, it
should be adopted only after an adequate period of market monitoring and on the basis of a sound,
independent, analysis of the nature of any market failure and the costs and charges faced. This should be
the responsibility of a regulator with a remit closer to those of the economic utility regulators.
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5.5 The wider regulatory environment is also relevant. It is important that neither the regulatory regime
for credit and borrowing, nor that for pension saving outside the new scheme, should discourage saving or
undermine existing workplace provision and the wider pensions market.

5.6 Finally, getting the regulation right at the start is essential. The Government’s White Paper should
set out its expectations for regulation and, if necessary, foreshadow any necessary changes to the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000, as well as pensions legislation.

Lessons for the FSA on the Implementation of a New Private Saving Scheme

5.7 The Pensions Commission’s assumption that pension saving is the right thing to do for most people
is to be welcomed, and should be the starting point for the FSA’s approach to any new system. This will
avoid the problems of Stakeholder pensions, where the emphasis was on guarding against the risk of
“unsuitable” sales.

5.8 Further thought should be given to the rate at which prudential requirements are set. The existing
sterling reserve requirements for future expenses are not risk-based and add unnecessarily to the cost of
pensions.

5.9 The regulator should work with the Government, trade associations and consumer groups to ensure
that consumers are provided with the information and decision-making tools (eg decision-trees) they need
in order to decide on whether or not to opt out of the new system, whether to save at the minimum level or
higher, and whether to accept a default fund or choose one of the alternatives.

5.10 Very careful consideration should be given to the impact of the new system on existing workplace
pensions and the wider pensions and savings market. Many on middle to high incomes will need to make
quite substantial additional pension provision if they are to avoid a large drop in their expected living
standards in retirement. This argues strongly against introducing any successor to the current “RU64” rule,
which the FSA rightly has recommended abolishing.

5.11 The regulatory regime for the new system should take full account of the Government’s Five
Principles of Good Regulation. It should be proportionate, accountable, consistent, transparent, and
targeted.

6. Conclusion

6.1 The Pensions Commission’s proposals and the forthcoming White Paper oVer a tremendous
opportunity to close the Savings Gap and achieve financial security in retirement for all. We urge the
Government to seek a comprehensive solution; one that will require bold reforms of means-tested pension
benefits and a new approach to regulation, as well as the creation of a newmodel for private pension saving.

6.2 Whatever decision is ultimately made about the future of private pension saving, action taken now
to address the weaknesses within the current Stakeholder pension framework would be a useful first step
towards helping more people save for retirement.

March 2006

Annex A

THE FUTURE OF PENSIONS REGULATION

Pensions regulation should move with market developments, ensure that all stakeholders’ interests
(especially those of employers) are properly represented and that the overall eVectiveness of the policy
framework is evaluated andmodified in the light of experience. The current framework does not achieve this.

The ABI therefore proposes the establishment of a new statutory body, the Retirement Income
Commission. This would act as an economic regulator, as well as carrying out a range of monitoring,
supervisory and educational functions. The RIC’s role, aspects of which would be relevant in relation to an
NPSS model as well as to Partnership Pensions, would include:

— Economic Functions: The Commission would apply the disciplines of economic regulatory
analysis to the pensions market. In the first instance, it would focus on monitoring costs and
charges with a view to assessing whether the market is functioning properly. But the RIC should
have a power to recommend the setting of a price cap as a safeguardmeasure. Any such cap would
be set in line with best practice—a full understanding of the costs faced and the nature of the
market failure, full and transparent consultation, and opportunities for appeal to the Competition
Appeals Tribunal.

— Monitoring Functions: The Pensions Commission’s Second Report sets out a compelling case for
the establishment of a small monitoring body to review the eVectiveness of the pensions settlement
as a whole and to provide authoritative independent advice to Government on necessary reforms.
We believe that such a strategic role should be an essential component of the RIC so that it can
analyse the interplay between state and private sector provision, providing early warning of a
failure to meet participation or contribution targets. The Commission could also provide
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authoritative research, provide thought-leadership and evaluate best practice. A further key
monitoring function would be the tracking and analysis of employer behaviour—ensuring
compliance with any compulsory employer matching contribution, and checking that the new
pension system did not lead to a “levelling down” of existing workplace pensions.

— Operational and Consumer Protection Issues: The RIC should undertake the small number of
central operational functions necessary to sustain Partnership Pensions, such as running the
“carousel” of providers to be used where employers do not make an active choice of the default
pension provider.

— Promoting Saving: The RIC would provide a disinterested authoritative public voice promoting
the need for individuals to save for retirement. It would drawon the experience of theNewZealand
Retirement Income Commission, a small public body which, through innovative web and other
media resources, has helped improve financial literacy and retirement saving.

Simplifying the Landscape

It may also make sense for the Commission to subsume the supervisory and solvency functions of the
Pensions Regulator as a means of simplifying the overall regulatory environment. On the same principle,
the RIC might also take on the operational mantle of the Pensions Protection Fund. This would have a
number of advantages:

— More rounded decision-making with a single body.

— Better assessment of the impact of pensions policy as a whole on employers.

— Economies of scale in operational functions.

Reform also provides an opportunity to review and clarify the boundaries between the Financial
Ombudsman Service and the Pensions Ombudsman.

We do not, however, propose that the RIC should take on the prudential role of the FSA in relation to
financial services companies. Solvency regulation should happen once for companies, rather than being
fragmented between diVerent regulators on a product basis.

Supplementary memorandum from the Association of British Insurers (ABI)

Following the oral evidence I gave to the Treasury Select Committee on 25 April this letter addresses
several of the key issues discussed,54 and I hope it will be of interest to the Committee.

Persistency

In his evidence to the Committee, Ned Cazalet argued that the assumptions used by the Pensions
Commission for their NPSS proposal in relation to persistency were over-optimistic. We agree with this
view.

Currently, about 9% of pension contracts lapse each year; the Pensions Commission assumes that the
lapse rate in a NPSS will fall to only 2.25% per year.

We agree that persistency would improve under the Pensions Commission’s proposals because employees
would not have to change providers when theymoved jobs and there would be no sales incentives that might
encourage schemes to be re-broked. But it is very unlikely that these changes will have the scale of impact
predicted by the Pensions Commission.

Little is known about the savings behaviour of this target market, which includes people on relatively low
incomes, many of whom are more likely to have interrupted employment. It is particularly diYcult to know
how theywill react to day-to-day financial pressures. Experience from the voluntary savingsmarket suggests
that they will be more likely than the average earner to opt-out of the national savings scheme at times of
financial diYculty.

It is worth noting that changes in persistency will have an eVect on the costs and charges of the scheme.
If, for example, lapse rates under theNPSSwere only half as good as the PensionsCommission has assumed,
analysis carried out for us by Deloitte suggests that the charge would be increased by 0.11% annual
management charge (AMC).

54 Ev 13–22.
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Costs

The ABI’s proposals for Partnership Pensions will be able to achieve far lower charges than current
Stakeholder Pensions. This is principally due to the adoption of auto-enrolment with mandatory employer
contributions where the employee contributes. As a result both upfront costs and the costs of non-
persistency will be far lower. According to Deloitte, these two factors alone account for a reduction in costs
of about 0.8% AMC on the current stakeholder charge of 1.5%.

These savings arise because of auto-enrolment, backed up by the incentive of employer contributions,
would make it possible to enrol new savers without having to pay fees or sales and advice commission to
Independent Financial Advisers or Employee Benefit Consultants. In addition, the requirement on
employers to match employee contributions will ensure that saving under Partnership Pensions will be
suitable for the vast majority of people. This helps strip regulatory costs out of the process.

Overall, we estimate that these innovations make it possible to reduce the costs of starting up an account
from £165 per account to £107 per account. The additional simplicity of the scheme would also reduce
ongoing administrative costs from£37 per account to £28 per account (broadly in linewith the costs assumed
by the Pensions Commission).

The costs and charges under the ABI model assume that today’s sterling reserve requirements can be
reformed on a more risk-based approach. We see no reason why this should not be achievable.

OVering a truly low cost product means there will be no scope for oVering incentives to IFAs or other
intermediaries to sell personal accounts. As such, the ‘churn’ which can be a feature of the current market
will not be evidence in this market.

Regulation

The introduction of auto-enrolment and the existence of a mandatory employer contribution, taken
together with reform of state pensions to reduce the overall level of means-testing, will ensure that saving
under Partnership Pensions is sensible for the vast majority of people. As a result, there will be no need for
advice to be given to ensure the product is suitable. The Government will need to ensure this is reflected in
the legislation.

Stephen Haddrill
Director General

May 2006

Memorandum submitted by the British Bankers’ Association (BBA)

The BBA welcomes this opportunity to submit evidence to the Treasury Select Committee Inquiry. The
BBA continues to be actively engaged in the long term saving debate having responded more recently to the
challenge posed by Stephen Timms, Minister for Pension Reform, concerning industry alternatives to the
Pension Commission’s proposed National Pensions Saving Scheme (NPSS), where we raised similar issues.

BBA members have a particular interest in the long term savings debate in their capacity as distributors
of retail financial services and products through bank branches, telephone and on- line services, and direct
mail. On a group basis, BBAmembers organise themselves in a variety of ways and adopt diVerent strategies
in their pursuit ofmulti-channel delivery of financial products and services to retail customers. It is as a result
of this, that BBA members consider they are able to tell a complete story of the savings behaviour of retail
customers, including small businesses.

The BBA is further committed to working constructively with the Government in thinking through the
NPSS proposals especially since the operational details of how any new regime might look cannot be
divorced frommany of the big public policy questions currently facing the Government. We consider at the
heart of these lie the following key issues.

— Regulated advice and the risk of mis-selling that arises because of the current complexities behind
the State 2nd Pension and contracting out. Regulated advice should not be required although
information and support could be provided.

— Reputational and operational risks a new model might pose to the industry.

— Set up costs.

— Macro-economic impact on the existing market.

When considering the above, we fundamentally believe that the aim of any reform of the pensions regime
must be simplicity. Any reforms must be introduced as one package and maintain clear water between the
NPSS scheme and existing schemes, whilst in operational and technological terms, they should, as far as
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possible, leverage oV existing industry infrastructure.We believe, that by pursuing reforms along these lines,
theGovernment will not only enable people to eVectively engagewith their saving but also generate the types
of operational eYciencies the Government seeks.

In responding to the Treasury Select Committee’s Inquiry, we have confined our evidence to four areas
and will add to this once the Government publishes its Pensions White Paper.

1. Factors aVecting the operational costs for pension measures arising from the proposals by the Pensions
Commission for a National Pension Savings Scheme and the timing of any Government regulatory decisions
relating to such costs.

1.1 Auto enrolment arguably removes the need for fully regulated advice because it will usually be in the
customers interests to save in a pension but under FSA regulation where pensions are made available they
must be delivered with fully regulated advice.

1.2 Whereas, under the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MIFID), it will not be permissible
to distribute unsolicited complex products to retail customers on a direct oVer basis.

1.3 During our deliberations of the Sandler proposals in 2003–04, the BBA said that the current
regulatory framework is not compatible with the banking model. Development of innovative ways of selling
and distributing financial services had led to the existing regulatory regime becoming outdated and
unworkable. In view of this, BBA members gave consideration to how a light touch sales process might be
integrated into the sales process either in-branch, on-line or via the telephone. The idea behind a light touch
process was to take some of the principles behind money advice and to re-orient them to the in-branch or
on-line sales environment. The light touch process was designed to set savings need in a broader financial
context. The BBA considered the sales process end to end to determine the key parameters between financial
promotions and regulated advice, and whilst the culmination of this work is partially reflected in the FSA’s
Basic Advice regime for the sale of stakeholder products, legal grey areas remain.

1.4 The BBA also undertook some modelling to illustrate the costs of FSA regulation and concluded:

— A direct oVer (financial promotion) process can be as much as 8 times, and in some cases 20 times,
less expensive than a fully advised sale.

— A lighter touch regime is estimated to be 4 to 4° times less expensive than a fully advised sale.

1.5 These estimates were only meant as a guide, as ultimately the cost saving will depend on customer
demand, the volume of products sold, as well as the type of product.

1.6 Against this back drop, the FSA and the financial services industry at large, is now grappling with
whether, and if so what, new requirements might be imposed by the FSA as it seeks to implement the
MIFID. The FSA is currently working to a consultation timetable for Conduct of Business (COB)
requirements that will impact on the delivery of retail investments in Q4 this year. A number of other related
initiatives also appear to be coalescing around the MIFID timetable, not least, the FSA Handbook review.
Given the high level of legal interdependence and interaction between public and private law in respect of
pensions, as well as to minimise costs, we would urge that the FSA and HMT ensure that the interface
between legislation eVecting pensions’ reform and the implementation of MIFID is considered in tandem.

1.7 We understand, for example, that the EU Implementing Measures at Level 2 are unlikely to be
available before July 2006 at the earliest. FSA Rules will not be available before the end of January 2007 at
the earliest.

2. Approaches to the regulation of a pensions measures arising from the proposals for a National Pensions
Savings Scheme and the possible role of the Financial Services Authority in such regulation.

2.1 There are two main regulatory dimensions to the pensions debate. The role of regulation in
ensuring that:

(i) firms are viable and that the persons that run them are “fit and proper”;

(ii) FSA COB regulation that sits around the sale and distribution of retail investments, in particular,
personal pensions.

2.2 In respect of (i), the Pensions regulator has responsibility for ensuring that occupational pension
funds are prudentially viable, whereas the Financial Services Authority holds responsibility for (ii) of both
occupational pension schemes and personal pension schemes.

2.3 If the government were to capitalise on existing industry structure to deliver and provide account
servicing for pensions, then we consider that the regulatory responsibilities would continue to be held across
the Pensions Regulator and the FSA in the same way.
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3. The roles to be played by the Financial Services Authority and the Treasury in taking forward pension
measures arising from proposals for a National Pension Savings Scheme.

3.1 The BBA believes that the process for delivery of the NPSS scheme should be mandated by the
government to ensure that all those whowill need to be involved: government, employers, industry providers
and individuals are clear about their respective roles and responsibilities. We are thus encouraged by the
recognition of John Hutton, Work and Pensions’ Secretary, that people need to be able to save with
confidence and that it is the Government’s responsibility with all the Stakeholders to set the right regulatory
framework.

3.2 Financial services legislation now largely emanates out of Europe, yet in the past legislation has been
drafted along sectoral lines which for converging and global businesses means that that they are currently
faced with a complex web of legislative interdependencies. The BBA strongly supports the FSA’s move
towards a principles based approach to regulation—as part of the UK’s wider drive towards better
regulation—and consider that when implementing EU Law, FSA regulation should be capable of both
satisfying EU requirements at the same time as giving eVect to UK domestic policy objectives. Given this
high level of legal interdependence and interaction between statutory pensions’ legislation and FSA
regulation, and to minimise costs, we would urge that the FSA and the HMT consider the interface between
legislation eVecting pensions reform and the implementation of MIFID in tandem.

4. Lessons for the design and implementation of pension measures arising from the proposals for a National
Pensions Savings Scheme from the regulation of, and decisions on charge caps, for stakeholder pensions.

4.1 There is a desire within the BBA to assist the Government in achieving its public policy aims, but we
are equally conscious of the need to consider the likely impacts of reform carefully. As an underlying
principle, the introduction of any reforms shouldminimise the potential risk of detriment to existing “good”
long term savings schemes. In other words, we consider it will be vital to establish “clear water” between
what is oVered under the NPSS and what is currently oVered under existing “good schemes” so that where
there are schemes which oVer more, or go beyond, the prescribed NPSS minimum, there will be no levelling
down of contributions. It is also worth noting that existing schemes generally have a 20 to 30 year pay back
period already built into them. “Clear water” can be established through limiting investment choice or
prescribing the level of payment contribution into the NPSS, but where there is still competition between
providers on the service aspects.

4.2 In operational terms, relying on existing industry infrastructure will help to minimise costs but those
not party to occupational schemes were not in Turner’s contemplation. The NPSS model, as John Hutton
also seems to suggest, will only work where there is a cohesive set of things, namely auto-enrolment and
prescribed contribution levels. Establishing auto-enrolment procedures should not be diYcult forworkplace
schemes and there will be further cost eYciencies to be gained where payments are transmitted through
BACS. However, current pensions initiatives have not succeeded in achieving coverage and arguably, the
more diYcult to reach, both in terms of access and persistency are those where the “stakeholder” apparatus
is not already in place. Or, in other words, those who do not have access to an occupational pension scheme.
Neither does the NPSS model specifically contemplate the needs of small employers or the self-employed
whose finances are relatively less stable than those who are employed.

4.3 As referred to above, we fundamentally believe that the aim of any reform of the pensions regime
must be simplicity. Any reforms must be introduced as one package and maintain “clear water” between
the NPSS scheme and existing schemes, whilst in operational and technological terms, they should, as far
as possible, leverage oV existing industry infrastructure. We believe, that by pursuing reforms along these
lines, the Government will not only enable people to eVectively engage with their saving but also generate
the types of operational eYciencies the Government seeks.

March 2006

Memorandum submitted by Engineering Employers Federation (EEF)

Introduction

1. EEF is the representative voice of manufacturing, engineering and technology-based businesses with
a membership of 6,000 companies employing around 800,000 people. Comprising 11 regional EEF
Associations, the Engineering Construction Industries Association (ECIA) andUK Steel, EEF is one of the
leading providers of business services in employment relations and employment law, health, safety and
environment, manufacturing performance, education, training and skills.

2. The future of pension provision is now one of the most important issues facing the Government,
business and individuals with occupational pensions exposing many EEF members to increasing levels of
cost, risk and regulation. Without decisive action being taken by the Government over the next few years
to address this issue, this will become a major problem that will aVect all of us for many years to come.
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3. As its contribution to this important debate, EEF established a Pensions Strategy Group in the latter
part of 2004 that was chaired by Paul Lester, the Chief Executive of VT Group plc and a former EEF
President, and which comprised representatives from a cross-section of EEF members with a wide range of
practical experience. This Pensions Strategy Group has helped to shape EEF’s thinking on the reform of
pensions and this was set out in EEF’s report, “Rethinking Pensions—Preparing for an Ageing Society”,
which was published in September 2005 and submitted as evidence to the Pensions Commission. We attach
a copy of this report for the information of the committee.

4. EEF has also submitted evidence to the Work and Pensions Select Committee Inquiry into pension
reform, and both submissions share many of the same arguments.

EEF’s Views on the Pensions Commission’s Report

5. EEF considers that the comprehensive package of reforms to the UK’s pensions system that is set out
in the Pensions Commission’s Report—comprising changes to state pension arrangements, employee auto-
enrolment into the proposed National Pension Savings Scheme (NPSS) with compulsory employer
contributions in respect of their employees who auto-enrol and a gradual increase in the state pension age—
is a practical and realistic framework for reform.

6. The package of proposals in the Pensions Commission’s Report closely resembles the
recommendations in EEF’s report, “Rethinking Pensions—Preparing for an Ageing Society”.

7. EEF is firmly of the view that the Government must introduce the reform of pensions as an inter-
related package in order to achieve the objectives set out in the PensionsCommission’sReport. For example,
auto-enrolment into theNPSSwill not achieve the objective of significantly increasing savings for retirement
without introducing state pension arrangements that enable individuals to be confident about the income
in retirement that they will receive from the state.

8. Whilst EEF supports the recommendations for reform that are set out in the Pensions Commission’s
Report, we consider that there are some practical issues relating to them that the Government needs to
address in order to make this package work more eVectively and help create a greater degree of consensus
about the way forward amongst all stakeholders and the general public. These include:

(a) the relative complexity of the Pensions Commission’s proposed reform of state pensions means
that individuals may still find it diYcult to understand the state pension system and thereforemake
decisions about private pension provision as theymay be uncertain about the level of state pension
that they will receive in retirement. This proposed reform also seems to require a relatively long
transition period before it is fully implemented which inevitably compounds this uncertainty and
creates the opportunity for changes to bemade by subsequent governments before this transitional
period has ended;

(b) the need to minimise any potentially adverse collateral damage to existing pension arrangements
by simplifying the regulation of occupational pension schemes;

(c) the importance of having the level of compulsory employee and employer contributions into the
NPSS set out in primary legislation;

(d) implementing the NPSS on a phased basis for all employers with smaller employers also receiving
some initial financial assistance from theGovernment to address their real concerns and help them
cope with the additional costs of paying and administering compulsory pension contributions;

and

(e) ensuring that the proposed gradual rise in the state pension age is accompanied by the introduction
of polices and practices that will raise the average age at which individuals actually retire.

National Pensions Saving Scheme (NPSS)

9. EEF supports the Pensions Commission’s proposal for the introduction of the NPSS with employees
who do not have access to an occupational pension scheme of a specified minimum standard being auto-
enrolled into the NPSS and employers being required to make contributions in respect of their employees
who decide to auto-enrol. We also consider that the proposed employee and employer contributions into
the NPSS of, respectively, 4% and 3% of earnings between £4,888 per annum and £32,760 per annum are
set at the appropriate level. As the attached Table 1 shows, the proposed employer contribution into the
NPSS of 3% of this band of earnings is always less than 3% of an employee’s earnings with this figure being
only 1.53% of earnings for an employee earning £10,000 per annum rising gradually to 2.51% of earnings
if they earn £30,000 per annumand then falling gradually for employees with earnings in excess of this figure.

10. EEF considers that, in order to help employers adjust to paying compulsory pension contributions
and to minimise any potentially adverse economic eVects, the NPSS should be implemented on a phased
basis for all employers. This should be over a relatively short period of, say, five years to avoid the
introduction of the NPSS losing momentum. We feel that a five year transition period would also strike an
appropriate balance between giving employers enough time to adjust tomaking contributions into theNPSS
and minimising the period over which employees will receive lower employer contribution rates.
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11. We would suggest that, if the NPSS was to be phased in over five years, the employer contribution
rate should rise from 1% of the proposed band of earnings in year 1 to 2% in year 3 and 3% in year 5. We
are not proposing that there should be more frequent changes in these rates, such as half-percentage point
changes every year, as we feel that this could create unnecessary administrative complications for employers.

12. In addition to this phased implementation of the NPSS for all employers, EEF considers that the
Government should provide smaller employers with some initial financial assistance to address their real
concerns and help them cope with the additional costs of paying and administering compulsory pension
contributions. However, EEF members have expressed strong views that this additional assistance should
not involve exempting smaller employers from theNPSS asmany of their employees are precisely those who
need to be encouraged and helped to save more for their retirement.

13. EEF considers that this additional initial Government assistance for smaller employers should be
based on the following principles:

(a) it should be for a limited period of, say, three to five years with its value gradually being phased
out over this period;

(b) it should not adversely aVect the opportunity for employees in smaller companies to be able to save
for their retirement through the NPSS;

(c) it should be simple for smaller employers to understand and, if it was to involve them reclaiming
some of their employer contributions into the NPSS from the Government, this should be easy
and cheap for them to administer with no adverse eVects on their cash-flow;

and

(d) it should have no perverse incentives that could adversely aVect the growth of small businesses.

14. We have examined the following possible options for providing some initial Government assistance
for smaller employers:

(a) a flat rate lump sumpayment to all smaller employers irrespective of the number of their employees
in respect of whom they are making pension contributions into the NPSS;

(b) varying the National Insurance Contributions (NICs) for smaller employers who are making
contributions into the NPSS;

and

(c) reimbursing smaller employers for a proportion of the total contribution that they aremaking into
the NPSS.

15. The first of these options is similar to the idea in the Pensions Commission’s Report of making a flat
rate lump sum payment to all employers, irrespective of their size. Limiting this payment to employers with,
say, less than 50 employees would make little diVerence to the cost of this option as over 95% of employers
are of this size but it would demonstrate to smaller employers that they were receiving some special
assistance from the Government. This option has the benefit of relative simplicity, although the exact
mechanism for making these lump sum payments has yet to be identified. However, it has the major
disadvantage that it would bear no relation to the level of the employer’s contribution to theNPSS and there
appears to be little support for it amongst EEF members.

16. The second option of varying NIC rates would have the advantage that there would be no need to
create a new mechanism to introduce this and it could be seen to be appropriate as both NICs and NPSS
contributions are payroll costs. In addition, this financial assistance would be able to be made in proportion
to the number of employees for whom the employer was making contributions into the NPSS. One
disadvantage of this option is that this type of assistance would probably have to be removed in one step as
it is likely to be impractical to keep changingNIC rates.Whilst there is some support for this option amongst
EEF members, this is less than there is for the third option.

17. Reimbursing smaller employers for a proportion of the contributions that they have made into the
NPSSon behalf of their employees is felt byEEFmembers to be a fairer andmore eVective option as it would
relate directly to the level of payments that have beenmade. It is also felt to be administratively simpler than
changing NIC rates although some EEF members have questioned whether the Inland Revenue would be
able to administer it.

18. We have examined the impact that a possible method for implementing this third, and our preferred,
option would have for a company with 20 employees using the simplifying assumptions that they all earn
£20,000 per annum, which is close to average earnings, and that none of them decide to opt out of the NPSS.
The assumed method of compensation is that the employer is compensated for half of their NPSS
contributions for the first year that there is a new contribution rate (ie in years 1, 3 and 5), a third of their
NPSS contributions for the following years (ie in years 2, 4 and 6) and 15% of their contributions in year 7.
However, no compensation would be made to the employer after this.

19. The attached Table 2 shows the level of NPSS contributions that would be paid by the employer and
the compensation that theywould receive during each of the first 7 years after theNPSS has been introduced.
It shows that the total amount of compensation that would be paid to the employer during this periodwould
be £16,471 which is 36.3% of their total contribution into the NPSS in respect of their employees for this
period of £45,335.
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20. We have also examined the cost to the Exchequer of providing financial assistance for all employers
with less than 50 employees based on the method of compensation that is set out in paragraph 18 above.
We have used the calculations and assumptions made in the Pension Commission’s Report as our starting
point. Its calculations assume that all members of employer-sponsored schemes already receive
contributions of 3%of earnings ormore and these employees are therefore excluded from the calculations. It
also assumes a 65% participation rate into the NPSS for employees earning between the Primary Threshold
(currently £91 per week) and the Lower Earnings Threshold (currently £223.08 per week) and a 80%
participation rate for employees earning above the Lower Earnings Threshold.

21. The attached Table 3 looks at the cost for the Exchequer based on these assumptions. Estimatesmade
in the Pensions Commission’s Report indicate that a 3% contribution rate into the NPSS would cost
employers with less than 50 employees some £1.1 billion per annum. The cost of 1% and 2% contribution
rates have been calculated on a pro rata basis in Table 3. Our calculations suggest that the cost to the
Exchequer of compensation to smaller employers with less than 50 employees would peak at £550 million
in the first year that the 3% contribution rate is introduced and when they are compensated for half of their
contributions into the NPSS.

Alternatives to the NPSS

22. EEF has examined the alternatives to the NPSS that have recently been put forward by the ABI, the
NAPF and the IMA and we have the following comments on them:

(a) ABI

We have serious reservations about this proposal as our members have indicated that they would be very
concerned if employers had to select a pension provider into which their employees would be auto-enrolled.
Not only would this involve them in some additional work and the prospect of having to cope with
advertising and marketing campaigns from potential providers but, more importantly, it would also expose
them to potential claims and employee relations diYculties if the provider that they had chosen under-
performed. In addition, we consider that requiring employers to select a pension provider into which their
employees would be auto-enrolled takes away some of the individual’s responsibility for private pension
provision which we feels it is important for the Government to encourage. We are also not convinced that
the possibility of early implementation, which the ABI has advocated its approach would provide, would
be advantageous. In our view, the implementation of the NPSS is only likely to be successful if it is done
when there is clarity about the simplification of state pension arrangements and after a financial awareness
campaign about the importance of private pension provision has been undertaken.

(b) NAPF

We have similar concern about employers being made responsible for selecting the regional/sectoral
“Super Trust” into which their employees would be auto-enrolled with all the potential costs and risks that
this would involve for them. TheNAPF’s proposal also raises some potential “political” diYculties and risks
as one could imagine the pressure that a future Government might face if a “Super Trust” covering, say,
Scotland or the North East of England under-performed. It also seems to take even more responsibility for
private pension provision away from the individual employee than the ABI’s proposal as it would appear
that, once their employer had selected the “Super Trust” into which they would be auto-enrolled, individual
employees would be unable to chose an alternative “Super Trust”.

(c) IMA

The IMA’s proposal really outlines how the NPSS could be implemented rather than describes an
alternative to the NPSS. It is very similar to the proposal for a second pillar of pension provision that was
set out in EEF’s report, “Rethinking Pensions—Preparing for an Ageing Society”. Like the IMA, we
proposed in our report that individuals should be able to chose between investing in a limited number of
funds and that there should be a default fund, with a balanced portfolio, for those who did not want to invest
actively. We also proposed that private pension providers should bid competitively on, say, a five yearly
basis for the opportunity to run these limited number of investment funds with one of the key criteria for
selection being high net return. In our view, decisions on the appointment of the providers to run these
investment funds should be made by an independent body, separate from government.

March 2006
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Table 1

COST OF 3% COMPULSORY EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTION INTO THE PROPOSED
NATIONAL PENSION SAVINGS SCHEME (NPSS)

The Pensions Commission’s Report recommends that, if an employee decides to be auto-enrolled into the
proposed NPSS, employers will have to pay contributions into the NPSS comprising 3% of the employee’s
earnings between £4,888 per annum and £32,760 per annum.

The cost of this 3% compulsory employer contribution for various levels of earnings is shown in the
table below.

Annual Earnings Earnings on which 3% 3% Employer Contributions as % of
Contribution Paid Contribution Annual Earnings

(£) (£) (£) (%)

5,000 112 3.36 0.07
7,500 2,612 78.36 1.04
10,000 5,112 153.36 1.53
15,000 10,112 303.36 2.02
20,000 15,112 453.36 2.27
25,000 20,112 603.36 2.41
30,000 25,112 753.36 2.51
35,000 27,872 836.16 2.39
40,000 27,872 836.16 2.09
50,000 27,872 836.16 1.67
60,000 27,872 836.16 1.39
80,000 27,872 836.16 1.05
100,000 27,872 836.16 0.84

Table 2

EASING THE IMPACT OF THE NPSS ON SMALLER EMPLOYERS

Costs for an employer with 20 employees all earning £20,000 per annum

Contribution Salary on Contribution Total Compensation Compensation Costs net of
rate which contributions per employee contributions rate amount compensation

paid
Year (%) (£) (£) (£) (%) (£) (£)

1 1 15,112 151.12 3,022 50.0 1,511 1,511
2 1 15,112 151.12 3,022 33.3 1,007 2,015
3 2 15,112 302.24 6,045 50.0 3,022 3,023
4 2 15,112 302.24 6,045 33.3 2,015 4,030
5 3 15,112 453.36 9,067 50.0 4,534 4,533
6 3 15,112 453.36 9,067 33.3 3,022 6,045
7 3 15,112 453.36 9,067 15.0 1,360 7,707
8 3 15,112 453.36 9,067 0 0 9,067

Table 3

COSTS TO THE EXCHEQUER OF COMPENSATING SMALLER FIRMS FOR NPSS
CONTRIBUTIONS

Contribution rate Cost to employers Compensation rate Cost of compensation
Year (%) (£m) (%) (£m)

1 1 367 50 183
2 1 367 33 121
3 2 733 50 367
4 2 733 33 242
5 3 1,100 50 550
6 3 1,100 33 363
7 3 1,100 15 163
8 3 1,100 0 0

Source: EEF calculations based on Pensions Commission ‘s Report
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Memorandum submitted by Fidelity International

Summary

1. Fidelity International believes that a National Pension Savings Scheme (NPSS), as proposed by the
Pensions Commission, would have the potential to provide cost-eVective, meaningful retirement provision
for its target population, ie those who do not have access to a good work-based alternative.

2. The Commission acknowledged that there is a great deal of good quality private-sector pension
provision already in existence but that it is increasingly under pressure. Unless the NPSS is implemented
and managed carefully its introduction could threaten this existing provision still further.

3. If an NPSS is to be introduced broadly along the lines envisaged in the Pensions Commission’s report
there are certain features that would be key to the success both of the NPSS itself as well as to existing work-
based pensions:

— automatic enrolment through the workplace together with an employer contribution;

— a clear distinction between the NPSS and employer-sponsored arrangements;

— flexibility on the “target” costs for running NPSS;

— limiting the contributions that can be made to NPSS;

— simplified processes to enable easier transfer from one defined contribution scheme to another.

Potential Benefits of an NPSS

4. As a low-cost retirement savings vehicle with centralised contribution collection, the NPSSwould have
the potential, if properly managed, to meet the needs of those individuals who currently have no access to
a good work-based pension scheme—something that Stakeholder failed to do. Automatic enrolment
through the workplace would ensure that inertia helped build up retirement savings. And with default
enrolment, there would be no need for advice or marketing, thus keeping costs down. Limiting employer
contributions to 3% of “relevant earnings” would help employers manage the costs, especially if the NPPS
introduction were phased.

5. A cap on contributions to NPSS and suitable banding for relevant earnings would be essential to help
mitigate the risk of adversely aVecting current work-based schemes.

6. Limited, or even zero, investment choice will keep costs low and help diVerentiate NPSS from good
work-based schemes. However, if the Government failed to strike the right balance between the NPSS and
the interests of workplace pension schemes, it would risk harming the overall level of pension provision
making the NPSS merely an adjunct of the State pension system. State pension provision would be the sole
source of retirement income for all but the wealthiest.

Employers’ Work-based Schemes

7. Existing work-based arrangements are already providing excellent pensions for millions of people. It
would be essential that the eventual implementation of an NPSS did nothing to weaken the incentive for
employers to continue making such provision available. For example, existing schemes can more accurately
cater for diVerent workforce structures, eg through tiered and matching contribution designs. The all-or-
nothing opt out from NPSS could facilitate entry to employer schemes at a lower cost than proposed for
NPSS, although controls would be necessary to avoid abuse.

8. It is also in the Government’s interest to have good workplace schemes. If the NPSS were to crowd
out private schemes, it would in eVect become a nationalised pension scheme and an adjunct to state pension
provision. With employers simply collecting contributions and passing them on, NPSS could come to be
viewed as just another form of national insurance contributions. Crucially, this could also lead to lower
overall levels of individual retirement saving.

Optimum Framework

9. If the goal is greater provision for all, it may seem counter-intuitive to argue that a new NPSS be kept
clearly separate from existing arrangements. But, in Fidelity’s view, this would be essential to ensure that
the NPSS served its purpose of providing a minimum adequate level of pension support for those who need
it, when they need it while still encouraging existing schemes to grow. Proper separation will mitigate the
risk of employers levelling down (although this will undoubtedly happen to some degree—as some
employers would have a fixed budget for pension costs and if spread wider, would result in the available
budget being spread more thinly).

10. Where the employer’s scheme meets the conditions necessary to be deemed a “good” scheme,
employees should be automatically enrolled. Any employee who decided not to join that scheme, however,
could opt out. If they did so the employer should be under no obligation to enrol them into the NPSS as
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this would incur additional expenditure that would undermine the viability of the employer’s existing
arrangements. With the new three-month vesting provision for trust-based schemes (and immediate vesting
for contract-based schemes) there would be no fear that individuals with short tenure of service would lose
out. Employees who joined their employer’s scheme should not be able to make additional contributions to
the NPSS, or if they were permitted to do so, this should be outside the employer’s payroll system.

11. The advantages of this would be that:

— it would produce benefits greater than those available through NPSS for most employees,
including valuable death in service and ill-health benefits;

— it would keep down administration costs for employers as they would only have to operate one
payroll deduction system;

— there would likely be less loss of assets, as those employees who wanted to make additional
voluntary contributions (AVCs) would be likely to do so under these arrangements. Hence, there
would be greater mitigation of per capita cost increases resulting from loss of scale;

— employees who did not want, or could not aVord to make any pension provision could opt out
altogether;

— there would be no issues of advice.

12. The disadvantage would be that people who opted out would be likely to have no pension coverage
at all. But this could also arise under other arrangements between the NPSS and workplace schemes
envisaged by the Pensions Commission. Allowing concurrency of active membership would create greater
administrative burdens and lead to greater erosion of good work-based schemes.

Implementation and Integration

13. Employer schemes should be judged against the NPSS by a simple one-oV test. Defined contribution
schemes would have to ensure that their design incorporated contribution levels equal to or higher than
those payable to NPSS. Contrary to the Pensions Commission’s proposals, however, this should not be net
of charges as this additional level of compliance would render the test far more expensive to apply—
particularly as there would likely be variance of NPSS costs over time. Defined benefit schemes could be
subject to a one-oV test of equivalence (or better) similar to that currently applicable for contracting out on
the reference scheme basis—with actuarial consideration of continuing ability tomeet that test when scheme
rules are amended.

14. It should not be possible to have concurrent membership of NPSS and workplace schemes as to do
so would exacerbate the risks of levelling down or forcing the closure of employer-run schemes. Concurrent
membership would also increase employer costs by doubling payroll deduction costs and reducing the assets
available for employer schemes and thus increasing costs. It would also lead to a “choice” for employees
and thus the need for advice—this would increase the costs and risks for all concerned. Employer schemes
could, in eVect, be reduced to becoming a form of Additional Voluntary Contribution (AVC) scheme—but
with greater costs and potentially lower returns. The situation could also arise where individuals on similar
conditions, working side-by-side, would have very diVerent retirement outcomes dependent on the decisions
they had made. Comparatively poor outcomes from being in NPSS compared to a workplace scheme could
also lead to feelings of injustice and claims of mis-selling. Tax relief provisions should also be the same
between NPSS and workplace schemes in order to avoid one undermining the other and exacerbating the
advice issues.

Investment Aspects

15. In order to keep down costs and maximise benefits, the NPSS should oVer a relatively limited range
of funds options. This would also ensure ease of understanding for consumers. Good work-based schemes
will be able to oVer a wider range of investment choices. This would help diVerentiate work-based schemes
from the NPSS.

Costs

16. A 0.30% limit on costs might be achievable over the longer term. However, if this limit were imposed
inflexibly, it could have adverse consequences for workplace schemes and the overall level of pension
provision. Asset levels, and thus, revenue would be low at the outset and if the cost limit were set rigidly at
0.30%, this might require higher contribution levels or widened “relevant earnings” levels in order to come
within the limit. This could have the perverse eVect of drawing assets away from workplace schemes which
would increase their costs and lower returns. Ultimately, it could lead to the NPSS displacing good
workplace schemes or a levelling down of benefits. This, in turn, could result in the NPSS being seen as a
third tier state pension and lead to lower retirement provision overall.
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Fragmentation

17. The current legislative framework for allowing transfers of pensions is complex and requires
simplification to enable employees to transfer more easily from one defined contribution pension scheme to
another. A simplified process would be required if providers were actively to promote transfers as a means
of consolidating funds. In principle, transfers between defined contribution arrangements, particularly those
meeting the conditions necessary to qualify as a Stakeholder scheme, should be fast-tracked with no need
for the usual lengthy compliance requirements imposed by the Financial Services Authority (FSA)—such
an approach would appear to be in line with the Government’s desire to see light-touch and proportionate
regulation.

Information

18. All UK citizens should be given a centralised combined pension forecast, although it is likely that the
State would need to obtain the necessary data from private pension providers in order to do so. The
information should be shown as a single projected pension figure based on the individual’s pension
entitlement from all sources including, as appropriate, the State pension scheme and the NPSS. This should
be the only information provided on this statement although further detailed information should be
available on request.

19. Much of the Government’s recent research on communicating pension messages indicates that
simplicity is the key. It is well known that the morass of well-intentioned disclosure material turns oV all but
a few pension scheme members and hence detracts from the central message. A single, bold projected
pension figure (expressed in today’s terms, but without copious, qualifying footnotes explaining how this is
derived) would be simple for everyone. There is ample evidence that sophisticated additional
communication material and modellers are useful, but only to those inclined to use them. Most individuals
are put oV if deluged with such information at outset with the result that rather than being able to make an
informed decision they will choose to do nothing.

Conclusion

20. Fidelity has made this submission as a contribution to the debate on the assumption that an NPSS
is to be implemented. Although we believe that an NPSS would have the potential to make a positive
contribution to the broader pension landscape, it would be important for the initial level of contribution to
be set high enough to achieve the objective of lifting contributors out of means-tested benefits, whilst not
undermining good corporate schemes. If the Government were to get the balance wrong, it would risk
employers moving en masse to NPSS leading to the eVective nationalisation of corporate pensions and the
perverse outcome of a reduction of overall pension provision.

March 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Financial Services Authority (FSA)

A. Introduction

1. This memorandum is submitted by the Financial Services Authority (FSA) in the context of the
Committee’s Inquiry into Pensions. We look forward to elaborating on it in oral evidence.

2. The memorandum:

— provides brief background on the FSA, including its scope and overall approach to regulation;

— describes the FSA’s remit in relation to pensions;

— describes how the FSA co-operates with the Pensions Regulator;

— discusses the key regulatory issues arising from the proposed National Pension Saving Scheme
(NPSS);

— describes the considerations when designing a regulatory regime for the NPSS;

— considers what lessons can be learnt for the NPSS proposals from the introduction of stakeholder
pensions; and

— describes the FSA’s work in financial capability insofar as it relates to pensions.
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B. Background Information on the FSA

3. The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA) gives us four statutory objectives: to maintain
market confidence; to provide the appropriate degree of consumer protection; to promote public
understanding of the financial system; and to reduce financial crime. In carrying out our general
responsibilities we must also have regard to seven principles of good regulation, including using our
resources eYciently and economically, proportionality, and facilitating innovation and competition.

4. Our retail work is designed to make a real diVerence to firms and consumers. We focus our activities
on four main aims: capable and confident consumers; clear, simple and understandable information
available for, and used by, consumers; soundly-managed and well-capitalised firms which treat their
customers fairly; and risk-based regulationwhich enables us to focus our resources and activities on themost
significant risks, through firm-specific and thematic supervision.

C. Regulating Pensions: The Responsibilities of the FSA and the Pensions Regulator

5. The FSA regulates the sales and marketing of personal pensions (including stakeholder pensions) and
annuities. Regulation of sales andmarketing includes the suitability of advice, pre-sale disclosure and firms’
financial promotions. We regulate firms selling and giving advice direct to consumers and the providers of
personal pension products.

6. We are responsible for the prudential regulation of the firms who provide personal, including
stakeholder, pensions and annuities. Our objectives are to ensure that firms have suYcient resources,
adequate senior management arrangements and systems and controls in place to manage their business
properly, both in normal and adverse circumstances. Firms should maintain suYcient assets to meet their
operational costs and their obligations, including paying claims and benefits to customers in a timely
manner. They should also have suYcient capital to absorb losses from risks inherent in the business where
necessary. We require firms to comply with our Principles for Businesses, which include paying due regard
to the interests of their customers and treating them fairly.

7. From April 2007 we will also be responsible for regulating the establishment, running and winding up
of all personal pension schemes including self-invested personal pension schemes (SIPPs).

8. We have a statutory responsibility to promote public awareness and understanding of the financial
system, which extends to all forms of pension provision.

9. We are responsible for appointing members to the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS) Board and
for setting the scheme’s scope and jurisdiction. The FOS handles complaints about the sales and marketing
of personal, including stakeholder, pensions, while the Pensions Ombudsman handles complaints about the
way pension schemes are run.

10. The Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS) is the UK’s statutory fund of last resort for
customers of authorised financial services firms. The Scheme covers investments, deposits, insurance and
mortgage business; it does not cover occupational pension schemes. TheFSCS is independent from theFSA.
The conduct of the Compensation Scheme is the responsibility of its Board of Directors, who are appointed
by the FSA.

11. We do not regulate occupational pension schemes; that is the responsibility of the PensionsRegulator
(TPR).We do, however, have an indirect interest in occupational pension schemes because we regulate firms
which provide investments and investment services to the schemes, for example investment managers and
insurers selling insurance-based pension products.

12. TPR’s objectives, as set out in the Pensions Act 2004, are to protect the benefits of members of work-
based pensions, reduce the risk of situations that might cause a call on the Pension Protection Fund and
promote the good administration of work-based pensions. To this end, TPR’s regulation of (trust-based)
occupational pension schemes encompasses their funding, governance and administration and the discharge
by employers of their responsibilities to the schemes that they sponsor. TPR also regulates many aspects of
stakeholder pensions—their registration, employer designation, and compliance with the charge cap. TPR
oversees the other duties imposed on employers, trustees and managers in relation to all work-based
pensions, including the timely payment of contributions by employers and the administration of work-based
personal pension schemes. To these ends, TPR also provides information, education and assistance in
relation to work-based pension schemes to:

— trustees of occupational pension schemes;

— those involved in the administration of work-based pensions;

— those who advise trustees and managers on the operation of work-based pensions;

— employers; and

— those who advise employers.

13. The FSA and TPR have a memorandum of understanding in place that sets out how we will work
together. We work closely with TPR and coordinate our approach with them where appropriate.
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D. National Pensions Savings Scheme

14. The Pensions Commission has proposed the creation of a National Pension Savings Scheme (NPSS).
The NPSS would be a low cost, state-administered scheme, where employees who are not in a “good
scheme” (defined as one where the employer is making contributions of at least 3%) are automatically
enrolled into the scheme. Employees would be obliged to make 4% contributions and their employer would
be obliged to contribute 3% of salary; a further 1% would be gained in tax relief. Membership of the scheme
would not be compulsory, as employees would have the right to opt out. The Pensions Commission also
proposes reform to the state system (especially reducing the reliance onmeans-tested benefits) and expresses
the view that reform of both state and private pensions is necessary to secure the required level of change.

15. The FSA does not have a view on whether the Government should introduce a NPSS as
recommended by the Pensions Commission, nor on what form it should take. The proposals that will be
contained in the White Paper are decisions for Government; what follows is an outline of the regulatory
issues that will need to be considered. We do not consider in this memorandum what regime might be
introduced to ensure employer compliance with any obligations placed upon them; this is not a matter for
the FSA.

16. We continue towork closely withDWP in developing an appropriate regulatory regime for anyNPSS
that may be introduced. We, together with TPR, are analysing the proposed NPSS and alternative models
and are indicating to DWP the types of risk which may arise; whether a regulatory response might be
necessary; and, where appropriate, an indication of the likely nature of this response. The Government has
said that it will publish a White Paper in the Spring.

Industry alternatives

17. A number of organisations have published alternative models for the NPSS, in particular the
Association of British Insurers (ABI), the Investment Management Association (IMA) and the National
Association of Pension Funds (NAPF). All support the Pensions Commission’s proposals for auto-
enrolment of staV, employee and employer contributions, and the removal of advice from the process, but
some oVer alternative ways of achieving these objectives. The points of diVerence include the level and
complexity of decisions that employees and employers will be required to make, who will run the scheme,
and the underlying investment proposition.

What are the regulatory considerations?

18. How the scheme interacts with consumers

Employees and scheme members need information so that they are able to make appropriate decisions.
These include whether to join the scheme or to opt out; how much to contribute; and which fund to invest
in. The way in which the scheme interacts with scheme members needs to be considered throughout the
consumer’s membership of the scheme. This includes the joining process, answering queries, changing
personal details, changes to contribution levels, variations in fund choices and provision of annual
statements.

19. Suitability

A key part of the Pensions Commission’s proposals (and the industry alternatives agree) is to remove the
requirement for advice and therefore regulation of this advice. If as the Pensions Commission suggests, there
are compulsory employer contributions tomatch the employee contributions and a reform ofmeans testing,
it is probable that suitability rules will not be as important as they are currently in the regulation of personal
pensions. The proposed NPSS’s near universal suitability is contingent on employer contributions and the
reform of means-tested state pensions and without these it would be more diYcult to demonstrate.

20. Administration of the scheme

Contributions received from and on behalf of members of the scheme should be correctly allocated to the
relevant individual accounts in a timely fashion. Payments out of the scheme, such as transfers to other
schemes, the purchase of an annuity, or death claims on behalf of its members, also need to be accurate
and timely.
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21. Prudential rules for the scheme

To protect consumers, firms oVering financial services need to have suYcient resources and adequate
senior management arrangements, systems and controls in place as described in paragraph 6 above.

22. Such principles of prudential regulation may also be applicable to any NPSS that may be introduced.
The approach to and the level of prudential regulation required of any NPSS that may be introduced would
depend on how the Government decided to set it up. The more the risk is carried by the private sector, the
more likely there is to be a need for prudential supervision with powers of intervention where necessary.

23. Handling complaints about the scheme

In a scheme of this size covering so many people there are bound to be members (or employers) who wish
to complain, for example about the administration of the scheme. A process for this and rectifying situations
where the complaint is valid will have to be put in place. Consideration also needs to be given to the
appropriate redress process and funding.

E. How Regulation of a Possible NPSS might Work

24. The extent to which any NPSS that may be introduced or the industry alternatives will require
regulation will depend upon the extent to which the risks and regulatory issues outlined above materialise.
We outline below arrangements which would require only a light regulatory approach.

— Compulsory employer contributions—provided employers are required to make compulsory
matching contributions, the wisdom of not opting out of the scheme is readily apparent as
consumers will gain financially from the employer contribution.

— Automatic enrolment—if employees are to be auto-enrolled into the scheme there is no need for
a sales force and therefore there is no need for a regulatory framework around the sales process.

— A single pension provider—provided there is only one pension provider and therefore only one
product to choose, there is less scope to add product features that complicate the decisions for
consumers and which would be suitable for only limited numbers of consumers.

— Limited investment choices—the evidence presented by the Pensions Commission shows thatmost
consumers will opt for a default fund. The fewer investment choices and decisions that a consumer
has to make the less likely they are to need advice.

— Reform of state benefits system—the fewer people aVected by means-tested benefits, the more
likely that saving for a pension through any NPSS that may be introduced will provide the
consumer with a benefit.

25. Features that would increase the likely requirement for regulatory interventions are, as one would
expect, the converse of the issues listed above.

— A relaxation of the employer contribution requirement. The employer contribution is key to
addressing suitability issues. Without it suitability is much less easy to establish.

— The introduction of a sales process either at employer or employee level. As soon as joining any
NPSS that may be introduced becomes intermediated, there is likely to be an information
asymmetry and the chance of mis-selling increases.

— The introduction of multiple products and providers will complicate the decision-making process
for consumers. In addition the product providers may need greater levels of supervision from a
prudential and administrative perspective.

— Increased availability and complexity of investment funds would lead to a requirement for clear
descriptions of the funds and for consumers to understand properly the level of investment risk to
which they are being exposed.

— A state benefit system with widespread entitlement to means-tested benefits may mean that any
NPSS that may be introduced is not suitable for some, since they would be worse oV through
joining and contributing to it.

26. One of the key decisions from the FSA’s perspective is whether any NPSS that may be introduced is
established as an occupational pension scheme, a personal pension scheme or indeed some new entity. If it
is an occupational scheme then the FSA’s rules will be as now—which is largely confined to the regulation
of fund managers and to market confidence and consumer awareness issues. However the regulatory issues
identified above will still need to be addressed.

27. The Pensions Commission suggests that it will take at least four years to introduce a new scheme. The
Government, consumers, regulators and the industry will need to consider the best way to approach any
transitional period.
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F. Analogies with the Introduction of Stakeholder Pensions

28. Stakeholder pensions were introduced in 2001 and are personal pension plans, therefore we have
regulatory responsibility for their sales and marketing. They can be sold in a number of ways—a full advice
process, Basic Advice, through a decision tree or by direct oVer—and the approach taken is a commercial
decision for firms.

29. Although the objectives of the proposed NPSS and of stakeholder pensions are similar (providing
consumers with low-cost pensions through the workplace), there are a number of key diVerences in the way
the pension is delivered to consumers. The regulatory response is therefore likely to be diVerent. The key
diVerences can be summarised as follows:

— Stakeholder pensions do not require employers to match contributions.

— Stakeholder pensions are sold mainly through financial advisers, either direct to consumers or
through the workplace.

— Consumers face a wide choice of stakeholder pension product providers who have diVerent service
and product propositions.

— Although all stakeholder pensions must have a default fund, some oVer a vast choice in
investment funds.

30. By the end of 2004 there were 2,344,000 stakeholder pensions in force with an annual premium value
of over £1.8 billion. The table below shows the sales of stakeholder pensions since their inception in 2001.

Number of new Value of new
contracts (000) contributions (£m)

2001 256 343
2002 373 595
2003 285 486
2004 265 462
2005 164 427

31. In April 2005 we introduced a streamlined Basic Advice regime for the regulation of advice on the
sale of the Government suite of “stakeholder” savings and investment products. It was designed to support
firms’ ability to sell stakeholder products, including pensions, more cost eVectively, including to lower-
income consumers.

32. We have already begun a post-implementation review of the Basic Advice approach to understand
better how the market is developing. In particular we are exploring with the industry and its representatives
the reasons for their entering, or not entering, the Basic Advicemarket.We are also considering the potential
impact of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) on the Basic Advice regime.

G. Financial Capability

33. We have a statutory objective to promote public understanding of the financial system. Our financial
capability work contributes to the objective.We provide consumer information and interactive tools to help
consumers get to grips with their financial aVairs, for example by knowing which questions to ask, where
to go to get further help and being aware of the risks associated with their decisions. We aim to help
consumers obtain the information they need to enable them to make informed decisions about their
personal finances.

34. An example of our consumer information work is the recent Pensions made clear campaign. This
national campaign urged consumers to review their pension arrangements before A-Day and ensure they
understood what the changes could mean for them. It also covered messages about decisions on the State
Second Pension.

35. The objective was to direct consumers to the campaign website at www.fsa.gov.uk/pensions; this
website has received 125,000 visits so far. We also produced a series of guides and factsheets to support the
campaign; so far consumers have ordered over 10,000.

36. We have conducted a feedback survey to see if people found our information useful. This showed
that, of the people we spoke to, 72% felt more confident to ask questions or find more information about
pensions and 73% felt better able to make an informed decision about their retirement planning as a result
of our information.

37. We have put in place a framework to help deliver a market with financially capable consumers. As
part of this financial capability strategy there are seven priority projects, one of which is to reach people
through the workplace. We have successfully trialled the delivery of financial education to employees in the
workplace, through the provision of generic advice seminars, leaflets and access to one-to-one consultations
with an adviser.
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38. During 2006–07 this programme will expand to deliver material and invitations to seminars to
200,000 employees, with 15,000 subsequently attending one-hour seminars. These sessions will be delivered
by trained personnel and will cover the basics of budgeting, managing debt, planning ahead (including the
role of pensions) and the types of financial products they might need. The aim is that by 2010, four million
employees will have had access to some form of financial information through their workplace, with half
a million having attended a seminar. We would expect any NPSS that may be introduced would generate
considerable interest from employees in financial information provided to them in their workplace.

H. Conclusion

39. We will continue to work closely with Government to ensure that the appropriate regulatory regime
is in place to address the risks associated with the introduction of any NPSS proposals.

April 2006

Joint memorandum from HM Treasury and the Department for Work and Pensions

Introduction

1. The Pensions Commission published its second report on 30November 2005. It highlighted the extent
of the challenges the country needs to address to avoid a long-term future in which pensioners become
significantly poorer than the rest of society. It argued that there is a sector of the market—employees of
average and lower earnings working in small and medium companies, and the self-employed—for which
the retail financial services industry cannot profitably provide pension products. To address this issue, the
Commission recommended the introduction of a National Pension Savings Scheme (NPSS) to provide low
and middle earners the opportunity to save at low costs. It proposed that all employees would be
automatically enrolled (with the right to opt-out) into either

(a) a high quality employer pension scheme; or

(b) a new National Pension Savings Scheme.

2. The self-employed and those not working, such as carers, would be able to join a NPSS on an opt-in
basis rather than through auto-enrolment.

3. The Commission proposed that the NPSS should be established as a Non-Departmental Government
Body with outsourced operations and collection through Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs or, their
preferred option, a new Pensions Payment System. Contributors would be able to choose from around 6–10
funds (negotiated to ensure low costs), including a lifestyle fund option, and an option to invest in low risk
Government bonds. The Commission recommended that, as a minimum, total default contributions should
be around 8% of earnings between the primary threshold and the upper earnings limit. The contributions
would bemade up of 4% contributions from individual employees, 1% from tax relief and 3% frommatching
compulsory contributions. The Commission estimated that a National Pensions Saving scheme could
operate at an Annual Management Charge of around 0.3%.

4. The Government has drawn up five tests against which any proposals for reform should be measured:
they must promote personal responsibility, be fair, be aVordable, introduce greater simplicity, and be
sustainable. TheGovernment is currently considering the Commission’s recommendations in detail and will
set out proposals for reform in a White Paper in the spring.

5. The Treasury Select Committee has asked for evidence on the design of a National Pension Savings
Scheme and the role of financial services regulation. It has specifically asked Her Majesty’s Treasury to
consider two specific issues:

— the roles to be played by the Financial Services Authority and the Treasury in taking forward
pension measures arising from proposals for a National Pensions Savings Scheme; and

— lessons for the design and implementation of pension measures arising from the proposals for a
National Pensions Savings Scheme from the regulation of, and decisions on charge caps for,
Stakeholder pensions.

6. This memorandum is a joint submission from HM Treasury and Department for Work and
Pensions—following the confirmation from the Committee it is happy to receive such a joint memorandum.
This memorandum includes evidence which has been submitted by the Department for Work and Pensions
to the Work and Pensions Select Committee into pension reform.

7. One of the key issues for the forthcoming White Paper will be the design and nature of a National
Pensions Saving Scheme. A number of possible models have been developed by industry representatives. In
developing proposals for both the design and regulation of any such scheme theGovernmentwill be drawing
on experience in the market, the experiences of other countries and will be considering the appropriate
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regulatory regime. In advance of the White Paper planned for the spring it is not possible to answer the
Committee’s specific questions, nevertheless to help the enquiry the paragraphs below discuss some of the
options being considered.

Design of a National Pensions Savings Scheme

8. Many initial reactions to the Pensions Commission’s proposals welcomed the principle of auto-
enrolment into a system of personal accounts, but some employers and representatives of the pensions
industry expressed reservations about the design of the National Pensions Saving Scheme and whether the
delivery mechanism proposed by the Commission is the most appropriate. Some business and employer
groups, for example the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) and the British Chambers of Commerce
(BCC) have opposed the proposal to introduce compulsory employer contributions.

9. In response to the reactions to the Pensions Commission report, the Minister for Pensions Reform,
Stephen Timms, invited industry stakeholders to work up details of alternative approaches. The Minister
set out two main criteria that any alternative model must meet:

— it must achieve an extension of coverage; and

— a reduction in cost, in terms of both management charges and administration costs for business.

10. A number of pensions industry stakeholders presented their alternative proposals at an event hosted
by the Department for Work and Pensions on 28 February 2006. Proposals from the Association of British
Insurers (ABI)55, the National Association of Pension Funds (NAPF)56, the Investment Management
Association (IMA)57 and Pension Reform Group (PRG)58 were presented and are summarised below.

Investment Management Association Proposal (IMA)

11. The IMA broadly support the Pensions Commission proposal for a centrally administered NPSS—
oVering additional recommendations on appropriate governance arrangements.

12. They propose that the NPSS be overseen by an independent body—and NPSS Board (similar to a
trustee board). The Board would be independent from Government and accountable to Parliament. The
role of Government would be to appoint the NPSS board and to determine the target investment goal for
the NPSS.

13. The IMA believe that independent governance is essential to protect members’ interests and to
mitigate any risks to Government. The independent body would have two separate duties: the custody of
members’ contributions and oversight of the administration of the scheme; and choosing the range of
investment portfolios available to members and developing the investment strategy for the default fund. It
is proposed that fund managers should be selected by open competition for a minimum of five years.

14. The IMA’s assumption is that on this model the overall cost (including collection) would be unlikely
to be more than 0.5% of the funds under management.

Association of British Insurers’ Proposal (ABI)

15. The ABI proposal agrees with the Pensions Commission on auto-enrolment with an individual opt
out and a mandatory employer contribution, which they see as crucial to any viable scheme. Employees not
in an “adequate” scheme would be auto-enrolled—initially by their employer—into a Partnership Pension
(a defined contribution pension arrangement). Individuals would have a unique number for their personal
account, whichwould remain with them throughout their working life. Contributions would be collected via
BACS59. Transfer arrangements would be simplified to make them cheaper and easier, oVering individuals
portability.

16. On regulation and governance the ABI propose setting up a new Retirement Income Commission,
which would be an economic regulator of the pensions industry as well as advising the government on
participation, contribution levels, and costs and charges. If an employer did not have a scheme they could
choose a provider from a list approved by the Retirement Income Commission. Providers would oVer a
standard contract product, with scope for competition in quality of service and investment performance. If
an employer did not choose a provider one would be allocated by the Regulator.

17. The ABI’s assumption is that on this model the overall costs (including collection) would be around
half of the current stakeholder charge cap of 1.5% of the funds under management.

55 Meeting the pensions challenge Partnership Pensions: A new model for retirement saving—ABI February 2006.
56 Super Trusts—putting members first. NAPF alternative to NPSS February 2006.
57 Implementing a National Pensions Savings Scheme—IMA proposals February 2006.
58 Alternative Approaches to the NPSS. The Pensions Reform Group (PRG) principles—a framework for pensions reform.
59 BACS Payment Schemes Ltd a membership-based industry body whose role is to develop and promote the use of automated
payment and payment-related services.
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National Association of Pension Funds Proposal (NAPF)

18. The NAPF proposal agrees with the Pensions Commission on auto-enrolment with an individual opt
out and a mandatory employer contribution. Employees would be auto-enrolled by their employer into a
designated Super Trust (a defined contribution pension arrangement). Employers could opt out of
designating a Super Trust if their alternative pension provision meets certain defined criteria. NAPF
estimate that these proposals would lead to the creation of around 20 Super Trusts.

19. They believe that adopting a pooled approach to scheme investment, where members share a fund,
and its returns, which are invested in a basket of assets for growth and security, would provide opportunities
andmanage down risk by applying the Super Trust’s investment expertise. They believe Super Trusts would
oVer some diversity in the market place and managed choice for employers to choose the appropriate Super
Trust for their workforce.

20. Super Trusts would be statutory bodies, regulated by The Pensions Regulator. They propose that
these large, not-for-profit, multi-employer schemes should be managed by experts, legally charged with
putting the interests of members first.

21. NAPF estimates that the Super Trusts could operate at a cost of around 0.4% of the value of the funds
under management.

Pension Reform Group Proposal (PRG)

22. The PRG proposal—the Universal Protected Pension—is not a variant on the NPSS design, but is
structured around five principles set out below. Within this structure the detailed rules of the scheme would
allow for a range of parameters to be adjusted including the level of the benefit, the treatment of carers,
women, the unemployed and immigrants.

23. The principles are:

— A Guaranteed Pension of 25–30% of national average earnings, which would be provided by the
basic State Pension. The primary objective is an enduring scheme that lifts all pensioners out of
poverty.

— Compulsory contributions for all in work. This would be required to fund the guarantee.

— Redistribution—everyone should contribute the same percentage of income for the same
monetary pension at the end.

— Funded—the guarantee would be provided in part by the existing basic state pension and in part
by a new funded arrangement. The scheme would bring together the public and private sectors
with contributions collected by the National Insurance Contributions Agency and then invested
by private sector fund managers. Administered by independent trustees.

— An Independent Governance Structure.

Ongoing DWP Policy Development

24. In parallel with the analysis of the Pensions Commission and the work going on within the pensions
industry the Department for Work and Pensions has been exploring a further proposal. The purpose of this
work is to explore as full a range of approaches as possible. This model is to be examined without prejudice
alongside theNPSS proposal and themodels developed by the pensions industry representatives. Thismodel
was discussed, along with those proposed by the Pensions Commission and by the pensions industry, with
industry stakeholders at an event on 3 April.

25. This further model would see all employees without access to an “adequate” employer scheme
automatically enrolled (with the right to opt-out) into a personal account (a defined contribution pension
arrangement). A clearing house would be established to manage and deliver the enrolment, reconciliation
and collection functions and employers would interact directly with it. Employees would be able to select a
pension provider from a restricted pool, open an account and then take that account with them through
their working life.

26. The operational relationship between the clearing house and the selected pension providers would be
integrated to ensure that there is a seamless public front.

27. To complement this activity, the focus of the engagement with the public and stakeholders through
the National Pensions Debate changed to amore considerative consultation on the recommendations in the
Pension Commission’s second report. This culminated in National Pensions Day on 18 March 2006, when
over 1,000 people in six locations across the United Kingdom were asked to consider a series of questions
based on the broad framework of the Pensions Commission’s proposals.
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The Roles to be Played by the Financial Services Authority and the Treasury in Taking Forward

Pension Measures Arising from Proposals for a National Pensions Savings Scheme

28. The Government is currently analysing the evidence and considering the proposals and
recommendations put forward by the Pensions Commission, the pensions industry (through its own
consultation with stakeholders) and through the National Pensions Debate. In its deliberations, it will be
assessing these proposals and recommendations against the five tests for reform set out in paragraph 4
above.

29. The appropriate regulatory and governance regime for any such scheme is clearly important in
delivering personal responsibility ( by creating consumer confidence), simplicity and sustainability. The
Government will therefore be assessing the regulatory and governance mechanisms and requirements for
each possible model carefully.

30. The Government will be bringing forward its proposals in a White Paper this Spring. The roles to be
played by the Financial Services Authority or Her Majesty’s Treasury will depend on the detailed design of
any NPSS and how it is set up and funded.

Lessons for the Design and Implementation of Pension Measures Arising from the Proposals for a

National Pensions Savings Scheme from the Regulation of, and Decisions on Charge Caps for,
Stakeholder Pensions

31. The introduction of Stakeholder pension provided for the first time a flexible, straightforward and
low cost pension option for people, particularly those on moderate earnings. Stakeholder pensions have a
number of key features including:

— Management charges in each year must not amount to more than the charge cap as set down by
law—for people who join a stakeholder pension scheme on or after 6 April 2005 the cap is an
annual management charge of 1.5% for the first 10 years, which will reduce to 1% from then
onwards if these members remain in the scheme.

— The Stakeholder pension contract is flexible and portable. It must not have penalty charges for
transfers in or out. Members can increase, reduce or stop their contributions as they wish.

— All stakeholder pensions schemes must accept contributions of £20 or more, though some may
accept lower payments.

— Stakeholder pension schemes must be run in the interest of their members, and will either have
trustees or they will be run by a scheme manager.

— Employers with five or more staV must provide access to a stakeholder pension scheme through
the workplace if they have one or more relevant employees.

32. Undoubtedly the experience of introducing stakeholder pensions, including the charge cap, will help
inform future pension policy development wherever relevant. Any read across to any NPSS design will very
much depend on the policy details and how applicable this makes the stakeholder experience. For instance
costs (and hence charges) of any scheme will depend on a range of issues such as distribution, enrolment
policy and the regulatory regime.
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